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We're not trying to give the most. We're trying to lose
the least. That was John Bowers' philosophy 40 years
ago, and it lives on in our new 600 Series. Speakers that
neither add to, nor take away from, the original sound. That
requires world- class science - and extremely experienced
ears. Because once we've selected exactly the right
components, we begin the long, careful process of tuning.
Listening and refining, over and over. Until the frequencies
combine to conjure asound so true, so alive, you want to
reach out and touch it. Dr John Dibb, Senior Development
Engineer and Fellow of the Society of Sound, on the new
600 Series.
Visit the Society of Sound at www.bowers-wilkins.com

B&W Bowers&VVilkins
Listen and you'll see

O

nce ayear it's
important to sit back,
ponder and then

celebrate the best
that our diverse industry has to
offer. Our 2007 Awards, starting
on p40, are an appreciation

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE

of these products from source
components, stereo and
multichannel amplification,

burgeoning on-line information
industry. Ironically, there are now
more consumer magazines on
sale than ever before — about
2500 different titles at the last
count. Of course, technical
tomes like HiFi News have areal
advantage over many virtual
publications and forums.
Not only are we more

representing the very best
in cutting-edge home

but is equally applied to our

entertainment technology

`No other title shows its 'workings'
so transparently for the scrutiny of
engineers and enthusiasts worldwide'

Every month, the Editor
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enjoyment of surround and
movie performances. Ken Kessler
shares his own experience of
'convergence' by tripping the

quality within one of the

light fantastic with Shanling's
spectacular CD-T1500 CD
player (our cover story begins
on p34) before beginning an

three HiFi News price bands

introductory tour of his favourite

Outstanding: aproduct
that either represents the
pinnacle of sound or picture

music DVDs on p78.
On another note altogether,
there's been some speculation
in the broader press of late

HiFi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.
RICHARD STEVENSON
is HFN's multichannel
specialist and tokeil hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years

convenient to hold when
lounging on the sofa and
listening to afavourite aria, but
we also offer accountability.
You all know where we live for a

loudspeakers and displays.
The Awards also reinforce
my belief that high fidelity is
no longer confined to stereo

cherry-picks one product,

THE EXPERT PANEL

KEITH HOWARD I
las
written about hi-fi for
30 years, and edited
HiFi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
KH's measurements
STEVE HARRIS edited
this very title from 1986
through to 2005. A
lifetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
makes SH agoldmine
KEN KESSLER is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'

start (see pl 53), we don't hide
behind nom de plumes and we
publish every single lab test, in
full, for every piece of electronics
reviewed in the magazine. In
fact, no other audio title shows
its 'workings' so transparently
for the scrutiny of engineers,
manufacturers and enthusiasts
across the world. And where

BARRY FOX — techno
journalist supreme. BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as apatent agent

do we do this? On the Net of
course! Just log onto hifinews.
co.uk and follow the links.

concerning the viability of paper
publishing in the face of the

CHRIS BREUN1G for
many years the Music
Editor of HFN.
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
depth to his reviews

Paul Miller,

Great sound or picture and,

are the ingredients of a

THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING
Not only does HiFi News have exclusive
access to alaboratory replete with

Highly Commended product

audio and video test equipment, but

ideally, great value — these

it's the only magazine whose editor has
designed world- class test solutions from
the award-winning litter Analyser to the
multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere else.
anon
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THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
In addition to our awards badges. the
sound/picture, features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
at- a-glance ratings on our colour-coded
pie charts. Uniquely, our green segment
provides ameasure of product power
consumption. See p16 for full details.
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News
New products, events and
'Hi Fi Confidential', inc ahigh- end
stack from Marantz. new Thiel speaker
and USB phono stage from Sonneteer

10

Hong Kong Scrapbook
Bob Hawkins attends the Hong Kong
High End Audio Visual Show 2007

14

Futuretech
Barry Fox looks at audio/video
technology, including anew 2.4GHz
wireless speaker technology

OPINION & ADVICE
85

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases reviewed by our
music specialists

92

Opinion
The audio and video hot topics of the
day, as explored by our columnists:
Barry Fox, Ken Kessler, Jon Thompson,
Christopher Breunig, Andrew Harrison,
and Barry Willis

101 Letters
Sonus Faber's erratic frequency
response challenged, praise for power,
and converts to the sound of the Funk
Firm's LP12 upgrade

104 Q&A
Budget valve amp ideas, preparing for
MF CD player breakdown, and what
life beyond the Sondek? Plus Jargon
Buster and B&W's N800 revisited

FEATURES
06

Objects of Desire
Whats coming soon to HEN, inc
German Physiks high-end omni speaker
and revised TacT Audio digital preamp

72

Hi fi @ Home
Spectral, Accuphase, Nagra... Steve

78

Harris visits ahigh- end addict who's
invested in two- channel bliss
Music on DVD
Ken Kessler makes acase for music
with images, with his personal
selection of good sounds on DVD

95

Audio Exposed
Keith Howard concludes his odyssey
into the importance of reserve power
when reproducing real SPLs at home

109 Inside Story

TO THE INDUSTRY'S MOST INNOVATIVE HI-FI MAGAZINE

Jim Lesurf continues his exploration
of the problems with DVD±RW home
video recorders

122 On Location: Harbeth Audio
Steve Harris talks to Alan Shaw about
Harbeth... and founder Dudley
Harwood's gardening habit
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John Howes remembers His Master's
Voice, when the HMV brand name
included hi-fi equipment
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
18

Pioneer BDP-LX70
First Blu-ray player from Pioneer
promises image and sound exactly
as the film-makers intend. Paul Miller
measures Hollywood's standards

NAD C315BEE

1'7

Yet another 3020' replacement, only
this time even Ken Kessler warms to
what may be anew budget reference

Pro Ject Debut III USB

26

The evergreen starter deck gets a
binary upgrade with the help of aUSB
digital output. Steve Harris zeroes in

30

Denon AVR3808
Richard Stevenson renews his
marriage vows with the latest version
of Denon's 3800- series AV amp

36

Shanling CDT1500
Ken Kessler takes this otherworldly
CD player for aspin, revelling in its
oddball looks and fine sound

42

Hi FI News Awards: 2007
The year's pick of the products.
with selections in three price bands.
Categories include best analogue
source, digital source, integrated and
pre/power amplifiers, loudspeaker,
and projector and flat panel display
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PS Audio GCA MC5000
Up to 7kW is promised from this
modular multichannel power amplifier
with ICEpower. Richard Stevenson
settles for amere 5x500W...

56

JBL ES80
Bigger is not always better, but Keith
Howard finds potential in this budget

JBL

56

Pro-Ject

26

ATC

Arcam

47

Krell

43

PS Audio

52

Avalon

47

Lumley

41

REL

47

Latest 1080p projector from SIM2

B&VV

47

Marantz

08

Rotel

43

MartinLogan

47

Shanling

34

introduces three- chip performance.
Paul Miller sees the ( UHP) light from

45

Musical Fidelity

43

SIM2

Cambridge
Denon

41, 45, 51

41, 45

09, 49, 60

Esoteric

41

NAD

45

Thiel

08

Harbeth

122

Naim

43

Transfiguration

41

HMV

154

Pioneer

Velodyne

47

18, 43, 49

four-way, five-driver floorstander

60

SIM2 HT5000

this E30k high- end imagecaster
66

Super System
Christopher Breunig evaluates a
one- brand CD-to- loudspeaker solution
from Leema Acoustics
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GERMAN PHYSIKS HRS-120
Sitting atop this omnidirectional
loudspeaker is a most unusual driver,
known as the DOD Bending Wave
Radiator. The ' Dick Dipole Driver' is the
culmination of years of research, and
comes in either titanium or carbon-fibre
membrane versions. It's billed to span
most of the frequency range, with just
a 10in downward-firing woofer to cover
bass below 240Hz. The final result is said
to be adegree of resolution significantly
exceed:ng that of conventional designs.
Prices in the UK start around £ 11,000.
wvvw.german-physiks.com
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TACT AUDIO RCS 2.2 XP PREAMP
No ordinary stereo preamp this, as we
found when it was reviewed in Aug
'04. Its raison d'etre is digital room
correction, taking away much of the
deleterious influence of the listening
room. The latest XP version a' lows
full control without the need for a
separate Windows PC to configure
the custom EQ curves for your room.
With 24-bit,'192kHz converters, this
promises to be a transparent solution
to resolving one of the weakest links
in the system - the room itsel.
www.tactaudio.com
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New products and upcoming events...

'LEGENDARY SERIES' TOPS MARANTZ'S RANGE
Standing tall as a3ft-high high- end stereo
stack. Marantz has anew flagship system of
two- channel components. The new Legendary
Series comprises astereo CDISACD player,
stereo preamplifier and apair of monoblock
power amps. The SA- 751 disc player, at £ 5000,
uses aDSP-based digital filter with achoice
of three characteristics to suit taste, along
with switchable noise shaping and aDC filter.
Inside the SC- 752 preamp (£ 5000) is achokeregulated power supply and newly- developed
HDAM SA modules, Marantz's proprietary
and very high performance discrete op- amps.
Meanwhile, the MA- 952 monoblocks, at £ 6000
each, are specified at 300W into 8ohm,
doubling this figure into 4 ohm loads. These
amplifiers also boast a 150A peak current
capability, albeit without specifying duration or
distortion level. The power amps also feature
choke regulation and six HDAM SA modules,
used here as high-speed buffer amplifiers. A
complete Legendary Series system will set you
back £ 22,000.
Marantz UK, 01753 680868
www.marantz.com

NEW FIRST STEP FOR CHORD

THIEL CS3.7
Irm

1rcorrtvrp

ENTRY-LEVEL PRE/ POWER COMBINATIONS ADDED

Thiel Audio has announced its

Two new pairs of pre and
power amplifiers have
been launched by Chord

CS3.7 three-way floorstanding
speaker which employs anew

Electronics. The new entry-level
combination comprises the

and unusual driver diaphragm

CPA 2500 preamp and SPM

ahorizontal ' VU' meter, all

technology. With its tweeter

650 power amplifier, priced at

mounted concentrically inside
aribbed midrange unit. Thiel

£2500 each. The CPA 2500

packed into the new low
profile casework. It offers four

NOVEL TRIO OF DRIVERS

rather ambitiously claims that
'the entire sonic spectrum is
completely uncolored by any
resonances, ringing or energy
storage from the midrange
or tweeter diaphragms'. For
bass the CS3.7 uses ashaped

At £ 4990, the CPA 3000
preamp is based on the new

has six unbalanced inputs and
one RCA output, along with
two pairs of balanced XLR

CPA 5000 model, using a
high-frequency switchmode
power supply and sporting

balanced XLR and two singleended RCA inputs. Its matching

outputs. Built into amatching

power amp is the SPM 1050, a
200W design with 2kW power

case design, the SPM 650
power amplifier is alow- profile

supply, costing £ 3360.
Chord Electronics,

stereo chassis specified at
130W into 8ohm.

www.chordelectronics.co.uk

01622 721444

but essentially flat 10in cone,
augmented by amatching

•

passive bass radiator mounted
below. Cabinet resonances are
an aluminium back and top

0.

piece, with a3in-thick front
baffle. The price in the UK is

0

£6495 apair.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Symmetry Systems,
01727 865488
www.thielaudio.com
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SIM2 DOMINO PROJECTOR
DIP ' RAINS' SUPREME

'Trickle down' is an oftused term for introducing

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

YOU

THE

LATEST

HI- Fl

GOSSIP

BLUE -RAY CAMS

provide alevel of sound quality

Blockbuster pledged its allegiance
to Blu-ray back in June 2007,

usually available only through
dedicated separates. Mind you,

products. But SIM2's latest
entry-level projector is said to

and now Sony, keen to promote
its baby, is producing awebsite

Iheard the same words from
Steve Jobs with his own iPod Hi Fi,

benefit from ' downpour' technology,
as its DLP model uses the latest 0.65in chipset from TI

called The MMG Venue, which,
in common with other Sony

and that one flopped. This unit,

with ' Brilliant Colour Image' processing. It offers up to
1280x768 pixel resolution, with the ability to accept full-

websites, is hard to navigate
unless you have alot of patience,

however, is much less plain, isn't
finished all-white, and contains
no fewer than five drivers. These

HD content. As well as four analogue inputs, the D10 also

afast internet provider and
aflash-friendly PC. Also keen
to promote this format in the

include a5in woofer, and three
channels of amplification totalling
some 100W. Costing around

prevailing Blu-ray/HD DVD war is
Hitachi, which has announced the

£320, it can also be hooked up to
the TV for transferring video.

flagship range technology
into more affordable

offers HDMI and DVI connections. Price in the UK is £ 1600.
SIM2 UK, 01825 750850 www.sim2.co.uk

SONNETEER SEDLEY USB
DIGITAL UPGRADE FOR CLASSIC PHONO STAGE

world's first Blu-ray camcorders.

A long- running phono stage from Sonneteer has been
brought up to date with aUSB port for PC connection. The

DZ-BD7H, sports a30GB hard disk
drive and can record up to about

SedleyUSB is aMM/MC phono amplifier with adjustable
load and gain, plus a 16-bit/48kHz ADC and DAC from

four hours of 1920 x 1080 full- HD
video, or eight hours of 1440 x

Burr- Brown. It will digitise the equalised signal from a

1080 HD video. It should cost

turntable, as well as allow digital audio from acomputer to
be played on ahi-fi system. Price is £ 650
for the SedleyUSB, while the

around £ 800.
Yamaha has proudly revealed

standard version is £ 500.

two additions to its range of
all- in-one YSP surround- sound

Sonneteer, 01483 566990
www.sonneteer.co.uk

speaker ' projectors'. Apparently
these clever devices have inspired

MARTINLOGAN DYNAMO
SUBWOOFER GOES DOWN IN PRICE
MartinLogan is best known for its luxurious electrostatic
loudspeakers, but now the US company has announced
an affordable subwoofer priced at £ 499. The Dynamo is
anearly cubic design, roughly 32cm aside, with a 10in
aluminium- coned bass driver. This is driven by a200W
Class D amplifier in asealed- box configuration.
Absolute Sounds, 020 8971 3909
www.martinlogan.com

Somehow Idon't think this
product is just hot air.

One of its two models, the

CARDBOARD 'N' CAMS
At the other extreme is the Suck
UK iPod mini boombox made
of... cardboard. Due October, it
arrives flat- packed Ikea- style and
ready for assembly, complete with
fully working amplified speakers
and two AA batteries, but no
glue. If you're the sort that likes
separate speakers, but don't like

'At the other extreme, the Suck
boombox is made of ... cardboard'
clones from aseries of other
manufacturers. However, Yamaha
claims its YSPs are the only true
5.1 digital sound projectors,
with full six channels of sound,
which, in the top model YSP-40D
means 40 sets of 2W and two
20W speakers. For those who
don't want 5 massive speakers
cluttering up their living room, the
YSP-40D could be the answer.

WEIRD DOCKS

/

Continuing my search for the
weirdest iPod dock, Ihave two
for your delectation this month.
Firstly, the B&W Zeppelin iPod
speakers. According to Bowers &
Wilkins, this unique product will

ABOVE: Sëmk Cupcake (top) and the
Zeppelin iPod from B&W

HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...
05-08 OCT

123rd AES Convention, Javits Convention

16 OCT

AES UK ' Headphone Measurements' by Keith
Howard, 7pm, free entry, Royal Academy of

Center, New York, NY, USA

Engineering, 3Carlton House Terrace, London
10-11 NOV Audio Show 2007, Hotel Sobieski & Hotel Bristol,
13 NOV

Warsaw, Poland
AES UK, ' Room Reflections Misunderstood?' by
Siegried Linkwitz, details as 16 Oct

huge speakers cluttering up your
living room, you might prefer
the new Cupcakes from Sëmk, a
company which makes novelty
items such as Tofu- shaped iPod
docks. Not sure if this one will sell
like hot cakes, though.
LEFT: Flatpack audio from Suck UK

NOVEMBER 2007
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First sight of new products & technology

SHOW REPORT

HONG KONG SHOW
Report by Bob Hawkins

T

he Hong Kong High End Audio Visual Show 2007, to give its full title, is now in its fifth year and has created
much interest among local audiophiles who attend in large numbers. And they weren't deterred by astrength

8typhoon warning on the first day! Entrance fee to the show, August 10-12th at the Hong Kong Convention
Centre, Wan Chai, on Hong Kong Island, was amere HK $50 (HK $ 15 is roughly £1) which included ashow

programme and aspecially- produced SACD. It ran on three floors, with two floors of music and AV dem rooms, and a

300-seat theatre for live performances rigged with PMC speakers. The show is organised by Audiotechnique magazine
and run by local dealers, supported by distributors and manufacturers. Plans are already advanced for 2008 and the
organisers have announced the show will start on August 8th, the same day as the Beijing Olympics.
hi-finews
000

SHOW REPORT

LEFT: Some of the very high- end audio products were
managed by Jadis Electronics who demonstrated,
among others, designs from MBL, Wilson Audio, Boulder
Amplifiers, Continuum and Ayre Acoustics. Also on
display was Transparent's ' noise and distortion-free'
Opus MM Speaker Cable, complete with carbon-fibre
shell which claims to reduce resonance and vibration.
Prices start at a mere US $ 33,000.

hi-finews

0

SHOW REPORT

RIGHT: Germany's best products took pride of place
this year with Burmester's new 069 CD Transport
and separate DAC/PSU looking like the crown jewels.
Burmester is little seen in the UK, and the Reference
Line 069 arrived only just in time for the show, for static
display only. The DAC houses separate master clocks
and power supply. Retail price is likely to be more than
HK $ 500,000 ( around £ 33,000 sterling).

Lomit«I

SHOW REPORT
LEFT: Not to be outshone by their German
counterparts MBL was visually and audibly ' in your
face' demonstrating the new Radialstrahler 101 Xtreme speakers. X-treme was no exaggeration as these
stunning monoliths stood 15ft apart, creating ahuge
soundstage which mesmerised many an audiophile. You
can buy any colour you wish for US $ 175,000... as long
as it's piano black.

10
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SHOW KtPOR
LEFT: Audio Extreme's meeting room had everybody
talking, with an unusual dem featuring the Germanproduced EMT 986 Studio Broadcast CD player ( HK
$48,000), the JPA66 Varia Curve Tube Stereo Control
Center ( HK $ 198,200) and five-way bass reflex Adam
Tensor Alpha active speakers ( HK $ 365,000). This
broadcast CD player has an 80GB hard disk, allowing
storage of up to 1000 CDs. Quality was very impressive
through the extended range Tensors. The Varia Curve
Control Center allows the user to adjust all parameters
for EQ, with cartridge matching, scratch filters and more.

hi-finews

e00

SHOW REPORT

RIGHT: Another iPod designer, this time KEF, had its very
attractive Picoforte 1and 3 products on show. The Uni Q
technology has been incorporated in the design and the
P1 dock promises to deliver 25 watts to each of two 6in
speakers. The system has 5.video and composite video
outputs plus other features and will retail in the UK at
around the £ 250 mark.

hi-finews

• 00

SHOW REPORT

LEFT: British products were well represented by Arcam,
Naim, Cambridge Audio and Musical Fidelity, among
others. At the high end, dCS ( do Radar Audio) was
able to present its new Scarlatti trio of CD transport
(HK 5328,570), DAC ( HK 5228,570) and Clock ( HK
$97,150). The 20- minute demo started well with a
stunning percussion feature but then fell away as the
CD choices disappointed and people left their seats. A
shame really, as these British products are superb.

• eø

SHOW RENA':

RIGHT: Oracle's latest stylish integrated reached Hong
Kong audiences at this show. The Si 1000 ( I-IK $ 124,290)
promises 175 watts into 8ohms and features balanced
and single-ended inputs.

NOVEMBER 2007
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First sight of new products & technology

@Ele
ABOVE: Audiophiles might turn their noses up at iPods
and everything associated with them. However, they are
here to stay and there were a number of eye-catching
models featured at the show. Scandyna's Podspeakers,
the MicroPod SE ( HK S1600) and The Drop ( HK S4800)
were particularly cute.

ABOVE: Metronome Technologie's flagship top- loading
CD player, the Kalista, made its debut at the show ( on
view only). The top- loader features aPhilips CD-Pro2M
mechanism with custom modifications and new clamp.
The tripod arrangement in gold and silver was extremely
attractive. No price though at the time of asking.

ABOVE: Clearaudio displayed its entire range at the show
and very impressive it was too. Its Master Reference AMG
turntable was shown atop the Everest equipment stand
-an amazing engineering feat.

eee
ABOVE RIGHT: Launched at Milan this year and unveiled
on the opening day of this event, KEF's Muon concept
speakers were arguably the crown jewels of the show.
This four-way speaker system mounted in polished
6mm-thick aluminium features KEF's Acoustic
Enhancement technology and Muon's unique ( Uni Q)
°rive array unit to deliver a ' seamless sonic picture'.

@OE!

SHOW REPORT

LEFT: The Denon stand, where the company showed its
new AV amplifiers, receivers and universal DVD player.
All are HDMI v1.3a compliant for the ' HD Era'.

12
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NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

GOES WWI

A new wireless loudspeaker package from Crystal Audio claims to remove the cable clutter

from your home cinema system... but Barry Fox has his doubts about immature technology

L

icence-free wireless technology on the 2.4GHz
ISM ( Industrial, Scientific and Medical) band has
changed the face of home computing and

could now do the same for hi-fi. Crystal
Audio's new £ 1500 ' high- end wireless, THX-certified
loudspeaker package' - the THX-3D12 - claims to
'remove all the cable clutter associated with home
cinema speaker systems'. However, making hi-fi
wireless will not all be plain sailing.
RIGHT:
The WiFi
airwaves are
cluttered with
everything
from PC
networks
to wireless
TVs, like
the AQUOS,
fighting for
bandwidth

The family of IEEE 802 WiFi standards has made it
relatively easy to connect computers and printers in a
wireless network on the 2.4GHz band. The same system
can be used to stream compressed audio and video, as
in Philips' Streamium products. Range is afew hundred
metres. The Bluetooth system works on the same
2.4GHz band and is used for cellphones and portable

airspace. So each generates arandom number, and

players because it pulls less power, so does not drain
batteries so quickly. The new A2DP standard (Advanced
Audio Distribution Profile) lets aBluetooth link carry

the channel. This keeps each transceiver waiting for
unpredictable periods.

stereo. But audio quality is iffy, range is only afew
metres and the signal won't pass through walls.

even out- of- range WiFi units don't stick to these

uses it to set a ' back off' time before trying to occupy

Microwave ovens, analogue Videosenders and
rules, so just blast away. WiFi data is sent in bursts or

SIGNIFICANT DELAYS
The very heavy compression and decompression
used for WiFi and Bluetooth add asignificant delay or

'packets' and an acknowledgement signal returned
for every packet successtully received. If there is no
acknowledgement, the packet is sent again. This adds
unpredictable delays. Bluetooth works differently.

'Microwave ovens, analogue
videosenders and even out- of-range
WiFi units don't stick to these rules'
BELOW:
Crystal
Audio's THX3D12 wireless
speaker
package

'latency' to the signal - 20 milliseconds
or more - which makes the system
useless for, say, TV sound because
the sound lags horribly behind the
picture. Mixing wired and wireless
components exposes the delay, too.
The ISM band is very crowded,

Three years ago Sharp launched the AQUOS 15in
WiFi TV, but computer users found it swamped WiFi.
The product is no longer available outside Japan.

KEY ADVANTAGES
When you read past Crystal Audio's headline
claims, the only wireless connection is to the rear
speakers. The key technical advances are the use of
uncompressed 16- bit. 48kHz audio and latency of just
2ms. The wireless technology is proprietary, not an
802 WiFi data system. The digital signal is modulated
using DSSS ( Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum), with
error correction and control data that increases the

'videosenders' and heavy-duty

audio data rate of around 1.5Mbitisec to 4Mbitfsec.

interferers like microwave ovens. It is
divided into eight channels, but the

The only latency comes from the analogue-todigital converters, lms for code and lms for decode.
Crystal admits that ' if the wireless system interferes

without one interfering
with another.
'Collision avoidance'
rules are stored in every
WiFi transceiver to stop it
sending data while another
one is using the channel.
Once achannel is free, every
unit in the area tries to grab the

www.hifinews.co.uk

between slightly different frequencies after each
packet of data is sent. WiFi can swamp Bluetooth.

not just with data communications
systems but also analogue

WiFi system can use only
three at the same time

14

Each device independently hops 1600 times asecond

NOVEMBER 2007

with another Bluetooth or Wi-Fi system, the sound
coming from the speakers might pause for aminimum
fraction of time but this disappears when we change
the transmission channel.'
A lot of industry eyes are now on new 802
standards for higher rates in the higher 5GHz
band, where ( so far) there is less clutter. But 5GHz
technology is not yet mature. And nothing can alter
the fact that wireless speakers need either giant
batteries or mains wires to power them...

o
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sonus fatter

delivers music 0
to your ears
like
only
the
very
finest italian
loudspeakers
c a

krell

marlin logan

svilson audio

these
products are
workhorses,
not museum
pieces.

premier
® the
manufacturer
of
high-end
audio
and
home cinema
equipment.

you'll
rediscover
music which
you already
thought you
knew so well.

0

affordable
valve
products that
really deliver
the
goods!

enjoy a rich
musical and
cinematic
experience
at
an
unrivalled price.

® known for their
unyielding
dynamics,
îlrecise
imaging,
and
pinpoint

the true secret, if ®
any, lies in the
result
which
is
brought
about by the
interaction
of
the
whole.
Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford, OX1 liD
Tel: 01865 790 879, Fax: 01865 791 665
info@oxfordaudio.co.uk, www.oxfordaudio.co.uk
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UNDER THE BONNET
Ever wondered what makes an amplifier,
CD/DVD/Universal player or AV processor
tick? This is where HiFi News lifts the lid
on each and every review product to give
you the inside track on its key building
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
the product's inner workings.
As a rule, many of the highlighted
components or circuit details will be linked
ro specific areas of performance in the Lab
Report. No longer an anonymous 'black
box', visualising key areas of strength or
weakness within a product permits a far
greater appreciation of its build quality and
material value.

to obtain free downloads.
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GRAPHS

They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
below), although the pl
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
still oilers estiaordinaril
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
distortion through the r
example, our reviews of CD/DVD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
This amounts to jolt - 0
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
at its peak Output 140 ct
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both lkHz ( black trace
the balanced % La conr
or infill) and 20kHz (blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
and mst 0.00034
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 1Offlohm.
lower. - 10d8Fs, s.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
Couple this sun
technical
feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
5/11 ratio am'
might see a graph showing abnormally high jitter from a CD player, for
errors in'.
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
-110dP , alem
different loudspeaker loads.
the r
tereten

to

(see blue trace on the g

°
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WATERFALL GRAPHS
This specific 3D or ' waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the 'cumulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, however subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker ( 3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of a second) from the initial transient and are a
direct inckation of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

(
1)
(
3)

3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat, two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal ! eve' (the vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle filter in the slow ultrasonic roll-off ( 2) alongside rippled •itopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the 'digital' distortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd, 3rd, 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal DAC.
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Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about a product in our Verdict
section. with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent;
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as 'passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to £ 1000, blue
between E1001-£3000 and red for the
rarified high-end at E3000+.
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TESTED THIS MONTH...

AWARDS

'
121187
Over 30 products in three price

categories, our team of expert reviewers
bring you the pick of the kit from 2007
plus the Hi Fi News Product of the Year
40 THE HI-FI NEWS AWARDS 2007

MOP boodOmemi
I.C1.•••••••••
ilooromoOfo...

SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY
For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents a balance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

....a Mar
•••••roOdooffleo

PIE CHART COLOUR KEY

EQUIPMENT
UP TO £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 3000

Pioneer BDP-LX70 Blu-ray

-

22 NAD C315BEE amplifier

WW1

.1.11■11‘

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES

26 Pro-Ject Debut USB turntable

This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while a multichannel preamp with
digital. analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
'priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

i

30 Denon AVR-3808 receiver

e

FEATURES

75%
34 Shanling CD-T1500 CD player 52 PS Audio GCA-MC500 amp

els.
BUILD

ECONOMY RATING

i
g

JI

Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their
electricity
bills tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's a littleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may
demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

75%
ECO

75%

BUILD QUALITY

56 JBL ES80 loudspeaker

With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember,
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in a stunning,
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like a brick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5year guarantee.

60 SIN12 HT5000 projector

from Leema Acoustics

OVEMEER 2007
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BLU-RAY PLAYER TEST

True Blu?
PIONE

BDP-LX70 (E /
000)

Pion rhas ramped up the production of its
BI
ay drives for the PC market, so adomestic
ovie player was always aheartbeat behind

18
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Tested by Paul Miller

0

ur initial Blu-ray experience was at least
partially frustrated by the limited BD

software and incomplete implementation of
Panasonic's DMP-BD10 (
HFN, Jan ' 07), latterly

re-released in arefined 'A' version. Pioneer's BDP-LX70 is
another bespoke Blu-ray solution, more affordable than
the Panasonic at £ 1000, but still not adhering to the
final BD1.1 video profile or confering full compatibility
with HDMI 1.3a.
Launching alittle later than its competition has,
however, enabled Pioneer to beta-test thoroughly both
the player's underlying OS and application software.
So the BDP-LX70 might still take agood 30 seconds
to ' boot' but proved reliable in operation, with
fast track/chapter/scene access. Furthermore,
and despite what I'd read elsewhere, it was fully
compatible with the BD Java- based content Ihad
available, including the animated ' Dead Man's Chest'
menu from Pirates of the Caribbean II.
Behind its glossy black fascia, the BDP-LX70 is
based around the same Sigma Designs SMP8634
secure HD video decoder as the Panasonic, unpacking
MPEG2, MPEG4, H.264, VC1 and WMV9 video
datastreams with full DRM ( Digital Rights Management)
while providing support for up to 9.1 audio channels.
In practice, the Pioneer player is limited to 5.1 audio
channels from both its analogue outputs and as
multichannel LPCM through its HDMI connection. The
latest firmware update supports both Dolby Digital Plus
and Dolby Digital HD decoding but not DTS Master HD
which is delivered as ahigher bitrate DTS bitstream via
either of its digital outputs.

ABOVE: The 5.1

A derivation of the Home Menu

channel and

used in Pioneer's DVD players is
implemented here, offering avariety

separate stereo
outputs are
switched within

of disc navigation, audio/video
adjustment and configuration tools.

Pioneer's setup
menu along with
downsampling

Some are specific to Btu- ray, including
the Standard and Cinema picture
modes with liner-tuning of White
and Black levels, Hue and Chroma
level available for the three personal

to 48kHz for
the coaxial and

memories. The Audio settings are

optical digital

limited to aDynamic Range control
which applies to Dolby Digital
soundtracks only while the speaker
configuration ( bass management)

outputs

Pioneer has equipped the BDP-LX70 with aLAN/
Ethernet connection for use with movies and pictures

options are greatly simplified. The
expectation, Iassume, is that this

on ahome network while its HDMI connection offers the

additional functionality will be

full gamut of scaled video outputs up to 1080/60p and

provided by HDMI 1.3a compliant

1080/24p, the latter delivering original movie content

AV receivers with more powerful

without any frame- rate conversion.

HD audio decoders onboard.

'The long shots of the Golden Gate
bridge look stunning as the metalwork
rimed from its moorings'
PUSHING THE LEVELS
BLU-RAY — THE STATE OF PLAY
While the unseemly scrap between HD DVD
and Blu-ray continues with various of the major
studios lining up against one another, the choice
of playback hardware is also expanding. Toshiba
has announced new HD-EP30 and ' 35 HD DVD
players ( with cheaper models announced for Japan)
alongside new European hardware from Onkyo
and Venturer. Early Blu-ray players from Panasonic
and Samsung have been joined by LG's ' universal'
offering and new machines from both Sony and
Pioneer. Denon has also announced the release of
its Btu- ray player in the US ( see Opinion, p95).
Blu-ray seems to be occupying the high ground in
Japan but the real struggle is taking place in the US
where we expect the final showdown to occur. As
Europe collectively speaks 'American', then this side
of the pond should fall into line in 2008.

AUDIO

The picture performance of the BDP-LX70 and
BDP-LX70A (available around the time you read this) is

FILE

identical and deeply impressive. Sure enough, movies
like The Fantastic Four and Kingdom of Heaven that
are encoded we MPEG2 betray the stuttering across

Blu-ray/DVD
player with 5.1
channel analogue
and HDMI 1.2
outputs

horizontal pans that have been commented upon
elsewhere, but newer MPEG4/VC1 releases, including
Pirates of the Caribbean 11, look uniformly smoother.
The early skiing sequence from The Fantastic Four
includes ahorizontal pan across asnowy mountaintop

Price: £ 1000
Made By:
Pioneer Japan

tnat judders and stutters quite alarmingly, whether
delivered as 1080/24p or 1080/60p.
There is atrain of thought that invoking 3:2
pulldown with a60Hz signal might assist in the
smoothing of any ' stutter', but my impression is
simply of trading one visual discontinuity for another.

Supplied By:
Pioneer UK
Telephone:
01753 789789

The point is, similar pans from movies like Pirates...
(transmitted at anything up to 40Mbps from this duallayer disc) typically look far smoother — including highly

NOVEMBER 2007
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Web: www.
pioneer.co.uk
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LAB

PIONEER

BDP-LX70 BD PLAYER / £ 1000
Analogue output board
with acodec driving the
multichannel outputs anc
aseparate Burr-Brown

RESULTS

-

PCM1738 DAC and nigh
quality BB op-amps-feeding
the stereo outputs

It's this SiI9030 HDMI output
device that limits the BDPLX70's compatibility with the
current crop of AV receivers.
Silicon Image's latest SiI9134
chip offers the support for all
r v1.3 applications

ABOVE: Pioneer offers anetwork connection plus the
all-important HDMI link, even if this model is limited to a
v1.2 protocol that lacks support for Dolby/DTS HD audio

The Bead of the ptayer: a
secu e media processor
for Dolby Digital Pius and
HD decoding. A software
update for this 91 -na
Designs processor has
been implemented in the
'A' trersion of the prayer to
support MS Master HD

complex scenes like the distant pan of ships entering
and leaving harbour in full sail. Even with acommon
encode format, the BDP-LX70 certainly benefits from
the higher rate discs. Superman Returns, for example,
is delivered at about half the rate of Pirates... and this
shows in the poorer rendition of detail in darker areas
of the picture and in occasional contouring effects that

Th s31311-102XP Mt/DVD/
CD campatible drove
is aderivation of tse
(recordable) Blu-rey drives
Pioneer already supplies
forthe PC market

are typically very rare with either Blu-ray or HD DVD.
The scene where Lex Luther fires his missile ' seed' into
the ocean off the US coast shows the missile plunging
towards the seabed, accompanied by some very

Fan- cooled
switch- mode
power supply

obvious contouring of the murky seawater. A smoother
interpolation of this 8- bit greyscale resolution would
have benefitted this image.
X-Men - The Last Stand is another disc with content
delivered at up to 40Mb/s. The long shots of the Golden
Gate bridge look stunning as the metalwork is ripped
from its moorings and swings across the bay to its
new location. So too, the final confrontation between
Wolverine and Jean is resolved in exquisite detail, their
respective fleshtones glowing in the conflagration that
surrounds them.

0

PUSHING THE LEVELS

Movie sound quality is also in the top drawer. Plain
vanilla DTS 5.1 is delivered via the S/PDIF outputs
as a higher- rate ( 1.5Mb/s) bitstream which sounds
notably cleaner, with greater dynamic contrast and
detailing than you'd expect from atraditional DVD
player. Multichannel audio, levered from the player's
HDMI output into a Denon AVC-A11XVA receiver,

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Pioneer's use of the PCM1738 DAC for its
stereo outputs ( and a ' PCM1738-like' codec
for the multichannel outputs) ensures the
BDP-LX70 enjoys adecent performance en
the lab. The S/N ratio is ahealthy 108d8 and
disto-tion as low as 0.0005-0.002% through
bass, mid and high treble frequencies. The
frequency response is flat to just - 0.08dB
with 44.1kHz ( CD) material and - 0.25dB
with 48kHz (DVD/BD) software. There's
little benefit using 96kHz DVD software as
all data is downsampled to 48kHz within
the BDP-LX70.
Jitter is impressively low with all data
types provided the streams are decoded
and converted within the chassis. Figures of
134psec and 65psec were recorded for 16bit ( CD) and 24-bit ( DVD) data converted
within the ' LX70 although, as HDMI carries

no separate sync or clock solely for its
audio content, there's no guarantee that
this performance will be duplicated in a
partnering AV receiver.
With its latest firmware, the BDP-LX76
decodes the DTS 5.1 core, Dolby Digital Plus
and True HD, passing multichannel LPCM
through its HDMI output in addition to a
5.1 channel downmix through its analogue
outputs. The later 'A' version of the BDPLX70 adds full DTS Master HD decoding
and, as its HDMI output has been upgraded
ta v1.3, carries both Dolby and DTS HD
bitstreams across natively.
Legacy AV seceivers equipped with
HDMI 1.1-1.2 interfaces will not recognise
these HD bitst reams but many will respond
to the LPCM downmix. Some backwards
compatibility is therefore assured. PM

brought an added separation and punch, but not to the
degree experienced from an early sample of the BDP-

o

LX70A connected to one of Pioneer's own HDMI 1.3a

ta

compliant AV amplifiers. The 7.1 channel soundtrack

So

from Ice Age 11, contrived though it is, built an almost
tangible acoustic between and around the speakers,
placing the listener at the centre of some compelling

so

e

1

3
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g

i0
)0

............."

action. Lossless, DVD-A quality audio, combined with full
HD video - the stuff of dreams, finally realised. (')
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PICTURE

87%

We can live without the picturein- picture facility ( with alternate

-ZO

-40

40

promises, although the inability

Mgr.' SIgnal Level >,

A-wtd S/N Ratio
Distortion 1kHz, OdBFs/-30dles

1.2 interface might prove a

ECO

83%

important, then I'd advise you
wait for the 'A' version.
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through Pioneer's HDMI
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to transfer Dolby True HD and

the very latest HDMI 1.3a AV
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audio streams) that BD1.1

limitation for anyone using

-80

2.06Vrrns
108.0dB
0.0013% / 0.0034%
_ _

Distortion & Noise 20kHz, OdBFs

0.D023%

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

+0.0OB to -0.23d3

Digital Jitter, 16-bit

134plec/65pSeC

24- bit

Resolution @ -110dB, 16- bit / 24- bit

=2.:43

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>105dB

t0.1dB

'es
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Il KEF®

Exquisite
It's the only word for asound that's so seductively natural, fluent and lucid.
The ' how?' is easy to explain. With KEF's latest Uni Q" '
point source' driver arrays, comprehensively redesigned
with a new segmented " tangerine" waveguide for even cleaner HF response, off-axis dispersion is literally
unrivalled. The new XQ Series also adopts technology normally reserved for the Reference Series, such as the
independently loaded ultra- low distortion LF drivers that provide an open, articulate bass, and across- over that
delivers inaudible transitions with discrete bass/midrange and HF circuits to eliminate coupling effects.
The range now features new slimmer models and an outstanding three-way centre channel. And achoice of new
high gloss finishes in Piano Black or hand- matched Khaya Mahogany or Birds- Eye Maple veneers.
So beautifully accomplished, the new XQ Series is truly exquisite.

www.kef.com
GP Acoustics ( UK) Ltd., Eccleston Road, Tovil. Maidstone. Kent, MEI5 6QP U.K.
T: + 44 (
0) 1622 672261

F, + 44 ( 0) 1622 750653
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NAD C31

(£ 180)

Its de
may have passed on
deca sago, but the spirit of the
I
ygendary 3020 integrated amp
lives on in this nouveau NAD

Al

NORMBER 2007

Tested by Ken Kessler

E

very time NAD launches abudget integrated
amplifier, it bills it as 'the new NAD 3020'. The
3020 was, probably, the most successful entrylevel integrated amp of all-time. It started

more Brits on the hi-fi path than anything after Rogers
or Leak, and swung US tastes from AM/FM receivers into
integrateds. Thus it's no surprise NAD wants the world
to regard the C315BEE as the heir to that particular
throne. But to crown it 'the NAD 3020 of the Noughties'
is to insult the C315BEE, which is better in every way
imaginable, including value.
A JADED HISTORY LESSON
Numbers show that the NAD 3020 may be the
best-selling integrated amplifier in hi-fi history. NAD's
founder, Marty Borish, believes they sold 1.3 million
units; of those, 500,000 were sold in Great Britain.
Certainly it was the most successful product in the UK at
the time, from its 1978 introduction at £ 69.99, and it
transformed what was then just another hi-fi company,
originally called ' New Acoustic Dimension', into one of
the most influential brands of the 1980s and 1990s.
And the phenomenon started here, in the UK.
In my humble opinion, quite how agutless amplifier
like the NAD 3020 became the Heinz Ketchup of audio
is easy to understand. When it was launched, the UK
market was in the thrall of the press, which consisted
of malleable journalists who would swallow any hype
thrown at them. Equally, NAD was distributed by
Hi Fi Markets, athen-omnipotent aggregate of
independent retailers. Between them, the timing was as
perfect as the iPod's.
Reality was quite different. The sound quality of the
NAD 3020 wasn't ' superior' to far better budget amps
from Trio, Marantz or Sansui. Instead, it was different
simply by virtue of being innocuous - even without
NAD's ' soft clipping' in play. As aresult, it sounded
euphonic next to far more accurate rivals, softer even
than aged valves amps.
Its input sockets were feeble and easy to snap off,

Stereo
integrated
amplifier with
five line-level
inputs, one tape
loop and remote
control. Rated at
40Wi8ohm
Price: £ 180
Made by: NAD
Electronics
International
Distributed by:
Armour Home
Electronics
Telephone:
01279 501111
Web: vvww.
nadelectronics.
com

•••• ...Irmo Aware cPena.

SPOTLIGHT ON POWERDRIVE-S
NAD's previous integrated amplifiers have employed aproprietary form
of Class G technology, a ' lifter' circuit that smooths the transition from
its standard power supply to ahigher voltage rail (typically about x1.4)

ABOVE: Bass, treble and balance controls - just like the
original NAD 3020 but with the advantage of atone
defeat option and remotely controlled, motorised volume
the buttons had ahabit of flying across the room, but
the scribblers worshipped the 3020 as astepping- stone
along the path to the more costly Linn-Naim system.
In 2007, because people have such aweak grasp of
history, the lowly NAD 3020 still commands £ 70 or so
on eBay.
BEE IN HIS BONNET
NAD's Director of Advanced Development Bjorn Eric
Edvardsen (whose initials have cursed the C315BEE with
asilly model number) couldn't avoid having the 3020
in the back of his mind when faced with the challenge
of designing anew super- budget- amp. According to
NAD, his brief included the need to ' maintain the same
performance specification as our more expensive
amplifiers while removing cost.'
Greg Stidsen, Director of Product Development,
explains that, 'While we had to make some
compromises compared to the C325BEE - CMOS input

'Quite how the gutless 3020
became the Heinz Ketchup of
amplifiers is easy to understand'
switching instead of reed relay, simplified PowerDrive
circuit, etc - the basic performance under most
conditions is equal.' What remains is terrifyingly good:
even the C325BEE had better watch its ass.

to accommodate brief musical peaks. This ' Power Envelope' design
has been supplanted by ' PowerDrive' in costlier integrated models
like the C325BEE but still requires acombination of extra op-amps,
thyristors, transistors and other passive components that would make
the concept untenable for an entry-level model like the C315BEE. So,
for PowerDrive-S, out goes the complex current- sensing circuitry to
be replaced by two quartz- halogen light bulbs added in series with
the transformer's higher-voltage secondary winding. For short bursts
up to 100msec the low (< 1ohm) resistance of the bulb's coil allows
sufficient current to flow but, as the coil heats up, its increasing seriesresistance limits the throughput of this second supply and, therefore,
the headroom available to the amplifier. Simple, but very effective! PM

ce NOT THE NAD 3020
Fed by the Marantz CD12/DA12 CD player via Kimber
cables, with Yter delivering the signal to PMC DB1+,
Sonus faber Guarneri or Rogers LS3/5A speaker systems,
the C315BEE's performance continually surprised and
enchanted, especially the way it caressed the LS3/5As.
Two characteristics marked this stand- out performance,
the most obvious being its real-world power. It could
make the LS3/5As crack, but best of all, it could
genuinely access the full range of the Guarneri. This
is no mean feat: I've heard far costlier, more powerful
amplifiers fail to drive the Italian masterwork.C+
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AMPLIFIER TEST

BELOW: Single
pairs of 4mm
speaker outputs
are joined by five

When fed Keb' Mo's ' For What It's Worth', the
Far more important is the other characteristic that
richness and attack of the bass had the same substance I turned me into achampion of this amplifier: amid- band
expect of and experienced not long before with massive
so lifelike that the textures of vocals, its intimations of
Krells. While there's no substitute for wattage, the NAD
warmth, asort of realistic sibilance presented in the

line inputs and

certainly has the right stuff for normal rooms, through

one tape loop.

probably any speaker in its price class. It was only when
hammering the Guarneris that power became an issue.

The ' Disc' input
(not MM/MC)
is disabled if a
3.5mm jack is
inserted into
the front socket
marked MP'

Iam not saying that NAD has defied all reason and
come up with adreadnought of an amplifier for under
£200, able to massacre £ 6000- plus powerhouses.
Close scrutiny reveals aslight restraint in the absolute
dynamic swings, the lowest reaches of the bass will not
cause the room to quake and massive drums will reveal
its absolute limits. But neither is it so painfully obvious
at sane listening levels as to undermine the way this
amplifier excels at its price level.

correct context so authentic that even the LS3/5As
could not embarrass it. Gravel-throated Johnny Cash at
San Quentin, singing with his crystal-clear-voiced wife
June Carter Cash, benefitted from the amplifier's ability
to retain their voices' characteristics even in tandem, as
tricky asituation to resolve as any in music playback. To
confirm this, Ipulled out Lou Rawls' duets with Dianne
Reeves, and Louis Armstrong with Ella Fitzgerald to
see if these juxtapositions enjoyed the same respectful
handling. And so they did: perfect balance.
TIME FOR THE CRUNCH
Forgive my use of politically incorrect stereotypes, but
one might posit that most £ 180 amps end up with
students or those newly added to the work force,
not ordinarily fans of lounge- style vocals. The good
news? The ' 315 fears no genre. From Prince to Velvet
Revolver to the White Stripes, the NAD could deliver
hot transients and the requisite crunch. Headroom? In
abundance, provide you use the ' 315 with real-world
speaker loads. While there are occasional hints of topend restraint - shades of the accursed ' 3020 - the ' 315
is rarely less than commanding.
Which is, Isuppose, aback- handed compliment.
Saying that asystem can resolve Rage Against the
Machine is like saying you have afine crystal goblet
that also does justice to Red Bull. An area where the old
'3020 won the hearts of the many was the way it rarely
sounded putridly, teeth-jarringly bad. Boring, weak,
cloudy - perhaps. But it never exactly drove you from
the room, probably because it was so bland: it's hard to
object violently to ameringue. The ' 315 possesses this
same ability to seem continuously euphonic, but not
by acting like the audio equivalent of air- brushing out

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
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If NAD's evergreen budget

RESULTS
This pair of quartz- halogen bulbs,
connected in series with the
transformer's higher-voltage rail, allows
momentary peaks in output to be
accommodated well in excess of its
40W rating. The bulbs heat up after
afraction of asecond, increasing the
series resistance of the supply and
preventing the amp from delivering
too much power for too long and
cooking the output stage

1111

The original 3020 integrated
amplifier used metal- bodied

TO- 3 style power transistors ir
from Motorola. Twenty years
on. the C315BEE employs
acomplementary pair of
Toshiba output devices per
channel ( mounted onto a
common heatsink)

sounds rather louder and more

well above their weight, then

capable than perhaps it should

this little C315BEE model both

is tied directly to the substantial

floats like abutterfly and stings

increase in power output

like aprehistoric hornet. Sure

achieved under momentary or

enough the 40W rating is twice

dynamic conditions. Over the

the 20W specification of its

10msec period used in our tests

3020 forefather, but it actually

(equivalent to 10 cycles of a

achieves closer to 2x5OW/8ohm

1kHz sinewave), the C315BEE

in practice, rising to 2x75W

delivered afull 2x120W/8ohm,

into 4ohm. But these are not

representing a +3.8dB uplift in

massive figures and certainly

power at less than 1% distortion.

not sufficient to qualify Ken's

This increased still further to

subjective impressions.

215W and 260W into lower

El tow

RIGHT:
Dynamic
power

Logic-controlled
input selection

output

vs 8ohm ( black
trace), 4ohm
(red) and

Remote driven motorised
volume control

2ohm (blue)

j
0.100

0.010

War

speaker load
impedances
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The fact that the C315BEE

amplifiers have always punched

0.001

10

100
Dynamic Power Output as.

250

zits from aphoto. The ' 315 does not obscure textures,

the best demo track: the NAD keeps the rap- like delivery

dynamics, tonal hues. It does not homogenise.

of the lyrics perfectly separated from the taut, dry
percussion. Even more revealing of the NAD's merits,

Witness Mountain's Masters Of War (
Big Rack
Records), aUS import by Leslie West's still- active
powerhouse band, almost 40 years on. West has

via this track, is the spatial presentation, deeper, wider

delivered the weirdest Bob Dylan homage yet,
everything from acoustic blues to HM interpretations of

attempted to re- recreate.

Dylan's early protest classics. The set's varying textures,
including fuzz-tone guitar and the sort of electro-

true high- end form. It allows the listener to ' get inside
the music', involved with an intimacy denied to most
components of sub-£ 200 price tags. For some, detail is

and more ' real' than any soundstage the ' 3020 ever
It's this which makes the C315BEE so rewarding, in

acoustic picking used by Jimmy Page during Led Zep's

of the utmost importance, for others tonal neutrality.

quieter moments, serve up stunning contrasts that
attest to the ' 315's speed, clarity, coherence and attack
-four qualities missing from its over- rated antecedent.

And if you adore mono, then soundstage recreation
means little. But when you hear how ' big' the C315BEE

AXE WIELDING GRACE

can sound - dimensions rather than mere level - you
will appreciate how its performance defies its price.
What else would I
like to see? An ' SE' version, with
IEC mains socket and NAD's phono stage built in, for, say

West is possibly the most underrated guitarist of
the rock era, remembered mainly for the riff from
'Mississippi Queen'. His mastery of everything from

£249. And what would that do? Probably destroy the

raw blues to heavy metal to intricate finger- picking
warrants placement alongside Randy California and Jeff

ABOVE: Input

market for all amps south of £ 500. But, damn, suddenly

selection and
volume are all

there would be hordes of very happy, fiscally-challenged

'NAD's amp is like afine
crystal goblet that also does
justice to Red Bull'

addressed by
this handy little
remote control.
The play, pause
and track skip
keys, however,

Beck. He swings from delicate to thunderous, subtle to
in-yer-face, within asingle phrase. The NAD took his axe-

are destined
for NAD's

wielding in its stride, sliding from cool-to- hot, mellow-

companion
CD player

to-acidic, with utter grace.
Best of all, it captured the rasp of West's anguished
vocals, which Ifirst heard live in 1966 when he was with

music lovers out there. ()
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SOUND

78%

The C315BEE is a mind- boggling
bargain, in real terms costing as
little as one-third the price of its
ancestor, the screamingly overrated NAD 3020. Furthermore,
the ' 315 - unlike a NAD 3020
in your wildest dreams - will
drive BBC LS3/5As to serious
listening levels. That makes it
one helluva ' budget' amplifier.

the Vagrants. It bears arawness possessed by the most

So do what I'm doing: buy one

tormented of bluesmen, powerful enough to rival an
amplified instrument. The NAD dared not contain it.

even if you don't need it. You

ECO

78%

never can tell when it might

Amusingly, the dumbest number on the CD - Corky
Laing's drum- and-vocal ' Like A Rolling Stone' - is possibly

come in handy.

4ohm and 2ohm loads, respectively.

load. In practice, the C315BEE has a

'phone socket will be too high for low

The amplifier features some very

momentary current maximum of about

impedance designs.

sensitive protection circuitry that shuts

11.5A at < 1% THD - not bad for a mere'

it down into loads below 2ohm, for fear

40-waned

As an aside. Iam bound to point out
that the C315BEE is equipped with a

In this instance, the frequency

'standby' power switch. However, as

response of the amplifier is also

there's no difference in its 22W power

influenced by the buffering, and

consumption whether in 'standby

proficient amplifier than ahealthy

therefore, the position of the volume

mode' or switched on and idling,

the 'continuous' secondary winding of

dynamic headroom. Fortunately,

control. At 12 o'clock, the response is

I'd either leave it on or switch it off

the power transformer to the higher

the C315BEE also benefits from a

utterly flat from 20Hz-100kHz, but at

altogether from the back. Incidentally,

voltage secondary take place? This

consistently low distortion (< 0.009%

both 10 o'clock and 3o'clock there's

power consumption increases to 185W

is clearly illustrated by the distortion

from 20Hz-20kHz) and avery wide

amild FiF roll-off amounting to some

at its rated 40W output which is not

versus power output graph ( below,

94dB A-wtd S/N ratio. The amplifier's

-1.3dB at 100kHz. The impact within

terribly efficient by modern standards.

left) which shows an abrupt drop in

0.038ohm output impedance is

the audio band is very mild, but it

distortion from 0.016% to 0.008% at

low enough but, as Keith revealea

might be audible, albeit indirectly, with

C315BEE amplifier is available to

about 34W/2ohm ( blue infill). This

in our headphone tests last month,

CD players that kick- out high levels of

download by following the links on

would be at about 8V or 4A into this

the 68ohm source impedance of its

ultrasonic noise.

www.hifinews.co.uk. Pm

of driving an accidental short-circuit.
So where does the transition from

RIGHT: Distortion

El too°

versus frequency
at IOW/Bohm for

0.100

Naturally, there's more to a

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 814ohm (<1% THD)

both left ( black

infill) and red ( right

0.010

infill) channels
0.001
0.000

Afull QC Suite Report for the NAD

20

100

1k
Frequency e>

10k

21k

50W/75W

Dynamic Power, 81412ohm

120W/215W/260W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.038-0.067ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

-0.09d8 to +0.04dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW/ 40W)

31mV/197mV

A-wtd SIN ratio (for OdBINIfull output)

94.2dB/110.5dB

Distortion (10W(Elohm, 20Hz-201cliz)

0.003-0.009%
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TURNTABLE TEST

Making WAVs
(£270)
Pro-Ject's US3-equipped Debut makes the transfer
of vinyl to PC as easy as dropping aneedle into a
groove, and it's acracking performer too
PRO-JECT DEBUT III USB

\ \ \

*
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Tested by Steve Harris

W

hen Linn borrowed the IT maxim ' garbage
n, garbage out' to emphasis that the
i
turntable was the most important hi-fi
component in asystem, Idon't think it

envisaged anyone connecting aturntable directly to a
computer. But now you can.
Pro-Ject's original Debut model appeared at the end
of 1999, and sold in the UK at £ 109, complete with a
pre- installed Ortofon 0M5E cartridge. If your amplifier
didn't have aphono stage, an extra outlay of amere
£40 would buy the separate Phonobox step-up amp,
catering for both moving- magnet and moving-coil
cartridges and allowing you to use the Debut ( or any
other record deck for that matter) with an ordinary
line- level or CD input.
It wasn't too long before Pro-Ject came up with the
Debut Phono, with aversion of the Phonobox neatly
built in underneath. The next add-on was the Speedbox,
available separately or built-in to the Debut, aspecial
power supply to provide switchable 33 and 45 rpm.
BASIC INSTINCTS
By 2005, the basic model had become the Debut Ill,
with amuch sturdier fixed-headshell aluminium arm
and with the on- off switch neatly hidden under the

ABOVE: Easy
to set up, the
Debut comes

At arock- bottom price, the Debut design is aclever
compromise, which manages to preserve the iife and
flow of the music surprisingly well. It is well made and
finished, and it is nice to have the luxury of alid that

front lefthand corner of the plinth. Yet the range was
expanding to cover every entry-level niche. For those

ready built in the
box, with only

with audiophile intentions, there was the Debut 5E11,
supplied with abetter Ortofon cartridge and a

the counter-

and adeck that starts up without any groaning noises

weight and bias

cast-aluminium platter instead of the pressed- steel

to adjust

from the drive belt. It is also easy to assemble and set
up, even for first-time turntable users.

one. For convenience, there was the Debut IIIE with
automatic end- of- side arm- lift. Then there was the
Debut Phono SB, with Phonobox ( moving- magnetic only)
and speed control built in.
And so, finally, we have the Debut Ill USB. As well as

stays up on its own while you are putting arecord on,

la SMOOTH OPERATOR
Listening to the Debut Ill USB, Iimmediately felt that
the sound was somewhat smoothed- out and refined in
comparison with the Debut Ill EI'd had for review ayear

to- digital conversion to provide a48kHz, 16- bit digital

or so back. Maybe aural memory can't be relied on, but
listening to this model - through its own phono stage

signal via aUSB connection. This means that with no
other hardware, and using free software, you can very

of course - there was less of that tendency to crudity,
and abetter ability to handle complex signals. Idon't

easily record music from the turntable on to your PC.

know whether this is due to refinements in the turntable

aline- level phonostage output, this includes analogue-

'Chuck Berry's 'Wee Wee Hours' was
captivating, with agreat perspective
between the vocal and valvey guitar'
AUDIO
IT'S THE PLATTER THAT MATTERS
Pro-Ject started in 1990. Heinz Lichtenegger, then
asuccessful Austrian retailer in search of agood

FILE
Line- evel and

budget turntable, discovered aCzech factory that

USB-equipped
turnt able
available in

could make one for him. The Pro-Ject 1was based

black or silver

on aCzech design from the 1970s, but since then
the Litovel factory has turned out wildly- differing

Made by:

Pro-Ject models. Heinz found he liked the sound

Systems

of an MDF platter more than the sound of ametal
platter, and so used this in the RPM 6. He says ' it
grooves like crazy!' So while the RPM 6 has its deep
medite platter faced with vinyl, other models use
acrylic platters and plinths, or cast metal platters.
In the case of the budget Debut, the platter is
pressed steel while the plinth is MDF.

Pro-Ject Audio

Supplied by:
Henley Designs
Telephone:
01235 511166
Web: www.
henleydesigns.
co.uk

itself, to the built-in phono amplifier, to variations in the
cartridge or to all three.
Anyway, Irounded up the usual suspects, from Blue
to Kind Of Blue and even The Blues Volume 2, the old
Chess Records compilation [ mine is Pye NPL 28035].
Chuck Berry's 'Wee Wee Hours', aseemingly off-the-cuff
little masterpiece unspoilt by any sort of production,
was just captivating, with agreat ( mono) perspective
between Berry's vocal and understated, valvey guitar,
and Johnny Johnson's distant- but- real piano.
Then put on ' Ballad Of The Runaway Horse'
from Rob Wasserman's Duets [
GRP 97 121] and was
impressed by the solidity of the bass sound. Ieven
carried on listening to the next track, as somehow the
Pro Ject managed to make me appreciate Dan Hicks'
destruction of ' Gone With The Wind' more than usual,
while really enjoying Wasserman's harmonically telling
and impeccably swinging accompaniment, his bass here
sounding ebullient and full-bodied. C3->
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LAB

RESULTS

Itried alovely record of Beethoven's Septet,
Opus 20, [ Classics For Pleasure, CFP 40059], a 1973
production by John Boyden which transcends its
budget- label origins. There is nothing spectacular about
this disc, neither is there the sort of breathy intimacy
that audiophile recordings often display, yet it simply
lets you in to share the music with players. Here the

Two L44833 dual op amps are used or the
moving- magnet- or ly
phono amplifier

Pro-Ject was well behaved, producing atidy sound with
no more than the slightest hint of coarseness to betray
the rather basic nature of the 0M5E.
Below this 12MHz:cr.,stal, on
the underside of the .CB, lies

THRILLED TO BITS
However, this turntable is arecorder as well. Connect
the USB cable and your PC or Mac should recognise

a Burr- Brown POO ? 904 codec
chip, capable of Op% nd AJO
conversion up to 56-bit/48kHz,
and also providing:a USB digital
audio output

that anew piece of hardware has been connected and
identify it as aUSB Audio Codec. You will need to select
this as the default recording device. Then, you can start
any suitable sound recording application and drop the
stylus on to the rotating disc.
If you don't already have asound recording
program available - or maybe you only have the little
Windows one that records amaximum of 60 seconds,
rather useless for LP transcription purposes - Pro-Ject

USB Type B socket
provides digital audi
lutput to aconnected
Mac or PC

recommends that you download Audacity from http:I /
audacity.sourceforge.net. This is very nice, easy-to- use
recording-and-editing application that comes absolutely
free, unless you try to download it from the Audacity
store site, when you will have to register and sign up
to pay for stuff you probably don't want. And then, the
actual transcribing process is almost as easy as Pro-Ject

'If your reason for buying a
turntable is to just digitise
your LPs, here is the solution'

BELOW: The

claims. Just drop the stylus on the record and start

platter sits on top

recording. It's obviously easiest to record awhole LP

of aplastic hub

side at once, creating one monster WAV file and then
cutting this into tracks afterwards. Audacity makes it
easy to do this by finding the silences between tracks

which is driven by
arubber belt from
the motor. The
motor itself sits
on rubber bands
to isolate it from
the plinth

on its continuous graphic level display.
So, Irecorded acopy of Christine Collister's Love
[Rega ENS 002], assuming that Roy Gandy wouldn't
mind. Audacity's built-in sample rate converter was set
to produce a 16- bit, 44.1Hz recording so Iended up
with acomplete CD. And it played back really well. I
have to say that the sound really was afair facsimile of
what the turntable had produced.
Then, Isat down and coped the first side of Hotel
California. with equally good results.
ONE- STOP SOLUTION
You can easily buy abetter turntable than the Debut,
but only by spending more money. It doesn't really
give you that breathtaking, you-are-there realism that
the best analogue can give, but it does give alively,
musical sound with no serious vices. And Pro-Ject also
offers astandalone USB Phonobox at £ 75.
However, if your main reason for buying aturntable
now is to dust off your LPs and digitise them, don't
hesitate. Here is the solLtion.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Despite its low cost, the Debut
always sounds enjoyable.
It responds to careful
positioning, and may sound
best on asolid, wall- mounted
shelf and with the lid
removed. The USB digitalto- analogue feature makes
this atruly great product
-although, if you already own
aturntable, you can just buy
Pro-Ject's USB Phonobox.
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Tested by Richard Stevenson

1

have had something of amarriage to Denon's 3800
series amplifiers. Back in 2000 Ifell in love with
the AVR-3801 for its sexy features and exciting

sound and the 3802 simply built on my admiration.
By the 3803 we entered aperiod of inseparability as
the series just got better while the price remained
affordable. With the 3805 (' 4' being skipped as it's an
unlucky number in Japan) we hit abit of arough patch
as the price went up against the addition of features
Ihave no use for — namely auto-set-up. The AVR-3806
started divorce proceedings. Its dated design, grim user
interface, shoddy remote, obsession with RoomEQ and
'so-so' sound created irreconcilable differences.
The all new AVR-3808, the guys from Denon assure
me, is just the thing to scratch my seven-year itch.
But with the price of the AVR-3808 soaring above the
£1000 for the first time in the 3800's history, can this
completely redesigned receiver reignite the passion
from those early days on my sofa?

FIRST DATE
The AVR-3808 is more revolution than evolution on the
series' theme. Gone is the stoic square fascia in place of
acurvaceous front panel with large display and sculpted
knobs. Much of the button-clutter is hidden behind a

Better still, the user interface of the AVR-3808 is in
adifferent league. Not only has the remote become
aslick EL- back lit device with major controls that fall
easily to thumb, but the block-text on-screen display of

ABOVE: Denon
packs atotal of
six line and one
MM phono input,

the predecessor has become afull- colour GUI that is an
absolute pleasure to use. The manual might look like the

two tape loops,
7.1 channel

Birmingham telephone directory but you are unlikely to
ever need it. Is that aboyish flutter in the heart Ifeel, a

inputs and

and the option to scale any video input signal ( analogue
or digital) to 1080p over HDMI. There is full network
connectivity to play music stored on your PC, internet

frisson of anticipation? Ibelieve it is.

plus four HDMI,

radio or USB drives — including uncompressed way files.

The AVR-3808 sounds like no other 3800 series before

Denon Link

it. No longer the ebullient bass monster of rock music
and action movies, but asophisticated and articulate

connections

damped flap and the features list reads like a ' what's
what' in AV technology. There is on- board decoding for
Dolby True- HD and DTS-HD Master Audio, HDMI 1.3a
connections that support deep colour and auto- lip-sync,

Inside it's quite adifferent beast from its predecessor
with new chassis construction, separate transformer
windings for digital and analogue boards, much shorter
signal paths and direct mechanical grounding. The DSP
configuration uses dual 32- bit floating point devices,
the master clock has had amajor overhaul to reduce
jitter and the back panel is fitted with DENON-Link
version 3 interface ( see PM's box) This is areceiver that
has seriously cleaned up its audio act.

o

01.11e.

0

0

0

0

•

o

0
11111111MIP
DENON-LINK, THIRD EDITION
The AVR-3808 is equipped with the third edition
of its DENON-Link interface. This version has
been available for about two years, aproprietary
digital connection that delivers multichannel
24-bit/96kHz, stereo 24- bit/ 192kHz DVD-A and
SACD digital audio, plus both Dolby Digital and
DTS bitstreams from its DVD players to compatible
AV receivers. Jitter is much reduced over the
equivalent HDMI connection because Denon
employs aserial clock return for the audio stream,
however this third iteration of the Link is not
currently licensed for either of the Dolby or DTS HD
audio formats. PM

e

preamp outputs
USB, ethernet
and proprietary

LOVE IS...

performer favouring accuracy, balance and projection
over sheer balls. There is atop-end sparkle that ekes

onto the AVR3808. There
are composite,
S-video and

out detail and nuances like few others at the price,
managing to keep on the very edge of brilliance
without slipping into brightness. ' No Inbetween' from

two sets of
component video

Supertramp's Brother Where You Bound (
A&M CDA

inputs to match

'The ferocious drum beat literally rips
out of the preceding silence with all the
attack of live kit in the room'
5014) is beautifully presented on the AVR-3808; alive
with detail and accurately crafted instruments. A slow,
lingering bass beat underpins the track and, while not
perhaps as rich or fulsome as my personal penchant
might desire, each note is near three-dimensional with

AUDIO

FILE

ferocious drum beat rips out of the preceding silence

7-channel AV
receiver with
Dolby & DTS HD
decoding and 4x
HDMI 1.3. Rated
at 130W/Bohm

with all the attack of alive kit in the living room. It's
astunning effect and one that gets more dynamic

Made by:
Denon Brand Co

well-defined opening transient, peak and decay. And if
Iwas beginning to feel the AVR-3808 was alittle light,
the next track, ' Better Days', dismissed the notion. The

and more realistic with increased volume. There is no
shortage of headroom and, as long as your speakers
don't head towards brightness at high-volumes, the AVR3808 has scale to fill the largest rooms.
Gershwin's ' Our Love is Here To Stay' seemed afitting
track at this point, and Ayako Hosokawa's version of
it on Mr Wonderful (
FIM SACD 061) hits all the right r

Supplied by:
Denon UK
Telephone:
01234 741200
Web: www.
denon.co.uk
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AV RECEIVER TEST

LAB

DENON AVR-3808

AV RECEIVER / £ 1300

RESULTS

One very heavyweight
frame transformer -feeds
the nest of different
power supplies within
the AVR-3808

ABOVE: All secondary controls are concealed behind a
pull- down flap, including a navigation ring for Denon's

new, full-colour graphical on-screen set-up menu
notes. The track's jazzy warmth and piano are treated

Seven pairs of output transistor;
are mounted on the upper and
lower sections of this substantial
alloy heatsink. forming the sevei
130W power amplifiers
de,
e

A popular Cenesis
(Farludja)19.123 IIvidecr
de-iiterle:er and sealer
solution delivers
resolutions up to 1080p

Tie latest HDMI
switchers. HDMI input
receivers and outputs
are all specified to
version 1.3a

with areverent lightness of touch that few AV receivers
manage without clogging up the midrange. Hosokawa's
voice simply soars out of the mix into the room. The

This third generation 400MHz
SHARC processor from
Analog Devices supports all
the latest multichannel HD
audio formats in addition to
room correction and other

AVR-3808 does make abit of ameal of the hiss from the
original analogue recording but as trade-offs go that's
one Ican live with easily.
MORE TRAMP
While the AVR-3808's top- end sets astandard for
receivers at the price the super-dry and tight bass might
not appeal to all - particularly those looking for flareflapping movie action. Yet the more you listen to this
receiver the more you can appreciate its accuracy across
the spectrum, and tracks with upright bass leave you in
little doubt that this Denon can deliver deep down. The
opening to Hosokawa's cover of 'The Lady is aTramp'
is afast bass solo and the AVR-3808 delivers it with
precision and micro- dynamics that will embarrass many
dedicated two-channel amps. With agood handful of
volume you can feel the vibration of each note in your
chest and enjoy arealistic, detailed and emotive sound
that gets very close to alive performance. Superb.
Step up to multichannel music and the clean,
articulate balance remains intact. It has projection
and athree-dimensional soundstage that makes your
listening room appear several metres larger in every
dimension. The effect has immense wow-factor with
everything from the original quadraphonic recording of
Deep Purple's Machine Head on SACD ( EMI 538 6012)
to the dark and moody Spider-Man 3 on DVD. Okay,

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Readers may download full Lab Reports for
Denon's older AVR-3805 and AVR-3806
by way of comparison with this latest
AVR-3808 (there never was an AVR-3807)
-just log onto wwwhifinews.co.uk and
follow the links to www.milleraudioresearch.
com/avtech. In every respect, the AVR-3808
is atidier- looking model with reduced levels
of digital jitter ( 340psec vs 820psec), an
improved A-wtd S/N ratio ( 90d8/94dB vs
86dB/86dB front/surround channels re.
OdBVV) and areduced output impedance
(0.07ohm vs 0.095ohm).
There's very little change in the two,
five or seven-channel power output which
reaches 2x175W and 5x130W/8ohm,
increasing to 195W and 325W into 8and
4ohm under dynamic conditions before
falling back slightly to 205W and 105W
into 2and lohm loads, respectively. Power
consumption rises from 95W at idle to over
Elm«

has excellent picture and scaling performance visually
and remains ajoy to use. My relationship with the 3800

M tow

2

there are rivals that will punch harder with blockbuster
movies but the AVR-3808 is more detailed sonically,

1.2kW with all channels firing so, as this is
packed full of Class A/B amplifiers, adequate
ventilation is essential to keep the amplifier
from getting too hot.
Distortion is very low through all
channels with - 0.003% being typical
through the power amplifiers from 190W/8ohm through bass and midrange,
only increasing to - 0.028% at 20kHz.
These figures are matched for Dolby Digital
decodes which are managed in textbook
fashion.
There's aslight 0.5dB channel mismatch
between front and surrounds, but bass
management is spot-on with 'small' channel
bass being directed to the sub and excess
LFE channel bass being routed to the front.
Before changing any speaker configuration
settings ' on the fly', bear in mind that these
are only executed once you hit the ' return'
key and move to the next menu. PM
cr-211=11••••••
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series is clearly back on track.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

SOUND

88%

Dazzling top- end articulation

in the multichannel receiver

FEATURES

89%

market. No longer the gungho bass monster of old, the
new AVR-3808 offers true

ECO

hi- fidelity sound, feature- rich
AV performance and solid
future proofing in the face
of network technologies and

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk
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ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into Bohm ( black
Impressively low distortion versus frequency for a 5ch Dolby Digital decode

3808 as something special

32
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trace), 4ohm ( red), 2o'-im ( blue) and lohm ( green) loads; ABOVE RIGHT:

and a crisp, clean sound
throughout marks the AVR-

new audio formats.
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output. 215 channels (<1k THD)

175W113CW

Dynamic Power, 8/4/2j1ohm

195W1325W/205W1105W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.065-0.077ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100IcHz)

+0.0d8 to -1.95dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdEtW/130VV)

16mV/188mV

A-wtd SIN ratio (Front/Surround)

90.3d8193.5d8

Distortion, 2011z-201cHz (Front/Surround)

0.002-0.025% I0.002-0.025%
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REL Under Review
"Like ademolition ball moving
slowly, yet covered in velvet,
it is inexorable"
Adam Rayner
R-505 Review
Home Cinema Choice
"...it also proved itself
subtle enough to enhance
the scale of orchestral and
chamber works without any
sense of muddying, and
without calling attention to
itself. That's everything a
good sub should do, and
the R-505 sensitively set up,
delivers"
Keith Howard
R-505 Review
Hin News

"Seamlessly adds weight,
image scale and range to the
vocal numbers, yet sounds
more comfortable when
working hard"
"You don't hear the sub
working — just your system
in awhole new light"
Alvin Gold
R-205 Review
What Home Cinema

R-305 shown
Also available R-205 and R-505
Finished in gloss black piano lacquer
Cherry, oak or rosenut optijnal

Experience REL R- Series
at adealer near you.

HI.FICHOICE
magazme

0)1656 768 777 Fax. + 44 (0)1656 766 093 www.relnet
REL Acoustics Ltd. North Road Bridgend Industrial Estate . Eindgend CF31 3TP Great Brawl . Telephone .+44 (

CD PLAYER TEST

Raising the
Roof
SHANLING CD-T1500

(
E2000)

Snanling puts the colour
back into CD with anew
Reference model that sounds
as stunning as it looks

34bzw.hifinews.co.uk
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Tested by Ken Kessler

I

fit's possible to love something for the wrong
reasons, well, so be it: the very instant Itook the
top layer of packaging off the Shanling's CD-T1500

valve CD player, Ifell in love with it. Then again, I've
been asucker for Shanling's oddball designs ever since I
first laid eyes on them.
While most Chinese manufacturers either played it
safe with conservative styling, or merely copied existing
successes from the USA, Italy, et al, Shanling was among
those that presented anew face, anew look, anew
language, so to speak. Blue- lit feet, beautifully CNCmachined top- loading hardware, whacky layouts for
their valve amps - Shanling pieces repeatedly give me
the same visual thrill Iexperienced the first time Isaw
an Oracle turntable.
A THING OF BEAUTY
Mercifully, the products seemed to sound as good as
they looked. Global response to Shanling has been
totally favourable, and not just because of the styling:
their products showed that Chinese manufacturers
could compete at the high end. Although hardly highpriced by today's standards, £ 2000 for aChinese- made
CD still strikes some as excessive. But once you examine
this machine up close, it's truly athing of beauty.
Compact, elegant, rich with interesting details, it almost
makes me forget my preference for front- loaders.
At the back, there are superb connectors for both
balanced (XLR) and single- ended outputs, co- axial digital
output, and an IEC mains socket. The latter is, of course,
good for tweakers who like to play with AC cables, but
Shanling is one of few manufacturers to provide ahighgrade mains cable as standard.
Three cans across the back house the transformers,
the centre of the top plate is filled with the substantial

CD player
with 192kHz
upsampling and
triode valve
output stage
Made By:
Shenzhen
Shanling Digital
Tech Co. Ltd
Supplied By:
Real HiFi
Telephone:
0870 909 6777
Web: www.realhifi.com

performance DACs and solidstate op-amps in both I-to-Vand analogue filter stages,
this player drives its output via two EH6922 triode valves
ABOVE: Despite using high

hinged disc cover and disc aperture, flanked by pairs of
Electro-harmonix 6922 valves. Transport buttons line
up in front of the valves, while an on- off rocker nestles
on the right side panel. At the front is anumeric display,
the receptor for the IR remote's signal and the indicator
for 24-bit/192kHz upsampling. Although this is the
default position, you can switch it off. Which you'll only
do once, as it's definitely preferable: smoother, more
detailed, more coherent.
Like Musical Fidelity, T+A and acouple of others,
Shanling likes light shows, so this baby glows blue from
the disc lid and the four cylinders that support it..
swear: I'd buy one of these just as apiece of sculpture.
Only three decisions need to be made before
connectirg the Shanling to one's system: where to
house it, whether to use single-ended or balanced
outputs if your preamp allows, and which cables work

'Once you examine this
machine up close, it's truly a
thing of beauty'
best for you. Iused ashelf on my Mana Acoustics
VALVE MATCHING
As with its government's choice of weapons during the Cold War, this
Chinese manufacturer turned to the Russians for glassware. ElectroHarmonix's Russian- made 6922s have agood reputation, but the ones
fitted to this particular unit seemed to vary channel to channel ( see
PM's Lab Report). Sure enough, Ifed the player amono CD and swings
of the balance control from extreme left to right indicated minor but
audible differences. ( Obviously, the channel differences in astereo CD's
signal would not allow alistener to identify this condition.)
It's not my place to make apologies for components under review,
so Iwould posit the need for tighter controls back at the factory

rack, and opted for balanced after aquick burst of
unbalanced. There is no contest. Cables? Hi- Diamond's
XLR+ Reference worked atreat into the McIntosh
C2200, feeding the McIntosh MC2102. Speakers?
Mainly Sonus faber Guarneri.
As is my wont, Ilet the Shanling run in repeat mode
overnigh: before listening to it. Iknow, such willpower
seems unlikely, but that's the way I've disciplined myself
with valves. And it's agood thing, too, because the
valves in this player caused alot of head scratching ( see
'Valve Matching'. opposite).

when selecting tubes. Idug into my spares and pulled out aquartet
of matched mil- spec 6922s which upped the sound considerably. This
could be said of plenty of valve products. In other words, the CD-T1500
remains pretty damned good straight out of the box.

GETTING TO KNOW THE STRANGER
Once settled in, the Shanling reminded me of the early
California Audio Labs playeis, but with marginally better
transparency and no loss of warmth. Ikicked off the
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sessions with Marianne Faithfull's exquisite ' Trouble In
Mind' from A Perfect Stranger: The Island Anthology. By
this time in her career, the voice was worn and scratchy,
the perfect instrument for purveying the louche and
decadent. Having once had the good fortune to meet
her in person and thus marvelled at the textures of
her voice face-to-face, it was apleasure to hear them
reproduced with such veracity.
Better still was the sound of the trumpet that
punctuates the recording. Faithfull's vocal takes
centre stage, full and round like awell- aged Barolo,
the instruments hovering around and behind her. That
trumpet pierces acarpet of sound like asharp blade,
taut yet airy and contrasting with delicate, tinkling
keyboards. It's acomplex yet gentle aural painting,
and the Shanling cradles it with affection, perfectly
appropriate for one of the most aching of all the great
blues ballads. (A note to the blues purists among you:
Kindly stop the snickering. Faithfull's version ranks with
the best.)
NAME DROPPING
Paul Jones was/is another favourite singer Iwas blessed
to meet in person. His voice, like Faithfull's, possesses
atrace of wear, not so raspy as Rod Stewart, yet hardly
destined to join the castrati. EMI recently delivered a
4CD collection, Down the Road Apiece, with Manfred
Mann's entire 1963-1966 output, fronted mostly by

ABOVE: The

that sadly- neglected pop genius Roy Wood, features

latest ' Pro'
version of

stuff most people regard as throwaway Radio 1fodder

Philips' CDM12

of yore. But Wood, the closest the UK has come to
producing its own version of Brian Wilson or Phil Spector

Jones. Ifirst heard their eerie take of the mono- only

CD transport

(sans gun), always filled his biggest works with as much

'John Hardy' as the B-side of aUS single over 40 years

lies beneath
Shanling's space-

detail as Bosch or Dadd.

age disc clamp

'See My Baby Jive' revealed instruments - from beds
to triangles to keyboard fillips - obscured by varying
degrees. The segue from motorcycle exhaust to drums,

ago and it's stuck with me ever since.
Shanling allowed every single instrument to stand
proud in the mix, militaristic drumming at the back,
Jones front and centre, with his harp playing enjoying
the same presence as the trumpet in the Faithfull track.
Bass? Rolling and rich. But the most delightful surprise,
and good reason to rank Jones as one of the UK's most
underrated stylists, is the devastatingly soulful take of
'You Don't Know Me', replete with the most subtle and
apt keyboard playing from Mann himself, precisely what

Moving from player to player to player with the epic

'The Shanling clearly respected
vocals, air and space, bass extension
-but something was nagging at me'

you want augmenting such aclassic track.
percussion buried in the mix - the Shanling equalled
THE PUZZLE

BELOW:

but couldn't better the Quad 99 CDP II at around hag

By this point, Iwas in aquandary. The Shanling clearly

the price. The cash register opening ' IWish It Could

respected vocals, air and space, transient attack,

Three power
transformers are

bass extension - but something was nagging at me.

screened under

Hard to pin down, Iwas thinking, ' Maybe abit less
transparent than the Musical Fidelity kW DM25? Slightly
less dynamic than the Marantz CD12? Marginally less

separate cans.

realism, from the tinkling of the change to the slam. But
it still possessed something Ihad to put my finger on,

One feeds the
player itself, the

something that was still eluding me after two days of
solid listening.

coherent than the Quad 99 CDP II?'
Sparse recordings should have made this apparent,
especially the leaner tracks from the Faithfull collection,
but it was something from the other end of the

other two are
dedicated to the
left and right
channel valve

spectrum. The recently re- mastered Wizzard Brew, from

output stages

Be Christmas Every Day' exhibited varying degrees of

A PURPLE HAZE
When in doubt, turn to the gods. Sam & Dave earr no
less than three tracks on the astounding 2CD set. Stax
50th Anniversary Celebration. Check out the tambourine
that opens ' You Don't Know Like IKnow'. This is not an
exotic, unfamiliar sound, especially to those who wore
athigh bruised and red trying to emulate Mick Jagger
in their early teens. Despite the mono mix, via the finest
systems, it sounds in-the- room, suitably taut and dry,
with the metal discs rattling and decaying 'just so'. A
shade of muffling affected this most basic of percussive
tools with the Shanling, while the MF was so crisp and
authentic that my upper leg hurt in sympathy. So
that was it: aminor haze, aminuscule lack of clarity.
But Ican live with it. The CD-T1500 took Steve
Cropper's guitar, plonked it stage centre, portrayed
the fingering to perfection, provided the Memphis
Horns with almost indecent punch. Carla Thomas' G>
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Recreating each and every musical nuance with incredible emotion, Mordaunt-Short's state-of-the-art loudspeaker
range brings you as close as possible to the wonder of the original performance.
o'r0
Vine* " Tuneful, agile sound sets new standards in transparency... atruly ground- breaking speaker."
HiFi Choice, December 2005
"Truly redefines the standard at this class.., superb value for money; amodern classic."
HiFi World, April 2005

eneruminz

"The Performance 6s are sensational speakers."
What HiFi? Sound and Vision, December 2005

*****
o

"...an exceptionally stylish loudspeaker.. beautifully finished and stuffed with innovations..."
Stereophile, September 2005

e40s,

MORDAUNT-SHORT
,vww.mordaunt-short.con,
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LAB

SHANLING

CD-T1500 CD PLAYER /£ 2000

The h,gh voltage valve
PCB is located above
,the DAC board. The
gold-Fdated pins of the
two EHI6922 triodes (per
channel) are just visible

RESULTS

Extersive power supply
regulâtion for the
various analogue, digital
and final valve output
stages of the co player

;
61

k,

411)
••••
Each of the lef : and right channels
employs ahie ly complex, multipledifferential fly conversion (foilowing
the DAC) asinc six high-speed
op-amps from 'Analog Devices. Two
further Biur - Brown op- amps me
used in the analogue filter pallor to
the valve o..itput buffer

0000
0000
QC+ OCe
COOQG

eesc
tio••
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The final DIA conversion
is acco -nplished using
apair of Burr-Brown
PCM1 754 DACs

LEFT: Shanling's RC- 3G remote will also
control a tuner and SACO player from the
same brand. The 192kHz upsampling
may be switched off here

'B-A- BY' reeked of nothing less than
toe-curling sex - oh, mama! - while
Eddie Floyd's ' Knock On Wood' was
supported by the most luxuriant
Duck Dunn bass ever, worthy
treatment of one of soul music's greatest riffs.
If it seems like the Shanling is confusing me, then the
predicament is not unlike that facing the driver who
lusts after aMorgan, or the photographer who covets
an Alpa. Both are iconoclastic if not downright ornery,
yet exceptional in their own ways, with unique points
unobtainable and immune to substitutes. So, too, is this
Shanling CD player.
SEX APPEAL

••
e

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
If the building blocks of Shanling's CD-T1500
co player are not amillion miles north of its
very costly CD500 battleship (
HFN. March),
then its technical performance is certainly
on an alternative route. Both players use
similar Philips transports, both feature the
same SRC4193 upsampling chip but the CD71500 uses newer PCM1794 DACs in place
of the equally sophisticated PCM1704s.
More importantly, both players utilise apair
of EH6922 triodes as afinal output buffer.
The CD-T1500 enjoys astate-of-the-art
jitter performance at just 115psec, delivers
5V+ from its balanced outputs and hugely
exceeds the 16- bit standard with a 110dB+
A-wtd SIN ratio.
Goad so far. Minimal stray capactive
coupling and asymmetrical PCB layout
helps keep stereo separation beyond
105dB across the frequency band while the

It's more than mere sound quality, which is all that a

response is flatter than any amplifier it's
likely to be partnered with. Burr-Brown's
silicon ensures that any digital images
are suppressed by at least 125dB while
ultrasonic noise is way below the level of
that in the audioband.
It's straightforward harmonic distortion
that distinguishes the CD-T1500 from the
CD500. The latter offered just 0.0003% at
peak output while the ' 15013 suffers - 0.25%
through the right and - 0.5% through the
left channel. Perhaps 'suffers' is too harsh
-but it's sufficient to add some sonic
colour. At digital levels below -25clies
distortion falls to - 0.0016% (which is where
Iwould expect it to be) but the left channel
only reaches ' normality' below -40d6Fs.
My suspicion is that better valve matching
on Shanling's part would iron-out these
differences. PM

nIfo
o

reviewer should address. But screw that: we're in a
world where high-end audio purchases have to compete

43181r1

with everything from smartphones to luxury watches,

„.

plasma screens to golf clubs. And .fthe Shanling exploits
what Oracle wisely introduced to audio three decades
ago - sheer, unadulterated, gimme-gimme- gimme sex
appeal - so be it. Hey, I'm just as horny as the next guy. (!)
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party sex, you know you

44.

02M41,

shouldn't but often can't resist.

- left channel shown dotted; RIGHT: 19 / 20kHz ( F

matching and so-so retrieval

Maximum output level (XLR balanced outputs)

5.32Vrms

of low-level detail should

A-wtd SIN Ratio

1102dB

cause one to stop and take
stock. But then, like a dumb
but beautiful blonde, it

BUILD

79%

simply seduces. The
CD-T1500 sounds better than
and looks sensational. I'd buy
one in a heartbeat.

F2) intermodulation

with 2nd and 3rd- order distortions marked

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

The Shanling's odd valve

it should, works faultlessly

6kUlOkM(41, 16 ,M24k

LEFT: Distortion versus digital signal level at IkHz ( black) and 20kHz ( blue)

SOUND

Like Carry On movies or office

420

leers;

iDeeremelno) 04pkal Signal Lewd>,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Asynchronous.
upsarnpling from
44.1kHz to 192kHz
is aetievec using this
Burr-Brown SPC4193

[CO

73%

Distortion IkHz, OdEgs/-30c1I3Fs

0.50%

Distortion 20kHz. OdBFs

0.37%

Frequency response, 20Hz-20kHz

-0.3dB to -0.2dB

Digital Jitter

115psec

Resolution @ - 100dB

±0.2dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>105dB

0.00.1%
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IA AWARDS
2007

Welcome to the Hi Fi News Awards for 2007. The

following pages feature the very best in digital and
analogue equipment, the finest amplifiers and AV
processors, the most luxurious loudspeakers and
eye- popping displays, selected and voted on by our
team of expert reviewers. As arule, most of the
products have graced the pages of your favourite
audio magazine in the last year, afew are older
references yet to be surpassed while one or two
others have yet to see the printer's ink! Furthermore,
rather than illustrate each category with winners and
runners-up, we thought it more useful to pick the
finest from each genre in three product price bands.
These price bands — below £ 1000, between £ 1000—
£3000 and over £ 3000 — are colour-coded in line with
those used throughout the magazine.

Le AWARD
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e
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UNDER0
£1000

ei AWARD
WINNNER

e2007

La OVER £1000

in
k AWARD
cu
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67.

20

OVER
07
£3000

This is the most keenly

This crucial sector not only

State-of-the-art technologies

fought sector of the market,

benefits from the trickle-down

are forget where cost is no

populated by high quality

effect of first-generation

object and the pursuit of

bookshelf speakers, disc

technologies but also from

engineerimg excellence is all-

players with ' high-end' clout

improvements to build quality

consuming. The crème de la

and AV amps boasting an

and performance that the

crème of home entertainment

incredible array of features

extra budget permits

is represented here

HIEl-NEWS AWARDS 2007

BEST ANALOGUE SOURCE
PS AUDIO GCPH
PHONO STAGE £799

TRANSFIGURATION ORPHEUS
CARTRIDGE £2750

LUMLEY STRATOSPHERE MK 2
TURNTABLE £13,000

PS Audio is best known for its massive

The ancient and traditional art of MC

Well-known retailer and distributor John

mains- power regenerators, which in effect
are amplifiers that pump out enough watts

cartridge- building is alive and well in
Japan, well exemplified by the newest and

Jeffries produced his first Stratosphere
turntable in the mid- 1990s, but was

at 240V, 50Hz, to power your system
independently of the ' dirty' house mains.
Yet the company is equally at home with
the microvolt demands of MC cartridges,
and its GCPH phono stage proves to be

e
AWARD

awinner. Four- position
switches set gain and

WINNNER loading to suit different

costliest model from Transfiguration. This is

spurred into coming up with the Mk 2

the Orpheus, replacing the well- respected
Temper at the top of the range. ' It costs

when he saw the similar- looking ( but far

more and it's better' was the distributor's

amassive yet elegant design, supported
on an array of Clearaudio Magix isolators

pithy response when asked how the
new model differed

te AWARD
WINNNER
—
cu

from the old. In fact,
there are many changes,

tif 2007 cartridges, including MMs,
UNDER £1000 and it has balanced as
well as normal unbalanced
outputs and an output control level. It also

2007 including aheavier gauge
OVER £1000 aluminium body ( it nows
weighs 9g instead of
7g), higher output ( 0.48mV) and lower

provides switchable phase- reverse and a
mono option. After living with the GCPH,

impedance ( 2.5ohm). As for the sound,
AH found its detail retrieval

CB wrote: 'An outstanding design. It gets
more from LP than anything I've heard.'

and soundstaging firstclass and his March 2007
review concluded that the

more expensive) Blue Pearl in 2003. It's

tea"AWARD
WNNNER
)

e

which, like the Lumley
Airpods they supersede,
use opposing magnets

2007 to support the weight

..L OVER £3000 on air. Reviewing the
Mk 2with its optional
stand (£ 1650) and a
Graham Phantom arm
and Transfiguration
Temper cartridge,
I
H discovered
vanishingly low

Orpheus could ' bring

noise levels and

out the tangibility

stunning resolution

of acoustic

with tighter, deeper

instruments.' A

bass than ever before

cartridge that will

in his system. His

be music to the ears
of classical listeners.

verdict: ' Something of a
high-end bargain.'

BEST DIGITAL SOURCE
ARCAM DV139
£1800

ESOTERIC DV-60
£3995

Designers at Audio Partnership seem to

Essentially a ' Full Metal Jacket' version

TEAC's Esoteric division virtually invented

have pulled out all the stops to give the

of the £ 1250 DV137 player, the DV139

the high- end ' universal' DVD player. The

Azur 740C CD player aclear technology

comes with some subtle refinements
inside. Like the DV137, this is auniversal

with 1080p upscaled video and offers

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AZUR 740C
£499

advantage over its rivals. This is an
upsampling player, using dual Wolfson

DV- 60 updates on the earlier DV- 50S

DVD player, offering SACD replay as well as

user-switchable digital filters to fine-

DACs driven to 384kHz from customised

the gamut of cinema formats. For optimum

Anagram software. In our July 2007 group
test it gave exemplary lab

music performance, a ` CD Direct' function

tune the audio performance. We found
its multichannel SACD performance

u5_2007

results and also shone in
listening comparisons.

Here the Azur 740C
.... UNDER £1000 stood out even among

te-, AWARD
WINNNER
0

e. 2007

now turns off all video and
non- essential software,
while the multichannel

ge AWARD
WINNNER
2007

particularly impressive
and, to quote PM's March
2007 review, ' It takes
the briefest of auditions

strong contenders at
the price, giving asound that was lively

sound benefits from power
OVER £
1000 supply improvements.
On both Dolby and DTS
soundtracks, the DV139 developed

and super- detailed, with atransparency

apowerful but convincingly natural

in the topmost drawer of the high- end
music cabinet'. Video quality was very

and spaciousness beyond the ability
of the other players. While its outward

soundfield. Thanks partly to the inclusion

good, though its 1080p performance

of an Anchor Bay deinterlacer, the DVD

can be bettered by the latest state-

appearance is bluff, functional and far

picture quality is up with the very best. Our

of-the-art players. However, if stereo

from stylish, it's what's inside that counts,

review concluded, 'Whether you have an

or multichannel music quality is your

and the Azur 740C delivers engaging,
exciting sound.

HD- ready or Full- HD 1080p- capable display,

priority, the DV- 60 is aclear winner.

Arcam's DV139 will drive it to distinction.'

.OVER £ 000 to appreciate that the
DV- 60's sound quality is

ajá
0

0
••••••••
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AUDIOFREAKS

UNPLUGGED
an 20071111
21- 23 SEPTEMBER
Welcome to the first ever
Audiofreaks show weekend - an exciting
opportunity to hear and see new products
and meet their creators
at the Lancaster and Wellington suites, First Floor
Renaissance London Heathrow Hotel
Bath Road, Hounslow TVV6 2AQ
Friday 21 September 3pm-6pm ( press, trade and guests)
Saturday 22 September 10am-6pm • Sunday 23 September 10arr -4pm
Admission Free

Kuzma

Acustica Applicata ( DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems
Benz- Micro • Cardas • conrad-johnson • Esopower • firi:e elemente
Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab • McCormack
Muse Electronics • Tri -Planar • Zanden Audio Systems
Distributed Exclusively by Audio freaks

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol eaudlofreaks.cc

www.audiofreaks.co.uk

HUINEWS AWARDS 2007

BEST INTEGRATED AMP
PIONEER AA9
£600

NAIM AUDIO SUPERNAIT
£2350

MUSICAL FIDELITY kW550
£4999
Probably the world's beefiest integrated
amplifier, the kW550 in any case offers

Best known these days as an AV brand,

Originating, so the story goes, in a

especially after leading the plasma
revolution, Pioneer has decided that there

one-off integrated built into aNaim
preamp case, the NAIT of 1983 caught

was still life in two-channel, and re-entered

on in abig way despite its limited power
output. The essential concept lives on in

the budget hi-fi separates market with
abang. Like Pioneer's upmarket cinema
products, the ' G-Clef Series' models have
been finalised with input from the
golden-eared engineers at London's
Air Studios. The basic amp is the A-A6,

coax and Toslinks to the rear joined by a

but the A-A9 is slightly more powerful
and alot more refined with, for example,

combination mini-jack input on the front).
Both DAC and control microprocessor

an analogue potentiometer instead of

switch off automatically when not in

an electronic volume control. According
to SH, it could provide ' abig, bold and
stirring sound' on orchestral music,

use. For the line inputs, Naim still uses its
preferred DIN sockets but also provides

capturing ambient information well, with

50W Nait 5i, capable of over 80W ( 8ohm).
Reviewing the Supernait in October 2007,
AH enjoyed atop end that was ' sweet,

successor to Pioneer's fondly- remembered
A400 of 1990, and actually amuch better
amplifier all round.

into 8ohm and 995W into 4ohm. Do
we really need this much power? Well,
yes. Listening to the kW550 driving B&W

the current Nait 5i, but the Supernait is a
rather different beast, brought up-to-date
and made more versatile by the addition of
digital inputs and abuilt-in DAC (with twin

bass instruments convincingly weighty
yet clearly delineated.' A worthy modern

more power than any amplifier anywhere
near its price. On test, it produced 695W

802 speakers, PM found that ' however
tough the 802s might appear to some
amplifiers, they simply and instantly
acquiesced to the might of the kW550...
Instruments and vocals were projected
into the room like amovie image might
be projected.' On longer acquaintance,
this amplifier gave ' asound possessed of
tremendous power and definition, of raw

phonos. It is also more powerful than the

but entirely plausible energy that carries
the music through the room rather than
simply hurl it from the speakers.' The
kW550 is confidently recommended.

smooth and free of distracting graininess'
and the familiar ' habit-forming' Naim
sound that is sure to get your feet tapping.

CUM
BEST PRE/ POWER AMP
ROTEL RC06 PREAMP/RB-06
POWER AMP £300/£300

MUSICAL FIDELITY SUPERCHARGER
550 KPOWER AMP £1499 EACH

KRELL EVOLUTION 600 POWER
AMPLIFIER £12,900 EACH

Recently we've seen integrated amplifiers

Musical Fidelity claims that most hi-fi

Krell once ran aseries of ads in which

move up into price territory previously

systems are seriously underpowered, but a
pair of 550K Superchargers will allow you

one of its amplifiers was used to drive an

exclusive to separate pre-/ power amplifiers.
Conversely, there aren't that many budget
pre-/ power combinations to choose from,
but if you want to go the

AWARD
WINNNER

e2oo7

separates route with very
limited funds, Rotel has
the answer. On test the

to boost the power available to more than
500 watts per channel, without changing

"AWARD
cu WI NNNER

4É.2007

your existing amplifier. Each
550K contains akW550
power amp section with a

industrial hammer drill and, as KK puts it:
`Krell's street cred is based on unbridled
power.' On test, the Evolution 600

e
AWARD
WINNNER

e

monoblock gave 670W
into 8ohms and managed
2.62kW into 2ohms
and, as PM concluded,

exceeding its 70W specification, if only

smaller power supply, and
OVER £1000 can be connected between
the output terminals of
your amplifier and the input terminals

very marginally more powerful than Rotel's
RA- 06 integrated. However, the RB-06

of aspeaker. On test, the results were
similar to the kW550,

showed better distortion performance.

though with amore

but, for KK, it ' delivers that elusive " tingle

Reviewing the RC-06/RB-06 combination,
SH concluded: ' Rotel's design team clearly

extended ultrasonic

factor" more repeatedly than any amp I
can recall in recent memory'.

..LUNDER £1000 RB-06 produced 98W
(8ohms), comfortably

hasn't stood still. By any standards, this
rhythm- conscious Rotel is very good, and in
value terms it is abargain.'

response. MF claims
that the addition
of Superchargers
will not change the
character of your
existing amplifier. KH

2007

J
.OVER £000 it 'will comfortably drive
any speaker this side of

insanity.' Weighing no less than 61.1kg,
and measuring 428 x248 x560mm
(whd), the 600 is not for the fainthearted

411111111111111111‘

took issue with this,
but KK summed up
the Supercharger as
'a miracle upgrade'.
now
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PS

AUDIO

Come and meet Paul McGowan - designer of
the PS Audio Power Plant.
Endeavour Room - London Sound and Vision Show. Park Inn Heathrow 21 - 23 September 2007.

Rae, mourut version sr own tstandard version without side cneerrtiii

a

POWER PLANT PREMIER
AC Power Regenerator

Everything you hear and see through your Hi Fi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter. and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £ 1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link Ill DAC £ 799

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £ 799

GCPH Phono Stage £ 799

"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill. "

"Brilliant. Loads of power
and detail."

Absolute Sound, March 2007

Imagepenence, March 2007

"The Reference Phono."
"The PS Audio is an outstanding
design. It gets more from LP than
anything I've heard to date. "
Chnstopher Breunig, Hi- Fi News
May 2007 (Score: 20 / 20)

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333 • info@signaturesystems.co.uk • www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome.
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BEST AV RECEIVER
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AZUR 64OR
£600

ARCAM AVR350
£1550

DENON AVC-A1XVA
£4800

After years spent serving the hi-fi needs

Described with some justification by Arcam

Known as 'the Behemoth', the 10x170W

of buyers on arock- bottom budget,
Cambridge has successfully established
arange with more aspirational appeal.

as its ' best ever sounding' receiver, the 7.1
channel AVR350 was our winner last year
and still comes out on top for performance

AVC-A1XV amplifier is just about the
most comprehensive and powerful

The Cambridge Azur products offer alot

and value. Improvements over previous
Arcam models included an oversized

model on the market — and the updated,
web- enabled AVC-A1XVA maintains that
pre-eminence. This current flagship offers

toroidal transformer, said to improve bass

five HDMI inputs plus video upscaling to

more technology and performance, thanks
to the parent company's well-resourced
and innovative R&D team.

te AWARD
WINNNER
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Starting with the basic
540R receiver, they put

even more time and effort
.UNDER £ 000 into the 640R and, though
lacking such frills as video
scaling, auto set-up or room EQ, it sounded
great. As RS put it, 'This is an amp that hits
the spot with both movies and music. It
combines asupremely natural, emotionfilled balance with music, atightly detailed
movie sound with impressive multi- room
abilities... the Azur 640R leads the field in
the budget AV receiver market.'

e
AWARD
$3)

timing and control, and a
change of Burr- Brown op-

Le AWARD

sound. Output is 7x100W

e2007

WINNNER amps, also said to benefit

ià2007

'OVER £ 000 of ' real world power', that
is, with all channels driven

simultaneously. The well-equipped AVR350
caters for all the expected standards,
including Dolby Digital EX, DTS ES and DTS
24/96. There is two-way HDMI switching

WINNNER

1080p, while its ethernet
capability facilitates
web radio, PC control
and home networking.

OVER £3000 With ten power amp

channels built-in, the
AVC-A1XVA alone can power two 5.1
systems. Setup options include Audyssey
room calibration and auto-correction. A
Behemoth that still takes some beating.

as well as HDTV- compatible component
and RGB switching. Second-zone video and
audio outputs, along with RS- 232 control,
facilitate custom install use.

o

o

0 0 0

..1.111111111M,

BEST AV PROCESSOR
ROTEL RSP-1068
£995

NAD M15
f2000

When reviewed back in 2005, the
RSP-1068 didn't have much competition,

With its Masters Series, NAD aimed to
lift its home cinema game up to anew

ARCAM FMJ AV9
£3600
Still setting the pace when it comes
to achieving transparent, audiophile
standards of sound quality in ahome

as sub-£ 1000 processors were very thin on

level, and looks to have succeeded. This

the ground. Two years on and this model
still stands out in sound quality terms.

and seven-channel power amplifier range

cinema context is Arcam's FM.I AV9. A
logical upgrade of the groundbreaking

The 1068 benefited from work done in

breaks away from the utilitarian NAD

AV8, the AV9 has brought the concept

the development of the more upmarket

norm with stylish, heavy-duty casework

up to date with the addition of five HDMI

AWARD

e2007

RSP-1098. Hence it uses
the same Crystal Dolby/

VVINNNER DTS decoder chip as the

1098, but substituted less
.UNDER £1000 expensive AK4395 DACs for
the 1098's Crystal types.
Useful features include good lip- sync error
compensation and the ' Contour' tone
control system but, as PM tersely put it:
'For bells and whistles, look elsewhere.'
Yet the RSP-1068 delivered in sonic terms,

matching set of universal player, processor

Le AWARD

combining sheet steel,
aluminium extrusions and

WINNNER zinc castings. Focusing on

2007

the M15 processor, we
OVER £.000 found that this striking
exterior was matched by
excellent performance and ergonomics.
Catering for the usual multitude of audio
formats, the M15 claims amusical integrity
that will shine through in every mode.
The user interface boasts awell- designed

eAWARD

inputs, all switched to a
single HDMI output. While

WINNNER adding the HDMI board,

é 2007 Arcam's engineers also

..LOVER £ 000 took acloser look at the
elimination of EM and RF
interference, adding ferrite rings and RFI
sheets at key locations to damp out any
remaining vestiges of noise. Arcam's finetuning efforts have continued to bear

with asound that offered the all-important

OSD and comes with NAD's latest ' smart'

fruit in sonic terms, as PM found that:
'The subjective transparency of the AV9's

uniformity across all the channels and was

learning remote, plus an extra remote to
control asecond- zone system.

soundfield is quite breathtaking... Frankly,
it's about the best thing we've heard.'

'detailed without being demanding.'

• 000
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London 0/1

Basis 2500 Signature + Vector 3—onearm
(£6495 + £ 2995 includorg ,T) ,
crometer VTA)
A contender for the finest turnta I
fa
F •

Ai -Tight ATM- 1S (£ 459
,
power amp with the
• bonus of attenuato
-

•

414&

•

Shanling MC- 30 (£ 500)
3w/ch Amp. CD. AM- FM. with mp3 player jack
input in an aluminium chassis with stunning
visuals, mp3 player pictured not included!

• •

Hyperion
HPS-938
(£3750)
We keep
featuring these
brilliant
speakers 'cos
we don't think
there's anything
to touch them
at the price!

Pure Sound A30 Amp (£ 1095)
British designed and Far Eastern made
the A30 is stunning value. It might look
plain, but boy, does it sound good!

Musical Fidelity
550K
"Superchargers"
(£2998/pair)

split level plinth and even het-rperformance
Works a treat as pictrred
the March tonearm

Ever wished for
more power and
headroom from
your present amp?
Or maybe you just
fancy apair of top
quality monoblocks
at an affordable
price.
The 550K Superchargers will fulfil
either need - a win- win product!

Maker 3
£2200 all inclu

mt-

Sitata

Lyra Skala (£ 1849)

a2t
acoustic signature
acoustic solid
aesthetix
air tight
amazon
amity
amplifon
apollo furniture
audio aero
basis
benz micro
black rhodium
bocchino
breuer dynamic
brinkmann
cartridge man
cawsey
clearaudio
consonance
decca london
duevel
dynavector
ear yoshino
emt
funk firm
goldring
graham ( tonearms)
graham slee
hadcock
harmonix
heed audio
horning
hyperion
incognito
isolda
jadis
koetsu
luxman
lyra
mbl
mcintosh
melody
michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
origin live
ortofon
pro-ject
pure sound
rega (turntables)
reimyo
revolver

The latest in a long and distinguished line,
ringmat
the Skala is the first Lyra to feature a non
metallic body We have this beauty on demo
roksan
now, and are very, very impressed by it.
shun mook
We are confident you will be too...
shanling

Acoustic Masterpiece AM 201 (£2495)
Beautifully made, gorgeous sounding. Made by
A&M Ltd The meter has "Air Tight" on it. Hmmm!

shelter
sme
solid tech
A very complete solution. The usual excellent
something solid
Luxman sound quality, 20W class A (although
measures far more), decent phono stage, balanced
sonneteer
inputs, tone controls. Iwant one Now.
spendor
stax
stirling broadcast
sumiko
tannoy prestige
tci cables
tom evans
townshend audio
o
r ri r) Ci ci (1 ocre
transfiguration
trichord
van den hul
*Please ask about our ex- demo stock; many items are virtually as new but with large reductions.
Luxman L550A (£ 2795)

es. r
%
lee leer

•
Iso

Pe_.

%;.

%
.•,,,

Vt.e deliver by Business Post 24hr service (subject to stock availability), and internationaliv by DHL. TNT or UPS
ev7a;e, crsd*dehtt cards accepted even known to take cash on occasions'
.^.ebsite for product technical and ordering info

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact@walrus.co.uk

www.walrus.co.uk
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BEST LOUDSPEAKER
ATC SCM11
£849/PAIR

AVALON NP EVOLUTION 2.0
E2000/PAIR

BOWERS & WILKINS 802D
£8000/PAIR

ATC's biggest professional speakers are

A winner last year, this versatile American

Speaker manufacturers in search of an

used by movie, recording and broadcast

speaker miraculously fought off all corners

studios all over the world, but the

once again. Though part of ahome cinema

ideally rigid tweeter diaphragm have
offered us aluminium, titanium, ceramics

company's no- compromise ' monitor'
design approach is just as rigorously

range, the Evolution 2.0 was designed
'with the more classical attributes of

to revise its Nautilus 800 series, B&W

and beryllium. When the time came

applied to the smaller models. Although

imaging and centre focus in mind,' and can

leapfrogged the competition by using

the SCM11 stands just 380mm tall, it

be viewed as astandalone design for two-

weighs asubstantial 8.5kg. The 150mm
main drive unit uses ATC's

channel music listening. Standing 890mm
tall, it uses aproprietary

pure synthetic diamond, the most rigid
material possible. This has kept the 8020

'' AWARD
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new CLD ( Constrained
Layer Damping) cone
with an integral 45mm

.UNDER 42000 soft dome, crossing
nc
over at 2.8kHz to anew
25mm neodymium- magnet tweeter. In

eAWARD
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composite dome tweeter
plus two
5.25 inch

le AWARD
WINNNER

far enough ahead to win
our vote again
this year. In

2007 his Sept 2006
OVER £3000 review, AH
.0
wrote: * B&W
has taken aseriously good
speaker in the N802, and
turned it into something

agroup test, SH reported that: ' Here

..OVER £1000000 (135mm)
Kevlarconed bass/mid units. In his
September 2006 review,

was aspeaker that
instantly displayed

MC wrote: 'Again and again
Iwas drawn into the musical

amore convincing

event. Much inner truth

sublime. Iwould point to the
8000 as B&W's crowning

bass performance on
any music you tried...

was revealed, musicians
played together and worked

achievement in pure
performance terms. But that

the foundation for a

together with considerable

speaker commands a £ 5000

neutral, uncoloured

commitment and empathy.'

premium over the £ 8000

sound from top to
bottom. This design
will prove its worth in

Despite alittle box coloration,

for the 8020, so Iwill go

the NP Evolution 2.0 excelled
in timing, time coherence,

on record as saying that the
8020 is the best-value high-

long-term listening.'

and in transparency.

end speaker in the world.'

BEST SU BWOOFER
REL T1
£600

MARTINLOGAN DESCENT i
£2350

VELODYNE DD-18
£2995

REL prefers to talk about Sub Bass systems

Perhaps it's not surprising that

Yes, we know, it's five pound under

rather than subwoofers. REL's origins

MartinLogan should know how to make an

budget for the category, but the winner

pre-date the home cinema boom as

excellent subwoofer. After all, the company

founder Richard ELord was initially

had spent more time than anyone on

here could not be passed over. Velodyne
describes its Digital Drive ( DD) series

concerned with making the best- sounding
bass extender for music systems. However,

the difficult art of sonically matching

as 'The industry's first microprocessor-

conventional cone woofers to electrostatic

controlled, all digital, high- gain servo

AWARD
cu
eWINNNER
14 2007
..f..uNDER £000

nc

Lord took exceptional care
over sound quality and
provided comprehensive
adjustments to match
the bass correctly to the
main system, and REL's

'n AWARD
3
13)

WINNNER
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drivers. Intended, obviously
enough, to complement
the Ascent main speakers,

the three-driver Descent
VER £1000 still suits most large-ish
loudspeakers, providing

te AWARD
WINNNER
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nc

controlled subwoofers...'
and indeed this company
has single-handedly

pioneered the concept
OVER £3000 of on- board parametric

fortunes soon took off with those of the

alternative phase settings to help with

equalisation, with
excellent results. Reviewing the baby

AV business. Current REL models maintain

room matching as well as the more usual
level and roll-off controls. Back in 2002,

'Recommended, if you want the best.'

and this clearly still applies to the low-

KK described the Descent as 'the most

Velodyne's technology allows the

cost 'T' series. With its Ultra Long Throw
10in driver

musical, system-enhancing

subwoofer's response in any room to be

subwoofer in my

measured and digitally

powered

experience.' Since

corrected.

the tradition of excellent build and finish,

DD- 10 back in 2005, KH concluded:

by a300W

then, the Descent

When it comes

Class AB
amplifier, the

has morphed into
the Descent i, and

to subwoofers,
bigger is usually

affordable
Ti gets

this even more
sophisticated

ahearty
thumbs up.

design receives our
vote here.

better, and in this
case that means
the DD- 18 is the
sub of choice.
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New Reference Range
SC- 7S2 Pre-amplifier

VERDICT

MA- 952 Mono Power Amplifier
SA- 751 CD/SACD Player

FIFF
m
l
aTal
zPICE

Hi Fi Choice September 2007.

SA- 7S 1 Review. Alvin Gold wrote:

If you want adisc
player that will do the
very finest musical job
possible with your CDs
and SACDs - the only
really serious remaining
audio disc formats - the
Marantz SA- 751 can even
be considered abargain
at £ 5,000! "

Inn aura nit z ®
Used Product Listing - speak to Shadow for the best trade-in deals!
Remember!! List is updated on our web site daily!
£1995

Croft Charisma XMkIl preamp ( 830001
DK Design VS- 1Reference (£2500)

Micromega CD132 (1849)
Musical Fidelity KW 2505 (£4999)
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC and Transport (£4000)
Musical Fidelity NuVista CD ( 83000)
Nairn CD5x (£ 1575)

£399
£795
£2795
f779
£1395
£595
f3795
£3395
£1395
£995

EAR Yoshino 8341 ( 82800)
Eastern Electric M520 Integated (£ 1539)
Exposure 3010 Integrated (£ 1000)
Flying Mole PA-S1 Digital Pre (0999)
Gryphon Diablo Integrated amplifier (16400)
Jungson JA1/1A99 pre power combination ( 81000)
Jungson JA2 pre-amp and JA50 (£3030)
Krell KAV 250P pre amplifier (£24951
Mark Levinson 380 Pre (£4500)
McIntosh MA2275 (£ 5700)

Resolution Audio Opus 21 (£29501
Sony S(D-1 SACD player (£5000)

f2395
£1995

McIntosh C220 Valve preamp (83300)
Musical Fidelity AS Pre 1E14991

Theta Chroma DAC
Unison Research Unico CD (£ 1250)
Vincent CD 3CD player (8800)

f295
£895
£649

DIGITAL
GamuT CD- 1 (£2995)
Marantz CD 17 KI Signature 1812001
Marantz SA15-S1 (81100)
McIntosh MCD201, CD/SACD ( 13400)
Meridian GO7 CD player (£ 1598)
Micromega Aria (£2150)

AMPLIFIERS
Accuphase E408 Integrated ( 15000)
Audiolab 8000C and 8000P pre power combo
Audionet SAM V2 Integrated ( f2400)
AVI Lab Series integrated (£ 1599)
Bel Canto S300i Integrated (£ 17991
Bryston B-100 SST Integrated (13995)
Cairn 4810 Integrated ( 82700)
Chord 3200E ( 86500)

Musical Fidelity KW550 Integrated (£5000)
Nagra PSA Power Amp
Qinpu Alex Integrated (BOO)

£3995

Qinpu A-8000 MK II Integrated (£ 12951
TacT SDAi 2175 (£ 1245)

£399
£1495
£1095
£1495
£2895
£1795
£1995

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy &El Classic 1E845)
ATC SCM2OSL 0400)
B&W PVI Subwoofer (9951
Focal IMLab Electra 9278e
Hyperion 938 07501
JAS Oho ( f23001

£1395
£1995
£1995
£1095
£595
f795
£4995
£599
f2250
f1095
£2695
£3995
£2495
£995
f3995
£3195
£230
£795
£749
f650
£1395
£795
£1995
f2995
£1495

AS Audio Orsa (£ 1399)
JAS Audio Supertweeters (86491
Leema Acoustics Xone (82245)
Monitor Audio GR10, (£800)
Monitor Audio 956 (£600)
Opera Callas Mini (£650)
PIK FBI+ (£ 1695)
Ref 3a De Capo-i(£2500)
Soundlab Millenium M3 Electrostatics (88995)

£1095
f449
£1695
f595
£449
£450
£1295
£1395

Wilson Benesch Arc (f2600)
Zingali Overture 3 (f2995)

£2795
£2095
£1995

ANALOGUE
Clearaudio Blue Emotion (£690)
Graham Slee Elevator (8.510)
Musical Fidelity Kw Phono (£2400)
SME 20/2A (863001

£575
£295
£1250
£4495

MISC
Hovland Reference Speaker Cable (£ 1200)
lsotek Titan mains conditioner (£ 1650)
Musical Fidelity AS DAB Tuner (11499)
Nordost Blue Heaven Speaker Cable (8695)
PS Audio Powerplant 300 (£ 17501
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet (1400)

£795
£1395
£300
£349
£695
£295

HEFT-NEWS AWARDS 2007

BEST FLAT PANEL
PANASONIC TH-42PX70
£1000

PIONEER PDP-508XD
£2500

PIONEER PDP-5000EX
£6000

Reviewing the tenth-generation 50in
TH-50PX70 we encountered good

Pioneer's latest ' Project Kuro' plasma

'Perhaps it's no surprise,' wrote PM in

range was developed with an emphasis
on deep, true black in the image, and the

December 2006, 'that the manufacturer
who inaugurated the HD Ready plasma is

effect this has on sharpness, colour and
realism. The PDP-508XD claims acontrast

also the first out of the starting gate with
a50in plasma offering a 1920 x 1080

contrast ratios and colour performance:
'Skin tones were realistic, particularly with
HD sources... while yellows are alittle lime

("AWARD
cu
eVVINNNER
é 2007

and deep reds sometimes
too full- on, there's nothing
here to jar the viewer

during moments of sheer
UNDER £1000 involvement.' With its plain
black bezel, our reviewer

commented: 'the cabinet may give away
this TV's price point but the pictures
certainly don't!' While the 50in model was
found agood buy at £ 1500, the 42in
TH-42PX70 is arguably even better value.

t
eAWARD
WINNNER

ratio of 16,000:1. And
our September 2007 HD
Guide review found that

2007 it delivered. 'This plasma's

:É0VERE1000 greyscale, dynamic

range and deep black
performance really sets it apart from any

resolution.' On test the

in AWARD
k
Pioneer ' made agood
WINNNER
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=2007

fist of representing the

penetrating resolution
OVER £3000 of detail, the clarity of
black level information,

other flat panel display I've seen,' was the

freedom from noise and wider colour
gamut available with the new format.'

response... ' this is areference display.' It
also offers a 1080p/24 input for HD DVD
or Blu-ray film sources.

After this, PM concluded, 'there was little
temptation to return to aplain vanilla,
HD Ready plasma.'

BEST FULL HD PROJECTOR
THEMESCENE HD81
£4000

MARANTZ VP-1151
£10,000

SIM2 HT5000
£29,999

To accommodate the very best 1080p

The first significant leap in performance

Where money really is no object, then

projection technology, we've had to
comprehensively bust our three price

over Marantz's long-established VP- 12S
series of 720p projectors is realised in
the lookalike VP- 11S1 at £ 9999.90. Sure

there's no display technology to top
SIM2's HT5000 projector, at least in
the domestic arena. Its bulky carcass

enough, the two-tone casework betrays
this as anew model but the real changes

plays host to three of Texas Instruments'

categories. Below £ 5000, ThemeScene's
HD81 has created quite astir with its
two- box construction. The projector itself
houses asingle 1080p DLP

e
AWARD
WINNNER
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chip allied to asevensegment colour wheel
while the partnering video

UNDER BIXICI processor and switcher
sports awealth of analogue

and digital video inputs. All inputs are
scaled to 1080p via aGennum VXP
deinterlacer and scaler solution. Its picture
benefits from the crispness and ' snap' that
only DLP designs seem to deliver.

eilignew

1080p DLP chips, one for each of the red,

"AWARD DMD from TI, the latest
alWINNNER
*
Gennum deinterlacerlscaler

te AWARD
WINNNER

2007 chip and sealed, 13- piece
UNDER £10,000 glass optics from Minolta

.
2 OVER £ 10,000

-the 1080p DarkChip

all add up to athoroughly
revitalised package. Its excellent greyscale
uniformity, and useful output from the
200W lamp assembly, yields asmooth
gradation of detail through both dark
and very bright areas of its dynamic and
supremely colourful picture.

e2007

green and blue colour
channels, while the
massive lens assembly is
custom-built by Minolta.

The 300W light engine
is bright enough to fill
the biggest screens, but just in case it's
not, SIM2 offers a600W lamp upgrade!
Performance is superb - massive contrast,
beautifully clean, punchy colours all
combine to deliver quite the most
engrossing images imaginable. It's the
ultimate vehicle to view BD or HD DVD.

iialmourà
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Entry Level?
Hardly.

We've been perfecting again.
Meet the new Chord pre/power
combination - the CPA 2500 and
SPM 650.
They might be our introduction to the
Chord family, but they are hardly what
others would call entry level'. Packed

Chord CPA 2500
and SPM 650
Pre- Amplifier and
Power Amplifier

full of the audio superiority you expect
from Chord, these elegant new units
ensure that entry level has never looked
or sounded so good.
To discover more about our award-winning,
hand-crafted audiophile products, please
visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk for
details of your nearest dealer.

O CHORD o
Chord Electronics Limited

Chord Electronics Ltd
The Pumphouse
Farleigh Bridge
East Farleigh
Maidstone
ME16 9NB
T -+ 44 (0)1622 721444
F i44 ( 0)1622 721555
E salesechordelectronics.co.uk
wirnv.chordelectronics.co.uk
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ARCAM SOLO MOVIE
£2000
It took Arcam three years to follow up
its two- channel Solo CD playerirece:ver
with a multichannel AV version, but the
Sclo Movie was well vvortH the wait. It
may not have been the first all- in-one
AV player/receiver, bet it is the first with
universal support of DVD, DivX, CD, SACD
and DVD-A, not to mentiol HD video
scaling for DVD movies, two- in, one- out
HDMI switching, and built-in DAB radio. As
to power output, on test it comfortably
exceeded its 50W specification. In his
kly 2007 review, RS concluded: ' Its clean
and accurate sound, universal playback
and excellent DVD picture mark it as
something special and the fabulous
irterface will be ajoy to use for the whole
farmly. As aone- box AV entertainment
solution, it's awinning package.'
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Modular
Multichannel
PS AUDIO GCA-MC500 5- CHANNEL (£4795)

Five or afull seven channels of PS Audio power
from asingle chassis and not awhiff of heat in
protest. Is this the amplifier of the future?

52
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Tested by Richard Stevenson

I

fthe web- hype and chatter on the US forums is
any guide then PS Audio's multichannel GCA-MC
power amplifier is creating quite astir in its native
homeland. The headline is aclaimed 7000W output

for the seven channel version. Yes, seven thousand watts
-afigure quite capable of making grown multichannel
enthusiasts weep with anticipation... and Iam wiping
down the keyboard as Itype.
Out of the crate the GCA-MC is actually remarkably
understated for aUS product, particularly one offering
such outrageous spec- sheet eye- candy. The case is
chunky matt aluminium with asingle blue ' power- on'
glow across the fascia and even the PS Audio badge
is actually asimple combination of logo and power
switch rather than agaudy blue lamp (... as it is on the
company's power products).
Under the hood, the design is completely modular
and based on achassis with seven bays and a
single mains inlet. Each bay can accommodate an
independent, cool- running Class D power amplifier
module of the 100W, 250W or 500W variety ( see 'A

this refers to the output of seven channels into 4ohni,
each delivering afull 1kW. Bearing in mind that PS
Audio offers an optional range of rather fine audiophile

ABOVE: Each
power amplifier
module includes

mains cables from £ 50 to £ 699 per metre, you'll not be

switchable

surprised to learn the GCA-MC amps are bereft of an IEC
mains cable as standard.
Typical of this calibre of multi- channel power

balanced (XLR)
and unbalanced
(phono) inputs,

power modules.

amp, the rear panel supports both balanced XLR and
single- ended RCA inputs, and asuite of suitably quirky

the former with a
choice of gain

MATHS LESSON

with compression clamps that make fitting 4mm banana

As supplied, our test unit was specified with five 500W
modules for the princely sum of £ 4795, with the seven

terminals tricky but very secure. In fact, having been a
little heavy handed tightening them up, it took apair of

channel version available at £ 5995. Of course, 5x500W
does not add up to the 7000W claimed earlier because

mole grips and some Wimbledon- standard grunting to
remove them.

Matter of Class', below) and US buyers can specify theirs
with any number and combination of modules. In the
UK, the distributor Signature Systems sensibly only offers
six variations on this theme - five and seven channel
versions fitted with identical 100W, 250W or 500W

custom- designed speaker terminals. These are fitted

S
e
e

MUSTANG OR LOTUS?

Somehow that headline of 7kVV ( 5kW in this instance)
sired apreconceived notion in my mind that the
sound would be boisterous, brash and brazen - like an
American muscle car of much attitude and little grace.
And was Iever wrong. The GCA-MC is an incredibly
subtle and refined performer with an air and delicacy of

PS Audio was an early adopter of PWM

'The trumpet solo, signature-marked
by heavy use of amute, was presented
rich and mellow in character'

amplification in its renowned HCA-2 model and
the GCA-MC series represents arefinement of this

touch that is certain to appeal to stereo and

proven technology with the adoption of Bang &

multichannel music lovers alike.

A MATTER OF CLASS

Olufsen's ICEpower. These look to be the same

Monty Alexander's ' Sweet Georgia Brown' [ Cheskyl

ICEpower 1000 modules chosen by Rotel for its
RB-1092 and RB-1091 amplifiers (
HFN, May 2006).

is acomplex work and the PS Audio unravels it with
apace and clarity to rival many two- charnel power

Class D does not mean ' digital' but refers to
amethod where the audio signal is represented
by astream of high-frequency pulses ( hence the

amps at this price point. As this fast work breezes along
you can almost see Alexander's fingers flashing across
the ivory as the brass section all but leaps out of the

AUDIO

FILE

term PWM or Pulse Width Modulation). The wider

mix, lining- up an array of trumpeters neatly across

Multichannel
power amplifier
with balanced
and singleended
inputs. Rated at
5)(5001/0/Bohm

the cumulative width of these pulses that occur
within agiven period, the higher the audio signal,
which is finally resolved through alow-pass filter.

the froit soundstage. The low end dynamics are quite
breathtaking and the track's use of two drummers

Made by:
PS Audio

The technique is less wasteful than conventional

is clearly audible in both their positioning within
the soundstage and the transient attack; clearly one

Class A or Bamplifiers. On test, each module drew
just 690W for afull 500W/8ohm output, which
amounts to an impressive working efficiency of

or fulsome as some other morster amps that have

some 73% for the GCA-MC as awhole. PM

graced my system. There is not the ebullient warmth

drummer is giving the kit more stick than the other.
Conversely, the bass notes are not perhaps as deep

Supplied by:
Signature
Systems
Telephone:
020 8480 3333

or sub- bass thunder of NAD's M25 for example. But the

NOVEMBER 2007 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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AMPLIFIER TEST

LAB

PS AUDIO

GCA-MC500 5- CHANNEL /£4795
Suppression of EN, an RE
interference is addressed
at every opportunity. tfer '
large ferrite clamps are
used around the audic and
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power supply concertions
between the Gain Cell and
ICipower annplifie -s

il

s .
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ABOVE: Room for two more channels - the modular

buffered
cCtElyP:hi:nopeuulgtsht

_

..
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amplifier ' cards' to be housed within the one chassis

= • .....
:
=

.....

Three of the five 1380 L-Epower 100)
amplifier modules are visible here.
Each is mounted dinectlyonto a5
alloy heatsink aid bolted into pos
behind its input terminals on the rear
panel. The high speed siOSFET power
transistor! that form the peput of each
module are mounted at the base of
each heatoink. Eachimc dale has its own
independent switch, mode power supply
-there is nio ceotral PS-.I- so the power
output remains unaffected by the
number of channels -ben driven.

more Ilistened, the more Ibegan to think the difference
was more excess overhang from the NAD rather than
anything fundamentally lacking from the GCA-MC500's
presentation. Certainly, the way the ' MC500 manages to
keep vice- like control of the Tannoy TD12's potentially
flappy 12in bass drivels is incredibly impressive.

ALL THAT JAZZ
My recent discovery of Mire Davis ( Iknow, remiss of me

Iii
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to wait until Iwas 40...) has lead to various explorations

venue and the GCA-MC creates the club's magic with
ease despite the 30-year old recording. It's smoky and
intense to the core with aslightly edgy audience that
conjures up a 1930's Chicago club feel to my mind.
Again Iwould like alittle more warmth and width
at the bottom end, but there is no denying that the
drumming midway through the track is crafted with an
eminently believable and tangible quality. The trumpet
solo too, signature- marked by heavy use of amute, is
presented rich and mellow in character which simply
adds to the ambience and atmosphere of the whole
recording. Ciearly, the PS Audio is accurate, revealing,
detailed and dryer than a really good vodka Martini.
This is not perhaps the ideal recipe for dynamic home
cinema action, but the GCA-MC500's final trump card
is all that power. Its bloodhound tenacity to track a
recording translates into superbly accurate and natural
dialogue with Dolby and DTS soundtracks, but the very
'hi-fi' balance can seem alittle restrained.., until you
give your processor's volume knob asolid clockwise
crank. Sweet Mary! With the big Tannoys all but lashed
into place, the dynamic rush, leading edge bass attack
and glare-free high-frequency effects find plenty of
excitement to get the action rolling along apace. Will

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
True to PS Audio's word, each of the 500W
ICEpower modules sailed on to deliver
625fflohm and amassive 1.2kW/4ohm at
<1% THD. Conversely, the nature of Class D
prevents any more output under dynamic
conditions, although some 1.46kW and
780W is available into 2and lohm loads.
respectively, before PS Audio's protection
steps in (see graph, below left). So whiie the
GCA-MC is still hugely powerful, it cannot
match the higher-current/low impedance
capability of the big MFs and Krells.
Readers may compare the performance
of this GCA-MC with Rotel's 'elated RB1092 and RB-1091 by logging onto www.
hifinews.co.uk and following the links
to our Test Report downloads. In almost
every important respect, the two clock-up
identical sets of measurements. Unlike some
other Class D amplifiers on the market, the
Mum.
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84%

A

multichannel amps available;
bass, a buffed and polished

FEATUFES

75%

midrange and near clinical
precision at the top- end.
Perhaps a little too refined
for adrenaline- based home
wanting audiophile music and
home cinema without the
traditional boom and bluster,

ECO

65%

BULO

88%

it's a 5-to- 7000W winner.
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ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into

8ohm ( black

trace), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm (green) loads
ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion versus frequency at 10Witiohm

articulate, with uber-tight

cinema systems but foi those

10e
IN.», Peo, Cholpul »

most neutral and revealing

— .... —

e ....

your neighbours approve? Er, no.

The GCA-MC is one of the

GCA-MC has avery ' clean' noise floor, free
of switching artefacts and with a 110.9dB
A-wtd S/N ratio at its rated 500W output.
The response is also flat to within -0.5dB
over the audio range while the output
impedance is taw at - 0.025ohm.
As expected, Class D amplifier distortion
increases steadly with increasing
frequency, as the graph ( below, right)
illustrates. Figures around 0.1% through
the midrange age typical, increasing to
- 0.6% at 20kHz. Interestingly, this graph
shows a worse case* performance for the
GCA-MC because distortion is generally at
its highest around 10-20W output, falling to
0.004% at 1W/8ohm and - 0.015% at 200300W/8ohm. Once again, the Rotel power
amps -which were also well received
on audition -have exactly the same
characteristics. PM
Mi.ses

IOM 0

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
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one of PS Audio's proprietary 'Gain
Cell' op-ancs. Each Cain Cell is
powered oft its partnering ICEpowe
[module but delivers abalanced
aud ofeed to the module to
optimise its performance

construction of the GCA-MC allows for seven mono power

in the jazz teld and most recently the FIM SACD of Jazz
at the Pawnshop, arecording dating back to 1976.
'High Life' is an excellent track to really give afeel of the

RESULTS

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 814ohm (<1% THD)

6251/41215tV

Dynamic Power, 8/ 41211ohm

630wri200VV/1460M780W

Output Impedance (20Hz-201(Hz)

0t-0.235chm

Frequency Response (20Hz-1001cHz)

+0.DclEto-11.5dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBVI/i5001N)

121rnV12710mV

A-wtd SIN ratio (for OdEtWffull output)

74MB/110.9dB

Distortion (10W/Rohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0095-0.61%

DALI UK + 44 ( 0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 9672 1155

www.dali.dk

LOUDSPEAKER TEST
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JBL ES80
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Tested by Keith Howard

M

ug's eyeful, if you haven't encountered
the expression, is aderogatory term for an
inferior product that seduces the gullible
by appearing to offer alot for the money.

If you take aquick gander at theffiL ES80 and then
at its price tag, you might mistake it for an example
-but you'd be wrong. In truth this is awell engineered
product, with adistinctive brand of sound, that
genuinely offers remarkable value.
When Idiscovered that this floorstanding,
four-way, five-driver speaker has arecommended price
of just £ 500 in the UK, Iadmit to being surprised. Iwas
expecting it to be at least £ 800 based on material and
parts costs alone. Okay, there are cost-saving measures
in evidence - the vinyl ' wood' finish on the cabinet sides
(black, beech or cherry facsimiles); the textured charcoal
vinyl on the front, top and back which resembles
brushed, anodised aluminium; the removable moulded
plastic feet, tapped to accept spikes - and it is made in
China. But this is still alot of speaker for the money.
Ican't recall the last time Ihad afour-way speaker
in my listening room, let alone one dangling so modest
an ownership tag. At this price point two-ways are the
norm, three-ways rarer. But the ES80 has twin 170mm
bass drivers, reflex loaded by asingle rear-firing port, a
single 120mm cone midrange driver and twin tweeters
comprising aconventional 19mm dome unit, albeit
with titanium laminate dome and shallow horn, and a
ring- radiator supertweeter, also with ashallow moulded
horn, which claims to extend the response out to
40kHz. The crossover is split, but into just two sections
rather than four, to allow bi-wiring or bi-amping.
If you are acollector of trademarked audio
technologies, the ES80 is positively bursting with them:

AUDIO

FILE

Four-way
floorstanding
speaker with
twin bass drivers
and horn- loaded
supertweeter
Price: £ 500
Made by:
Harman
Consumer Group
Inc

Telephone: 01707
278100
Web: www.jbl.
corn

ABOVE: Each speaker sports twin 170mm bass drivers,
augmented by asingle, reflex- loaded rear-firing port; a
crossover split into two allows bi-amping and bi-wiring
come across either as delightfully revealing or as alittle
too relentlessly forward. A case in point: Iwas using the
1E113, after running them in, to skip- listen to ahandful
of CDs lent me by afriend, deciding on which, if any,
to add to my collection. When Istarted track 3- ' I've
Grown Accustomed To His Face' - of Jim Tomlinson's The
Lyric. Stacey Kent's voice leapt into the room sounding

Elliptical Oblate Spheroidal ( EOS) waveguide for the

like she was just the other side of the control room
glass, no more than afoot or so from her microphone.

tweeter, PolyPlas cones for the twin woofers, Freeflow

The result was hi-fi impressive but also lacking in

reflex port, Straight-line Signal Path ( SSP) crossover and
low-diffraction Isopower enclosure. Itake the latter to
refer to even, well-behaved off-axis response, something

expansiveness and warmth.
Iwas about to put the disc on the ' No' pile when I
decided to switch to my resident B&W 805S speakers

which Harman's research department has identified as a
key factor in loudspeaker sound quality.

for final arbitration. This model is three times the price

Cn TOTALLY EXPLICIT

'Yes/No is the stark choice you
are forced to make about this
speaker: few will be equivocal'

If Ihad to summarise the ES80's sound in asingle word
it would be ' explicit'. This is aspeaker which eschews
romanticism for asomewhat overstated precision that,
depending on taste and partnering equipment, will

of the ES80s but the contrast was remarkable even so:
where the ES80 was upfront, the 805 was laid back;

EOS AND OFF-AXIS SOUND
Research conducted at Harman International's

where the E580 impressed with its obvious resolution,
the 805S persuaded with its natural vocal warmth. Iput

research centre in Northridge, California has shown

the disc on the ' Yes' pile instead.

that how aspeaker distributes sound off the main
listening axis is critical to its perceived sound quality.
It also helps determine the size of the acceptable
listening area. In light of this, the ES80 incorporates
various design features which contribute to a
controlled, even distribution of sound. One of these
is the EOS - Elliptical Oblate Spheroidal - waveguide,
which is incorporated into both the tweeter and
supertweeter. Taking the form of ashallow, elliptical
cross-section horn, EOS - which was originally
developed for JBL's LSR series of studio monitors

STARK CHOICE
Yes/No is the stark choice you are forced to make
about this speaker: Idoubt that many who hear it
will be equivocal. The reason for the ES80's forward
presentation, and quite different tonal balance to the
805S, is clear from its on-axis frequency response, shown
in the lab report. Above 800Hz the ES80's output rises
about 6dB to abroad plateau between 1.5 and 10kHz,
above which it rises again. Compared to the 805S it has
significantly less output at midrange frequencies up to

-provides frequency response consistency with 1.5dB

900Hz, and significantly higher output - reaching as

across an angular range of ± 30° horizontally and ± 15

much as 6dB more - thereafter. A more graphic example
of how major speaker manufacturers voice their

degrees vertically. KH

products differently would be hard to come by. (->
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

LAB

JBL

ES80 LOUDSPEAKER / £ 500

RESULTS
Upoer of the two tweeters is
the superweeter (.18L calls
it an ultrahigh- frequency
transducer) which has an
annular polyester diaphragm
and shallow EOS constant
directivity horn. Its response
is c.aimed to reach 40kHz

ABOVE: A true 4-way loudspeaker, the ES80 employs two
170mm bass units, relflex-loaded through a rear port

Choice of amplifier is critical to honing the ES80's
sound to your exact preference. Bi-amping with my four
ageing but likewise explicit Exposure XVIII Monos was
too much of agood thing in that musical and technical

Sere
supertweeter is
the 19mm tweeter which - like
b
eefco
or
n
estitruc
- u
to
ens.
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insights became rather too blatant. Ididn't have a
mellifluous valve amplifier on hand to administer balm
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but Musical Fidelity's smoother, more spatially expansive

although here in the form of
alaminate.. Crossover to the

kVV750 provided some welcome emollient. Endowed
with the kW750's widened image and less insistent
nature, the ES80's forward balance was ameliorated
somewhat. But this remains aspeaker with energetic
presence band and treble output - something that only
an amplifier with acomplementary frequency response
could ever counter completely.
A CASE OF CAREFUL MATCHING
On the plus side this serves up considerable detail,
and masks the upper-bass heaviness that can easily
intrude if the room acoustics are unhelpful. On the
downside, Icouldn't persuade the ES80 to deliver the
warmth of tonal balance or scale and depth of image
that I'm used to hearing, not just with big orchestral
works like Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances but also
tracks like Elton John's challenging ' Sixty Years On',
which Imentioned in last month's headphone group
test. Toeing in the ES80s less than fully, so that their
forward axes cross behind the listening position, helps
alittle here: moving them nearer to the back wall did
not because the boost in output due to boundary

supertweeter sYfird-order ( 18dB
per octave) at 12kHz

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
lEIL claims asensitivity of 90dB for the
ES80 and our measurements show that
to be bang on the money. It achieves this
high sensitivity in various ways. First, its
elevated output above IkHz influences the
result, disguising the fact that from 300Hz
to 900Hz the sensitivity is only around
85/86dB. Second, although the ES80 is
specified as having an 8ohm nominal
impedance it should actually be rated as a
rather tougher 4ohm design.
Although its minimum modulus of
3.6ohm occurs at ahigh 9.7kHz, it also
dips to 4ohm at 140Hz where there is alot
more musical energy. In terms of amplifier
output stage dissipation the ES80 presents
its most difficult load at atittle over 100Hz
where its EPDR (equivalent peak dissipation
resistance - see 'Audio Exposed'. HFN
Aug '07) is just 2ohm. Third, the E580 has
modest bass extension for its size, our

cabinet diffraction-corrected measurement
recording a - 6dB point ( ref 200Hz) of 55Hz.
Many smaller speakers do better but pay
the price in reduced sensitivity.
Frequency response error figures were
on the high side for both samples of this
review pair, principally because of alarge
peak in output at about 17kHz. This peak
is associated with anarrow band of high- Q
resonances in the extreme treble, visible
in the cumulative spectral decay waterfall,
below. The waterfall plot is otherwise
commendably clean with aquick decay.
Sure enough, the presence of some minor
ripples in the impedance modulus curve
between 100Hz and 3C10Hz indicate the
presence of some cabinet resonances,
but MI has otherwise done agood job of
controlling the ES80's large side panels
through acombination of bracing and
internal dampening. KH

reinforcement didn't reach high enough in frequency.
All told, the E580 is not to my taste: Iwould find
it wearing to listen to long-term. Yet Ifeel able to
recommend it nonetheless - in the right circumstances.
If you crave its spicy tonal delivery, and if you have an
otherwise reticent system which would benefit from
its somewhat over- etched portrayal of detail, the ES80
represents remarkable value.
Frequency»

ue

woo

Frequency »

1-11 FI NEWS VERDICT

ABOVE LEFT: Apeak around 17kHz punches through what is otherwise a

This is not aloudspeaker for
everyone because its elevated

the waterfall plot, although other cabinet vibrations are well controlled

upper midrange and treble

very uniform response; ABOVE RIGHT: Same high Q resonances are visible in

75%

make it the tonal opposite of
traditional ' BBC'- like designs.
But if you enjoy an upfront

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity ( SPL at lm for 2.83V rms input)

90dB

Impedance modulus min/inadc(20Hz-20kHz)

3.6ohm @ 9.7kHz

presentation and have a

19.6ohm @ 68Hz

system that stands to gain

Impedance phase min/max (
20Hz-20kHz)

from an injection of pizzazz,
the ES80 is certainly worth
tracking down. It is a lot of
loudspeaker for surprisingly
little money.
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-53° @ 82Hz
35 @ 24Hz

Pair matching (
200Hz-20kHz)

±1.2d8

LF/ HS extension (- fic1B ref 20011z ) 10kHz)

55Hz j26.4kHz/27.0kHz

THD 100Hz/ lkHz/10kHz •

0.2% / 0.2% / > 0.1%
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solo movie 5.1
They say you can't itit aquart in apint pot, but
amazingly Arcam's design team have engineered a
solution that delivers the performance‘of their
acclaimed Home Theatre separates into an all- in- one
system that does everything.. .brilliantly.
www.arcarn.co.uldsolornovie.html

ARCAM
www.arcam.co.uk/dealers
BRINGING MUSIC AND MOVIES TO

ukti •
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PROJECTOR TEST

Light Fantastic
SIM2 HT5000 (£29,999)

An exclusive review of the first three- chip,
Full HD projector to hit the high- end home
cinema scene — from SIM2, who else?

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
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Tested by Paul Miller

I

fever aprojector was designed to be seen but
not, er, seen then SIM2's massive HT5000 is its
embodiment. Clearly, the industrial design that so
distinguishes every other projector from this Italian

brand has escaped the black and entirely functional
carcass that surrounds the HT5000. But as beauty
remains in the eye of the beholder, and with this crate
out of view, out of mind and tucked well behind the
viewing position, it's the vivid and dynamic lustre of
the images bursting from the screen that provide the
abiding memory of this graceless box.
As ever, it's what's in the box that counts: a
combination of PixelWorks' video DSP (with custom
deinterlacing and scaling software), three of Texas
Instruments' finest 1080p DLP chips and custom optics
from Minolta. It's arecipe that delivers quite the finest
picture quality available from any ' domestic' home
cinema projector.
Am Igiving the game away too early? Not really,
because with SIM2 having already provided us with the
first three-chip 720p projector in its magnificent C3X
(HFNIAVTech, '
Oct 05) and arguably the finest singlechip 1080p system in the HT3000 (
HFN, Feb ' 07), and
with its close development ties with Texas Instruments,
it would be more surprising if the first three- chip 1080p
implementation were not atechnical triumph. In
fact, it's even better than Idared hope for and just as
unattainably expensive as Ihad feared.

XENON OR MERCURY VAPOUR?
The story behind the HT5000 is one of development,
the steady march of experience gained with working
with various technology partners. These include
Delta, which builds the UHP light engine, TI which
manufactures and licences the DLP technology, and
Minolta for the six different lens options. The latter are

Full HD projector
with 3x0.95in
1080p DarkChip3
DMDs. Contrast
rated at > 5000:1
Price: £ 30,000
Made by: SIM2
Multimedia Spa
Supplied by:
SIM2 UK
Telephone:
01825 750850
Web:
www.sim2.co.uk

offered with azoom ratio of 1:0.6 to 5.6 with the SXGA
1:1.4-1.8 version used here proving the most popular.

ABOVE: The motorised zoom, focus and vertical/
horizontal lens shift mechanism is integrated into the
body of this massive lens assembly whose precision optics
are custom-built by Minolta
Some enthusiasts might question why SIlv12 chose
not to employ axenon lamp with its improved red
gamut in such acostly projector. Typically, UHP lamps
are stronger through yellow and green but with SIM2
specifying ts own red, green and blue primary notch
filters for the light engine, its performance is neither
lacking in red saturation nor purity ( see Lab Report).
Moreover, UHP lamps are typically more reliable and,
frankly, cheaper to replace. SIM2 has tested this light
engine out to 1500 hours in 300W mode and 2000
hours in its reduced 250W ' eco' mode. The 250W
setting is more than adequate for screens up to 12 or
even 15 feet. And if this 300W version is not bright
enough for screens in excess of 20 feet, SIM2 offers a
dual- lamp version with aclaimed 8000:1 contrast and
entry-fee of £ 40,000.

SET-UP AND SIT DOWN
This mighi be the biggest, baddest projector short of
the Odeon Leicester Square but navigating its set-up
and calibration menu is no more complicated than with
S1M2's smallest Domino model. In some respects it's
actually easier as the HT5000 incorporates motorised G.
Just 10.9pm in slze. each
mirnr way be tilted by
±12 decrees to reproduce
the bngntness of its pixel.
frame-byframe

THREE CHIPS ON ITS SHOULDER
Inside every HT5000 lies amiracle of miniature engineering - three
miracles to be precise. These are the three ' Digital Micro- mirror
Devices' or DMDs that manipulate the red, green and blue light
channels before they are converged to reveal the complete full
colour, Full HD image. These latest DarkChip3 DMDs employ an array
of 1920x1080 microscopic mirrors, each hinged to tilt through ± 12
degrees and reflect either all, some or none of the light falling on
its surface. Each mirror represents apixel of the 1080p image and,
by the angle tilted, reproduces the required output of the 10- bit

:Hinge and yoke MankS
the mirror through
aconnecting Dole
known as the via'

greyscale for that frame of the picture. If the response time of LCD
displays is measured in milliseconds, then the time for DLP's mirrors
to shift into position is measured in microseconds.

ABOVE: Magnified illustration of two pixels on aDMD
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To find your nearest '
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teEgion

zoom and focus, plus both horizontal and vertical lens
shifting, all from the convenience of its familiar handheld remote control.
Let's be brutally honest here - it's easy to criticise
SIM2's wholesale use of this less-than- intuitive remote
control across its range of projectors: but the vast
majority of purchasers from the C3X upwards are
likely to be including it as part of acomplete, custom
installation. So the remote is likely to be used once,
and that's by the installer, before the projector is
permanently wired- into aCrestron controller for
subsequent and everyday use. To my mind, the real
benefit of this remote is revealed when standing very
close to the screen, performing minute adjustments to
the image zoom and focus. These new motorised lenses
are also geared differently to SIM2's earlier models,
which would often over-shoot. Users would learn to
let go of the remote just before it reached its crispest
focus, in contrast with the HT5000 which steps almost
imperceptibly into position.
Aside from the usual brightness, contrast and
sharpness adjustments covered in our Recommended
Settings, SIM2's ' Live Colors Management' is accessed
through the User section of the Color Temperature
option in the Image Menu. This reveals agrid whose
colour space occupies abroad swathe of the area
indicated in the CIE chart. It's possible to minutely
adjust the colour temperature by moving acursor
through this grid, effectively biasing the white point

ABOVE: Deep

formats is as much afunction of the inadequate display

within the

technologies chosen for its evaluation.

towards the red, green or blue. In practice our

HT5000, the

published xiy coordinates will be influenced by any
changes to the primary settings entered by SIM2 into its

output of all

Its resolution of detail, whether in subtle shades of
colour, fleshtones, physical textures or throughout both

three red,
green and blue
DMDs converge

extremely bright or dark, shadowy areas of apicture is
quite exceptional. Similarly, the depth, saturation and
sheer clout of its colours lends its pictures atangible,

through aprism.
This ' combined'

physical impact. These qualities combine to deliver a

So just how good is the HT5000? Frankly it's as good as
the source that's driving it. If you really want to see the
difference between scaled 576i material from DVD and

DMD is visible as
the rectangle in

King Kong (
HD DVD). The roughly hewn, weatherbeaten rock of Skull Island has you wincing for the

anative 1080p source like Blu-ray or HD DVD, then the
HT5000 is ruthlessly efficient. Iused the HT5000 with

the centre of our

safety of the iron- hulled ship just as the softest hairs
on the beast himself more than hint at the ' humanity'
of this monstrous old silverback. The flight through the

hidden service menu.

GiS LIGHTS OUT

photograph

1080p source material from my PC server, from Toshiba
HD DVD and Pioneer Blu-ray players ( see p18) during
which time it taught me more about the respective
media than the ' window' through which Iwas viewing.
Conversely, it also reinforced my suspicions that
much of the negative press generated by the new HD

riot of geruinely dynamic detail through movies like

'The tapestry of gnarled trees, vines,
creepers and carpets of moss put
Gardeners' World into perspective'
jungle with its tapestry of gnarled old trees, creepers,
vines, carpets of mosses and ferns put Gardeners' World
into some perspective while the prehistoric insects had
me reaching for family-sized drums of Raid.

STATE OF THE ART
Sure, the HT5000 lays bare the worse artifices of
matted backgrounds and CGI, but at least it will be
ready to reflect the steady improvements in the filmmaker's art. Entirely animated features, including Ice
Age (
Blu-ray) and Happy Feet (
HD DVD) are as impactful
LEFT: Form

as you would expect - the HT5000 extracting subtle

and function

blues and whites from the brightest ' snow' witn the
same deft efficacy that it lifts the mammoth's fur from

combine in the
fluted sidecheeks
of the HT5000
which provide a
necessary sink
for the heat
generated within

his computer-generated frame. Surely its animators
could never have anticipated that its rendering of
flowing water, of hair and textured stone wouid ever be
so comprehensively appreciated in a ' home' cinema?
The HT5000 not only possesses ahuge black/white
contrast but also enjoys ahighly linear greyscale with C->
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Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder
Today's top end audio equipment doesn't just sound fantastic - it looks
amazing too. At Unilet we can demonstrate the very best des'gns because
we are one of the few dealers who keep the really special brands in stock.
With the latest models from companies such as Chord, KEF, Wilson Benesch,
Meridian, Quad, Bryston, Esoteric, PMC and Marantz, you can hear for
yourself what the Hi -Fi News reviewers are waxing lyrical about.
When it comes to choosing the best hi-fi and audio visual components,
we have a good ear for sound quality and an eye for what is stunning.
Call us to arrange a demonstration now on 020 8942 9567.

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street. New Malden. Surrey KT3 4BY

Tel: 020 8942 9567
d and

www.unilet.net

Hi Fi • Audio Visual • Multiroom Special sts

Check out our website
where you'll find all the
best brands we stock
including:
Acoustic Energy • Arcam
AudioLab • B&W • Bryston
Chord Electronics • Denon
Esoteric • Jamo • KEF
Lehmann • Marantz
Meridian • Michell Engineering
Mission • Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity • Panasonic
Pioneer • PMC • Primare
ProAc • Pro-Ject • Quad
REL • Roksan • Rotel • SME
Spendor • Stax • Tannoy
TEAC • Wilson Benesch
Wharfedale • Yamaha

BADA

Hi-fi news

SIM2

HT5000

LAB

OJECTOR I. 9,999

RESULTS

Fan- cooling to -the
optical block

'Doe of three 1520x1080
DX.AD! from Texas
instruments Jsed in the
-1 - 5000. Each chip is
ndividually fart-cooled
and offset how the main
puism assemply (beneath)

300W Ultita-Iiith
Pressure mercury
lamp (adjustable
from 250W)

ABOVE: An input for every source with composite,
component and S-video plus DVI-D and six HDCDcompliant HDMI connections. Two VGA inputs are
provided for PCs, with RS232 for automated control

detail plunging into t'le deepest blacks as efficiently as
it soars into the brightest of whites. The timber deep
in the bowels of Jack's Black Pearl comes to life in the
flickering lamplight - detail resolved like never before,
even by the very best single-chip 1080p projectors.

Space allccatectl for
asecond, opticnal
lamp assemblyfor
use with extreme
scxeen sizes

«lb
I

Jack's trip to visit Tia Dalma includes aslow trip
through aswamp, adark and forbidding place

Light tunnel and
iirr.egrator rod

4.

vlotor drive control for
locus, zoom and lens st if t

All digital and analcgue
video inputs are
processed throLg,i SIM2's
own video deineerlacing
and scaling boa -d

Scaled digital video from SI
MI2's
'flout board is received by aSilicon
image HDA/ILDVI sink alongside
:he custom DSF required by the
three. full HD DMDs

illuminated by flashes from incandescent fireflies,
minute spots of light but still sufficient to reveal figures
in the shadows lost to other displays.
Such extremes of resolution are often revealed
in single scenes where, for example, the dark hull o'
the Pearl is beached alongside the vivid greens of the
island, counterpointed but not obscured by the searing
brightness of the tropical daylight reflecting from
beach and sky alike. Equally, neither is it especially

HI-FI NEWS RECOMMENDED SETTINGS
Picture Menu ' Brightness

50

sympathetic to the worst excesses of post- production

Contrast

53

tinkering. The peculiar cyan/blue cast that permeates
the scenes at dusk from King Kong (
HD DVD) and

Color

so

Sharpness

10

Superman Returns (
Blu ray) look over- cooked through

Noise Reduction

24

Aspect

Anamorphic

Color Temp

User

Gamma Correction

ST1

Lamp Power

250W

this projector, apeak in the colour spectrum that's as
annoying as ahonk in the bass.
LIVE COLORS MANAGEMENT
Even at its lowest 250W lamp setting, the HT5000
will sustain peak whites in excess of 20fL over a9- 10
foot screen which, in amodestly blacked- out room, is
very bright indeed. Couple this with the deep blacks
achieved by the baffled, three-chip design and the
contrast, especially under dynamic conditions, is truly
spectacular. The flashes of light that punctuate the
night-time planetary takeover in The Chronicles of
Riddick (
HD DVD) are positively searing, so intense
against the inky black of the surrounding buildings that
the involuntary response to blink, wince or simply look
askance is impossible to resist. This is the HT5000 at its
uncomfortable best, revealing more of a movie's true
dynamic range than you're likely to experience in either
a domestic setting or local multiplex. cb

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

PICTURE

90%

By afair margin, the HT5000 is the
most impressive projector Ihave
viewed in my home cinema.

FEMILIRES

Its huge contrast, wide and
pure colour palette and very

Image Menu

Setup Menu

:

6600K

I
x=0.312;y=0.325

I

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
SIM2's proprietary ' Live Colors Management'
software allows the projector's white point
to be adjusted across a36-paint grid that
spans anotional 6500K- 10.000K. The
correct x
i
h,, coordinates are located close
to the lower right hand edge of the grid.
producing a6600K colour tempeiature and
a 100IRE white value of 21.31L off a 10ft
screen. The reflected contrast is in excess
of 5000:1 which betters any DLP o, LCoS
display technology measured so far. A more
precise figure is obtained by measuring
both black (OIRE) and white ( 100IRE) values
directly through the lens at 1m, yielding an

than the reference PAL colour space (black
triangle). Neither does this performance
come with aheady power consumption - a
figure of 365W (continuous) for a300W
lamp engine is surprisingly efficient. PM

,ii.,....é.

astonishing 6525:1 contrast.
The white point is shown on the CIE
chart, opposite, directly on the black body
radiation curve. Equally impressive is the
extended colour gamut achieved by the
prism and filtering used in this th; cechip
display - evidently the colours (white
triangle) reach further and with better
saturation into the red, green and blue

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS'

dynamic presentation is as
good as it gets. Nevertheless,

Colour Temperature (Calibrated)

with this current standard

Reflected brightness@ im

21.3fl (250W lamp ..etting)

Reflected contrast ( 0-100IRE vvindow)

>5000:1

limited only by the quality

BULl

of full HD Blu-ray!HD DVD
content, this is not to say the
full HD experience cannot get
any better...

ECO

4%

78%

6555K

Direct contrast through the-lens @ 1m

6525:1

Gamma

2.2

Fan Noise (A-wtd,20Hz-20kHz@ 1m)

35dBA
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Super E
'MT
Systems

Fed up with menu displays and lumpy remotes cluttered
with unintelligible control buttons? It's not like that
with Leema's intelligently configured electronics, as
Christopher Breunig quickly discovers

his year's Super Systems
have been nearly all been
mix-' n- match but this
month's speaker, amplifier
and CD player are all from Leema
Electro Acoustics - the British
company named after sound
engineer founders Lee Taylor and
Mallory Nicholls.
Their first product, the minuscule
Xen monitor [
HFN Nov ' 03], is now
discontinued and replaced by
the Xero. Its more conventional
veneered MDF enclosure will
probably find greater acceptance
here than the steel- boxed Xen, with
its 16 exposed perimeter screws,
although the Italians loved the look.
Anyway, ' son of Xen' is on the cards
and he'll be housed in a machined
aluminium enclosure!
This season's Leema electronics
are in the ' new black' - matt black,

Leema Antila CD player (£2495)
Now available in black or silver finish, the Antila employs aPhilips
VAM1202 transport mechanism. The small remote has deliberately
been kept simple, for 'family use', albeit at the cost of direct track
access keypad. It duplicates the principal fascia controls - play/
pause, next, previous and search. The display may be switched off
and the player put in standby along with the partnering Tucana
amplifier via Leema's Intelligent Protocol System. The player also
includes XLR and RCA line- level outputs plus coaxial and optical
digital outputs. Ten 24- bit/ 192kHz stereo DACs are utilised in a
proprietary array (
HFN, June ' 07). The player's dimensions are
450 x110x 310mm ( whd).

Leema Xone Loudspeaker (£ 1895)
Available in five different veneers ( black ash, cherry,
ebony, maple and, as here, rose- nut) the Xone is a
narrow pillar speaker only 890mm in height,142mm
wide and 207mm deep. A two and ahalf way, with
25mm DST tweeter and apair of SEAS 120mm drivers,
it offers arated 6ohm load with an 87.5dB sensitivity.
Frequency range is quoted as 35Hz to 30kHz ± 3dB.
The inert enclosure uses bitumen-damped MDF, and
foam and lambswool are used for internal damping.
The crossover is second- order and features Leema's
'Multi-track PCB' method developed for the Xen
EV03. The Xone is rear ported and bi-wirable.
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Leema Tuca na
integrated amplifier (£2995)
This is asubstantial ( 19.4kg) dual- mono design, dimensionally
identical to the Antila, and rated at 150W/8ohm. Remote
operable for volume, input selection ( CD, aux, tuner, tape in/out,
multi- channel and AV), mute and standby, it features Leema's
LIPS links for other system components. Two pairs of heavy,
shrouded speaker terminals are fitted but there's no short-circuit
protection, so care is needed if unsoldered stranded cables are
connected! However, there are internal fuses and atrip circuit.

in fact, which adds alab look
to the heavy build of the 148W
Tucana integrated amplifier
[HFN Sept ' 06] and partnering
Antila multi-DAC CD player - the
latter now slightly upgraded in
the light of Paul Miller's lab test
[June ' 07]. It's designed to play
all Red Book standard discs but
may reject some types of copy
protection coding.

THE LISTENING XONES
The test speakers are the
Xones, now in ' Mk 2' form with
cabinets sourced in China, and
anew injection moulded 70mm
angled rear port. The Xone is
anarrow pillar, 142 x207mm
in cross-section, 850mm in
height from the base, which
has extended toes for spike
fixing. The 25mm Danish Sound

PRECI SION

AUDIO

Technology tweeter and two
shielded SEAS 120mm drivers
(to Leema specification) are
concealed behind aremovable
grille. Veneer finishes are black
ash, cherry, ebony, maple
and, as our review pair, rosenut. Bitumen-damped MDF
panels, with lambswool and
foam internally, are used to
produce areally inert cabinet
construction. Leema's secondorder crossover has high grade
components on acurvedboundary ' multi-track' PCB.
Iwas surprised by the bulk of
the electronics when Iopened
the boxes - think Wadia rather
than Myryad - each heat- sink
finned case having a450 x
310mm footprint. Construction
is battleship grade; the CD
player drawer trundles open

COMPONENT

and shoots back with aslam,
but this Philips mechanism does
allow fast access to music.

LIPS SYNC
Player and amp may be linked
via Leema's intelligent protocol
system (afree cable is provided
to the required length), but in
this system unbalanced phono
cables were used. The player
has abalanced option with XLRs
(besides optical and coaxial
digital outlets) but the Tucana is
unbalanced only.
Either of the pleasingly small
remotes will put the system
into standby - the player
display cheekily saying ' Bye
Bye'. Other Leema amplifiers
can be LIPS connected out
of sight and operated via the
player. As the Tucana has no

output protection circuits,
which Leema says are inevitably
audible, particular care should
be exercised when making
speaker connections, especially
with stranded cable. The use of
banana terminations is advised.
Incidentally, the company is
very green/recycling conscious.
Its aim is to produce familyfriendly equipment, and you
hardly need to delve into the
well drafted handbooks to
find how to do anything. The
remotes have deliberately been
kept simple.
The absence of anumeric
keypad for CD alarmed me ( as
it certainly would the opera or
lieder lover wanting to access
track 56, say) but Mallory
Nicholls says market research
prompted the decision and C.

MANUFACTURED IN THE

UNITED KINGDOM BY LEEMA ELECTRO

AcousTics LIMITED

WARN
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Leema Electro
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Quality redefined,
brilliant natural sound...

"One of hi-fi's true classics redefined: this
is the best Quad electrostatic design ever,
and atruly world-class speaker"
— What HiFi? Sound and Vision, January 2007

"I have to say that this is the finest speaker
on the planet"
—Ken Kessler, HiFi News
• 0

"By the highest standards, the 2905s get
everything right to adegree that had me
shaking my head in awe"
—Noel Keywood, HiFi World

QUAD
...the closest approach to the original sound
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi.co.uk

SUPER SYSTEMS

"You Shook
Me", with bass
grumbling away
at floor-shaking
levels, seemed
to show the
Xones can play
with assurance
anything the
Iticana could
throw at them'

remastering [ CK 65142]. In my
setup, with speakers firing across
the width rather than length of
the room, Ifound with the Xones
sounded best spaced well over 2m
apart ( more than Iwould normally
expect), with 700mm clearance
behind them, and some toe- in. With
achair height of not more than 16in
one could then ' look' into acohesive
window of sound. Until Ihad done
such experimentation there were
certain problems of involvement
with this system.
The Xones are specified as
extending down to 35Hz ± 3dB. It
was soon apparent that they needed
the power provided by the Tucana,
to avoid some stridency at climaxes
shown by my low output reference
amp. Like the electronics, the Xones
play tunes very nicely.
The downside is that they are
abit too adept at showing up any
clicks or scratches on LPs - Iused

MAINS Ns" T
'1111

my DNM MC stage as asource
output - and they may not appeal
to classical music listeners seeking
complete tonal accuracy on, say,

o

230 VAC 50/60Hz MAX 800

strings. The fine Argo recording of
Rossini string sonatas, for example,
was fairly enjoyable but substituting
apair of B&W 805S speakers [
HFN
Dec ' 06] sweetened the sound.

_EFT

These are similarly priced at

IGHT

E1600 without the matching

co MPO

LNITED ANGOOM
NENT 8/AMP-AC TU RED N THE

that other programmable remotes
could provide this facility if essential.
Holding down ' Next' allows rapid
scrolling. My other concern was that
to restart atrack in play involves
the sequence Play (= pause)/Next/
Previous/Play. But maybe only music
reviewers do this frequently!

e

FLASHING LIGHTS

All the features to the right of the

Before fully assembling the
Leema system lgained some

CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP: The
moulded 70mm

GETTING THE LOWDOWN

from cold the Antila sounded
promising, although with the
Mullova Bach sonatas disc reviewed

loudspeaker
port; The Xone

On Jeff Beck's remastered Truth

may be bi-wired
or bi-amped and

echoed drums in ' 0I'Man River',
and the electronic belches at the
start of 'You Shook Me' - with bass

on page 85 the violin had arather
'electronic' coloration, whereas

the harpsichord's metallic sound
was good and it was evident
from the decay of notes that hall
ambience would be accurately

the base has
four adjustable
spiked feet;
the Tucana
amplifier may

discernibly better performance

reproduced. The Leema electronics
steadily improved over the review

be used with
Leema's LIPS bus

period, much to the benefit of this
recording. ( Some asperities with it

connectors or
conventionally;

initialisation, apulsing illumination
of all the blue LEDs around the

are evident on various players, not

there are CD,
Tuner and Aux

motorised pot. The Tucana is briefly
muted when switching between
inputs, single LEDs then show input
choice and level setting; powering
from standby automatically selects

excluding Rega's flagship Saturn - to
be -eviewed soon.)

line inputs,

[EMI], both the Hammond and

grumbling away at floor-shaking
levels - were able to show the Xones
could play with assurance anything
the Tucana could throw at them
-although there was hardness on
piano in that second track.
The Tallis Scholars' recent remake
of Allegri's Miserere [
Gimell] isn't an
easy disc to reproduce comfortably.
The Leema system successfully
managed the perspectives of cantor,
choir and soaring treble soloists set

As Andrew Harrison suggested
in his earlier review, the Antila has

with Multi1/2
primarily for

aNaim-reminiscent forwardness
combined with afoot-tapping

multichannel,
plus preamp out

at the back, in the full acoustic of
Merton College Chapel, Oxford. This
was avery creditable realisation.

rhythmic engagement. Turning
to Miles Davis's Sketches of Spain,
castanets, plucked harp and brass

and AV Direct
(L/R speaker

Likewise the earlier Karajan/BP0
Rite of Spring LP [ DG, 1965] was

binding posts are
out of picture)

presented as awide, clear focused

output is unaffected by altering

were all sharply focused, although
this player does not mollify the

listening levels.

harsher aspects of Sony's digital

the last input used. Tape record

of the Xones was more open.

new injection

with the Antila. Amplifier signal
muting is ahandset- only option.
Coming out of standby gives, during

Tucana volume control - this is a
rotary encoder controlling aBurrBrown attenuator rather than a

slightly fulsome and the soundstage

idea of CD player and speaker
characteristics separately. Even

•

fascias are remote duplicated,
including LCD display off, for

stands, but it was acase of swings
and roundabouts, as the bass was

soundstage, without agreat
deal of depth ( as this is amultimiked production with everything C->
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Final Sound manufactures state-of-the-art electrostatic speaker systems
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New to electrostatics
No matter what kind of music you
like, Final speakers deliver a truly

5

astonishing performance.
Talk to us to find out more...

Ideal for two-channel or home cinema, they represent by far the I;ghtest high-performance electrostatic
speakers on the market and the only truly flat-panel, modular electrostats capable of being
wall-mounted, free-standing, or suspended anywhere in the room.

Guildf rd
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SUPER SYSTEMS

balanced rather forward) apart from

Colin Davis seemed desperately slow and

levels. Personally, I'd stick with the silver

the timpani and bass drum at the rear
of the orchestra. The speaker coloration

uninteresting, in spite of an explicit, wide,

casework option.

open soundstage. Pacing did improve
subjectively, though, on substituting the

Given the way the electronics settle in,
over afew days, I'd ask your nearest dealer

B&W 805 speakers.
So Itried something entirely new:
the opening Allegro of Nelson Freire's

(listed at the website - see AudioFile on
p67) for ahome trial. It should prove a

was evident but the system's timing
aspects were seductive enough to sustain
attention over the LP side.
Trying another regular test track, the
Adagio from Franck's Symphony conducted
by Pierre Monteux [ RCA ' Living Stereo'], the
solo oboist's vibrato could not be confused
for tape flutter, and harp had an attractive
twangy quality.
With Clare Martin's ' He Never
Mentioned Love' [ Linn] every syllable was

positive encounter. ()

Beethoven Waldstein Sonata [ Decca], well
reviewed elsewhere. The Xones gave a
clean airy treble but bass was curiously
shallow and the sound generally cottonwoolly, with atendency to ringing at forte.

Some clever thinking has
gone into the electronics
here. We feel the

A check with Beyerdynamic professional
headphones subsequently revealed that

70%

Tucana amplifier
edges very slightly

this recording has an overdamped piano
sound and so much studio reverberance

crystal clear, double- bass - which can be
boomy with some disc players - was kept
in proper scale and piano and percussion

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

FEATURES

65%

ahead of its Antila
partner but all

well delineated. However, the B&Ws were

that it just muddles the articulation.
Hopeless, then, as test material...

three components

better at the huskiness in her voice, and
they didn't add an edge to vocals like the

CHOICE ENCOUNTER

together. Classical

Xones, yet with the 805 brushed cymbals
had become slurry and indistinct.

Iliked the ' family friendly' aspects of
this Leema system which implements
plenty of modern technology. There's a

music lovers who

WOOLLY WALDSTEIN

total absence of any fearsome switch- on
thumps: the two remotes sit comfortably in

want to choose a

the hand and are easily read/learned, and
the +/- gain control glides round in small

but the Xones did

work symbiotically

There's always adanger for reviewers
of mining frequently dug musical seams
to exhaustion. ' Dorabella' from the LSO

BEI [ P

80%

demand absolute
tonal accuracy may

ECO

different speaker,

65%

pretty well on rock.

increments for fine tuning of playback

Live Enigma Variations conducted by Sir

LOUDSPEAKERS

AMPLIFIER

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER
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Credit where it's due, Leema took all the technical
criticisms levelled at its Antila CD player in our
last in-depth review (June '07) and resolved them
entirely. Revisions to the digital receiver circuit that
interfaces the CD transport with the multi-DAC
analogue stage, has reduced data- induced jitter
from 550psec to 385psec. Distortion remains
fabulously low at just 0.0006% through the
midrange, rising to amere 0.0015% at 20kHz, while
the A-wtd SIN ratio is perfectly acceptable for 16-bit
CD at 103dB. The trend of distortion versus digital
level is shown above (black = lkHz, blue = 20kHz).
Leema's high-pass filter, originally intended to
remove spurious sub- bass content, has now been
removed to yield afar flatter response (-0.03dB at
20Hz to -0.2dB at 20kHz) and agenerally cleaner
sound to boot. In any other instance, this would
surely warrant a ' Mk II' postscript. PM

10

1i20
Dynamic Power Output »

1k

Subtle refinements, implemented as running
production changes, have maintained the Tucana
at the top of its class. Rated at 150W/8ohm,
this unassuming powerhouse goes on to deliver
2x175W/8ohm, 2x290W/4ohm and awhopping
710W and 1.05kW into 2and lohm loads under
dynamic conditions. When idling, the amplifier
draws some 50W from the wall, afigure that
increases tenfold at its rated 150W output.
The amplifier's response remains flat through the
audio range before rolling gently away to - 3.3dB
at 100kHz, although the output impedance has
been reduced fractionally to asuperior 0.046ohm.
Distortion remains vanishingly low at ~0.0006%
through bass and midrange at low power and
generally < 0.001% up to 70W/8ohm. The dynamic
power output profiles (graph, above) clearly
illustrate this exceptional behaviour. PM

Frequency in Hz »
Our measured sensitivity of 87dB is only half a
decibel short of Leema Acoustics' claimed 87.5dB,
which is within experimental error. This sensitivity is
achieved despite the compact enclosure dimensions
in part through lowered impedance. With anominal
impedance of 6 ohms the Xone's modulus should
not fall below 4.8 ohms within the audible band
but we measured aminimum of 3.8 ohms at ahigh
19.9kHz and asimilar figure was reached in dips
between 100 and 300Hz. At 112Hz the Xone incurs
amplifier output stage dissipation equivalent to that
of a2ohm resistor.
The frequency response displays quite large
deviations about agentle upward trend towards
high frequency. Although the cumulative spectral
decay waterfall (see graph, above) is clean, ripples
in the impedance curves indicate the presence of
cabinet resonances, most notably at 154Hz. RH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATION
87dB

Maximum output level

2.33Vrms

Power Output. 8/4ohm (<1%1110)

175W/290W

Sensitivity (SPI. at 1m12.83V)

A-vitd S1N Ratio

103dB

Dynamk Power, 8141211ohm

220W/415W/710W/1kW

Impedance modulus (min/max)

Distortion lkHz. OdBFs/-30d1Ws

0.0006%10.004%

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.046-0.11ohm

Impedance phase (minimes)

3.8ohm
@ 20kHz
-46°
98Hz

Distortion 20kHz. (MBEs

0.0015%

Freq. Response (2011z-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -3.3dB

Freq. mop. error (200Hz-20IcHz)

±5.0dB

385psec

Input Sensitivity (OdBW1150W)

47mV/583mV

Bass extension (-6dB re. 200Hx)

65Hz

±13.2c113

Aivtd S/N ratio (OdBW1150W)

82.7dB/104.5dB

Treble extension (-6dB re. 10kHz)

32.4kHz I>40kHz

Distortion (10W. 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0006-0.013%

THD 100Hz/licHz110kHz mods et Ina

2.0%/ 0.5%/ 0.4%

Digital Jitter
Resolution @ -100dB
Stereo separation (2011z-20kHz)

>93dB
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16.1ohm
@ 3.6kHz
+35°
(& 24Hz
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READERS' SYSTEMS

This month we meet areader who's found
it hard to say no when he hears something
obviously better than his present system can
provide. He's now reached akind of audio
nirvana but Steve Harris is left wondering if
those old vinyl records will ultimately prove
too much of atemptation

I

fyou are trying to hit the heights of high-end
sound in afairly small room, it's no use just
spending alot of money on abig, powerful

system and hoping for the best. It may take a
subtle ear and alot of experience to hit on awinning
combination, but fortunately for Simon, the owner of
this month's featured system, it is possible.
After some experimentation Simon is enjoying a
very expensive, very refined system. It produces great
results in his comfortable, beautifully-furnished but not
exactly gigantic sitting room.
Perhaps Simon's interest in hi-fi was always bubbling
under, but it only swelled to apassion in the last few
years. His very first system, back in the 1980s, was a
JVC midi stack with aTechnics linear-tracking turntable

'One day, when Iwas working in Oxford Street, I
walked past Ki West One, and Iwas astounded that you
could spend as much money as that on hi-fi. So Istarted
ABOVE RIGHT:
Housed in
the rather
gorgeous rack
from Harmonic
Resolution
Systems are a
Spectral
DMC-30/
DMA- 100S

to talk to the guy and said, " How can you justify that?"
and apair of small Mission speakers. Eventually the
vinyl records fell into disuse along with the equipment,
and by the early 1990s Simon wanted asystem to play
CDs. He ended up buying one from afamous London
hi-fi specialist, the late Thomas Heinitz.
'He said to me, " You realise that the speakers are
the window into your system". And he was very cynical
about digital. He told me that you could buy any CD
player and it would be as good as any other, so spend
your money on speakers. So at that time, Iinvested in

pre/ power
amplifier

the Harbeth LS3/5As ( see ' On Location', p122).'

combination.
A Nagra CDP

speakers served Simon well for agood few years, but
then, about four years ago, he discovered that there

CD player

was life after the LS3/5A. Avisit to aWest End dealer

takes pride of
place above

opened up vistas of the high end, and led to anew
interest in upgrading.
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With aNAD CD player and NAD receiver, these
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He said " Well, why don't you come and listen to some
things?" So my next purchase after that was apair of
Sonus Faber Concerto speakers, which were lovely!
'The next thing Ibought was aUnison Research
Unico integrated amplifier, which sounded great too. I
got aCambridge Audio CD player to go with it.'

A STEEP UPGRADE PATH
Soon, though, Simon was considering aserious CD
player upgrade. This triggered aprocess that took his
whole system to another level.
'I was looking idly on the internet one day. I
wanted to get this Audionet CD player from Germany.
Iwas looking at comparably priced players, because
somebody had recommended Ayre and somebody
else had recommended Accuphase. So Ilooked up the
distributors, and it all turned on Stephen Harper at

14ft

THE ROOM
Simon's beautifully
styled London flat

•

has aspacious and
relaxing feel thanks

to well-chosen
furnishings, with

rat.

no TV in sight!
Speaker positioning
was critical here
(especially the
distance from the
back wall) but the
tall, rear-vented
Peak Consult
Princess does give
really satisfying
results for alistener
seated on the sofa,
with firm bass and
very good imaging

'I went up there. He left me alone to listen, and
Ipreferred, unfortunately, the more expensive
Accuphase, the DP- 57. So Itook that'

ABOVE: With
speakers quite
close to the
wall but just

Audio Consultants, because he had Ayre and he had

in along long time, and in terms of value was abit

far enough out
to 'breathe',

Accuphase as well.
'So Iphoned him and asked him what he'd suggest.

better than the Accuphase DP- 78.
'At the time, he also put it through some Spectral

this is asystem
that produces

He said Ishould listen to the Ayre combination, which
was in my price range. He had the Accuphase there, but

amplification, and Ithought, " Oh my God, Iwish Ihadn't
heard this!". And before Iknew it, very quickly after that

an excellent,
believable

it was more expensive. " See what you think," he said.

Ihad bought aSpectral pair.'
Simon's combination was aSpectral DMC-30 preamp

and enjoyable

'I went up there. He left me alone to listen, and I
preferred, unfortunately, the more expensive Accuphase,
the DP- 57. So Itook that. And Itraded in my amplifier
and got the Accuphase E-308 amplifier to go with it.
'Then Iquickly upgraded to the DP- 67. And afew
months after that Ithought, " Well, in for apenny in for a

and DMA- 1005 power amp, described by Spectral as a

sound, yet
hasn't been

Compact Reference Amplifier and producing 100W per
channel into 8ohms, doubling this into 4ohms. And he

allowed to
dominate

couldn't resist the jewel-like Nagra CD player.

the room

`So Iended up there. And it's been ahuge change.
'At that point Istill had the Sonus Faber Concertos,

pound, why don't Iupgrade to the DP- 787".
'I called Stephen and he suggested Ishould come and

although I'd changed the cabling to Virtual Dynamics.

listen to the Nagra CD player. He said that in his opinion,
the Nagra player was the closest he'd heard to analogue

But Iwas always looking for something bigger,
bearing in mind that it's asmall room. Ididn't want to C+,
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TOM WAS AMAZED BY THE
TUCANA'S VICE LIKE GRIP AND
PRECISE CONTROL OF HIS
LOUDSPEAKERS

To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CALL LEENIA ACOUSTICS ON 01938 811900
OR

LOG ON TO WWW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM/TOM

VINO
elm»
VERDICT

To locate your nearest dealer
Visit:

www.leema-acoustics.com tom

Phone: + 44 ( 0)1938 811900
Email:
LEEIVIA ACOUSTICS

L

info@leema-acoustics.com

RIGHT: The HRS
rack provides

overpower the room. So Ibrought home the Thiel
2.4 speakers, which were massive - rather like

unshakeable

having another person in the room, and they were

support

abit boomy. Then Audiophile Consultants called me
and told me that Peak Consult had just launched a
new floorstander, and that maybe Ishould listen to

for Simon's
Spectral
pre and power
amplifiers,
which sit on
heavyweight
granite shelves
with special
mounts

them as they might be the right size for this room.
'And that's where we got to. Inever thought that
Iwould go that far. It's basically the same system
that Stephen Harper has at home, except that he's
got different speakers and abigger Spectral amp.
And Ikept thinking, well he's got them at cost!
'But he gives very good advice. You start to listen
differently, you become an active listener. And I

'This rack
came up as
an opportunity
and Itook it.
And it has given
amazing results
-Iwouldn't have
believed it'

Before that, Simon just didn't have any equipmert
racking. ' Iwas areal heathen. Ijust stacked
components on top of one another, because what I
ultimately wanted to get was something that fitted
in the room. And I'd looked at every rack make out
there, and they were all either glass or horrible
designs. Ididn't fancy the Quadraspire, or the Nairn
Fraim, for example.
'Finite E!emente is quite nice, but they only come
in alight wood colour, and Iwanted it to be dark.
So that was another consideration. This one is quite
weighty with all the shelves in it, but at least the

do appreciate the changes. Every time, he's been
absolutely right. So that's where Iam now and I
don't intend to do any more!'
Ijokingly suggested that it could be dangerous
for Simon to listen to the Spectral CD player when

BELOW: There
is still awaiting

it appears.
'Oh no. There's no way Icould stretch to that. I
think it's twice the price of this!'

shelves car come out.'
It's obvious that the HRS rack helped the system
blend in with the beautifully-toned colours of Simon's
decor. However, he had to wait for his Princess
speakers to be built in the dark wood colour he
wanted. While they were on order, though, Simon was
able to borrow the demonstration pair in light maple.
Although Simon hadn't gone for the Finite

GETTING SOME SUPPORT

Elemente equipment rack, he did use Finite Elemente
'direct coupling' supports, the big Cerabases under

With the main components settled, the beautiful
wood HRS rack provided the finishing touch.

the rack, and just the centre part of the Cerapuc
under the speakers. The little cones under his CD

'That came more recently. Iwas very cynical
about the results of damping and racks and

player are the Ceraballs.
'The Nagra CD player is so light that it just needs
those little ones. Icouldn't believe it - most of the
ones I've heard before are 16, 17 or 18kg. And this

complex CDC

isolation and all that. But we just tried afew of the
HRS decouplers, and it did improve the sound. This
rack came up as an opportunity and Itook it. And

with preamp

it has given amazing results. Ireally wouldn't have

weighs in at only 4kg.'
The Nagra's power supply box is also cuite small

functions

believed it, but it has done.'

and light, and benefits from an HRS damper placed

list for the
Nagra CD
player. Simon
has the CDP,
the player-only
version, rather
than more

on top. Both signal and speaker cables are now
from Virtual Dynamics, with Siltech mains cable and
Octopus mains block.

CABLE MAKES A DIFFERENCE
'If somebody had said to me three years ago that I'd
be spending God- knows-what on acable. Iwould have
just thought, " Why would anybody spend that much
on apiece of wire?" It is shocking, but it really does
make adifference. And Icertainly didn't want it to
make adifference. You think, well it's just providng
electricity at the speed of light to amotor, yet it
seems to make adifference.
'This has been done gradually, Imust admit. The
cables are now worth more than than the hi-fi system
Ihad previously. It's mad! It's just disproportionate.
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How the new 550K Supercharger
from Musical Fidelity
turns most hi-fi systems
into 550w dynamic power houses.

The new 550K Supercharger
is alow gain power amp that is
connected to the system just before
the loudspeakers.
Used in asystem with an amp rated
between 50 and 200 watts, it will
increase its power to 550 watts, and
improve the system almost
beyond recognition.
It dramatically increases dynamic
range and enables the amplifier
already in the system to function
perfectly.
The 550K turns even amodest
integrated amp into astate-of-theart amplification system.
It works with any make of amp, and
it works with valve amps, transistor
amps and hybrids.
Visit musicalfidelity.com to find out
more about the 550K Supercharger,
or contact your audio dealer for an
audition.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

READERS SYSTEMS

'And some others you can get are at really

Ijust thought, no, it's not for me. This was before I

stratospheric prices. Iwas looking at the top of the
Virtual Dynamics range, and you can spend $ 32,000
on some speaker cables. Idon't know how much
better it can sound, it must be the law of diminishing

discovered KJ West One.
'I think that people believe that the surround

returns, surely.'
However, attention to detail, it seems, has made

And that's what Ifound. Iwas sitting and not even
relaxing. Ido like movies - I'll often put aDVD on. But

BELOW:
Cabling has

this system really sing.
'I really do enjoy it now. You hear things that you

Ifound that Ijust didn't enjoy them more by having
surround- sound.
'And Ithink also that that is characteristic of living

gradually
over time,

didn't hear before. And you like music that you didn't

system compensates with lots of bass and lots of
bright sound, but actually the musicality isn't there.

been upgraded

previously enjoy because of abad system.

in aflat, because Ijust felt that it was shaking the

ending up with

'And then sometimes you think " Why didn't Ijust
get an iPod and an iPod dock so then it would be able

walls. The guy upstairs has got surround- sound, and

the Virtual

you sometimes hear that. Whereas with my two-

to slide into acorner.
'If Icould hide it away Iprobably would. Because

channel system you seem to be able to play at a

Dynamics
speaker cables

Idid spend alot of time getting the flat the way I
wanted it. In away, I'm trying to make it disappear as
much as possible.'
'A lot of my friends don't understand it at all, they
don't think it fits with what Ido. They come in and
they think, " Oh God, all this technology" but then
they do appreciate the sound.'

BUT NO HOME THEATRE
We didn't see aTV set in Simon's lounge, but he does
have one. ' It gets wheeled in now and again,' he says.
Did he have any interest in home theatre?
'Well, funnily enough, Idid actually veer off at one
point and bought one of those low-cost 5.1 surroundsound packages. And Iwas so shocked by the sound
when Igot it home, it was so sibilant and hissy,
horrible really, that Ijust had it for an afternoon and
took it back to the shop.
'The NAD hi-fi Iliked, because it had alovely warm
sound, but this was awful. Iset up the speakers and

reasonable volume, but Inever get complaints.'
Simon's system does play music very well indeed.

seen here,

The bass is very good, with excellent control, no hint

mains comes
via aSiltech

of boom and good extension. The sound generally
is invitingly detailed, and with no sense of strain.

while the

Octopus block

'I was so shocked
by the sound
when Igot it
home, it was so
sibilant and hissy,
horrible really,
that Ihad it just
for an afternoon'
We listened to avariety of CDs, including audiophile
favourites like Patricia Barber, with Nightclub [
Koch
KOC CD- 5738] and Shawn Colvin on These Four Walls
[Nonesuch 7559-79957] as well as the virtuosic
Nickel Creek with This Side [
Sugarhill 09274 91882].
'My music taste has always been eclectic, chart
stuff right through to the more obscure. Iused to
listen to alot of contemporary stuff. Iused to listen
to kd laing alot. Jane Monheit Idiscovered afew
years ago... it's only recently that I've got into the
ECM recordings, which are much better recordings.
Britpop, I've always been abit more international. It's

LEFT:
Hand- built in

away to unwind.'

Denmark, the

I've never been an Oasis fan, I've never been into

TIME TO CALL A HALT
It seems that Simon is actually quite happy
listening to his music on CD, and hasn't been
overwhelmed by any of the SACDs he's heard. And it
seems unlikely, for the moment at least, that he'll be

Peak Consult
Princess is
constructed of
HDF with an
outer carcass
of solid wood.

seduced again by vinyl.

Drive units

'It's the thought of having to spend that much
money on acartridge. And then replacing all my

are a 1in

CDs with vinyl. I've still got my old vinyl, my teenage
albums - Steve Winwood, Supertramp, ELO, all of

tweeter and

those - but I'd have to re-create my collection again.

technology

And Ithink it would just take up too much space.
'So Idon't even dare think about having a
turntable again now. I'm so easily tempted!' (5

bass! mid, with

ScanSpeak
Sin Audio-

arear-facing
reflex port
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MUSIC ON DVD

1'e-4

4

JACKSON 'BROWNE

The DVD is adecade old this year. To celebrate,
Ken Kessler brings you his pick of the bonus discs

A

sthis year marks the tenth
anniversary of DVD, it's
interesting to look back and
marvel at how what is arguably

the most successful hardware launch
ever has been so divisive. Before you say
'What about the iPod?' when it comes to
the scale of aformat's success, that's not
exactly awhole new playback medium:
it's an adjunct to existing computer
compression and storage technologies.

Because it didn't stop there - does it
ever? - DVD has evolved into DVD-Audio
for high- resolution music, alongside its
rival, SACD. And yet none of the above has
'moved' acertain type of purist audiophile,
asituation that for me has always raised
this question: just how much do people
care about music?

ti

‘,4

ow

A purist would argue, as Ihave on
occasion, that any music is better than no
music, however simplistic and prone to

As such it didn't introduce anything to
the world, and there were MP3 players

error that may be. One listen to Anthrax
proves that. To expand on that belief,

music, music as asubject, should one

around before Apple cashed in. What
DVD provided was an all- new, totally

though, Iwould posit that one's preferred

than simply listering to it when the mood

music played back with so-so sound quality

strikes? Do you want to know more about

'Sam & Dave over the telephone beats
Rage Against The Machine over anything'

become? Do you care more about music

it, learn about it, savour its history? If, like
me, you feel that this enhances the entire
experience, then read on. If not, then revel
in your normalcy.

workable carrier for moving images and

is better than the music one loathes played

ANORAKNOPHOBIA

multichannel sound.
Prior to that, we had the intrinsically

through akiller system. Thus, for me, Sam
& Dave over the telephone beats Rage

Someone once told me that the definition

unreliable VHS and Betamax tapes or

Against the Machine over anything, any day

the never-successful- here LaserDiscs
for video, and, well, nothing much for
discrete surround-sound beyond the

of the week.
That, though, is about personal taste

of an anorak is ' anyone who buys
magazines or books about the subject they
love'. The minute you go beyond enjoying
something to studying about it, you are,
according to that sage, probably sad and
boring and in danger of missing the point.

Quadraphonic Era of the late 1960s/early
1970s. With DVD, decent visual material

in music, rather than total commitment
to music as part of one's life. We love
music whether it's over atable-top radio,
aportable or astupendous system. But,

-even by today's high- resolution
standards - and true 5.1 sound became

to actually make music, to be amusician,

viable and affordable realities.

music as alife-enhancement than just
about anything, so we do wish to know

how involved with the whole world of

about it, to study t, to learn about who

open- reel four-track tapes of the First
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aside from being blessed with the skills

Fair enough - mea culpa. But I ( and Ihave
to assume most of you) care more about

.

MalES •

Lr
ABOVE: Outtakes, alternate takes, remixes,

came before whom, or what was the B-side
of such-and- such asingle, ad nauseum.

live performances... the bonus DVD has
been enriching the musical experience

It's why Iwould never disrespect
someone with acomplete set of Wisden,

since the format appeared in 1997
Why so? Once QJeen, Godley and

or asubscription to afly-fishing magazine.
It's about passion and devotion. What

Creme, Buggies and ahost of others

to the release of the domestic VCR, the

DVD, especially of late, has offered to

demonstrated the importance of visuals

private music lover never expected to

the ' total music casualty' is something
which has been improved way beyond the
VCR's capabilities. DVD has unleashed all

via promotional videos, it became the

see again that clip of Bowie or Bolan on
Top of the Pops. Elvis on The Ed Sullivan

the archive material that was previously
unavailable to anyone without access to
the BBC's or the Smithsonian's storage
repositories. It has offered us outtakes,
and alternate takes, and different mixes. In
reduction, it has offered us more.
Gratitude for this new wealth of
performances and documentaries and
unreleased recordings applies mainly to
pre- 1980s material — more recent material
has never been inaccessible, and little of it
is unreleased or undocumented.

norm to film everything, however mean or
trivial. Someone, somewhere has probably
recorded the thoughts of Britney Spears, or

Show or Dusty Springfield's Royal Albert

even East 17 tuning up.

aTV channel to offer arepeat showing
of Two-Lane Blacktop or A Hard Day's

IT'S NEVER 'BEEN AWAY

Night. Now, for under atenner, you can

With archive material less than 30 years
old, there's no sense of elation, no air of

own acopy.
What staggers me is that too many

discovery. It's never ' been away'. Every

audiophiles fail to see that this is
complementary, and not athreat, to pure

singer or band is now filmed to the point
of banality. The world operates more and

Hall gig. You would wait ( and pray) for

more like areality show. There are few

music. It tickles me and delights me that
Ican now see agoodly portion of the

secrets. Not so the earlier broadcasts or
films, or live footage of earlier artists. Prior

performances on long-forgotten music
shows like Shindig and Hullaballoo (9-,
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Zingali Speakers from , I
95 to £ 3,250 ( pair). Call Audio Salon on
0845 4000 400 or visit www.audiosalon.co.uk to find out more.

MUSIC ON DVD

LEFT: The deluxe
version of The
Beatles' Love
includes abonus
DVD featuring 5.1
DVD-A, DTS and
Dolby versions of the

B
E4LES

high res surround
mix used by Cirque
du Soleil in the Las
Vegas show

ABOVE: The accompanying DVD to
Chris Difford's 2006 South East Side Story
features alive gig of the same material
from The Albany Theatre, Deptford

-rare footage of The Byrds, The Lovin'
Spoonful, The Animals, The Mamas &
Papas. Anyone can now access with ease
incredible footage that was locked away

nothing beats seeing them performing.
This doesn't just benefit old farts like me
on anostalgia trip: Ican just imagine some
22-year-old Wilco fan discovering The

in TV company vaults. You could argue

Band, which will rever re-group due to the

that we had some of that with video
tapes - but never the quality.

deaths of two members, thus benefiting

including rare moments from the Guess

mightily from those clips.
Even more iconic was the legendary
Johnny Cash, whose milestone live album

Who covering the Buffalo Springfield to

from 1969, Johnny Cash At San Quentin

Lawrence Welk's polkas, but it's in
low res form, in atiny window, with

(Columbia Legacy 88697060932),
has been expanded in the recent

so-so sound. What should make DVD all
the more appealing to hardcore purists
is that the archive material seen via DVD

fashion to include adisc's worth of

can now be had with aDVD of Granada

amazing unreleased material, including
performances of the one-time fellow Sun

TV's 1969 documentary, which includes

has usually been restored by the best

artist Carl Perkins.

Just as YouTube is filled with the stuff,

professionals, with the best possible
images and sound quality.

LOVE THOSE BONUS DISCS
Many of you have acquired

ABOVE: Johnny Cash at San Quentin

concert footage and interviews with
prisoners and guards present

'Anyone can now access incredible footage
that was locked away in TV company vaults'

discs-in-need-of-a-DVO-player, simply
because so many are now bundled
with conventional CDs to make up the

So far, so CD. But this one ups the

(Shakedown SHAKEBX110Z) is a

ante with athird disc: aDVD of Granada
TV's hour-long 1969 documentary about

double- CD reminder of the brilliance of
pre- California Fleetwood Mac, one disc

proliferate - both new material and old.
Just in the last year, I've acquired so
many CDs with priceless bonus material
that Iam in awe of what's on offer.

Cash's performing in prisons, with concert
footage and interviews giving more insight

devotees, almost unbelievably, there's a

Look at some of the amazing 'freebies'
about which little fanfare was made. The

the Granada special 38 years ago. Now I

an interview with the errant Jeremy
Spencer from 2002. Remarkably candid,

Band - arguably the finest roots- music

own acopy of it
Zoom to 2006, and Squeeze's Chris

it answers alot of the questions about
that tumultuous band; you may only

outfit North America ever produced, and
certainly Bob Dylan's greatest backing
outfit - was subject to acomprehensive

Difford releases asolo called South East

watch it once, but it's an education.

Side Story (
Luna DifCDVD 0001L), asemiunplugged reworking of his old band's

ALTERNATIVE MIXES

limited edition, two- disc packages that

into Cash's oeuvre than Iever hoped to
experience. Ifor one certainly never saw

in the studio and one on stage. But for
third disc, a96- minute DVD containing

box set, of which The Best of aMusical
History (
Capitol 09463 88721) is

classics. With it is abonus disc containing

But it's the music, not the

an entire live gig of the same material. If

a 19-track excerpt. Accompanying

you ever once sang along to ' Tempted' in

documentaries, that appeals most of all,
and who among you can resist different

it is afive-track DVD with live rare
appearances, 1970-74. So what is the

the shower, or wore askinny tie in the late

mixes? One trend that's adirect result

1970s, this will wash away the years.
Brit- blues more to your liking?

of DVD is re-releasing whole albums in

Fleetwood Mac's Madison Blues

sound, most notably Pink Floyd's The (->

big dear? Simple: no matter what you
think you know about an artist or artists,

either high res forms or in surround-
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LEFT: The 96- minute
DVD that makes
up the Fleetwood
Mac Madison Blues
package contains
acandid 2002
interview with
original member
and slide guitarist
Jeremy Spencer

BELOW: The Band's

FLEETWO(rMil

The Best of a
Musical History
box set boasts a
five-track DVD
with live rare
appearances
from1970-74

ABOVE: The Traveling Wilburys Collection
offers extra tracks and aDVD containing
the band's five promotional videos and a
documentary, all in linear PCM

all interface smoothly. My
DVD-A player would not let
me use anything other than

Dark Side of the Moon and The Beatles'
Yellow Submarine afew years back.
Perfect examples of this are reissues
of Jackson Browne's Running On Empty

sta suss of A Musical Hiatory

(Rhino Elektra 8122-78283-2) and David

DVD-A, while my computer
gave me all the choices.
Nothing Icould do would
access them - no set-up
menu appeared! Be that as

Crosby's If ICould Only Remember
My Name (
Rhino Atlantic R2 72304),
seminal West Coast singer- songwriter

it may, the DVD-A version

albums of 1970s. Browne's bonus DVD
contains two extra tracks, but - more
importantly - the entire disc is in

was terrific.

DVD-Audio 5.1 surround, while Crosby's
second disc offers the entire album

Beatle-related is the
absolutely gorgeous,
definitive three-disc set

THE WILBURYS

in DVD-A, DTS and Dolby for 5.1 and
high res two- channel in 24/192. Both

covering George Harrison's
genius of aconcept:
the Traveling Wilburys.

were masterpieces, full of subtlety,
with characterful vocals. Although an

You have what is by any measure the
greatest supergroup of all time'

Whatever your tastes or prejudices, to
find aBeatle and Bob Dylan in the same
band is -eason enough to take adeep
breath. But add in Jeff Lynne, Tom Petty
and no less than Roy Orbison, you have

amazing multi-disc box set of the Beach

two-channel, while the DVD also has a

what is by any measure the greatest

Boys' milestone album, Pet Sounds, was
released afew years back, as well as a
separate DVD-A, the smaller Pet Sounds

24/96 high res stereo option.

supergroup of all time.
Long out of print, their two albums

40th Anniversary two-disc package
(Capitol 94634-44966-3) takes some
beating. New material has been added,
and whether you opt for the normal
version or the decidedly lavish, green
velvet-covered limited edition, it's an

Clearly one of the best bonus discs last
year came with the Beatles' Love (
Apple/
EMI 378910 2). For those prepared to
spend the extra pound or two over the CDonly edition, the deluxe package includes a
bonus DVD which features 5.1 DVD-A, DTS
and Dolby versions of the high res surround
mix used by Cirque du Soleil in the Las

have been augmented in The Traveling
Wilburys Collection ( Rhino R2 167868)
with extra tracks and athird disc. The
DVD contains their five promotional
videos and amagnificent documentary,
all in linear PCM and sounding terrific.
Now that two of them have passed on,

absolute feast for those who rate the
album alongside Sgt Pepper, Beggar's

Vegas show (which Istupidly, painfully

it's aset that could bring tears if you

had to miss last January). By all accounts,

agree that the Wilburys probably made

Banquet or The Most Mishige.

even from the hardest of hardcore Beatle

the finest alt.country/roots albums
ever. The cloth- covered slipcase and

An hour's worth of documentaries
-the equal of anything on The South
Bank Show - and the best- sounding
version of the album outside of the
original vinyl will give any DVD-equipped
system awork-out.
And if the 5.1 version bothers you
that much, the CD is plain, vanilla

purists, the show is amazing, and Idon't
know of asingle soul who doesn't like the
masterful segue of 26 Beatles classics. But
the surround mix adds so much that all I
can say is Iwill definitely take the time to
see the show during CES 2008.
Which reminds me of astill- annoying
feature of DVDs, even after adecade: not

hardbound book within truly do justice
to this magnificent, though short-lived
band. Never have five disparate musical
giants worked so well together.
Coming soon: What you're missing
in the DVD section of your local home
entertainment emporium... ()
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The/ way to

bLay

More cable.
More music.

vunyl,

Kimber's Select KS- 1036
analogue interconnect is now
available exclusively in the

Model 10A

UK from Russ Andrews
Accessories.
50% more Black Pearl silver
conductors than KS- 1030,
Kimber Select cable
geometry and WBT's new
0102 Ag Next:ien connectors

Model 20/2A

combine to provide 2 class leading interconnect.

To find out more about
improving your system
with unique, proven
Russ Andrews upo -ades,
contact us now at

Climber Select KS -1036

www.russandrews.com/hfn

II

Model 20/12A

or phone us on 0845 3451550
Exclusive UK Retailer for
VI«

KIM3ERKAI3LE

e(A,

Solutions for better music & movies

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, 2b Moreland Court,
Westmorland Business Park, Shap Road, Kendal, LA9 6NS, UK.
Tel: +44 ( 0)1539 797300 Email: info@russandrews.com

Model 30/2A

Series M2

The nissineriik

Series 300

REFERENCE
DIGITAL

)

Series IV

CIO

Finest Quality ,4 uciio Cables Hand Built in Britain by
The Missing Link for Your Individual' Needs
Very Reasonable Prices & eaten. gy.
We Also Have aFull Range of AV Cables Including Our
Cry° Reference HDMI 1080P Cables 8. Adaptors

Series V

Contact Mark or Jan

Remember to
Check Out Our
Wonderful World of
D Y Products i!«
Cable Kits !!

01623 844478 or 07967 839333
Ask fDr details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN443GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email sales@sme.ltd.uk or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk

info@the-rnissing-linkmet

www.the-rnissinglink.net

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
MAULER

Album II_
OFTHEmontn

Symphony 3
Michelle DeYoung. Chicago SO and Ch/Bernard Hait ink;
CSOR 901 701 (two discs)

Now principal conductor of the CSO,
Haitink returns to one of his signature
pieces ( since the ' 60s) to launch

Glenn Gould; Sony BMG 88697 03350 2 (SACD/binaural etc)

available here. Recorded live last
October, with James Mallinson

Glenn Gould's iconic 1955 Bach debut
recording has been computer analysed

outcome, profoundly satisfying
especially for those who admire
ik

14

e 1114

this artist's slight reserve. The
Chicago brass are outstanding. All
that's missing is the enchantment
of the Amsterdam boys' voices

e heard in (v) on his first Philips
z version. Audiophiles will relish
e71

/4

\

those pounding drums at the
end of the symphony. CB

11.1
%S.11 qk

Um.

1111.9111w

_

'

SF, I

Goldberg Variations

the orchestra's own label - readily

producing, it's aremarkable

.

JS BACH

RECORDING

Manna PERFORMANCE

in every detail ( bar the singing!) and ' reperformed' via acostly Yamaha Disklavier
Pro. The original was mono, but here we
have stereo CD or surround, and then a
complete binaural repeat. The recording
was done in astudio with asomewhat
dead acoustic character. Undoubtedly,
had he lived, Gould would have delighted
in Zenph's technology. But what this
issue really does is send you back to reexplore his warts- and-all version. CB

•

1.• RECORDING

In BUMF] PERFORMANCE

MAULER

JOHN OGDON

JS BACH

Zùrich Tonhalle Orchestra/David Zinman;
Sony BMG 82876 87156 2 (SACO hybrid)

EMI 3 92747 2 (four discs)

Viktoria Mullova, Ottavio Dantone; Onyx ONYX 4020 (two discs)

'He may well become one of the greatest

Increasingly drawn to period practice,

Zinman and his Zürich orchestra move
from budget to Red Seal label and

pianists of our time' suggested a 1961
review. But sadly, mental illness blighted

begin aMahler cycle ( with the usual
Hazell/Eadon production team). With
the discarded Andante as an appendix,

John Ogdon's career and he died from

this very well played coupling will
not disappoint Zinman followers. But,

apreviously unissued Rachmaninov
Paganini Rhapsody and Bartok's First
Concerto, and three works composed

Symphony 1; Blumine

scherzo apart, he has smoothed away
the young composer's vehemence and

70th Anniversary Edition

pneumonia aged only 52. This set
gathers much material new to CD, with

irony in favour of adreamy portrayal

by Ogdon. The several Liszt pieces show
an affinity with Hungarian music. Ogdon

-even the parodied ' Bohemian minstrels'

served music well with his considerate

in ( iii) are suavely toned down. CB

mind and technical dexterity. CB

...E] RECORDING
Mau

PERFORMANCE

u. u El El
•II II MU

Violin Sonatas BWV1014-19; BWV1021 and 529

Mullova plays Bach's six sonatas for violin
and keyboard with her mentor, Ottavio
Dantone ( awonderful partner). The
violin is a 1750 Guadagini played with a
short, light bow. With one or two acerbic
moments and expressive passages where
Mullova stretches intonation beyond
credibility, these performances show
how completely she's rejected her Soviet
Bach schooling. That noted, I'm more
comfortable with the Rachel Podgeri
Trevor Pinnock Channel Classics set. CB

RECORDING

BRUME RECORDING

PERFORMANCE

BRUME PERFORMANCE
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"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI FI WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004, 2005 & 2007 awards
SOVEREIGN DECK

new benchmark for musical communication"

"

STEREO TIMES

One of the truly special pmducts I,ve reviewed in the p.i ,(I
s car ,
STEREOPHILE
NINNY NI VI

*****

Ultimate performance
for your system
CC The best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

(13(41<41 2005 World Awards

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO

TIMES on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

Tonearm Models - from
LI 24 - L4,900
Enterprise, Conqueror, Illustrious

O
RO

Encounter, Silver, OL1 + upgrades
Rewiring and upgrades for Rega arms

LIVE Demonstrably better

I

Full information on web site

ORIGIN LIVE LTD
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com
www.originli've.com

Audio Destination
Tiverton. Devon
01884 243 584
Brighton Hi-fi
Flimwell, East Sussex
01580 878 101
Divine Audio
Market Harborough, Leicestershire
01858 432999

SO U

dproof.
Moon Electronics by Sim Audio, manufacturers of high
end audio since 1980

Doug Brady Hi-fi
Warrington, Cheshire
01925 828009

Multi award winning CD Players, Integrated Amplifiers,
Pre- amplifiers, Power Amplifiers available only from
specially selected dealers.

Loud & Clear
Bonnington Mill, Edinburgh
0131 555 3963
Loud & Clear
Finnieston, Glasgow
0141 221 0221
Mike Manning Audio
Yeovil, Somerset
01935 479 361
Music Matters
Solihull, Birmingham
0121 742 0254
O'Brien Hi-fl
Wimbledon, London
0208 946 0331
Progressive Audio
Rainham, Kent
01634 389004
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Distributed in the UK by Redline T: 01375553922 E:info@red-line.cauk
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Music Jazz
JOHN COLTRANE

AlbUI I
OF THE

mom

The Very Best Of The Atlantic Years
Warner Jazz 8122 799789 2

This generous 15-track set hits you with
four numbers from Giant Steps, the title
track followed by ' Cousin Mary' and the
beautiful ` Naima', with ' Mr PC' coming
along later. After this, ' Stairway To
The Stars' with Milt Jackson sounds
like music of abygone era, though
recorded only afew months earlier
at the start of 1959. However,
then you get ' My Favorite Things',
the single rather than the album
version, and plenty more from the
'new' quartet. Anyone who hasn't
followed Coltrane beyond his
contribution to Miles Davis'
Kind Of Blue, recorded just
weeks before ' Giant Steps',
should start here. SH
•

mi

ROBERT GLASPER

In My Element

Blue Note 0946 3 78111 2 2

Glasper has worked with Carmen Lundy
and Roy Hargrove, but he's also hyped
as the pianist who brings ahip- hop
sensibility to jazz. You do get an insistent
stick beat on ' F.T.B', but even this is a
catchy, almost sentimental melodic idea
clothed in luscious, bluesy chords. All the
compositions here are Glasper's, except
for another impressionistic trip on Herbie
Hancock's ' Maiden Voyage' ( which he
also used on his 2004 debut Mood).
Music that carries you along, even if it's
not really taking you anywhere. SH
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ARTURO SANDOVAL

NIELS-HENNING ORSTED PEDERSEN

et

es1
1964

CHARLES MINGUS SEXTET
WITH ERIC DOLPHY

Rumba Palace

The Unforgettable WHOP Trio Live

Telarc CO.83662

ACT 9464.2

Cornell 1964

Sandoval absorbed the intricate trumpet
solo style of his jazz mentor Dizzy

This tribute album puts together

Blue Note 0946 3 92210 2 8 (two discs. mono)

recordings made with Ulf Wakenius
(guitar) and Jonas Johansen ( drums)

In adiscovery almost too good to be

in 1999 and 2005, just afew months
before the great bass player died at the

true, Sue Mingus found unreleased tapes
of this all-star sextet's first concert from
March 1964. Pianist Jaki Byard opens

GRP. This Telarc debut features his ' little

age of 58. With alittle Bach- based solo to
start with, and an interlude of Danish folk

with his brilliant 'AFTW You' and things
just get better, in fresh and exhilarating

Gillespie and made it look easy, and he's
still doing that. Yet he's also played with
orchestras and composed aconcerto
as well as making astring of albums for
big band', basically the touring group

tunes, Pedersen mainly takes the lead,

performances of material captured at

augmented in the studio to sound alot
bigger on some numbers, and always full

though with some bluesy guitar flash

the Town Hall concert and on European

on the crowd- pleasing ' Lines'. There's

of life and impact. Endlessly fascinating

something odd about improvising freely

tour afew weeks later. Finally, the group
celebrates St Patrick's Day with ' Irish

rhythms and fabulous solo playing add up
to avery enjoyable album. 91

over guitar chords ( and bass notes), but
then NHOP was no ordinary bassist. SH

Waller's 'Jitterbug Waltz'. Joyous. SH
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FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

For further info about any of our products please
visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

a Spectral DMA- 16o.
The new amplifier from the
company already well known foi
its highly resolving sound. £ 599.5
b Esoteric SA-6o.

c Goldmund Eidos 18.

The new more affordable CD/SACD

This CD/SACD player has one

player with the special Esoteric

of the best sounds at this price. £ 3195

sound. £ 3495

d FIRS Nimbus Damping System.
A new approach to removing

e Gamut CD3 Mk3.

unwanted vibrations from within

The latest version of this well

electronic components. Affordable

received CD player. £ 3300

and highly effective.

Accuphase DP- 5o0.
The new CD player from this
company with their own manufacture
drive mechanism. Exceptional sound.
£3950

ACCUPHASE e AESTHETIX

ASTIN TREW • AUDIO PHYSIC e AYRE ACOUSTICS • BENZ- M ICRO

CARDAS

CLEARAUDIO e DAVINCI

ECLIPSE- TD e ESOTERIC • FUTUREGLASS • GAMUT e GOLDMUND e GRAND PRIX AUDIO • LEBEN e L
YRA » M IT CABLES e M ONOPULSE
NAGRA » NORDOST e NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • OPERA e PAGODE e PATHOS • PEAK CONSULT e QUADRASPIRE e SILTECH • SME
SPECTRAL e SYSTEM AUDIO e THIEL • TRANSFIGURATION

VELODYNE • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS e W HEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

from either M4/lunction 12 or M3/lunction 6
with free and easy parking outside

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.

Aldermaston

It is advisable to call us before visiting.

Reading

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on

the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Berkshire RG7 8JA

our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
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Music Rock
Album
"Emontn

OF

SMASHING PUMPKINS

Zeitgeist

Martha's Music 9362 49940 2

Seven long years after the band
acrimoniously fell apart, William Patrick
Corgan has reunited with sticksman
Jimmy Chamberlin to flog the ( oops)
revive the Pumpkin brand. Funny that.
Idistinctly recall four people in the
band but, well, you know, needs must.
An alliance with Pantera producer
Terry Date makes this Corgan's
hardest- rocking release ever, and
there's acouple of great songs.
'Tarantula', for example, is concise
and powerful; ' Starz' stands out
-%"-. for its dynamics; ' Neverlost' oozes
tenderness but, ultimately, there
are too many vocal sneers and

MARK KNOPFLER

Kill To Get Crimson

Mercury 602517249110

Try as Imight, Ican't make myself dislike
Mark Knopfler in quite the way Ihated
Dire Straits. As the years have passed, he's
learned to restrain his over-active pickin'
fingers and found himself aniche where,
instead of recycling Dylanesque cliches,
he sings about the things that matter to
him in asimple, honest and impeccably
played style. Songs like The Scaffolder's
Wife are rich in wry humour and folksy
detail, while ' Heart Full Of Holes' and

posturing layered guitar clichés

'True Love Will Never Fade' are timelessly

for Zeitgeist to satisfy fully. JEJ

classy pieces of craftsmanship.M
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CATHERINE FEENY

DAVID FORD

One Day Son, This Will All Be Yours

Hurricane Glass

Songs For The Road

Institute PRIN5RECCD04

Tallgrass/Charisma CASCO2002

Independiente ISOM7103

Charlie Simpson may never be allowed

Feeny, asinger- songwriter out of Philly,
landed amassive career boost when

The second album from former Easyworld
frontman turned acerbic singer-

to forget that he was once aBusted boy
but, even if he never again returns to

her song ` Mr Blue' turned up on both

songwriter went to No 1on iTunes'

that level of fame, he can still go to bed
at night secure in the knowledge that he

the OC TV series and the soundtrack of

folk chart on its soft release in August,

the recent movie Running with Scissors.

confirming him as the natural successor

made some Al records when he stepped

Without those high profile exposures

out of the glare of pop stardom. Mostly,
this is tight, gutsy, zippy rock, beautifully

she'd probably have remained adarling
of the more discerning critics but, with

to David Gray. Ford's admirers include
Neil Young and Bruce Springsteen, so if

produced by Matt Wallace of Faith No
More fame, but the occasional tenderly
tuneful moment like ' You And l' reveals a
band with both the depth and range to

them, she's aserious contender. Not
quite as feisty as KT Tunstall, not as
quirky as Nerina Pallot, she's more like a
latterday Joni Mitchell/Rickie Lee Jones,

last the course. ./B

folksy, tuneful, wispy and wordy. 113
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it's melodically-direct, sharply-observed
and passionately delivered songs of
damaged human relationships, washed
down with the occasional ranting
political diatribe, that ring your bell,
here's the album of the moment. lf3
al In
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Music Audiophile
GEORGE BENSON & AL JARREAU

Album

Givin' It Up

OF THEmonth

Monster Super Dosc ( CD ,DVD. 2ch and 5.

Mutterings about this being ' aural
wallpaper' are to be expected: neither
artist strays far from the super-cool,
lounge- bar crossover pop/jazz that
made them superstars. Monster's
treatment of the Concord title is
audiophile overkill, its two discs
containing stereo, Dolby, DTS,
Dolby Headphone and iPod-friendly
versions. Which makes this aselffulfilling prophecy: it's the musical
equivalent of aSwiss Army knife.
Yet it is, by definition, utterly
gorgeous, and the two work
together like rum-and-Coke.
Collectors take note: Paul
McCartney features on the
last track. KK
1111
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ERIC KUNZEL/CINCINNATI POPS
ORCHESTRA

BARB JUNGR

Walking In The Sun

ANN HAMPTON CALLAWAY
Blues In The Night

re/arc SACO 63641 (multichannel hybrid SACO)

OK, so the ' audiophile' labels overdo this
retrojazz-chanteuse thing to the point
of absurdity, but occasionally you get
one that makes you sit up and listen.
American songwriter and stage actress
Callaway has adeliciously rich voice,
impeccable taste, and the backing of the
sublime all-female Diva Jazz Orchestra.
The title track ' Blues In The Night' is
indicative of the mood and the other
material, but you've just gotta hear her
'Stormy Weather/When The Sun Comes
Out' and ' Blue Moon'. Sexy? Oh, yeah. KK
111
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THE TIERNEY SUTTON BAND
On The Other Side

¿inn AKD263 (multichannel hybrid SACO)

Masters & Commanders

Jungr gets more and more off the wall as

re/arc SACD 60682 (multichannel hybrid SACO)

Like Barb Jungr, Sutton isn't content

she applies her dusky jazz stylings to the

This rousing, robust set hits all the right

to be part of the standards- singing

most unlikely material she can muster.

notes: it's massive in every sense, and
will find great appeal for those who like

on her material. This set has atheme,

Imean, 'Who Do You Love'? As in Bo
Diddley?!??! A couple of Dylan tracks,

re/arc SACO6365 (multichannel hybrid SACO)

pack, and she has acurious, dark take

background music while curled up with
atitle from Patrick O'Brian or CS Forester.

'happy' songs, but for most of them

ajaunty take of the usually-countrified
'Walkin' In Memphis' - Jungr is taking no

Kunzel & Co raid the hits from past and

chances at being grouped with the more

present, The Sea Hawk to Pirates of the

Paranoid Android. Her interpretation of
Harold Arlen's ' Get Happy' would have

predictable practitioners of her genre.
There's plenty here to savour if you think
you've had your fill of Peggy Lee/Julie

Caribbean, so film buffs will have little to
complain about, but Ifor one would love
to hear this orchestra working their way

London wannabees, and you're too
nervous atype for Amy Winehouse. KK

through the theme to The Vikings. Now
that's what Icall seafaring music. KK

al
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Sutton adopts the persona of Marvin the

had her burned as awitch when it was
new, while 'You Are My Sunshine' sounds
like it was arranged by someone who's
never left England and learned about the
phenomenon from books. Scary. KK
RECORDING
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Something a little

different.

III

We have recently chosen to stock the
fantastic Chord Electronics range. We
firmly believe that with their electronic
expertise, combined with breathtaking
cosmetic design and the superb
construction, Chord Electronics produce
some of the worlds finest Hi Fi.

ee"

5

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
Linn Classik Movie
packages

Linn Akurate System.
Latest Pioneer G8
Just arrived
come and hear the
fantastic new
Linn Akurate System
including the
Akurate DAB/FM tuner.

Linn Classik Movie
+ Monitor Audio RS6 Pack

Plasma TV's

Our price £ 2850.00
Our Normal price £3899.00

PDP-508XD & PDP428XD
on permanent demonstration.
The best prices in the North
please call for details.

Ex Demonstration
and used stock list

o
o
:0•0-

Linn Classik Movie
+ Monitor Audio Radius
R90 W12 Pack
Our price £ 2400.00
Our Normal price £3399.90

Linn LP12/Ekos/Arkiv now £ 1600.00
Linn Ikemi CD player now £ 1100.00
Linn Karik CD player now £350.00
Linn Genki CD Player now £ 600.00
Linn Pekin Tuner now £400.00
Linn Chakra C4200 Amplifier £ 2350
Linn 2250 Amplifier now £900.00
Linn Klout Amplifier now £ 900.00
Linn LK100 Amplifier now £ 250.00
Linn Kaber Aktiv Loudspeakers now £850
Linn Ninka Loudspeakers now £ 700.00
Linn Keilidh Loudspeakers now £300.00
Linn Isobarik Loudspeakers now £ 300.00

LINN
6 Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX

Don't miss out call today.
newcastle

Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.

Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B&O, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, ] VC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

hifi

Fax 0191 2854636
Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

KEN KESSLER

o

BEE here now...
Introduced in 1978, NAD's 3020 went on to be the most succesful integrated amp in
hi-fi history and was probably the basis of more starter systems than any sub- E100 rival.
With the launch of its successor, the C315BEE, Ken Kessler considers how you might put
together an equivalent system today, with the new NAD amp at its heart, of course...
£1730.65

[Ken Kessler

using the GDP. So circa £ 1000

is the minimum target; an average would

Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

s

pending time this month with
NAD's C315BEE integrated

amplifier (see p22) has inspired
me to ask: what is the current

be something like £ 1350.
Unfortunately, experience shows that
the audio consumer's appreciation of real
value and real worth never coincide, so
many people feel that £ 1000 is still an
obscene amount to spend on hi-fi.
However. I'm also optimistic about
hitting my target for one huge reason: the
NAD C315BEE proved to cost so much less
and deliver so much more in real terms
that it's aperfect starting point. Thus, I've
'spent' only £ 180 and already have the

equivalent of the killer starter system of

ideal integrated amplifier.

the late 1970s?
That original Dual turntable, NAD 3020

ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL

integrated amp and two-way speakers
package defined modern audiophiles from

That leaves me £ 820 for speakers, source
and wire. Actually, there should be two

the ground up, catching them when they
were in their late teens or early twenties.

starter systems, one for CD and one for
LP; it's possible, though, to fit in both for
under £ 1000 if anewcomer opts for one
of the myriad no- name £ 29 CD players

They're now 40- somethings, many with
teenagers of their own. So maybe it's time
to revive the concept and promote it to
re-educate ageneration which only uses
headphones and aspires to low fi.

KEN'S GRAND PACKAGE

out there. If compromise proves too
odious, or extras like good wire have to
be left out, then it's worth imagining one
analogue system and one digital.

,

ABOVE: Hi Fi Markets adveitises aselection
of NADbased systems in HiFi News, 1982
to get asystem up and running) and an
rack. So, thinking £ 150 for

.equipment

speakers, £ 40 for stands and £ 30 for
cables ... atall order, but do- able.

Such apackage would have atarget price

For vinyl, the modern equivalent
of either the Pioneer PL12D or Dual's

of £ 1000. Why £ 1000? Because it's
almost exactly equivalent to the price of

assorted sub-£ 100 decks are candidates
from Pro-Ject, Thorens and the like. These

one for LP changes everything for the

the Dual/NAD/KEF starter system blueprint

cost upwards of £ 250, plus aphono stage

speakers, £ 100 for stands. £ 70 for cables
and £ 350 for source.

of the late 1970s. It placed sound above

and cartridge. Isuspect the £ 50 NAD will

facilities, and consisted of products able to

take care of the former, while there are
plenty of terrific sub-£ 100 cartridges to

withstand upgrades in any order.
A £ 1000 budget is the lowest estimate
of what the Dual/NAD/KEF set-up costs
in current terms. Feeding £ 279 into an
online comparator came up with values
in five categories, from alow of £ 945.26
using the retail price index to ahigh of

consider; I'm partial to the Denon DL103.
CD players? £ 200 for acracker.
Thus, for both sources in one system,
approximately £ 220 remains for speakers,
stands and cables. Trying to be rational,
I'd omit tweaks (which are not essential

However, one system for CD and
better: £ 180 for the amp, circa £ 300 for

Whatever system emerges, it should
be ' organic' with the potential to grow
over the years. An LP front-end is easier to
upgrade than CD — better arm, cartridge
and phono stage over the years — but aCD
player with digital output can be improved
with asuperior DIA converter. Cables are
the most obvious upgrades, followed by
any tweaks one cares to exploit.

THE GAUNTLET
I
NAD

•
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So I'm throwing this out to the letter/

c

e-mail writers among you: name
your perfect current starter system
for under £ 1000 — LP- only, CD- only
or ( bravely) including both. Ihe best

ABOVE: The new NAD C135BEE, the perfect starter amp at £ 180

92
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recommendations will be published in an
upcoming column. O.)

ANDREW HARRISON

BARRY FOX

In search of
the original
sound...
Transformers in disguise

Transformer volume controls — TVCs — are becoming
the cause célèbre of enthusiast listeners the world over.
Andrew Harrison picks up the story of anew and highly
affordable contender from the other side of the planet
hum. Only this time, it would be allied
with microprocessor control to give full

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison joined
HiFi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
all audio from iPods
and computer audio to
analogue and vinyl

11111.

F

player or phono stage directly

to apower amp must be aGood
Thing, removing one more cause of
distortion or coloration. However, if your
source is avalve phono amp, for instance,
its high output impedance may appreciate
an intermediate preamp stage to optimise
the impedance match.
mention the necessity o'
adjusting volume level at
will. Yet you don't have to
spend many thousands to
find apreamp with highend levels of transparency
to the signal source.

REMOTE CONTROL
Afew months ago, my
attention was grabbed

the benefits of vanishingly low distortion,
excellent impedance matching at typical
volume settings, and no intrinsic noise or

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

the Bent Audio TAP fanfared in May
[Opinion, pH] has been put on hold
while the company finds anew supplier
for the precision transformers, although
it should be ready by the end of 2007.
Nigel Addison in Australia alerted me
to another contender in the emerging
niche of the TVC, this time abudgetpriced model from Malaysia.

READY TO STEAL THE FIRE...
The Promitheus Audio TVC is amore
home-spun product than the awardwinning Music First Audio passive,

'This is real
enthusiastlevel hi-fi:
minimal
controls, no
remote, nor
designer
labels'

by the prospect of
what seemed abrilliant
convergence of audio engineering. A
transformer- based passive preamp, with all

[Barry Fox

remote- control of volume, input source,
phase and balance. Unfortunately,

In the meantime, aletter from reader

Ii[o0ma purity perspective, you
might think that connecting aCD

And that's before we even

How do you judge an audio
system when recorded
instruments have been
processed through studio
electronics and concert venues
are increasingly relying on
sound systems, asks Barry Fox

being built around a
simple wooden box with
no legends or labelling.
Inside are two tapped
signal transformers and

A

nearly definition of hi-fi was
'closest approach to the original

sound'. For pop and rock this
means nothing because the

original sound only exists as astudio- mixed
recording. For live concerts the band has
to try and recreate the recorded sound,
by using astack of studio electronics.
The only way to judge an audio system
with rock is to hear how it handles overall
volume level, deep bass, transient peaks,
and closely miked voice - provided there is
no deliberat&y added distortion.

anest of silver wiring to

CURSE OF THE BUDGET PA

unite socketry on the rear
with the rotary switches

was go to abig band jazz concert and

Long ago, one way to hear original sound

on the front. Now this

hope there were not too many mics

is real enthusiast- level
hi-fi: minimal controls,

on stage, so at least some of the sound

no remote control,
nor designer labels...

Another way was to go to asmall jazz club
where there is no need for amplification,
or only on the bass and piano. The live

and acult following as
witnessed on the jungle

getting to the audience would be live.

telegraph of internet forums.
With prices starting at $ 320 US

sound from atrumpet or sax is louder than
many amplifier and speaker systems can
handle without distortion. Try sticking a

(plus $ 105 shipping from Subang Jaya
to the UK), this preamp really is in

decibel meter near the bell of ahorn - and
then near the speaker of ahome hi-fi. The

the ' unmissably affordable' category.
Of course, it doesn't matter how

the sound level in aclub just makes the

accessible it is if the performance should

audience noisier.

underwhelm; but after the first few days
of use the balanced/RCA unit supplied
is already showing the kind of neutrality
and dynamism that has left me bowled

horn will read louder. Also, cranking up

Ihave now given up going to the
excellent jazz events at Lauderdale House
in North London. They are held in a

over by dearer TVC models from other
manufacturers. Ihope to return to this
product in afuture column. (5

lovely little wooden room with very lively
acoustics - and ruined by abudget rock
sound system that just adds distortion to
the live sound. Iam no big fan of opera.
There is too much dying in misery in

LEFT: The Prometheus TVC - for more

the last Act for my taste. But it has been

see www.promitheusaudio.com

one way to hear alive orchestra and live
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Lucy just couldn't understand Tom's sudden lack of interest in an early night

•
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AWARDS 2006

AWAR DS 2006

SOUND AND VISION

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

Prodect
•
AUDIO

SvSTFMS

SOUND AND VISION

TURNTABLES
BESTTURNTABLE UNDER £ 300

PRO-JECT RPM 5

PRO-JECT DECEIT III

Superb HiFi
Just a little more desirable than the norm

Distributed in the UK by; Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, rnialehenleydesigns.co.uk

JON THOMPSON

Hi-def hits a
high note

doubt 'N
that
the front
centre seats
where reviewers sit
now enjoy improved
sound, but from the side
seats where Irecently sat for
the new production of Carmen

\

Blu-ray, Denon and abrand
new Blade Runner box set.
Jon Thompson explains...

Jones, speech and lyrics were largely
unintelligible.

[Jon Thompson

Of course, side seating has some view
restriction. That's why it's acheap way
ABOVE: London's Barbican - agreat place
to hear live sound, wherever you sit
human singing voices. The current trend.
though, is to amplify the voices - and try
and disguise it.

to get close to the stage. But the RFH
now has speaker stacks 'flown' from the
ceiling which were all firing 90° from the
stage. So it is hardly surprising that the
sound to the side is horribly muddled.
'Beat out that rhythm on a
drum' became ' beat out that

HIDDEN MICS
When the sound is
unnatural apair of
binoculars will usually
reveal atiny microphone
hidden in the singer's
hair, with awire running
down the back of the
neck to aradio transmitter
under clothing. Watch,
too, for arow of little flat
air- pressure microphones
taped to the front of
the stage floor. And look
out lor the skin- coloured

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for
his company The Hat
Factory. He brings you
the inside view on AV

rhythmmmmmmmun'.

'Also watch
out for arow
of little flat
air-pressure
microphones
taped to the
front of the
stage floor'

If Ihadn't seen
Carmen the Opera
and Jones the Movie
the story line might as
well have been from
Coronation Street.
It doesn't have to
be this way. Afew days
earlier, at the Regents

B

lu ray 1.1 is where it's at if you're
after astate-of-the-art disc player
and Denon is one of the first out

the gate with afull-spec machine.
What's more, not only is the DVD 3800,
as it is called, afull- spec video player, the
company has also announced there is
to be atransport-only version. This must
surely mean that astate-of-the-art Denon
AV processor is in the pipeline too.
The Denon transport appears to do all

Park Open Air Theatre I

of its processing in an external AV unit,

heard every line of Lady
Be Good despite all the

which is good news if you are looking for
aplayer with longevity. Why? Because
players these days seem to have alifespan

problems of open air
sound reinforcement.

of around three to six months before the

earpiece moulded to fit
inside asinger's ears to pipe in amix of

The sound for
Wynton Marsalis and the Lincoln

AV processing chips inside are superceded.

the sound of the orchestra - which is itself

Centre Jazz Orchestra at the Barbican,

peppered with microphone stands.

in extreme side seats, was the best

shifted to the AV processor unit and away
from the player.

North London used to use only very light

live big band balance Ihave ever
heard. Although there were mics on

TRANSPORTED BACK

amplification from speakers hidden in
the trees. English Heritage then cranked

stage, the musicians kept well clear
of them. Marsalis played from all over

up the power to rock levels to cater for a
bigger paying audience. Complaints from
neighbours, including Alf Garnet/Warren

the stage, often well out of range of
any microphone - filling the hall with

The open air concerts at Kenwood in

Mitchell, resulted in this year's concerts
being cancelled.

glorious live sound and reminding yet
again how absurd it is to pipe loud
instruments through speakers. C5

Much has been written recently about
the improved acoustics of the recently
refurbished Royal Festival Hall. Well, Idon't

The Denon approach sees obsolescence

It's also good to see transports coming
back. They were big in the late ' 80s, twobox solutions being anatural evolution in
the quest for improving CD sound quality.
Keeping the relatively noisy CD transport
and digital processing electronics separate
from the largely analogue process of D/A
conversion was generally considered to

BELOW: Wynton Marsalis and the Lincoln

be agood thing. In practice, however,

Centre Jazz Orchestra at the Barbican

the design of the S/PDIF interface
between transport and DAC introduced
its own set of compromises which, in the
longer term, led to the decline of the
two- box approach. Ironically, for all its
sophistication, the HDMI interface is no
better equipped for handling digital audio.
Denon has equipped the DVD 3800
with state-of-the-art video technology, G,

ABOVE: Denon's DVD 3800 Blu-ray 1.1
player - atwo- box version is also mooted
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WEIT
New UK Distributor: Anatek Acoustics

Ia

Call + 44 ( 0)1903 524 602 or visit www.anatekacoustics.co.uk
• Pole Terminals
• Banana Plugs
• Sandwich Spades
• RCA Sockets
• RCA Connectors
•Tools
• Accessories

nextgeno

v,vE3-r

For 20 years now WBT have been developing high
quality connectors, sockets and pole terminals for hifi
enthusiasts as well as for well-known manufacturers
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of audiophile hifi devices so that audio reproduction
devices can prove their capability and you can enjoy

your hifi system at home to the full.
nextgen is the next chapter...

Great things do
come in

indeed

small packages

SOUNDS4ENJOYMENT
New Dealer and Distributer for the South Coast
HI4I WoddMy 2OO,

"77» ;; E-3

NEW MC IPhono Preamplifier
Awarded 5Globes by Hi Fi World. Read the
incredible review in the August 07 issue of Hi Fi World.

VERDICT
Anatek Acoustics
Call +44 ( 0)1903 524 602 or visit www.anatekacoustics.co.ul<

Tel: 07894853533
Email: dave@sounds4enjoyment.com
Website: www.sounds4enjoyment.com

IIIF1 World Sept 2037

eV

and the
choice of the
acclaimed 10- bit
Silicon Optix REALTA
chipset means 1080p
upscaling of DVDs should be
almost as good as it can be.

11

1

A great leap forward

Nashville- based High Emotion has spent millions of dollars
developing acompletely new approach to speaker design.
The prototypes are ready and Barry Willis has heard them.
Has he witnessed aturning point for audio in the 21st Century?

MARATHON RUNNER
Now, as ahuge fan of Ridley Scott's
Blade Runner, nothing would excite me

[Barry Willis

more than for the film to be released
on the Blu-ray format. Well, not only is

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

Warner Brothers releasing Blade Runner:
The Final Cut in October on both Blu-ray
and HD DVD, but both editions will
feature all five versions of the film (yes,
five!) in 1080p video. The extras that
accompany this definitive new version of
Scott's science-fiction masterpiece, such
as the documentary made by Channel 4,
will all be in standard definition.
The reason is the sheer amount of
time it would take to make HD versions
of the extras. If high-def compression
were to start today on the all the extras,

measu -ed best on a
yearly basis. Explosive
new developments are
rare indeed.
Yet every once in a

Silicon Optix REALTA chipset. they should

while something comes

look very good indeed.

along that's truly startling.
I've just returned from

That may be areason in itself to get
aBlu-ray player!
Meanwhile, to celebrate the film's
anniversary, the studio will also show
the film in select major US and UK cities
in cinemas having digital projection
facilities. Now that's something to look
forward to on any format! (5

HARRISON FORD
ma'am

aftii-a»

• alarm im am.,

THE DIRECTORS CUT
THE ORIGINAL CUT OF THE FUTURISTIC ADVENTURE

Pipedreams brand is also his — in concert
with far-flung engineering experts in a
wide range of disciplines. What Iheard
in Minneapolis included two-way minimonitors with outboard subwoofers and

accumulate over time, trickling into the
design and manufacture of cables and disc
players, amplifiers and loudspeakers. Like
glacial movement, this

which is the film's 25th anniversary.

and, upscaled using, say. aplayer with a

Oxford has spent years and millions of
dollars developing the technology — the

A

slow, steady progress is

However, while the extras will be in

awhip.' he says.
The ebullient, entrepreneurial

sin all human endeavours,
advancements in audio
reproduction are typically
incremental. Small improvements

there'd be no way that the discs would
be finished in time for release this year,

standard definition, they're going to
be compressed at avery high bitrate

'Think of the energy generated by cracking

awhirlwind vlsit to
the midwestern city of
Minneapolis. Minnesota,
where in addition to
encountering traffic jams
induced by acollapsed

small columnar loudspeakers with passive
radiators, all of them beguiling performers
with an effortless sense of air and space.
High Emotion models S-5 and S-7 and
S-28 subwoofer are ready for the attention
of music lovers everywhere.

ON THE EDGE

'I was treated to
demonstrations
of prototype
loudspeakers
that represent
agreat leap
forward in sonic
realism'

Oxford's ' LET' ( leading
edge transducer)
prototype demonstration
was arevelation. That's
aword widely abused in
audiophile circles, but
not one Ithrow about
lightly. Mounted on a
metre- high aluminum
pole, the unimposing LET
array weighs less than a
kilogram — just alength
of small black ' variable
aperture' devices stacked
one atop the other.

bridge, Iexperienced aloudspeaker

Adjacent to it, on the left, was aprototype

technology that encompasses atruly new

midrange/bass cabinet, sporting low

approach to converting electronic signals
into lifelike acoustic waveforms.
I've previously riffed on the chasm that
still exists between live original events and
even the best playback — the pervasive
net loss of energy, for which the only cure
is astrong suspension of disbelief on the
part of the listener. No matter how hi the
fi, we must exert some conscious effort
to make the magic work. Oh, that such
compromises weren't necessary.

CRACKING SOUND
In Minneapolis Iwas treated to
demonstrations of several prototype
loudspeakers that represent what Ibelieve
is agreat leap forward in sonic realism,
thanks lamely to apatented ' bending
wave' tweeter technology claimed
capable of launching waveforms with ' up
to 500 times greater speed and accuracy
than traditional pistonic drivers,' in the
ABOVE: October sees Blade Runner
released on both Blu-ray and HD DVD

words of 1Craig Oxford, of Nashville,
Tennessee- based High Emotion Audio, LLC.

ABOVE: The LET serves up leading- edge
information in abid for greater realism
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Selected ex-dem

and second hand equipment

visit our web site for full second hand listing

Audio Research VS55 Valve amp..£1,700.00
Boston Mirc,o 90x, 90c and VRS spkrs..£299.00

coustic

B&W DM603 S3 ( Calvados) Sprks..£299.00
Copland CTA 305 Pre amp..£1,350.00
Copland CTA 306 5Ch Power amp..£1,495.00
Creek OBH12 Remote pre-amp..£49.00

/

Densen 8400+ CD player £950.00
Harman Kardon AVR7300 AV reciever..£1,275.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 706s Spkrs..£180.00
Focal JM Labs Chorus 714s Spkrs..£349.00
Focal JM Labs Profile 918 Spkrs..£1499.00

Acoustic Arts
moved to aresidential
demonstration facility.
Now you can park,
relax and enjoy
your demostration.

rts

Independent audio consultants

KEF KHT9000 Centre spkr + Stand. £450.00
Krell KAV400ilIntg amp..£1,875.00
Krell KSL Pre amp. £ 595.00
Krell KRC Pre amp..P0A
Project Tubebox Valve phono stage..£225.00
Primare P30 Cinema processor..£499.00
Primare V10 DVDPlayer..£99.00
Prima Luma Prologue 2Ingt valve. £ 898.00
Rotel RA01 Intg amp..£185.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Spkrs..£3,250.00
Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor Spkrs + stands..£1,750.00
Transparent Ultra Balanced 20' cable. £ 999.00
Transparent Super Bi Cable 10' Spkr cable. £950.00
Theta David CD Transport. £999.00
Theta Voyager CD/DVD/LD Transport..£1,900.00
Theta Pro Prime 2Balanced DAC..£599.00
Theta TLC Jitter buster..£99.00

sonus faber cremona m

audio reseach clearaudio
michell

copland

ortofon

qed

martin logan summit

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM
t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

large selection of ex-demo stands available,
full listing on request

martin logan

wilson audio system 8

denon

densen

quadrasbire

rote)

focal jm-laps grado
sonus faber

Don't forget to visit our new web site
tel : 01753 652 669 l email : info@ukd.co.uk l web : www.ukd.co.uk

theta

harman kardon

hutter

transparent audio

kef

velodyne

koetsu

krell

wilson audio

mass/high excursion
dynamic drivers. This
pairing was mirrored on the
right side several feet away in a
standard stereo configuration.
SECOND THAT EMOTION
Playback electronics were good by
1980s standards, but far from state
of the art. No matter. Audio consultant
Aaron Goecke cued up a45-year- old LP

Three score
and ten • • •

voice - was revealed with spooky realism.
I'd heard 'Think of Me', acut from Dido's

debacle. Far too much was printed
and broadcast about this pathetic
episode, which at least provided the
amusement of abit of sniping between
piano specialist reviewers. But one of
the more worthwhile conclusions was
from aGramophone correspondent
suggesting an artistic reputation ought
to be based on live rather than recorded

[Christopher
Breunig]

fit

performances.

GATEWAY TO THE LIVE EVENT

HFNs' Music Editor from

In the days of 78s, the playing was always
live - if only in four minute stretches.

1986-2000 used to be
an architect, but music
was his first love. He's

first album, ahundred times but really
for the first time that Saturday morning.

'Oxford is onto
something huge perhaps the turning
point of audio in the
21st century'

analysis techniques) to have
been pirated from other sources,
as happened in the Joyce Hatto

...but more scores to follow.
The decision by two pianists to
perform only in the studio has
Chris Breunig pondering
the price of perfection

of Louis Armstrong performing St James
Infirmary': Isworn that the man himself
was standing there before me. Every
inhalation, every sonic nuance - from the
bite of his trumpet to the gravel in his

(by indisputable electronic

And the shellac medium brought more
listeners to concerts, to see renowned
performers in the flesh.

an avid record collector

Nearer our own time, recordings would
serve agents as ameans of presenting

V

ladimir Ashkenazy, 70 in July,
recently announced that he's
given up playing the pianoforte

new or unknown artists. (Viktoria Mullova,
for example, with her Boston coupling of
the Sibelius/Tchaikovsky violin concertos,
after the publicised escape from the

in public - rather as Alfred

Brenc12.1, recognising similar arthritic
constraints, said his August 2003 Prom

Soviet yoke via the States.)
The pattern has become familiar: a

performance of Beethoven's ' Emperor'
Concerto would be his last live radio

The LET undressed the recording to an

transmission. ( He sanctioned the 2005

new recording with arecital followed by a
record signing.

almost frightening degree, exposing how
the mastering engineer 'lad layered all

Lucerne Third Concerto with Abbado,
filmed for DVD, since it was edited from
several concert performances.) Both

yet to launch acareer, in the manner
of Lily Allen, as an overnight internet

the component parts into aunified whole.
There was nakedness to the performance
that made other audio systems sound
murky by comparison.
Oxford claims a ' fast woofer
technology' that does for low frequencies

So far as Iknow, aclassical soloist has

phenomenon. But Iguess it will happen.

these pianists are continuing to record
in tne studios, Ashkenazy now adding
Beethoven's Diabelli Variations to his
evolving discography.
A couple of years ago his Bach

what the LET does for upper ones. He's

Well- Tempered Clavier was issued by

onto something huge - perhaps even the

Decca - an example of awork he'd

turning point of audio in the 21st century.

never given complete in recitals. There

High Emotion has plans to make ' scalable

are arguments to be made for preparing
certain intellectually demanding pieces

for all applications' forays into every
corner of the audio realm. We'll all be

just for CD, Ithink. However, if Ashkenazy

better off for it. (!)

decided to do Chopin-Godowsky Etudes
(unlikely) we'd be wondering at the
degree of editing involved.
Wnen Marc André Hamelin did them for
Hyperion his reputation was founded as a
keyboard virtuoso, delighting in presenting
repertoire of daunting technical difficulty.
(These things are relative - the pianist
Arc adi Volodos declares that the Horowitz
transcriptions are ' not difficuln

PERFECT REPUTATION
We are all said to demand note- perfect
recordings. Indeed, listening afew weeks
ago lo a1954 Diabelli set played by
Se -kin [ Music & Arts] even Ipondered
whether the remastering engineer should
have allowed the finger- slip one- minute
into the piece to remain, or cut and paste

ABOVE: The left hand switch toggles the

from tne unblemished repeat 57 seconds
later. No-one would be the wiser, and it
wouldn't jar on repetition. The last thing

ABOVE: Vladimir Ashkenazy, who has
recorded for Decca since 1963. His

rear tweeter; right hand controls level

we expect is for recordings to be found

earlier work is on the Testament label
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Some decisions are just so simple

WHAT HI Fl?
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2006
PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

ROKSAN KANDY Lill

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166 www.henleydesigns.co.uk, infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

LETTERS

Correspondents express their own
opinions, not those of HiFi News. We
reserve the right to edit letters for
publication. Correspondents using e-mail
are asked to give their full postal address
(which won't be published).

Send in your views to: Letters, Hi Fi News, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ
or e-mail your views to: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
—please use ' Letters' in your subject field

Letters seeking advice will
be answered in print on our
Q&A pages, but due to time
constraints we regret we're
unable to answer questions
on buying items of hi-fi or
any other hi-fi queries by
telephone, post or via e-mail

CLEAR THE ROOM...
HOW COME MEASUREMENTS OF SONUS FABER MEMENTO DIFFER SO RADICALLY?

Iam sending you two graphs showing
measurements of apair of Sonus Faber
Guarneri Memento speakers taken from
2.7m, with 1/3 octave and 1/6 octave
smoothing in a 'real' room. The speakers
were hooked up to aResolution Audio
Opus 21 CD player and EAR 890 amp and
show just about the most perfect curve
Ihave witnessed for asmall speaker.
This is avery similar curve to published
measurements of the company's Amati
and Stradivari speakers published
by Stereophile (
except from low-end
extension) and close to the performance
documented by Sonus Faber itself.
TWo different microphones were tried
with extremely close results. What went
wrong with Keith Howard's lab test of the
Memento in your March 2007 review? I
am concerned about the violent dip in
his measurements of the higher end of
the frequency scale. If measured in other

ABOVE: Frequency response graphs of
Guarneri Memento, taken in- room
than real-life conditions, are his tests of
any value? Even near-field measurements
of the Memento speakers didn't compare
to Keith Howard's graphs.
Iam aviolinist with day-to-day
professional knowledge of real life
music and was absolutely stunned by
the wonderful performance of the Sonus
Faber Memento.
Tor Jaran Apold, Norway
Keith Howard replies: 'Your measurements
include the room's con:ribution whereas
HFN's measurements are made using
aquasi-anechoic technique in order to
measure the speaker's direct sound only.
This accounts for most of the differences
between our results although there will, of
course, also be acontribution from normal
production tolerances.
Stereophile has just reviewed the
Memento and John Atkinson's quasianechoic response trace is very similar to
mine, albeit with not quite so deep alower
treble dip (about 6.5dB rather than 7.5dB).
He also performed an in- room measurement
and, if we ignore low frequency room
boundary and modal effects, found agently
declining response above lkHz to about
EdB down at 20kHz. This is normal because
the speaker becomes more directional with
rising frequency and consequently emits
less energy into the room.'

Acouple
of ooiríts
PROTRACTOR MAKES CARTRIDGE SING

A belated hats off to Keith Howard
for providing the web address to
his site (
www.audiosignal.co.uk)
which contains asimple program
with which to calculate cartridge
overhang as well as allowing
anyone to make an authentic
two-point alignment protractor.
Until recently Ihad always
used abasic two-point mirrortype protractor and been
under the impression that my
cartridge alignment was pretty
good. However, aimed with a
simple ruler, plus Keith's gem
of aprogram, Iwas able to set
the overhang to within half a
millimetre and then rotate its axis
via anew two-point protractor.
The result of this simple
procedure is pure joy, and my
Helikon cartridge now simply
pours out pure musical emotion
of adifferent order. Respectfully,
while most readers would
appreciates the importance of
meticulous cartridge alignment,
before now few will have either
the knowledge or the tools with
which to achieve it.
A Foster, Buckinghamshire

ABOVE: Keith Howard's two-point
protractor: www.audiosignaLco.uk

Harrods hi-fi
TOP SHOP SOLD TUBES DECADES AGO

Ihave just read Ken Kessler's
October column on his discovery
of valve amps at Harrods. He
might like to know that Harrods
was selling Audio Innovations
valve equipment in the mid-'80s. I
know because Isaw it there with
my own eyes and was impressed
that an amp Iowned (AI S800 pre/
power) was for sale there.
Tony VVInttle, via e-mail
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IN PRAISE OF RAW POWER
AMATEUR DRUMMER SAYS THAT ONLY MEGA WATT AMPS PROVIDE THE TRUE POWER OF PERCUSSION

The September 2007 issue
just presses too many of
my buttons for me not to
write in. Firstly, Ken Kessler
reviewed the Classic
Records version of Jethro
'Rill's Aqualung for the
second time. Ibought this
record after Ken's first
review afew years back to
replace my nearly worn out
original from the ' 70s. The
heavy vinyl version is much
better than the original and
the beautiful sleeve is ajoy.
When is Classic going to
give the saine treatment to
Thick As A Brick?
Even more interesting
was Keith Howard's
Audio Exposed article,

especially when read in
conjunction with the review
of the Musical Fidelity 550K
Supercharger. Ihave long
been abeliever that you
can never have enough
raw power. Back in the
'70s Ilusted after American
muscle amps like the GAS
Ampzilla, Threshold's Stasis
1 (totally unaffordable)
and Stasis 2 (still
unaffordable) and ended
up owning an SAE 2500 (a
stereo monster providing
300W per channel).
Currently aClassé DR8
powers my MartinLogans;
it's alittle under powered
but it does the job pretty
well most of the time.
Right now I'm listening to
my original vinyl copy of
Jim Keltner and Ron
improvisations on The
Sheffield Drum Record.
It's certainly enjoyable,
but as an amateur
drummer, Iknow how
much power akit can
produce and my (fairly
good) music system
cannot reproduce it
with this album. Ialso

own The Sheffield Lab
Track Record, which is
(subjectively at least)
much louder. The drum
and percussion parts on
this are staggering, almost
gut-wrenching in their
force, and suddenly my
MartinLogans are sounding
almost realistic.
Thanks for yet another
issue of the best hi-fi mag in
the world. Please keep it up!
Bob Hoekstra, via e-mail

APPLE: IT'S A MYSTERY
COMPUTER AUDIO RAISES MORE QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS

Iread Andrew Harrison's opinion column
'Byte-perfect Apple' and his reply to a
reader's letter ' USB performance puzzle'
(both HFN June ' 07) with interest. These
are topics Ilook forward to reading about
further in your magazine.
Like Andrew Harrison Iuse an Apple
computer but find its management of digital
audio signals amystery. Perhaps this is
the way Apple Inc wants it. Ihave been
digitising vinyl using aUSB-connected
Digidesign MBox (Series 1) creating
24-bit/481cHz audio files.
Playback of these files varies in
surprising ways: playback using Apple
Mines is better

through an Airport Express than the MBox!
The MBox is connected to my hi-fi via good
quality interconnects. The Airport Express
is connected via acheap 3.5mm stereo
plug-to-RCA interconnect.
Also, Iwould have thought the DAC in
the Airport Express would be inferior to
that in the MBox. It makes me wonder what
Mac OS Xis doing to the audio signals on
the way to the USB port. Ido have the Audio
MIDI Setup set to 32bit/481cHz (this can be
done with the MBox connected).
The reader who sent the letter uses a
PC and Foobar2000 playback software
bypassing the operating system. Can this
be done with an Apple? Both the Airport
Express and the new MacBook Pro have
acombined analogue/digital optical
audio out. Just what quality would be
achieved using an optical digital
interconnect to an appropriately
equipped DAC?
Lee Hibbms, Bribane, Australia
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Following
the Funk
UNN UGRADE PROVES AREVELATION

I'd like to thank Andrew Harrison
for reviewing the Rink LP12
Vector Link (see HFN May '07).
Ihad heard of the Rink LP12 but
your review triggered my interest,
and Icontacted Arthur at Rink. I
am now adelighted Rink convert.
The Rink upgrade is everything
I'd hoped the Cirlcus modification
would be, but wasn't. Before my
upgrade Ihad aCirkus/Lingo (Mk
I)/Ekos specified Linn. You are
right: it's like removing fog from a
picture. The treble, mid and bass
now snap into focus.
Treble becomes sweeter,
mids becomes far more detailed
and bass becomes deeper and
more solid. And as for rhythm and
timing, removing the infamous
Linn 'bloom' means less overhang
in bass notes, injecting still more
pace and rhythm!
And then there are all the
other improvements. Things that
Icouldn't get with my original
LP12. Ican now hear micro
details - the texture of plectrums
and fingers on guitar strings,
variations in the slide attack of
bass players, different angles of
attack on adrummer's cymbal. I
can now hear macro details - the
stage depth widens and deepens,
the position of instruments and
singers become solidly locked in
a3D space, enabling me to hear
the interplay between musicians...
In short, Iget to keep all the
strengths of the LP12 itself but
also enjoy strengths that only
other turntables offered before.
Paul Windrum, via e-mail

e. select.audio©tiscali.co.uk

Turntable Range

C)

1400
2100
2200C

2800
2802
Debut

2500

Art

Ai-Tight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimiyo
Acoustic Signa:ure
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
Kng Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix
Mundorf

BASIS AUDIO
. oternmome IS Stab I,
,

BAEIE

From £ 1795 to £57,995

selectdealers
AudioLincs
T. 01476 59'090
Brighton Hifi Exchange
01580 878101
Retro Reproduction
T. 0131 558 9989
Grass Dance Audio
T. 01764 650573
Hazelmere Audio
T. 01494 86.5598

Basis 2200 & Calibrator
For almost three decades Basis Audio has enjoyed aworld-wide reputation for producing turntables of
uncompromised ability with some models enjoying legendary status.
Building aturntable is within the capability of many manufacturers, but to create atruly great turntable requires
the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary materials
and, most importantly, adeep appreciation of music, characteristics that are embodied within all Basis products.
Vinyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for discerning listeners and Basis
turntables offer atrue realisation of its potential. Basis turntables and the incomparable Basis Vector tonearm
are available from aselect number of authorised dealers in the UK.
Basis Audio. There is no comparison.

vmw.basisaudio.com

Walrus
T. 0207 7247224
The Sound Surgery
T. 01392 662920

Please Note: Basis Vector tonearm sold separately. Price on application.

e2006 selectaudio

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

,
news

Jargon
Buster

jI\ LIU i

Howard]

It's a question of

Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

makes the connection

[Steve
Harris]
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

balance: Keith Howard

In search of spare parts
for acherished CD
player, afirst valve amp
with £ 1000 to spend,
and atop turntable
recommendation... our
hi-fi experts are here to
answer all your queries
ADVICE ON BEST TUBE AMP
FOR UNDER A GRAND
Can you advise me on which
entry-level valve/tube amplifiers

Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
now HFN's Editor

are the most reliable and give a
good account of themelves when
partnering CD players?
My system comprises aRotel
RA06 amp, Arcam Diva CD73 CD
player, and B&W 602 speakers. I'm
very cautious about upgrading, but
wish to improve and expand my

[Andrew
Harrison
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN nine
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2000.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

basic system. The music Ilisten to
is classical and acoustic based.
Peter Davies, West Yorks
Ken Kessler replie

I'm guessing

that ' entry-level' means sub-£ 1000?
Writing from personal experience
over a long period, I've had aterrific
time with the various PrimaLuna
amps I've used, never a problem.
For slightly more money, it's worth
investigating the base models from &>

LEFT: The
PrimaLuna
Prologue Two
-KK's choice
for the entrylevel tube fan
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Signal connections
in audio come in two
fundamentally different
types: balanced and
unbalanced. Most
domestic audio
equipment uses
unbalanced connections
whereas professional
audio gear - because it
may be used with long
cable runs in conditions
where there are strong
sources of electrical
interference - uses
balanced connections
as standard. Balanced
analogue connections
generally carry
higher signal voltages
than unbalanced
connections.
Balanced and
unbalanced connections
are used for digital
signals as well as
analogue signals. The
familiar SIPDIF digital
interface offered by
most CD and DVD
players is unbalanced
and uses an impedance
matching standard of
75ohm, whereas the
professional AESIEBU
interface is balanced
and uses an impedance
matching standard of
110ohm.

[Impedance]

Unbalanced
connections use two
wires for each channel.
The ' hot' wire - on the
central pin of aphono
plug - carries signal
voltage while the other,
which in coaxial cables
may be formed into
ascreen around the
signal conductor, is a
ground connection at
nominally OV. Signal
current flows in the
loop created by the
two wires.
Balanced connections
use three wires per
channel. One is a
ground wire while the
other two generally
carry signal voltage
in antiphase with
one another. Actually
this feature is not
essential to abalanced
connection, the key
issue being that the

source impedance is the
same for both 'signal'
wires. If this is the case
then signal voltage need
only be carried on one of
the wires.

[Advantages]

The advantage of
balanced connections
is that they are largely
immune to external
electrical interference
impinging on the
cable. Because they
are almost coincident,
the two signal wires
have induced in them
interference signals
that are of the same
amplitude. These
'common mode' signals
are rejected at the
balanced receiver,
which responds to the
difference in voltage
across the two signal
cables. Different
receiver circuits vary
in their ability to reject
common mode inputs,
particularly when there
is an imbalance in the
source impedances
'seen' by each signal
wire. In practice, these
imbalances almost
always exist and can
severely degrade the
common mode rejection
performance of poorly
designed balanced
inputs. Although
electronic circuits are
widely used today,
transformers remain
asimple and effective
way to achieve balanced
interconnections with
high common mode
rejection even in the
presence of large
imbalances in source
impedance.
A second major
advantage of balanced
connections is that
they isolate the signal
from the effects of
ground currents flowing
between one item
of equipment and
another. These currents
typically comprise
mains harmonics and
are responsible for the
low-level ( sometimes
high-level) hum and
buzz generally present
in audio systems
using unbalanced
interconnections.
One way to minimise
this problem is to use
interconnect cables
whose ground wires
have very low electrical
resistance.

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

[
Way Back Then...]
We trawl HFN's archives for landmark products of
yesteryear, this month revisiting our August 2002
issue for atrue speaker classic: the B&W N800
••
,

Unison Research and Pathos. Note
that the market is now filled with

..... ,„.

•
-1

very inexpensive amplifiers made in
China ( as are the PrimaLunas), but

11LF

-

.

quality varies enormously, so don't
be seduced by ahuge amp with a

ABOVE: The updated SME 20112
-an alternative to the Linn Sondek

tiny price tag.

-accepts 9in, 10in and 12in arms

o

1
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Nautilus NI3cio NaPhiP on test

SEEKING SPARE TRANSPORT
FOR X-RAY CD PLAYER

(let alone modifying it) you have

Iwonder if Icould as for your
assistance? Ihave the original

only thing that's guaranteed now
is that Musical Fidelity won't touch

Musical Fidelity X-Ray CD player.
It's working fine and Ihave done
alot of mods to it, but considering
its age Iwas thinking of obtaining

it! However, Sony supplied key
component kits to specialist brands
from the mid- 1990s, and aspecialist

invalidated the warranty, and the

aspare mechanism for it. My

parts reseller should be able to
unravel the mystery. You could start

problem is that Iam having some
difficultly in finding one.

with www.partstore.com.
Alternatively, contact our own

Ihave had the player open
for inspection and find that the

DIY and parts supply guru, Ben
Duncan. Go to www.bdr-uk.dial.

mechanism used is aSony. On the

pipex.com. Or, if you really want to

top frame we have C22 and on

prolong your X-Ray's life, just look

the tray we have C21. The sticker

for agood secondhard one for

on the side reads BD1OA, date

backup. They seem to change hands

28/11/2000 and on the underside is
2938. Ihave searched the Grandata
site online (
www.grandata.co.uk)

for around £ 400.

but there they are listed differently.
Could you help me and let

is on the market with regard to
hi-fi turntables. Several years

where to obtain one. Idon't wish to

ago Iowned aLinn Sondek LP12

approach Musical fidelity as Ican

but Iam wondering what, if any,
advances have been since then.

Steve Harris replies: Like all
established manufacturers, Musical

Plus tests on:
Pyo Wt.
Me. Pure lownoend.
;

ebest

ellellagam

13&w
Nautilus
800

Iwould be grateful for any
advice you can offer and details
of where Imight find aretailer of

The bass end via the B&W 801 was

the products you refer to. Naturally
Ineed to locate adealer who will

was more tuneful with better timing, but
after the 801 it just sounded anaemic

Fidelity will service its products, but

also sell all the accessories Iwill

understandably it will not supply

need, such as styli and tonearrns.
David Paisley via e-mail

parts, or provide information on
them. By opening up your X- Ray

Krell ' 40 0

Iam trying to get an idea of what

the mechanism and, if possible,

Thanks for agreat mag.
Geoffrey Wilton, via e-mail

The N80.2 is leaner, drier, easier to interface
with rooms and systems, if hardly lacking in
bass depth or weight, and so a safer buy than
the ' 801, but it is less than definitive. So, clearly
there was room for anewcomer, one that
combines the weight and authority of the N801
with the practicality of the N802. To afirst
approxination this is what the N800 is about.
B&W asserts that the N800 addresses the loss
of agility and sometimes overpowering quality
of the N.301 bass, and it does.

PiOneer
dees music

TOP TURNTABLE
FROM SCRATCH

me know the model number of

effect the change myself.

tit.C1

Ken Kessler replies: Turntable
development has never been more
exciting than over the past few

smeared, dull and opaque, while the 802

Muoh the same happened wit ithe SACO
of Poulenc's Concerto for Organ on Linn
Records, and the wonderful Strauss song
'Bereit' sung by Soule Isokoshi on the
Ondine label. Each cast adifferent light
on : he speaker differences, bt_t there
was never any danger of achange in the
ranking. In short, the N800 brought the
music to life. It wasn't just beer, it was
unequivocally, dramatically so.

years, with astounding products
from Continuum, Clearaudio, SME,
Rockport and too many others to
list. You need to do two things to
start the process in finding out what
suits you: establish aprice ceiling,
and find adealer near your location,
because such decks need proper
installation by the vendor. I'd start
with those advertising in HFA (!
LEFT: The original Musical Fidelity
X- Ray CD player used aBD- series
Sony transport mechanism

The N800 is an ambitious loudspeaker,
and ahighly successful one. It combines
class- leading bass extension (though there
are known cases of rooms which interact
with this speaker to give alightweight
balance) with good timing, superb
cynamics. excellent tonality and the ability
to play very loud indeed Yet it has the
reflexes and openness of agood compact,
an area where big loudspeakers almost
always come second best. ri short it is
118M's best yet, and surely aclassic.
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POWER: PART 4

If you think your amp is up to driving your speakers, it might be
time to think again. The conclusion to Keith Howard's four-part
look at the nitty-gritty of power has ramifications for us all

W

Disc [
Lasting Impression Music LIM XR 005

ebegan this quest to answer
the questionl-low much

-CD] and ' Qudrat' by Lasse Thoresen from

amplifier power do Ineed?'

Sounds In Natural Perspective [
Aurora ACD

three articles ago with alook

4968 - CD]. The equipment setup was the

at the dynamic nature of music signals and

same too - Musical Fidelity kW750 driving

how they demand much higher short-

the B&W 805S - and the replay volumes were

ABOVE: The B&W 8055 cannot sustain

term than continuous power. In part two

exactly as before also.

high output levels but is typical of the

we switched attention to another factor

Aword or two about the 805S, which

kind of speaker used in midrange systems

impinging on amplifier output capability, the

may seem astrange choice of speaker for

impedance characteristic of loudspeakers

this exercise as it clearly isn't as capable of

computer sound card and record the data

and how this affects the amount of power

sustaining high output levels as something

as Wave files on hard disk for later analysis.

dissipated in the amplifier's output stage.

rather larger. In fact, that is why Ichose

Iused aLynx L22 sound card which has the

Last time around, Imeasured in- room sound

it. This is aloudspeaker of about average

advantage of switchable input sensitivity,
offering peak input capability of either

pressure levels to determine what peak SPLs

sensitivity ( 87.5dB) which makes no claims

are generated at atypical listening distance

to being asemi- PA design. It is representative

2.82V on the - 10dBV setting or 11.0V on

when playing various types of music loud but

of the speakers in use in many midrange

the + 4dBu setting. But even the latter isn't

not unfeasibly so. Now, in this closing part

hi-fi systems and does not present anotably

anything like high erough to accommodate

(for now), we come to the nitty-gritty - what

difficult load. In other words, this is not a

the voltages we're considering here (the

amplifier output voltage, output current

speaker chosen to generate the highest, most

kW750 is capable of short-term peak output

and output stage dissipation are involved in

newsworthy figures in the following tests. On

voJtage of over 120V).

achieving the SPLs described in part three.

the contrary, it represents afairly easy going

THE MUSIC

are many speakers Icould have chosen which

load for its accompanying amplifier. There

SPECIAL CIRCUIT
Sc ' built acircuit especially for this

For this Iused the same four pieces of music

would have worked the kW750 harder due

measurement comprisirg a 100:1 precision

used in the last article: an excerpt from

to low sensitivity, low impedance or low EPDR

attenuator to measure amplifier output

Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances [
Classic

(equivalent peak dissipation resistance).

voltage and adifferertial amplifier to

Records DAD 1004 - DVD], the opening
track from the eponymous Black Sabbath

What Idid for this test was to record
the instantaneous voltage across and

meas,..re output current via aprecision
0.01ohm resistor inserted in series with the

album [ Sanctuary Records SMRCD031 - CD],

current through the left channel speaker

loudspeaker. The output was set to be 1volt

the opening 160 seconds of Jim Keltner's

while replaying the four chosen pieces of

for every 25 amps of speaker current.

drum solo on The Sheffield Lab Drum & Track

music. The easiest way to do this is to use a

Knowing these conversion factors Icould
then write asoftware utility to convert the
sample values within the stereo Wave file
(voltage on left charineJ, current on right
channel) into volts and amps and generate
grapns of the results. Whire the raw voltage
and current waveforms could be displayed
separately, aneater way is to plot ascatter
diagram with voltage on the horizontal
axis, current on the vertical axis and each
instantaneous combination of voltage and
current represented as adot. This is the first
grapn generated for each item of music.

ABOVE: Musical Fidelity's kW750 power amp was used for all the tests, being capable

The second - of peak output stage power

of short-term peak output voltage of over 120V. PM's lab tests (
HEN, July'05) recorded

dissipation through the duration of the track,

1210W, 2220W, 3640W and 4750W under dynamic conditions into 8, 4, 2and lohm

assuming an ideal class Bamp - requires G)
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LEFT: Fig la shows
ascatter plot of
instantaneous
amplifier output
voltage and current
on Symphonic
Dances

V
LEFT: Fig lb

Ufa

inguirt
Wire '
t

in natural perspective

shows agraph of

I

the output stage
power dissipation

r

through the course

ABOVE: Rachmaninov, Black Sabbath,

of the Symphonic

Sheffield Lab's Drum & Track Disc

Dances excerpt

and Sounds In Natural Perspective

specification of the amplifier's rail voltage. In order to keep this to

peak dissipations of between 1and 2kW are common, with the

aminimum for each track - and thereby minimise the calculated

very highest value reaching almost 2.2kW. If we assume output

dissipation also - the rail voltage was set equal to the highest

transistors capable of dissipating 200W each then 11 would be

measured signal voltage in each case.

needed in each hal' of the output stage to deliver this capablity.

FIRST RESULTS

track is subject to considerable compression, as can be seen from

Figures 2a and 2b show the results for ' Black Sabbath'. This
Figures 1aand 1bshow the first set of results, obtained from the last

its scatter plot which - rather than forming atilted ellipse - is

three minutes or so of the third movement of Symphonic Dances. As

chopped off vertically at either extreme. The peak demands on the

the individual dots can be difficult to resolve on the scatter plot

amp were reduced, with amaximum recorded voltage of -61.2V

(Fig 1a), orange vertical and horizontal lines are included to indicate

and maximum current of 27.8A. Making the same assumptions

the maximum positive and negative voltages and currents recorded

as before, we'd need an amplifier rated at 234W continuous into

during the measurement. In this case the highest voltage was 96.4V

8ohms to achieve this, and it would need to double its power

and the highest current - 39.8A. If we assume an amplifier with no

output down to 2.20ohm to deliver the required current.

dynamic headroom then its rated power output would have to be

Because of its compression, this trac< is also less demanding

581W into 8ohms to suppIy this voltage, and it would have to behave

in respect of amplifier output stage dissipation, the highest peak

as aperfect voltage source, doubling its output power with every

dissipa: ion being 880W. To accommodate this would require five

halving of load resistance, down to 2.42ohms to provide this current.
Turning to the peak output stage dissipation plot in Fig 1bwe see that
ILS

30

27.1

LEFT: Fig 2a shows
ascatter plot of

20

to
o

'Most of us have amps incapable
of driving our loudspeakers to
generous levels without clipping'

instantaneous

200W transistors in each half of the amplifier's output stage. Things

amplifier output

get tougher for the amplifier again with Jim Keltner's drum solo

voltage and current

(Figures 3a and 3b). As Ishowed ir part three, this track is cipped

for the track

on the CD, which results in the accumulation of dots into vertical

'Black Sabbath'

columrs at each extreme of the scatter plot. Even so, the highest
recorded amplifier output voltage was 118.7V and the highest

40

current was 51.5A. Repeating our previous calculations, we would

4111

achieve this voltage, and it would nave to double its output power

require an amplifier rated at 881W continuous into 8ohms to
down to 2.30ohms to deliver the current. Note that the power
40
«el

requirement actually exceeds the rated power of the kW750,
o

40

which is only able to deliver these higher voltages because thas

V

some dynamic headroom.
LEFT: Fig 1b

111111

411

• l'inf Mir'
II !
Irv' qf
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Turning to the output stage dissipation graph we see numerous

shows agraph of

peak dissipations of between 2and 3kW, with amaximum value of

the output stage

3.2kW. To accommodate this wou d recuire 16 transistors rated at

power dissipation
Ifor
the track
'Black Sabbath'

200W in each half of the output stage.
As if these figures aren't startling enough, they are surpassed
by those recorded for the last track, Qudrat'. Ishowed in part
three that this track is entirely free o' clipping on the CD, and
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC
WHAT'S kilt AT THE
TUBESHOP
Jadis: now there's a name that conjures up some
wonderful magic. In the world of valve amplifiers,
is there anything more lovely, anything more
evocative, anything that pierces the soul more
directly?
Not in our 20 years of experience. In our view
Jadis is to valves what Krell is to solid state - the
absolute finest.

Adria\GON

The, 're now
considered essential
as far as
concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
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Consider this: the Jadis JA- 200 monoblocs have
been in continuous production for almost aquarter
of a century. Not only will they hold their own
against anything else the world has to offer,
ancient or modern, they will produce music with
an emotion and understanding that is unequalled.
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AT THE
TUBESHOP

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

We have the only pair of JA-200s on
demonstration in the country. But you don't have
to have four chassis of chrome and gold in front
of you to fall under the Jadis spell. Listen to the
DA50 Signature, for example: 30 powerful Watts
of pure integrated magic.
Get in touch with Pinewood Music, and you're in
touch with some Jadis magic.

The Pinewood Music
Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
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LEFT: Fig 3a shows

LEFT: Fig 4a shows

ascatter plot of

ascatter plot of

instantaneous

instantaneous

amplifier output

amplifier output

voltage and current

voltage and

for the Keltner drum

current for the

solo excerpt

track ' Qudrat'

V

V
LEFT: Fig 3b

LEFT: Fig 4b

41130

shows agraph of

II

the output stage

1111111111711111 "
Well
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power dissipation
for the Keltner drum
solo excerpt

shows agraph of
the output stage
power dissipation

111191" 'ITE
1
1
'
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for the track
'Qudrat'

yet we again see evidence of it in the scatter plot, with clear vertical
accumulations of dots at either extreme. This is because the kW750
itself is clipping occasionally here, despite achieving amaximum
output voltage of — 127.1 volts and amaximum current of 58.6A.
A zero headroom amplifier rated at 1010W would be required to
deliver this output voltage, and that doesn't allow for the observed
clipping. It would need to double its output down to 2.17ohm to
deliver the required current.
In output stage dissipation terms this track is generally alittle less
demanding than the Keltner piece but has aslightly higher peak value
of 3.4kW. To meet this requirement atotal of 17 output transistors
each capable of 200W peak dissipation would be required in either
half of the output stage.
lk
frequency ( Hz)

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
Simply, that most of us have amplifiers that are incapable of driving
our loudspeakers to generous output levels without clipping. Although

ABOVE: Fig 5: Peak ( red curve) and average ( blue curve) class B

Iused levels perhaps 2-4dB higher than Iwould in normal listening, I

output stage power dissipation for the B&W 805S relative to an

am no headbanger. Moreover, it would have been easy to choose a

8ohm resistor ( represented by 1on the vertical axis)

loudspeaker that was more demanding than the 805S. Many of the
speakers Imeasure for HFN have significantly lower sensitivity — some

clipping, this track's peak voltage demand might be 10

around 82dB or less — and some are much more demanding in respect

times that recorded here.

of peak amplifier output stage dissipation. As Figure 5shows, the 805S

The only upside to all this is that we are imposing

incurs apeak dissipation about 3.25 times that of an 8ohm resistor,

avery unbending definition of high fidelity in this

equivalent to an EPDR of 2.5ohms. Had Iused, say, the B&W 8030

analysis: that no clipping should occur ever. In fact

instead, the EPDR would have been 1.2ohm and the peak dissipation

some clipping is undetectable, particularly if it is of

incurred in the amplifier output stage would have increased.

very short duration. Take this factor into account and

Bear in mind too that the Keltner drum track, as observed in part
three, was reproduced at well below arealistic loudness level and is
significantly clipped on the CD. At arealistic level and without that

we can pare back the required amplifier capabilities.
But just how much clipping is undetectable is difficult
to quantify because it depends on numerous factors,
including the type of music being played. Clipping
that would be very obvious on aflute, for example,
may be entirely innocuous on cymbals.
This is atopic for another occasion. For now, I
will leave you pondering the ramifications of using
an 8W SET amplifier with anything other than
extraordinarily sensitive loudspeakers. C5
LEFT: A Lynx 122 sound card was chosen to
record the peak current/voltage data
RIGHT: The B&W 803D would have seen
peak dissipation increase in the amp
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INSIDE STORY

Jim Lesurf continues his exploration of incompatibilities between DVD recorders,
and discusses the manner in which DVD-RW and DVD+RW discs are formatted

Li

ast month Idescribed
problems that can arise
when you try to play a
home- recorded DVD video

disc on aDVD player. This month I'll
explain why they arise. For reasons
that should become clear later, I'll
start by outlining how DVD video
discs store the AV information, and
how they control the player.
If you load aDVD video disc into
the drive of acomputer you can
display the disc's contents as aset
of files. This is because DVD video
and DVD audio discs are required to
include information for astandard
UDF ( universal disk format) filing
system, with additional compatibility
with the earlier cross- platform ISO
9660 standard.
At the top ( root) level of the
disc you will see one or more
folders/directories. If the disc is to be
playable on astandard DVD video
player one folder must be called
'VIDEO_TS' and this has to contain
the data required by the player.
Similarly, for aDVD-Audio disc,

ABOVE: With
acommercial

control instructions for the player.

you've just paid to enjoy. The file has

In effect, these define what will

there must be an 'AUDIO_TS' folder

DVD-V, all details

happen when you press agiven

temporarily suppressed the action of
buttons like fast-forward or skip, and

that contains everything aDVD-A
player requires. On commercial discs

are decided

button on your remote control, and
generally ' manage' how the player

may prevent you changing title.

there may also be other folders, for
example, documents in PDF format

pressed, but with
adisc made at

will play the disc. The ' BUP' files are

THE TOP MENU

for reading on ahome computer.
If you display the contents of the
VIDEO_TS folder you will see aseries

home data has to

of files with names like those shown

finalised. This can

in Figure 1. The files with names

cause conflicts

beginning ' VTS' (video transport

when the disc
is played on a

stream) are the data for each of
the titles on the disc. Files with a

before the disc is

be stored on the
blank before it is

backup copies of the IFO data.
When you load adisc into a
player for the first time, its first task
is to read the VIDEO_TS.IFO data.
This controls how the player then
behaves. A DVD player is required to
allow its functions and controls to
be redefinable by this information.

Having got past such preludes, you
generally reach the ' top menu' of
the disc. Any of the menu items like
displayed images or sounds, items
on display that act like buttons, etc,
will be provided by AV data in the
VIDEO_TS.VOB file.
The buttons on your player can
now navigate around the onscreen

'VOB' (video object) suffix hold the

In some ways, the process is like
running abootup programme on a

actual video and audio data to be
played. The ' IFO' files hold control

simple computer.
If you've ever become annoyed

IFO file. This means that all the
initial control and display data to

information that tells the player how
to make use of the VOB data, etc.

by being forced to watch
'nag screens' that tell you the

data in VIDEO_TS files in the folder

CHAPTER AND VERSE

the disc will come around and bite

The AV data on the disc is divided
up into aseries of titles, each of
which may have aseries of chapters.

your legs off if you dare to copy

Nominally, these are arranged as
shown in Figure 1, but the precise

prohibition) feature has blocked
the buttons on your player from
allowing you to skip this irritation.

different player

use the disc actually stem from the

international company that made

relationship between the displayed
files and the actual titles/chapters
you access from your remote control
can be varied. The IFO files contain

buttons, etc, as controlled by the

'their' disc, this VIDEO_TS.IFO file is
to blame. This UOP ( user operation

Ditto when you are forced to sit
through tedious adverts for other
discs before you can get to what

of the same name. When you start
to play atitle, the player then reads
the relevant VTS IFO file data and
begins playing the VOB data for that
title under the direction of the IFO
settings it has loaded.
You might think that VTS_01_0
will be the first chapter of title
one, VTS_01_1 will be the second
chapter of title one, and so on.
However that doesn't have to be
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IsoTek's new Mira mains filter for TV and home
cinema costs just £ 150

WITHOUT MIRA

Unrivalled protection, performance S. peace of mind
Your hi-fi and home cinema is under constant threat from

How it Works

dirty electricity which is full of noise, interference, and

The IsoTek Mira is simple to use - first, plug the power cable from

dangerous power surges. IsoTek's new Mira not only cleans the

your TV or projector into the appropriate socket on the Mira,

power supply, improving picture and sound quality, but also offers

instead of into the wall socket. Next, if you have a DVD player or

unrivalled protection. Uniaue surge protection circuits and a ' triple

set-top box, plug that into MIRA's second socket. If you're using a

resonant systere stop ' in- rush' currents, which not only damage

roof aerial or satellite dish, plug that in too. Finally, plug the Mira

but reduce acomponent's life.

into awall socket using asuitable mains cable... and you're ready
to roll!

Mira mains filter
home cinema

for

TV

and
Key features:

Improved picture quality and an extended product lifespan are two
of the key benefits delivered by IsoTek's amazing new Mira mains
filter. Whether it is used in a full-blown home cinema system or as
a simple upgrade for an LCD or plasma TV Miras
advanced circuitry delivers

immediate and

• Improves picture quality and extends the life of all televisions
(LCD, plasma or CRT) and projectors.
• 22,500A of instantaneous current absorption; essential for
removing high- voltage spikes.
• Massive surge protection (700 Joules - five times greater than

significant improvements to the on- screen

that achieved by typical devices)

performance - crisper and more stable

• Eliminates mains noise including RFI and EMI which degrade

images, deeper blacks and more

sound and picture quality.

vibrant, natural colours. And it
doesn't just work with LCD and

More about IsoTek

plasma screens - it brings the

IsoTek is a UK- based company that specialises in power

same

management systems for hi-fi and home cinema applications.

improvements

projectors

and

to

video

traditional

CRT

Formed in 2001, the company has rapidly become aworld leader

televisions too. Picture quality isn't the only

in mains conditioning and filtration, developing a wide range of

thing that Mira improves. Plug in a DVD player or

innovative, award-winning products that form complete solutions

set- top box, and sound is brought into focus, improving definition

to suit every pocket. Thanks to IsoTek's painstaking attention to

and detail. This isn't surprising as IsoTek's track record is second

detail. its products significantly improve sound and picture quality,

to none for designing and manufacturing world-class audio power

while offering protection from spikes and surges.

management systems.

Activ Distribution
Tel: 01635 291357 • Fax: 01635 291356
E- Mail: isotek@activdistribution.com • www.activdistribution.com • www.isoteksystems.com

INSIDE STORY

First Title

Video Manager

the case. So adisc might contain,

Second Title

say, just two or three VOB files in a
given title grouping, but the title
may have over adozen chapters.
Navigation details such as where
chapters start/end are all controlled

VIDEO_TS
L. _

by the contents of the IFO files. This
means that the VOB files written

VTS_01_0.1F0

VIDEO_TS.IFO

VTS_02_0.1F0

VI DEO_TS.VOB

VTS_01_0.VOB

VTS_02_0.VOB

VIDEO_TS.BUP

VTS_01_1.VOB

VTS_02_1.VOB

VTS_01_2.VOB

VTS_02_2.VOB

L _

onto adisc by ahome recorder will

-

have numbers that count up in the
sequence the data is recorded, but

-

VTS_01_0.BUP

VTS_02_0.BUP

they may not give any indication of
something like how many chapters
each title may provide. The sizes of
the files may also vary, as can the
relationshop between file size and

player generally won't use filing

ABOVE: Fig. 1

'finalised' can the recorder use the

information. It will go to apredefined standard physical location

shows the logical

locations where playing will start,
and write onto it afinal VIDEO_TS

(file) layout of

its duration when played.

on the disc and start reading the

data on aDVD
video disc

HOME RECORDING

VIDEO_TS.IFO data from there
onwards in aserial stream. This

For acommercial DVD-V, all the

of video on the disc, to find the
next bits of data it requires. What

different when you make ahome
recording. You may put ablank disc

written data in this starting location
to a ± Rdisc then no later changes

into the recorder and press ' rec'.

would be accessible. Fig 2 illustrates
how the data is physically ordered

disc. If it is an DVD±R disc this data
can't be removed or altered once it
has been written. But the recorder

ROOT OF THE PROBLEM
This need to store temporary
information and the inability to alter
the VIDEO_TS data once written
is the root cause of many of the
problems Idescribed in the previous
article. If you look at ahome
recorded DVD-V you will see an

the left ( start of path) and continues
moving towards the right ( end of

does it know how many other titles

start of the disc and commences

to edit the data in various ways. This
immediately leads to aproblem for

is to go must be left blank.

along the spiral path which is read.
It is shown as if reading starts on

path). A standard DVD-V player will
ignore the filing system info at the

you may later wish to record onto
the same disc, nor if you will want

for aplayer to find! Until then, the
area where the Video Manager data

this means is that if arecorder had

'stop' to end the recording. Nor

has no idea when you will press

on awrite- once ± Rdisc becomes
impossible - or at least impossible

initial stream then tells it how to
behave, and the physical locations

details of what is in every file are
worked out before the disc is
made. The results are then pressed
onto each disc. But the situation is

When recording begins the recorder
starts writing VOB data onto the

set of files/data for aplayer to use.
Once this is done, further recording

reading from the point where the
Video Manager IFO data begins.
Computers and standard video

'Computers and stanc.ard
video players access a
DVD's content differently'

players access aDVD's content

the designers of the recorder. What
control/management info should
the recorder write onto the disc

differently because DVD video ( and
DVD audio) are what are called
'applications' of the Digital Versatile

extra folder, VIDEO_RM'. This stores

when you press ' stop'? The recorder

Disc. It has become common to
call video discs ' DVD' and mean

information. It also knows to check
and find the ' newest' versions so
the details can be updated and
previous sets of data ignored. But

will need to know what parts of the
disc have been recorded onto, and

'Digital Video Disc'. But DVD video,

what parts remain blank for any
future use. It may also want to note

technically, is just one type of use
of amore general standard for the

things like atitle name or atime of

Digital Versatile Disc - which should
always have the ISO 9660 and/or

recording. But if it writes aVIDEO_
TS.IFO file this may need to be
changed when another recording, or
some editing, is made. The problem
is more difficult than the above
'file view' shows. The reality is that
standard commercial DVD players

'Recorder Manager' information.
The recorder can understand this

all this should be hidden from a
player. Hence - in file terms - it
being placed in this folder and not in
VIDEO_TS.

UDF filing information. We should,
technically, all be calling these discs

BELOW: All
recorders write

'Digital Versatile Discs-Video'. As
aresult of the above, arecorder
must be careful when storing any

VIDEO-RM folder,

instruction to a

aren't fully-fledged computers with
the ability to understand concepts

'temporary' information on the
disc. This has to be somewhere that

but no industrywide standard

won't get in the way when the disc

like ' files' or ' folders'...
In practice, astandard DVD-V

has recordings added, or is played,
at alater date. Only when the disc is

means some
players can't

As aresult, players can't use it. There
has also been no standard for how
the results are used to produce the
Video Manager files when the disc
is finalised. Hence the behaviour
described in the previous article
where afinalised disc will play in

use it

aplayer, but various details like
chapter edits or aspect ratio control
may ' go missing'. The original

1

Pioneer

o

The problem is that no
industry-wide standard has been
adopted for what the information
inside the VIDEO_RM folder means.

recorder can, of course, still access
the VIDEO_RM data if the designers
11

arranged for this, so the details
come out fine on that recorder. But &,
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Proteus

Integrated Valve Amplifier

discover

Proteus is acompletely new
integrated valve amplifier built to
exacting standards.
Driving each output transformer
is apair of KT88 Tetrode valves.
connected in Triode class Amode
and with cathode bias to provide
very low distortion and awide
frequency response with total
stability and clarity.
Totally hand built using the best
quality components and matenals,
Proteus is one amplifier you won't
want to miss auditioning!

Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road

English valve amplifiers

St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

tireiller
brands

T: 01424 445107

include

M: 07842 126218

Advanced Acoustics, Anatek Audio, Amphion Loudspeakers, Custom Design, DH labs cables, English Valve
Company. lsophon Loudspeakers. LFD Audio. Spiralex. Stellavox, Stereovox, Weiss Digital Audio and many more...

E: paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk

For all things analogue...
A pure blend of design prowess, unparalleled musical performance,
coupled with undeniable value, make ClearAudio the only choice
for playing your precious vinyl. Invest in afuture classic.
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*ClearAudio turntables now incorporate the new magnetic bearing
used in the Statement turntable.
*Except the Emotion turntable.
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Emotion

EMOTION
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they may not on adifferent model
or make of recorder due to the lack
of an industry standard for handling
these issues!
In principle, the situation should
be much easier with ± RW discs
because these are re-writable. This
means that it should be possible
to update or alter the VIDEO_TS
files after each recording or edit.
However this may not happen.
This may be because the recorder
designers decided not to bother,
but it may be because of the way
aplayer works by serially reading
from apre-defined start location.
This means that once arecording
is made there will be alimit to the
length of the part of the disc which
can store the VIDEO_TS data.
The situation is even more
complex than the above describes.
One factor is the distinction
between +' and '-' discs. These
differ in the way physical locations
on the disc are used by arecorder.
PLUS AND MINUS
The official format, sanctioned by
the DVD Forum, is '-' R(W). This has
atiny groove spiralling around the
disc surface to guide the write laser.
The groove is 'wobbled' - abit like
having atest sinewave on an LP.
This can be used by the recorder to
sense how quickly the disc surface
is passing by the laser spot, and
enable it to adjust the rotation
speed as well as guide it to the
spiral path where writing is done.
Locations are signposted along the
length of this spiral by markings
beside the wobbled groove. These
signpost markings divide the disc
into aseries of ' sectors'. In addition,

File System
info
(Computer use)

1S09660
file system

UDF
file system

Video
Manager
data

Io

Title 2

Tale 1

BUP
VOB BUP VOB VOB VOB VOB 13UP VOB VOB VOB VOB I
IFO

files...

files...

IFO

DVD-V Player starts here
along the length of the spiral path,

ABOVE:

the space freed without losing any

and provides continuous information
about where the location is along

Fig 2shows

earlier titles. These differences also

how the data
is physically

mean that a + RW with no top menu

that length. The way data can be
laid out is more flexible than the
format. This method is much more
convenient for recording purposes,
but it isn't the official format. It

ordered on a
DVD disc ( as
read along its
spiral path)

makes it easier to quickly produce
a 'top menu'. As aresult the Video
Manager data can easily be changed

can play on anormal DVD player,
but an unfinalised - RW can't!
On top of all the above, there
is more than one recording mode.
As well as DVD ' V' (Video) you will
find references to aDVD 'VR' (Video
Recording) mode. Some recorders
give you the choice. Others simply
always use one mode or the other.

when titles are deleted or added to
the disc.
Unfortunately it increases the risk
that some features will disappear

But the results can then vary when
you try the resulting disc in aplayer
or adifferent recorder. If you can,
use the DVD V mode as it is more

when the result is used in anormal
DVD video player.

likely to work as expected, but you
may find that aparticular recorder

'Even different recorders
from the same maker may
not be truly equivalent'

doesn't give you this option.
The second general factor which
affects replay is that the physical
reflectivities of the different types
and brands of disc vary. A recorder
will be designed to cope with these
variations, but aplayer may not.

The effects of the above are that
recorders may treat '+' and '-' discs
in quite different ways, particularly
for RW types. For example, on the
Panasonic DMR-EZ27, which Ilooked
at last month, - RW discs have to

BELOW: + R(W)
discs differ from
-R(W) discs in
the way physical

This is why you may find that agiven
brand/type of disc utilised in one
recorder will play on agiven player,
but the same disc with arecording
from another machine won't. It's
almost impossible to be definitive

be ' finalised' to write aVIDEO_TS

locations on the

about this because the behaviour

set of data. Once this is done they

disc are used by
the recorder. The

varies so much from one recorder-

have to be reformatted ( losing all
the contents) if you want to use

disc- player combination to another.

+R(W) format is

there are specifications for how data

them for new recordings. However
with + RW discs, you simply update

for recording,

LACK OF STANDARDS
In an ideal world, the makers of DVD

is laid out on the disc.

the ' top menu'. So far as aplayer is

but features may

video recorders, players, and discs

The '+' standard was introduced
by Philips and is designed to be

disappear when

would have established asingle,
clear set of standards. You could

more flexible in use. Here the

concerned, this has the same result
as finalising a - RW disc. But in this
case you can delete the last title(s)

wobble pattern of the groove varies

from a + RW and re-record onto

more convenient

the disc is played
by anormal
DVD player

then expect using the resulting discs
on aplayer to be just like playing
them on the recorder.
Alas, none of this seems to
have happened in practice. Unless
you are unlucky, the discs you
have recorded will play, but you
may find irritating differences in
behaviour crop up. Every maker
(and sometimes every model) of
recorders seems to use its own
'standards'. You can usually still
enjoy the content of the discs, but
accessing it may be less easy than
you would have expected.
Nice sound and vision, shame
about all the extra fiddling with the
remote control to find what you
want to play! ( 1)
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Harbeth Audio has come along way since it was founded by Dudley Harwood,
30 years ago. Steve Harris visits the company's Sussex factory and talks to owner,
designer and enthusiast Alan Shaw about the paths taken to the company's success

R

etiring from the BBC Research Department,
Dudley Harwood started building his own
loudspeakers in 1977. He must have been

encouraged by the success of his erstwhile
junior colleague, Spencer Hughes, who had left to
launch Spendor in 1969. But when choosing acompany
name, Harwood wisely refrained from using the first
syllable of his Christian name as Hughes had done, and
called the company Harbeth instead.
Spendor used Bextrene, which Hughes had
developed as acone material while working under
Harwood at the BBC. Harwood had continued the BBC's
investigation of new materials, and in 1976 had filed a
patent for the use of polypropylene in speaker cones.
He claimed that polypropylene had 'the lowest
coloration of any known material' as well as higher
sensitivity than Bextrene. In his Harbeth HL monitor,
Harwood's 8in polypropylene- coned bass/midrange unit
was matched to a lin Son Audax soft-dome tweeter in
aported enclosure of standard BBC proportions and
made of damped birch ply panels with afoam filling.
With the HL Mk1, 2and 3, Harbeth gained an
international reputation and triggered the widespread

ABOVE: Alan Shaw outside the Sussex factory with
the new 12in RADIAL drive unit for the Monitor 40
RIGHT: The smaller Monitor 30

use of polypropylene cones. Then in 1984 Audax of
France introduced its ' advanced plastic formulation',
called TPX. Harwood recognised the superiority of TPX,
sold his polypropylene patent to CBS and switched to
an Audax unit for the HL Mk 4.
BELOW: Alan Shaw in 1986, then aged 29 ( left), with
Dudley Harwood outside the modest Harbeth premises
in South Norwood, London. Also shown is a 1977 launch
advertisement for Harbeth's HL Monitor
Joel di

It was soon after this that
Alan Shaw entered the Harbetl
BELOW: The

story. Alan was then in his late

Harbeth HL

twenties, and had awell-

Mk4 of 1985,
with aTPX cone

paid job with semiconductor
giant NEC. But he had been

driver replacing

fascinated by radio and audio from

the original
polypropylene

an early age, and he'd also had an unusually early
introduction to the workings of the BBC itself.

A CALL FROM THE BBC...
'About 1973,' recalls Alan, ' the local station, BBC
Brighton as it was then, ran akids' programme on
aSaturday lunchtime, made for and by teenagers.

te,PeeTH

eCOUST1CS

•••••••••1 WOO In

And the appeal went out one week, when I
was about 13, " Is there anybody out there, we
desperately need some help, if you're interested
just turn up next Saturday at 12 o'clock". So I
went down there on the train with three or four

..
—

e.- -,--,-..—=--- --.,
tr===-..•=-.
7.......

--

others, and they said " Right, what can you do?".
And Ithink Iwas given Tape Reclamation. You
remember that? Taking out the short splices
from 10in reels of tape and joining the long
bits together so that they could be re- used. So
suddenly, Iwas in aBBC control room. And the
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first thing that hit me was the dead acoustic. The
second thing was the smell of hot tubes, acertain,
warm oily sort of electrical smell.
'If you're willing to be adogsbody, it's not long

ABOVE LEFT:
James Baker
bonds acone
assembly to a

before you're running cups of tea from the control

chassis

room and into the studio itself. You're hearing the
presenter's voice in the fesh, then going back to the
control room, hanging around waiting for the next task,

ABOVE CENTRE:

you're hearing his voice over the speaker.
'That's not something that a 13-year-old is normally

degree, he landed the sales job with NEC.
'I was incredibly lucky to get ajob with them. The
entrance criteria normally included an engineering
degree. Ihad abusiness degree, but because Ihad a
lifelong interest in electronics and things related, they
were prepared to interview me.'

Here he

He was also lucky to arrive at NEC at the time of the
first personal computer boom. He handled two crucial

magnetises a

accounts, Sinclair and Amstrad.

drive unit

ONE MAN AND HIS... ELECTRIC FIRE

exposed to.
'Then one day in 1974 or 1975, Icame in on a

ABOVE RIGHT:

But Alan was still mad about hi-fi and one day, in South

Saturday morning and two or three people were

Andy Sinden

standing around alittle box. " What's that, anew

checks a & ive

speaker?" " Yes, it's called an LS, er 3/5A." Mono, of

unit's frequency

London with time to kill between NEC appointments, he
decided to visit Rogers. Putting on his old Sound Box hat
-his mail order company name - he asked for atrade

course, they just had one.
'The chef engineer said, " Oh, Ican get the kit
version of that, which BBC staff can order from

response

price list, but got arude rebuff.

against atarget
response

Chartwell". This was the BBC Symphony kit.
'So all of us swore we'd scrape the money together
and get these kits. In fact Ididn't, Igot the drive units
and made the crossover myself, because Icouldn't
afford the whole thing.'
This started Alan on his first hi-fi enterprise, selling
speaker drive units and other parts for enthusiasts
by mail order. Much later, out of his teens and with a

'Had Rogers given me that price list instead of telling
me to get lost, Ialmost certainly wouldn't be here
today. Iwas so irritated at being treated that way that
Ithought " Well, I'm in Mitcham, who can Igo and see

Harwood wasn't interested in staying
on as aconsultant, saying he'd rather
stay at home and tend his roses'
now? Ah, Harbeth, they're in Norwood, Ican get round
there before my next appointment."
'Having read all the technical papers with Harwood's
name on them, Ihad avision of areally big company.
It was such ashock to see that in fact it was one man,
sitting by his one- bar electric fire. It just didn't seem
possible that someone of that intellect could be running
such asmall operation. Of course, Iwas very naive. But
Iremember coming away from that first meeting and
thinking "Ican't let this slip away."
LEFT: Supple
oxygen-free
stranded copper
cables are used
to connect
crossovers to
drive units,

So, to cut along story short, he went back to see
Harwood again, negotiated aprice and on the
30th of October 1986 became the owner of Harbeth
Acoustics. Harwood wasn't interested in being retained
as aconsultant, saying he'd rather stay at home and
tend his roses!
'The reason above all others that Ithought Icould
make ago of Harbeth was because Harwood's biggest

'buzzing' within

market was Japan. After spending six or seven years
working with the Japanese in semiconductors, where

the cabinets

quality is everything. Ithought that Icould work the C.

avoiding
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No comparison
No compromise
Make no mistake!
Today we have access to music quite literally everywhere,
its influence seems to be all pervading. Music excites us, it
relaxes us, we can enjoy it live, we buy recording and
'downloads' by the million. Music underpins every
conceivable aspect of our lives. Music is our second
language and ' without it life would be a mistake' Yes,
philosophical we know - but true.
At Ki West One we are all exposed and privileged to indulge
our senses in the absolute finest audio equipment available
today. From time to time we are introduced to certain new
products whose performance pushes back the boundaries to
provide new higher levels of sound reproduction, which
exceeds all our expectations. Recently we have seen the
release of several new and exciting products, these range
from comparatively modest to outrageously expensive. At Ki
West One we have taken the time to audition E
Dcreate our
2007 ' Absolute Sound Collection' Please visit our website
www.kjwestone.com for a ' preview'.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with us, so
call in soon or better still make an appointment for apersonal
demonstration at your convenience.

Make no mistake - Visit Ki West One

)
KF
LONDON

Leaders in the
worlds .
finest
high-fidelity

26 New Cavendish Street London WIG 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PEI. INA

www.kjwestone.com

T. 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141

formula backwards and gave them aBritish product
with ahigh quality level. Iknew Icouldn't compete with

ABOVE LEFT: Out
in the bluebell

the engineering knowledge, though, and I'd have to

woods, free-field
speaker response
measurements
can be taken

work hard to bring myself up to speed.'
HARBETH'S VERSION OF THE LS3/5A
Over the next few years, that was exactly what he did.
But initially, to smooth the transition, the Japanese

as part of the
design process

invented the story that Alan had worked for years as
Harwood's apprentice before taking over.
Alan continued with Harwood's HL4 design but
soon introduced asmaller model, the HL Compact.
Sales in Japan boomed, as did sales to broadcasters,
including the BBC. Harbeth started building the BBC
LS3/5A speaker in 1988, when the computer-optimised
'11ohm' version was introduced, but less than two

'After awhile we started to
understand what was going on
acoustically insiè.e the plastics

ABOVE RIGHT:
Anechoic testing

what was going on acoustically inside 1he plastics.

speaker is

'Eventually we realised that what we wanted
was something that was very stiff in one frequency
band and had certain characteristics, and yet had
different characteristics in another band and yet other

measured

characteristics in yet another frequency band!

of HL P3E5-2
RIGHT: Every

to ensure
consistency

'So we got into the business of blending different
materials whereby we could optimise the frequency
response and the acoustic quality according to the ratio
of different materials we had combined in the blend.
At the end of it we came up with an injection- moulded
material which we called RADIAL (from Research and
Development In Advanced Loudspeakers).'
It would have been very hard, anyway. to get a
supplier to make suitably small quantities of acustom-

years later came up with its own ' 1$315A replacement'.
As Alan explained in aHiFi News article (' Inside story
of the LS3/5A legend', November 2004), his HLP3 was
intended not to woo domestic LS3/5A listeners, but to
overcome one of the LS3/5A's practical disadvantages in

'We plotted the mechanical properties of the
materials versus frequency, and started to understand

BELOW: Sam
Heeler attaches

blend as sheet material' for vacuum forming. Injectionmoulding overcame this problem and gave anuge
performance benefit as well.
'Because it's injection- moulded, the lines of stress

broadcast use, its lack of magnetic shielding.
By that time, Alan wanted to progress further with

labels to apair of

drive unit design and, above all, did not want to be
dependent on asingle supplier. So in 1990 Harbeth

in cherry wood

are radial, hence the name. If you look at aconventional
vacuum-formed material under polarised light, it is a

veneers

calendered material, so the acoustic properties across G)

P3 ES2 cabinets

embarked on an ambitious three-year research
programme, supported by the Science and Engineering
Research Council ( SERC).
We had three graduate engineers here,
half funded by the government
and halt funded by us, who looked
at the wnole mysterious business
of the acoustical properties of

Ha Jr-2th

loudspeaker cones. It was an
enormous project, and part of the
ongoing process was to invent
amaterial, make anumber of
samples of it and then from that,
calculate its density and acoustic
properties and so on.
RIGHT: The P3 ES2 is the third
iteration of the P3, which Harbeth
introduced in 1990 as its own
replacement for the 153 / 5A
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KRELL KPS 25 24 bit (cost)

Vinyl
AUDIO RESEARCH PH3 Phono Stage
AUDIO RESEARCH PH5 Phonostage Ex Demo
GOLDRING GUS (Very nice condition)

1199

1295

1799

1496

NA

175

KOETSU Red Ksignature

2400

1298

LEVINSON 2S Phone stage

2950

1798

LINN LPI2 Vol/Idock II Black Ash

2500

695

MICHELE Gyro SE/Techno Arm/BPS

1650

995

ROKSAN VERSES III

2900

895

300

115

PS4 HCPS ( no arm)

ROKSAN ARTA Phono Stage
SMEIOA/309 Toneorm Ex Demo

358

2955

6310

4196

THORENS ID 280 Mk II

500

145

THORENS TD 165 MK11

N/A

128

THORENS TD 318

400

105

SME20/2A S/H

UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

900

595

MOO

1496

24995

8998

600

295

LINN KARIK

1850

395

CYRUS DAC XP Silver Cluortz ( Ex Demo)

2200

1700

MERIDIAN 507 CD Player

1195

596

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quartz ( El Demo)

1000

795

MERIDIAN 602 CD Transport

1800

798

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quart: ( Ex Demo)

700

525

ARION Electra Integrated Amplifier

1500

595

MERIDIAN 606 DTa AConvertor

1800

798

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleusisublpsu/sids Ex Demo

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

448

ARION Tales Integrated Amplifier

MERIDIAN 091011 DOD Pre/DSP Processor

3895

3196

1500

798

APOGEE Mini Grond GS ( Ex Demo)

ELECTOR MIL Pre

500

118

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 9100 Power

1100

518

CYRUS 5Integrated

1695

1395

898

AUDIO RESEARCH CL 150 Monoblocks

9998

3998

2400

1398

EXPOSURE 17 ( prices)

1000

498

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 PRE- AMPLIFIER

1900

896

PIONEER DVR7000 DOD Recorder

1/99

496

KRELL KAV300i Integrated amplifier

1700

1495

AUDIO RESEARCH SPI 6Mc phonostage

PIONEER C10-0925 Laser Disc Player

1000

298

KRELL KRC-HEiKPE Phono Singe

7940

3796

AUDIO RESEARCH REFINE? Pre

PRIMARE D30.2 CD Player ( Ex Demo)

1500

996

KRELL RES 2.3 box Pre/Phono Stage

9090

2195

750

448

KRELL FPB 200 Power Amplifier

6995

2998

KRELL FPB 7000( Power

PRIMARE 000 CD Player

ARISTON ACOUSTICS CDX 720
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD Player
AVI 52000 MC Reference CD Ployer
BOW WA/00 XL ( Ind Wand Remote)
CELLO REFERENCE DA(

Dto AConvertor

COPLAND CDA288 CD Player
CYRUS DAD 3f/ CD Player
CYRUS ( 078 CD Player

NA

398

2898

DYNAUDIO 3.3 Rosewood

3950

1995

WILSON Sophio Mk1 (
gloss black) Ex Demo

11992

7496

3795

1698

GRADIENT SW63 for ( Quad 15163)

2000

995

WILSON AUDIO Max Iupgraded to II spec

21996

6000

4496

KRELL KSA100 Power Amp

4000

1848

1775

1496

AUDIO RESEARCH VSI 10 ( EX DEMO)

3999

3198

IMPULSE 67 black ( horn loaded)

1200

295

NA

298

770

428

AUDIO RESEARCH VSI SS ( EX DEMO)

2895

1296

KIF HTS 2001

600

195

295

LEVINSON PIS 226 HC Power Supply(for 25 Phone) 1395

798

AUDIO RESEARCH L515 PRE AMPLIFIER

2999

1995

REF 055

500

246

LINN Classic Mode AV Receiver

2895

1396

AUDION SILVER KNIGHT ( 3001£5) INTEGRATED

1495

796

LINN Nairn Pre

1750

746

AUDION Sterling ETSE Monos

2000

1295

KLIPSCH SW15(15") Subwoofer

1500

798

NA

298

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

16000

5998

KRELL Resolution 2 (as new)

7333

4996

2895

998
1/96

THETA Pro Prime 11 0100 Conceder

1800

996
596

EECSON AC1 Pre Amplifier ( Classic)

LINN EK100 Power
LINN Malik Integruted

3Egg Speakers

REF C/85 ( surrounds)

600

345

CONRAD JOHNSON PVII Pre

1950

748

KRELL RESOLUTION 3 - 0way loudspeaker ( EX demo) 3845

1495

2847

McINTOSH CR16 Multizone controller ( Ex Demo)

4467

3497

CONRAD JOHNSON PVI2L

2000

995

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — os new)

1768

1996

McINTOSH MC 58 8ch power ( Ex Demo)

1999

2497

COPLAND CVA306 ( multi- channel) Pre — ex demo

1900

495

1999

1598

LEAK Mini Sandwich

NA

78

McINTOSH MH1200 AV System Controller ( New)

5500

3997

GRAAF GM100 OTE 100 WATT ( EX DEMO)

4995

4196

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm 11

600

75

NA

148

McINTOSH MC202 Power Amp ( New)

2995

2197

JADIS DAS Power An Demo

895

1797

LEGACY Focus 20/20

4700

3198

JADIS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

1799

1397

LINN Kobe's ( passive)

2500

496

MANLEY Reference VIE Monoblecks

6000

2798

LINN Kohers ( active)

3000

895

PATHOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

LINN Walls ( white)

595

PATHOS Irmo! II ( New)

6500

5496

LUMLEY REF II 6IG Loudspeakers
MAGNA PLANAR SMGA

396

MERIDIAN 5624 Video switching unit

1295

395

MERIDIAN 568 ver II AV Processor

3300

1198

NAIN NAC102 Pre oNAPS(

1000

2199

850

445

PATHOS Twin Towers Integrated

3700

1995

1300

748

PRIMA LUNA PROLOGUE 2 (AS NEW)

1195

895

NA

98

QUAD FORTY SERIES PRE/MONO'S ( AS NEW)

4000

2996

T8. AVIO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER ( NEW)

4600

2496

MARTIN LOGAN AEON I ( New)

UNISON RESEARCH 56 (all tube jut) ex demo

1995

1598

MOREL Music First 704

UNISON SOB (SIR) INTEGRATED

1695

1196

M CR590 Wall Speakers

MARTIN LOGAN Ascent Eledroslatics
MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY

898

995

395

4333

2496

11800

4998

2997

1397

1000

398

1200

396

1995

898

2300

1896

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

375

78

QUAD 77 Pre (( orbon,boiced)

699

375

McIntosh MC CS350 Centre channel ( En Demo)

1499

1997

QUAD 77 Int ( Grey)

700

248

McINTOSH LS320 ( Ex Demo)

1950

1697

695

295

McINTOSH 1.5340 ( Ex Demo)

4797

3297

1100

695

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mk]

1950

998

455

ARCAM ALPHA 9End mm/ma Board lid)

670

395

REVOX B252 Preamplifier

ARCAM Delto 110 Pre DAC (Audioquest wired)

550

198

REVOX 11142 Power Amplifier

995

298

MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24/96) Elk

11000

4998

1495

298

MERIDIAN DSW2500 (
24/96) Elk

2950

1498

ARUM Delta 120 Power ( Audioquest wired)

800

298

ROKSAN Caspian M Integrated Amplifier ( ex demo) 1000

796

MERIDIAN DSP7000 ( silver) ( New)

16175

11996

ARCAM Delta 19011

400

195

SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre

495

198

MONITOR AUDIO Silver 6 (Cherry)

600

395

1600

445

750

450

750

395

AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI Pm Amp

500

355

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

3000

998

MORRIE BASS MASTER 602 Oak

1100

498

AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETTI Power

SOD

355

SPHINX Proved II Pre Amp

1600

498

HAIM Intro

3950

2196

AUDIOLAB 8000C preamplifier

10000

3598

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 Pre Amp

225

148

4000

PARASOUND HCA 1206 6CH Power Amplifier

228

600

300

PLINIUS M8 Pre — Bal — Remote ( Ex Demo)

500

1195

2980

£ 495 £ 245
1949

698

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 2ch Power ( New)

1300

1797

AUDIO RESEARCH I50m.5 54150w Power ( New)

6495

4997

AVI S2000 MP Pre

1100

595

4998

AVI 52000 MA Stereo Power

DCS Verdi Encore

9500

4998

EROSION BP25 Pre Amp

KRELL KAV280 CD Player

3999

1196

BRYSTON 14E Power Amp

42
98

1990

CHORD SPMI 203 3Channel Power

1099 5

2995

COPLAND CDA535 ( 5n125 watts) ex demo

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm II let
THETA CITADEL Mono Blocks la- Dee,
YAMAHA DSPE390

650

285

ProAC Response 1.5

3300

1496

17000

9997

ProAC Response 3

4000

1596

250

50

ProAC Super Towers ( teak)

1000

445
1596

Pro« RESPONSE 3's

4000
3500

795

999

398

QUAD E5163 ( Brown Teak)

1000

395

QUAD ESL988 ELECTROSTATICS NOUVEAU

4500

1196

1500

996

QUAD FSL989 ELECTROSTATICS BLACK (AS NEW)

5500

3495

4995

3298

REFERENCE 34 Veeno

3000

1596

5500

2295

ROGERS LS 3/5A ( 150 ohm) Rosewood

1995

795

2998

2348

SONOS FABER Guarneri

5300

2998

22000

POA

SONUS FABER Stradivari ( E4 Demo) Violin Red

The leading reseller of carefully used and mint condition

HI-FI

hi-fi components and systems. Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

TRADING
STATION

The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1NA ITel: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com

www.hifitradingstation.com
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm ICLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED'NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE'COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

ZINGALI Colosseum subisats

126

4650

800

1999

300

4300

MERIDIAN 501 Pre Amplifier

9500

KRELL BPS 20i CD Player

WHARFDALE SFB/2 ( Classics)

7200

AUDIO RESEARCH 470 Power Amplifier

40000

3500

DCS Elgar Plus

Krell 300 rd player

1345

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 Monos

WILSON BENESCH Centre no stand Ex Demo

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

78

3998

2595

WILSON BENESCH Discovery ( ex demo)

115

1350

4990

DALI Grand Coupe

2995

395

150

WEGG 3Stellar I ( gloss black) Ex Show

CASTLE MEECH ( dark oak)

3998

A8RA60 ( classic) Integrated

1650

498

1598
4995

4000

QUAD 606 Power Amplifier

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Player 192/24

1498

950

2250
10498

6800

125

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

2500

HYPERION 938L Loudspeakers

Amplifiers

ARCAM CD92 CD Player

10000

HORNING AGATHON Loudspeakers

NYTECH CA302 Int ( Classic)

499

TRIANGLE Magellan ( ex.demo)
VIENNA ACOUSTICS Beethoven

1095

NAIN NAP 180 Power ( olive)

ARUM ALPHA 8CD Player

275
1498

2497

THETA MILES ( Rol) CD Player

YAMAHA CDVI700 CO Loserdisc

7496

1200
2500

NA

THETA Carmen CCHIND Transport

TRICHORD RESEARCH PULSAR 1DAC

896

3000

600

1395

495

1095

AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO RARE

1498

Reference Valve DAC

198

1295

TRIANGLE Celius Speakers Blacki(herry ( new)

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60

2800

THOR AUDIO DC- 1000

W Nautilus 804's Cherry

1196

KA

1696

595

THETA David Transport

ARISTON ONE Monitors

2895

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

8998

100

THETA DS Pro Progen

(Subs need pointwork)

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS AL511 ( active)

2500

595
1798

¡BAC P500 Transpod

795
4997

946
5498

14998

1495
4000

SONY SOD- 1sad ployer

925
7597

1190
16000

KRELL 400 xi Integrated Amp

ROKSAN Adessa CD Player
SHANLING CDT300 ( as new) CD Player
SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player

1599

SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)
SPENDOR 59e ( ex demo)

MERIDIAN 007 CD Player ( Ex Demo — Elk)

ELECTROCOMPANIE1 ECI,2 Integrated Amplifier

SONGS FABER Grooms Sub ( New)

Loudspeakers

MERIDIAN 598 DOD Player

MAIM NAP 140 Power Amplifier

Digital Sources

Amplifiers

Miscellaneous
LUXMAN 10(780 Cassette Deck

NA

198

NAGEA I
vs OGEI Longe Spool Tape Machine

NA

3398

NAKAMICHI ZXE Tri Tracer ( and. WS)

1750

598

NORDOST SPM Sm Pair

4500

2495

REVOX E77 high speed ( boxed)
TEAC RI DAT Recorder

NA

595

1000

398

TEA( RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

QUAD 66 FN TUNER

800

298

NA

85

QUAD ACOUSTICAL

FM?

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS
REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE LSO VOUCHER

hi-fi

news

1977
Harbeth founded
by ex- BBC
engineer Dudley
Harwood, with
his wife Elizabeth
('Beth')
ABOVE: Alan Shaw with the shelf-full of data from the
three-year research project which produced RADIAL
Harbeth's cabinet design still follows BBC principles,
even though this makes them more expensive to build.
'The backs of all Harbeth speakers except the P3 are
removable. A bell, cast with no cracks: hit it and it rings
for ever. Introduce even ahairline crack into the bell,
and it resists resonating. And that's exactly the same
principle. The sound waves have to work through the
less-than- perfect joint. It's aBBC idea. If you were to
take the same box, remove the front and back, and then
PVA them back on, you'd get atotally different sound.
'Let's accept that we cannot dispose of all that
energy. Instead let's steer it from where it's acoustically
ABOVE: Andy with one of the log- books that record the
details of every Harbeth speaker ever produced
the grain are entirely different from along the grain. So
in polypropylene, the sound fights itself. The best way
to describe the sonic properties of this dreadful material
is that it sounds [ putting cupped hands over mouth]
like that. And that's the difference. It just hasn't got the
micro- detail. As the soprano's voice dies away in the
hall, that micro- detail is converted into heat and it never
gets out of the cone. Whereas the RADIAL material wil!
actually radiate it as sound.
'Some designers know this, or they are aware ol it

objectionable - the mid frequencies - down to where
it's not objectionable - the very low frequencies - and
make trie box thin, and manipulate those resonances by
adding mass and damping to the panels, and pull it all
down to the bottom. So you've got this extremely clean
midband and this sort of warm, involving low end, which
is ideal for some music. But maybe not all! It's in fact
ideal for anything which does not have electronic bass.'
Harbeth has produced more rock-oriented pro
speakers ( like the Xpression! models of 1997, which
were soon licensed to HHB) but the Monitor 20, 30 and
40 and the Active 40 are well established as drop- in
replacements for the LS3/5A, LS5/9 and LS8 at the BBC.
Alan remains as devoted as ever to the ideals of the

subconsciously, and they try to compensate by raising
the tweeter level. They get the harmonics of the missing

gone-forever centre of speaker engineering excellence

1k to 2kHz bit ( say 2k to 6kHz) which does compensate
to some extent, but you're left with aspeaker that

that was the BBC Research department in the 1960s,
ideals which are still expressed in the Harbeth Super HL5.

sounds unbalanced and rather hard.

'This is the sixth generation of Harwood's original
design, and this has asort of legendary following,'

THE HARBETH SOUND
'So the Ha -beth sound, since 1994 or 1995, is the sound

he says. 'There still seems to be something about a
two- cubic-foot British box, there's something rather

of our RADIAL material. And if you like this experience,
then there is nothing else on the market that will satisfy
you. If you have never heard it, and you've been living

wonderful about it.'

1977
Harbeth launcies
HL Monitor
speaker, using
patented
polypropylene
cone

1986
Alan Shaw buys
Harbeth business

1987
Harbeth becomes
launch supplier for
revised ' 11 ohm'
LS3/5A

1988
HL Compact
launched

1990
Start of three-year
cone material
research project

1994
Supplier for BBC
LS5/12, the last
BBC in-house
designed monitor

1995
HL Compact 7,
HL-P3ES and HL5ES

1997

with polypropylene, you probably wouldn't waKe up
in the morning thinking " I've got to get some new

Xpression! range

speakers!" until you'd experienced it. Then you think,
"God, what I've been missing for

1998

all these years!"
'But we don't have the

Monitor 20, 30
and 40 launched

resources, the time, the

as ' drop- in'

energy, to evangelise.

replacements for

We have to wait until he
consumer has made this

BBC designs

comparison for himself.

2001

'Which is fine. Because

Super HL5 with

there are enough people

Radial drive unit

every day, that do have that
experience, to keep us alive.'

2007
FL- Compact 7ES-3

LEFT: The Super HL 5is the
sixth generation of Harbeth's

ABOVE: Latest shipments to leave the factory carry

first- ever monitor design

Harbeth's red- and-gold 30th anniversary label

launched
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SEVEN0a<S
WHY CHOOSE SEVEN0a<S
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is the UK's largest
specialist retailer of high-quality home
entertainment solutions. With stores nationwide
and aproud history of satisfied customers,
Sevenoaks has ahard-earned reputation as the
most comprehensive provider of home cinema,
hi-fi and multi- room audio systems, offering
excellence in customer service with aunique
design and custom installation option available at
many of its stores.

All Sevenoaks Stores:
• are staffed by experts in home cinema and hi-fi
• stock leading brands to offer arange of
high quality products
• offer impartial and personal service
• have home cinema and hi-fi demonstration rooms

Come and visit us

HOME CINEMA 1-;LASiviM AND
Pioneer G8 Series PDP-428XD
42" PLASMA TV • HD READY • FREEVIEW
Featuring Pioneer's new ultra black panel technology and an amazing contrast ratio of 16000:1, this 8th generation 42" plasma screen produces ever
deeper blacks than before. Visit your local store and see the difference.

Best Buy
ISSUE 324

5

YEAR

Samsung

WARRANTY

PS50Q97HDX • 50" PLASMA TV • HD READY. FREEVIEW
This HD ready 50"

model features all the latest technology and is guaranteed to
deliver an outstanding home cinema experience into your home. Key features include
abuilt-in digital tuner for access to Freeview channels, picture-in-picture and virtual
surround sound.

WARRANTY

This 50" screen is simply a
brilliant all-round performer"

FIVE YEAR

Panasonic

e WARRANTY

37" PLASMA TV

HD READY

TH-37PX70
FREEVIEW

Panasonic's Viera screens come with achoice of mounting
options including apedestal stand or adedicated cabinet.
This 37" model is finished in aclassy gloss black finish that will

WITH ALL PLASMA & LCD TELEVISIONS WHEN
PURCHASED AT OUR NORMAL SELLING PRICE (WY

blend into any living space. With abuilt-in Freeview tuner and

CROOS£ MODELS FROM

SAMSUNG • PIONEER • LOEWE • PANASONIC • SHARP • SONY
WITH A26 INCH SCREEN OR LARGER

excellent connectivity, this screen effortlessly handles motion
and produces vibrant, natural colours.

"AMU?

uggested Retail Price)
Not in conjunction with any o
*
t
S
heR7ott
(S et or promotion. ME

*

*

*

*

*

AUGUST 2007

Loewe
32" LCD TV

32S
HD READY FREEVIEW

There can be no

Sony Bravia KDL-40W2000
40" LCD TV • FULL HD READY • FREEVIEW
With asuper wide viewing angle gng you agreat picture from
almost anywtéere and afast response time to ensure smoother
sports and action sequences, this award-winning LCD N
includes abuilt-in Freeview tuner, 1920 x1080 reoluton and two
HDMI inputs.

01

www.ssay.com

more excuses that
the TV doesn't
match your decor.
Loewe's IndMdual
Selection screens
come in achoice
of five different front
colours which can
be matched with
interchangeable side
panels in nine different colours. A choice
of floor and table-top
stand options are
available or you can
even suspend the N
on afloor- to-ceiling
pole.

sharp

Aquos LC-37XD1E
37" LCD TV • FULL HD READY

FREEVIEW

This N offers unbeatable picture quaky. Its beautiful slim, graceful
appearance makes this model adesign ciassic for the future. This is
not just aTV it is apiece of art for your home.

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

8.

VISION

HOME CINEMA SYSTEM

PROJECTION
Arcam s

MOVIE 5.1 SYSTEM

This new home cinema system from Arcam combines one-box simplicity with superbquality sound and vision. Simply add ascreen and speaker package for an amazing home
entertainment system.
• Combined DVD/CD transport chosen for its performance resulting in world class
picture and sound quality
• DAB/FM/AM - The clarity of reception will bring radio lovers hours of enjoyment
• Integrate music and pictures from your iPod using either Arcam's rDock or rLead

Sim2

D8C
1080P FULL HD READY

Getting the most
from your home cinema

Sim2 Multimedia rs aworld-le,ading manufacturer at the forefront of home cinema
technology and aname synonymous with
high-end home cinema projectiDn.

Home cinema has evolved from a simple projector-andscreen set-up to a state-of-the-art way of enjoying TV.

"Beautiful colour reproduction with superb
detail and dynamics allied to Full HD spec."

DVD and multimedia. Sevenoaks knows the ins and
outs of every component and will tailor asystem to suit
your exact requirements. Whether you're replacing an
individual component or taking afirst step into home

CLAIM £ 00 to..r.rara, Ir
rejection screen of your
chose.

cinema, expert advice is available.

.1111,01•1014
fi- Fil

*

** *

*
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"Matches one- box simplicity with superb-quality
sound and vision"

HOME CINEMA SEPARATES AND SPEAKERS

Denon

Arcam

Sony

Yamaha

DVD2930 DVD PLAYER
AVR2807 AV RECEIVER

DV137 DVD PLAYER
AVR280 AV RECEIVER

RDR-HDX1065 DVD RECORDER
STR-DA5200ES AV RECEIVER

DVD-S1700 DVD PLAYER
RX-V1700 AV RECEIVER

Featuring 1080p upscaling, this award-winning
DVD player provides first-class picture and
sound quality and is compatible with all popular
disc formats including SACD and DVD-Audio.
The 6.1 channel AVR2807 receiver features two

Delivering 80w across all of its 7channels,
Arcam's new AVR280 produces terrific sound
with both movies and music. It is an ideal
partner for Arcam's DV137 universal disc player.
Compatible with DVD-Audio and SACD discs

Designed for top-notch sound quality, the
award-winning Yamaha RX-V1700 delivers a
thunderous 130 watts across all seven of its
channels. A host of impressive features hides

HDMI inputs, one HDMI output and is supplied
with anew 'Glo-key' remote control.

along with standard DVDs, the ' 137 impresses
with its cnsp, vivid images.

Building on the abilities of Sony's award-winning ' HXD860, this new DVD recorder features
twin tuners, an HDMI output, 250GB hard
disk plus aUSB input. When partnered with
the STR-DA5200ES 7.1 channel receiver the
combination promises excellent sound and
vision performance.

KEF

KHT3005SE

behind its facia. The multi-format DVD-S1700
disc player is an ideal partner, complementing
the 'V1700 with both its looks and performance.

Don't forget! Accessories
make the difference

5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

This revised verision of KEF's EISA award-winning KHT3005 backs- up its
impressive looks with superb surround-sound. Powerful enough to fill even
the lamest of rooms. this SE version is amust audition speaker package.

The quality of sound and vison asystem produces is determined

"The new KHT3005SE is sensational"

as much by its accessones as its main components. At
Sevenoaks, accessories are not an afterthought - our staff can
demonstrate the difference the right accessones can make to
your home entertainment experience.

REL

SUBWOOFERS

The R- Series is designed to augment the performance of "full range"
speaker systems and to provide linear response down to below 20Hz.

CLAIM FREE ACCESSORIES WORTH UP TO MO
when you purchase selected hi-fi, AN separates
and speakers at our normal selling price (RRP).
Choose from QED, Soundstyle, Grado and
more. Ask in-store for details.

The R senes comprises the 205, 305 and 505. Al models feature class
D amplification and are available in apiano black lacquer finish.

.--

ffl
ou ate!
r
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B&VV Mini Theatre
MT- 30

5.1 SPEAKER PACKAGE

With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion for
music, E3&W produces adiverse range of products befitting the largest

SOUNDSTYLEW

audio manufacturer in the UK.

GRADO

The Mini Theatre MT-30 delivers excellent performance and is ideal for

QED

both home cinema and hi-fi applications.

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please confirm
before travelling. Any published prices were correct at time of going to
press. Special or added value offers are not available in conjunction .
with any other offer or promotion (NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 18/10/2007, E&OE.

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service
at alower price, please bring it to the store manager's attention.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
lexible finance options are available on the majority of products we stock
tWritten details on request.
licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.

www.ssay.com 02
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HI-FI SEPARATES AND SYSTEMS

Adel

Arcam
music SYSTEM
Monitor Audio RS1 SPEAKERS
A great package
coupling Arcam's
award-winning all- inone hi-fi system with
the excellent RS1
speakers.

Cyrus
Getting the most
from your
system

aCyrus system. With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents
aquaky of sound, which is rare at any price.

Sevenoaks has 34 years experience in the hi-fi market
-and robody knows more about getting tie most from
music. With the major brands in stock, Sevenoaks can

•High-definition audio and video performance
•Wide choice of both hi-fi and AN
components

help you choose individual components or design a
complete system from scratch. Just tell our in-s:ore
experts what you listen to, wien and whee.

•Uniquely broad upgrade
options

If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try listening to it through

Ask in-store about
our recommended
cables and stands.

•Luxuriously high quality of
manufacturer

KEF Q Series

Spendor S Series

Monitor Audio

From the 1Jecond you spot the soft

Each Spendor 'S' series speaker
delivers abalanced energy output
to guarantee aconsistent sound
and aseamless sound stage in

Across aspeaker range rich in
its choice of style, shape al-1
application, Monitor AudioË thrty
year heritage of technical expertise guarantees great sound with
tonal accuracy that is shared
by every speaker. From on-wall,
in-wall, ceiling and floor, Monitor
Audio gives you the freedorri to

sheen of tutarajnon tt e man Cloa caes. you know you're in for scrrethinç
speciâ. And you won't be cisapprnted.

adiversity of living environments.
Each model features:-

Utilising I<EF's trademark Uni O
technology, the C1 series delivers
consistently detailed imaging and
unrivalled off-axis response so
everyone n the room gets the full
benefÉ, wherever they sit.

•Hand-made ' e' generation
bass- midrange drive units
•Dynamically damped cabinets
which reduce energy re- radiation
to inaudible levels.

enjoy high-quality sound in every
room of your home.

1Q5SE
'The,.. • . sare far more entertair ring
than the originals, yet leave the cd
speakers' fuss-free nature in tact."

Ranges include Bronze Referenc e, Silver RS, Gold Signature and Radius

"PMA:111 FL?
"A new class-leader: atrue ad-rounder"
C0.1112 • VI1.1..
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Marartz product rrange from high-end hi-fi to
HD- ready DVD players and AN receivers. Its hi-fi
range includes the CD5OCPME and new CD6002 CD
players and the PM400 lOSE amplifier, offering ataste of
high-end audio at ar incredibly competitve price.

1111.7 1007

Primare

Rotel

With class- leading build quality, and aunique blend of sophisticated Scandinavian design, Primare build elegant, reliable, easy-

Raters 06 Series will give you years of enjoyment and offers excellent value for money. This range of separates creates asound
that, the more you hear fthe better it gets.

to-use systems that promise years of high quality performance.

Bowers & Wilkins

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

685 SPEAKERS

Part of B&W's new 6(X) sen, the
685 bookshelf speaker features
hnology developed for its
rdgship 800 series. The 6.5- rich
woofer features anew fixed phase
plug and rubber surround for a
smoother midrange response and
acopper-clad pole piece for better
Revive your record col ection with Pro ject turntables. The range
includes the award-winning Debut Ill (pictured above). This belt
drive, two speed player comes complete with OrLDfon cartridoe.
03 www.ssay.com

tweeter integration. B&W clams the
tweeter is the most technologically
advanced the company has ever
offered in an entry-level product.

Sonos

s.

This wireless, mutti-rcn,nri digial music system, lets you play your
favourite tunes all over the inn= and control tl rein from the palm
of your hand. You can even play different songs in different rooms.

SEVEN0a<S
&
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AUTUMN SAVINGS

...In 11.1111
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just asmall selectton of our amazing autumn offers
Please note these otters are not available in conjunctior with any-other oi promotion ( NICWAGO)

CLAIM
P
- £300
SAVE
15%

Claim free accessories
worth up to £300

PURCHASE
VALUE

CLAIM
ACCESSORIES

(
AT RRP)

WORTH (AT RRP)

when you purchase selected hi-fi and NV separates £250 - £499 £50
or speakers at our normal selling price (RAP).
£500 - £999 £100
Choose from OED, Soundstyie, Grado and more.
£1000-E1499 £200
Ask in-store for fleet (NICWA001
£1500-£1999 £300

Create your own system and SAVE 15%
with ow HI-Fl system builder
CHOOSE CD + Amplifier + Speakers
ADD their selling prices (RRP) together

Includes most. but not
all. broods Contad your
local store or details
iNICWA001

DEDUCT 15% from the total

SAVE
15%

Create your own system and SAVE 15%
with our AN system builder
CHOOSE DVD + AA/ Amplifier + Speakers
ADD their selling prices (RAP) together

Induces most, but not
all. brands Contact your
local tore for details
INICWA00i

DEDUCT 5% from the total

SAVE
25%
SAVE
35%
ONLY
£399
CLAIM
£200
CLAIM
5YEAR

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE

25% off original RRP on all er d-of- line*
hi-fi and AN amps, receivers, CD and DVD players
'Some are ex-display but all are sola will, toll warranty. iNICWA00:

35% off original RRP on all erd-of-line*
hi-fi and AN speakers
Some are ex display but all are solc sorti luil warrant} iNICWA00.

Spend £ 1000 on home ckierna separates at RRP
and buy the amazirg Pioneer PDP427XD TV for
only £899* AST
INCLUIlEt 1YEAR WARRANTY

MANCHESTER
69 High Street, City Centre
0161 831 7969

ABERDEEN
57 Crown St
01224 252797
BEDFORD
29-31 St Peters St
01234 272779

N.

NEWCASTLE (
Closing at the ero
19 Newgate Street
0191 221 2320

BRIGHTON (
HOVE)
57 Western Rd
01273 733338

NORWICH
29-29a St Giles St
01603 767605

BRISTOL
92b WhdeRadies Rd, Clifton
0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM (
SHERWOOD)
597-599 Mansfield Rd
0115 911 2121

BROMLE,'
39a East St
020 8290 1988

OXFORD
41 St Clements St
01865 241773

e

CAMBRIDGE
17 Burteigh St
01223 304770

PETERBOROUGH
36-38 Park Rd
01733 897697

CHELSEA
403 King's Rd
020 7352 9466

PLYMOUTH
107 Cornwall St
01752 226011

CHELTENHAM
14 Pittville St
01242 241171

POOLE
Latimer House, 44-46 High St
01202 671677

CRAWLEY
32 The Boulevard
01293 510777

PRESTON
40-41 Lune St
01772 825777

CROYDON (Posing at the end of September)
369-373 London Rd
020 8665 1203

READING
3-4 The Walk, King St
0118 959 7768

EALING
24 The Graen
020 8579 8777

•

SEVENOAKS
109-113 London Rd
01732 459555

EDINBURGH
5The Grassmarket
0131 229 7267

SHEFFIELD
635 Queens Rd. Henley
0114 255 5861

'Otter pace woke* when yen spend at kesi otKr1 on were cierra sepaciles itaiD Payers. AN amps iv eceivers and AN speaker
packanesi free it, brands available in.stiire 0comporents mud tio puremed at l'IF and oone transact, INICWA001

EPSOM
12 Upper High St
01372 720720

SOUHULL
149-151 Stratford Rd
0121 733 3727

Claim £ 200 towards the projection screen of your
choice with selected Sim2 and InFocus projectors

EXETER
28 Cowicic St
01392 218895

Ask e-store he ietatis (NICWA00)

Claim afive year warranty on all plasma and LCD 71/s
when purchased at our narmal selling pride (SRP)*
Includes Samsung, Pioneer, LOewe. Panasonic. Sharp and Sony with a26 inch screen or larger.
'SRP iSuggest,1 Terril PricM. (NICWAOCI

•

GUILDFORD
73b North St
01483 536666

IM

STAINES
4Thames St
01784 460777

HOLBORN
144-148 Grays Inn Rd
020 7837 7540

•

SWINDON
8-9 Commercial Rd
01793 610992
SWISS COTTAGE
21 Northways Parade, Finchley Rd
020 7722 9777

HULL
1Savile Row, Savile St
01482 587171

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please
confirm before travelling. Any published prices were correct at time
of going to press. Special or added value otters are not available in
conjunction with any other offer or promotion ( NICWA00).
ADVERT VALID UNTIL 18/10/2007. E&OE.

1

SOUTHAMPTON
33 London Rd
023 8033 7770
SOUTHGATE
77 Chase Side
020 8888 2777

GLASGOW
88 Great Western Rd
0141 332 9655

KINGSTON
43 Fife Rd
020 8547 0717

qf •

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
28-30 St Johns Rd
01892 531543

LEEDS
62 North St
0113 245 2775

fi •

WATFORD
478 St Albans Rd
01923 213533

LEICESTER
10 Loseby Lane
0116 253 6567

WEYBRIDGE
43 Church St, The Quadrant
01932 828525

UNCOLF1
20-22 Corporation St ion Flegn
01522 527397

WITHAM (
ESSEX)
1The Grove Centre
01376 501733

LOUGHTON
7-9 Goldings Hill
020 8532 0770

WOLVERHAMPTON
29-30 Cleveland St
01902 312225

MAIDSTONE
96 Week St
01622 688366

-•

II •

YEOVIL
14 Silver St
01935 700078

FOR OPENING HOURS CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSIl I
• Code Member • Open Sunday

MORE COMPETITIVE THAN
YOU THINK

We always try to ensu -eour prices are highlycompetitive.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service
at alower price, please bring it to the store manager's attenticn.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options are available on the majority of products we stock.
'Written details on request.
Licensed credit brokers. Minimum balance me sublet to status.
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CLASSIFIEDS

tiMisSSIFIEDS
If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make
•

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

Carole Molloy, HiFi News,
IPC Media, Leon House, 233
High Street, Croydon CR9 1H

acquire aused example of this
world-class product in as-new
condition £ 1700 (£ 2700) no
offers that you, Tel: Terry on
01376 349210 ( evenings) [ L8]

RUSS ANDREWS

(
Rata)

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your

two- box integrated amp, all

entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321

07967 182599 [ LM17]

Kimber cabled £ 900, Tel:

SONY Strada 1200ES

1. ACCESSORIES

NUFORCE 9.02 monoblocks

MARANTZ SR8001 receiver

160 watt £ 1400, Densen

multichannel receiver, product

PS Audio Regeneration Power

(two weeks old), mint, unable

Beat B100 integrated £ 350,

of the year, three months old

Plants, 2x PS1200s multiwave2,

to use the complex menu setup

£200, Tel: 01483 230496

Densen Beat B300 £ 550,

£875, Yamaha 7595E home

unused and in original boxes,

(evenings) [ LW14]

Nordost cables, Atlas Elektra

retail (original receipt available)

cinema amplifier, mint £ 199,

interconnects, Tel: 07973

£2200 each, sell for £ 700 each,

Tel: 020 8951 3178 [ KL14]

189538 ( London)

AUDION Silver Night Premier

Tel: Hugh on 01224 484470 or

[DF17]

AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 Mk

power supply, pair Audio

11 preamplifier in excellent
KRELL FPB250 Mc

Sterling power amps valves

condition, owned by me from

monoblocks, very good

monoblocks £ 3500, Audion

new, original box, remote,

condition, TEAC CD Transport

preamplifier, valves, two- box

email: hughthom@btinternet.
corn [11_44]
TACT RCS 2.0S room

Triode Quattro 845 valve

manual, can demonstrate

correction pre-amplifier and

P30, all boxed £ 2500, Tel:

monoblocks £ 1500, Rothwell

£2350 ono (£ 5800) new),

01252 614055 [ LW14]

Tel: 01495 248488 [ KW17]

DAC, mint condition, boxed

Indus SE stepped attenuator

£900, Tel: 0115 966 5121

passive pre-amp £ 1500, Tel:

[KW17]

020 8531 5979 [11_17]

TRICHORD mains conditioner

CHAPTER AUDIO

Preface

PAIR Quicksilver valve
AIT! Lab Series integrated amp,

monoblocks, one of the finest

175W/ch, MM+MC phono,

power amplifiers ever made

boxed, ex cond ( 1700) £ 1000

£600 (£4000), Tel: Stanley on
07951 553091 ( London) [ LM]

27kg! Huge current capacity,

Plus pre and Couplet power

ono, Tel: Mike on 01278

superb performance, upgrade

£4750 ( 10,000 new), mint,

793886 (Somerset) [ KL14]

whole system £ 175 ono also

buyer must collect (CT10 area),

2x1metre Kimber Reference

Tel: 01843 600722 (after 6pm)

mains, excellent £ 100, Tel:

ROICSAN Caspian Mk Il

[11_25]

amp, 200W/ch (£ 3900)

integrated, mint condition,

asking £ 2400, GRAFF GM50

box and instructions book,

integrated amp, 50W/ch

01235 762171 [ L8]

2.

CANARY AUDIO
AMPS

301, Mk 11

GAMUT D20011 power

£550 ono (£ 1000), Sugden

300B valve stereo power amp,

(£3950) asking £ 2300, Gamut

Music Master 16W/ch, mint

C2R preamp (£ 1500) asking

superb sound, will demo, build

condition, silver £ 650 ono

LUMLEY 120s, mint, new

quality could not be better

£650, Tel: 01296 437314

(£1250), Tel: 01566 782822

Aylesbury, Bucks [ LM17]

[KL14]

Billington gold valves, silicone

from this American brand (cost

rings fitted cages, original

£3500) sell £ 1350, boxed and

boxes £ 2000, Tel: 01275

in excellent order, Tel: 07767

879248 [11_17]

TOM EVANS, The Vibe

444488 [ KW17]

preamp, arare opportunity to

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308
integrated MM/MC remote,
mint £ 875, Music First Passive
pre-amp, mint £ 950, Nordost
speaker and interconnect
cables, both boxed, Tel: 0117

CLASSIFIEDS CONTACT US
If you're sending in Hi Fi News classifieds by
post, please make sure you address them to:
Carole Molloy, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

9629340 [ LM17]
HOVLAND HP100 pre, 34mth
old, not for used for 18mth +
mint with box and manuals
(£2100) MF Nu-Vista 15ft
speaker cable & 2m phono
MIL 1m balanced cable & 1
m balanced 2phono, offer
4cables, Tel: Glen on 07926
175757 / 020 8421 0091
[LW14]
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13 issues of hi-fi news

AVI Lab Series, black, all as
new, 200W/ch power amp v2

Save 30% today

£1300, pre-amp £ 1100, Tel:
07881 943785 [ LW15]
3. CABLES

5metre Kimber 8TC £ 375,

SUBSCRIBE to HiFi News and get the latest news,
analysis and opinions on new technologies, products
Li. and formats from hi-fi to home entertainment
• delivered direct to your door.

5metre Philosophy speaker

•

NORDOST Blue Heaven Rev- II
speaker cable, 3metre £ 200
Tel: 020 8531 5979 [117]

cables £ 500, Tel: 01843
600722 (after 6pm) [125]

mc CALL
0845 76 77 78 quote code:31T
OR subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.uk¡ihfan

SPENDOR BC1 speakers in

VIRTUAL DYNAMICS Master

}UMBER Select KS 1121, 0.5m

recorder, mint £ 150, Marantz

Power Cords (3x5ft, 13A UK

balanced (£ 571) £ 135, VdH

CD63, mint, original box £ 50,

black ash, excellent condition

mains plugs), two terminated

The Second 0.6m balanced

Tel: 01275 897248

with original boxes/packaging

with 15A IEC connector,

(£143) £45, lsotek Optimum

[117]

other with 20A high-current

power cord 1m (£ 137) £45, all

Hubbell ( as found on Krell,

excellent condition, Tel: 01603

MARANTZ DV6001, list £ 350,

ML, CJ, ARC, Musical Fidelity

702330

accept £ 245, Marantz DV9600

£300, Tel: 01993 706911

£795, all as brand new Tel: 020

(Oxfordshire) [117]

etc) £850 each (£ 135Orrp),

and manual with 10.5in high
foundation PI stands, also
original Spendor Trolley stands

8951 3178 [FOC]

purchased new from Audio

VIRTUAL DYNAMICS Nite Ill

Consultants, Reading in 2006,

power cord 5ft, 13A UK mains

contact Kevin ( Bristol) 07825

plug, 15A IEC connector, £ 550,

ACCUPHASE DP85 SACD/

One, light oak, mint, manual,

501046 or email: k.booker-

purchased new June from VD

CD player, superb sound,

original owner £ 3250, Tel:

milburn@bristol.ac.uk [139]

Canada ( rrp £ 790), Tel: Mike

immaculate and very little use,

07710 073513 [ KL14]

01452 532699 or email: irvine.

boxed, manual, UK purchased,

mike@blueyonder.co.uk [ LW]

sell for £ 6500 ono ( rrp

DYNAUDIO Audience 42

£12,000), pictures/demo on

wall speakers in white finish,
as new, cost £455, accept

MIT Magnum MI cables,
top of the Magnum range,

WILSON BENESCH Act

10ft speaker cable £ 950

NORDOST Heimdall 5pin to 2

request, Tel: 01925 656990

($4679 rrp), two XLR

phono (for Opus 21 CD) asking

or email: nema11@aol.com

£195, Tel: 07729 600847

interconnects ( 1.5m and

£220,1PS Super conductor

[KW17]

(Littlehampton, West Sussex)
[KL14]

2m), £ 600 each ($ 2600

2interconnect asking £ 225,

rrp), very good condition,

Tel: 01296 437314 Aylesbury,

RUSS ANDREWS (
Rata)

original packaging included,

Bucks [ LM17]

CD/LD player with external

contact Kevin ( Bristol) 07825

£700, buyer collects, Tel: 0121

182599 [ LM17]

426 4080 ( Birmingham)

501046 or email: k.booker-

QED xT400 4x30ft

milburn@bristol.ac.uk

terminated cable £ 700, QED

[139]

Silver Spiral interconnects £45

MERIDIAN 598 DVD+MSR, as

each, Tel: 07881 943785

new, boxed £ 995 (£ 3200), Tel:

including Harmonic Technology

SONY SACD XA-300E5 CD
RME AD1-2 precision 24 bit

player £ 250, Tel: 020 8668
2409 [ L8]

Power Cord; Audio Quest

192kHz 2- channel AD/DA

Topaz interconnects, speaker

converter, AES S/PDIF ADAT

cable and pro digital/video

interface DAT for great

interconnects, Isotek and

computer sound reproduction

loudspeakers £ 1000, Tel:
07781 943785 [ L15]
9. TURNTABLES

high-quality industry standard

SOUNDLAB A3 speakers,

leads, Bedrengsanteitung

excellent £ 3500 ono, Tel:

of assorted interconnects and

manual, as new £ 500 ono, Tel:

07711 064480 [ FOC]

speaker cable, approx retail

07881 943785 [ LVV16]
4. DVD/CD PLAYERS

hughthom@btinternet.com
[144]

MARANI'Z CDR 6000

407428 [ LM17]

7. SPEAKERS

Rumour power cord and

£2800, sell £400, Tel: Hugh

condition £4300, also Wilson

DUO, black floorstanding

speaker cable and 6other pairs

on 01224 484470 or email:

WILSON Watt 5, good
Witt £ 2890, Tel: 07940

5. DACS

Magic Link and Truth Link
interconnects and Pro-AC11

[KL14]

07920 77959 [ LW17]

MISCELLANEOUS cables

ATC SCM 20, black ash, vgc

power supply £ 900, Tel: 07967

AVID Acutus turntable, SME
309 tonearm, Audio Technica

APOGEE Stage £ 500, buyer

AT-0C9 ML II, excellent

must collect ( CT10 area), Tel:

condition £ 5000, awesome

01843 600722 (after 6pm)

sound, Tel: 07879 818688

[125]

[LW17]
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ROICSAN Radius 5acrylic

School, Leatherhead, Surrey,

TAPE deck ( reel-to-reel), three

turntable with Nima arm,

barn/ham, M25,19, Tel:

motors, heads, speeds £45 Tel:

Linn, Cyrus Meridian etc fast

Hi Def cable fitted, as new, all

07730 134473 [ KM20]

07951 553091 [ LW17]

friendly response and willing to

12. MISCELLANEOUS

NAIM NAIXO 2/3 way

original packaging available
£425 ovno, cash only, Tel:
Mr Vic Piper 01372 456196

and complete systems, Naim,

travel and pay cash Tel: 07815
892458 [ LM17]

crossover unit, configured to

[LW17]

REVOX B77 stereo open

run two pairs of speakers, one

MARANTZ CD 94 & 94 Dac,

reel tape recorder, superb

power amp each via Quad 44

or Marantz CD 12 and CD12

REGA Planar 3and Elys £ 180,

condition throughout, has

pre-amp into highs + lows,

Dac. The person who rang

Tel: 0117 9629340 [ LM17]

just been fully serviced,

high quality leads £400 ono

regarding modified above units

detailed photos available or

Tel: 07881 943785 [ L16]

can demonstrate £495ono.
Tel: 07813 960156 email:
GRAND M25 Audio Jumble,

ob.mm@virgin.net

November 4th, Therfield

[KG34]

please ring again, any make
considered Tel: 01225 837217

WANTED

OR 07802 426862 or email:
casccranmore@btinternet.

TOP quality Hi Fi separates

com [ LW14]

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new Hi Fi News

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...
Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category (eg, accessories,
amps. CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems;
12 - Miscellaneous

Tel (to appear In advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £

(
pounds sterling) mad e paya bl e to ' IPC Me di a '
issues
Number of
Please print the above

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

advertisement for

II

Card number
3 digit card security code

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)

Expiry date

Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors

issues
For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one
issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word ( eq.
Meridian 201 = two words).

advert to go into the
WANTED category

Name.
Address.

Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example

Postcode:
Daytime tel (so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.
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contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

www.choice-hili.com
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

%me

IMF
Accessories
Aand RCambridge Record Storage £ 75
Aand RCarnbrid8e See Lot
£395
Jamo COO Pod ocking.Sats
£0
£125
Kimber 3501
Origin Live Modal Stylus Force Gauge £ 57
Ringmat Full Version
£ 140

Choice
hi-fi
Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
No Sale No Fee
No limit to numbers of items
No Time Limit on adverts
Credit Card Payments
Tried and tested items Guaranteed
Insured Delivery
World wide Online Exposure
Independent & Safe brokerage
15 Years Experience & Dedication to

luality Used Audio Equipment
, New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
, Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com

AV Processors
Arcam 008£
2395
Krell ASS
Krell HIS
£3
£
18700
50
Lexicon DC2
£2000
Lexicon MC 12 HD
£ 6750
Lexicon MC12 AS
£ 5500
Lexicon MCI28
£ 3995
Lexicon MC8 v2
£ 3995
Lumagen Vision ADP
£ 750
McIntosh C39
1595
£
Mendon Auck0 518
95
Meridian Audo 541 surround controller
03
0
400
Meridian Audio 565
£695
Parasound Halo CI
4000
£
Parasound Halo C2
£ 2695
Pioneer VSA 06
£350
Pnmare P30
£795
Proceed PAV/PDSD
1995
£
AV Receivers
Pioneer USX- 52011-S

CO Phyern and DACs
Accuphase DP- 75V
Acoustic Arts SAC 1mklIl
Acoustic Arts Player 1
Arcam 5
Audo Flight CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport fat . 0DOE
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD3 mk11
Audolab 8000 Transport/Dac
Burmester 001CDP
CEC DX 51 SAC
Counterpoint DAIS SAC
Counterpoint DAI 1CD player
Cyrus cd7q/psar
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund Meta LaserIl
Gryphon Adagio
Krell KPS 20 IL
Krell KPS 20i
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 280 CAST II
Krell KPS2ORL
Krell KPS2111
Mark Lewnson ML 390s
Meridian Audio 200 Transport
Meridian Audio 566 DAC
MSB Link SAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 POD/CD
Musical Fidelity 76 DM 25 Dac and Transport
NAD C521 BEE
Onkyo MSB-11-10D+CD MSB-I ADD recorder
Philips CD 104
Philips CD 850
CD850
Pioneer PD S901
Roksan dpi ciao and pwr supp
Rotel RCD 02
Shankng CDT 300 3D-Sonics
Sony CDP-557ESD
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data 11 Transport
Theta DS Pro Gen Va
Theta DSPro Basic 11
Theta Pro Prime 2

eg,a0,P
T
,`Tesis

Wadia 2000 Dromaster
Yamaha CDX 1000
YBA 3Alpha
ABA CD1 Delta 2Psu
YBA yba cd3X

recess"—

Linn Classic - Milk& LK140,Wakonda, Ikemi
Meridian Audio System
Nan Audio CD3/102/180/SBL
Rega Complete System
Yamaha
Custom Installation Products
.

Finance available subject to status

£4000
£2795
£2295
£200
£2995
£420
£1695
£2950
£695
£6500
£1095
£500
£350
£750
£495
£1650
02600
£4250
01900
£8995
£4995
£2999
£2995
£3250
£150
£295
£450
£1450
£2700
£140
£500
£95
£100
£100
£95
£450
£210
£2495
£200
£695
£895
£295
£1250
£600
£295
£295
£250
£1785
£350
£995
£2495
£995
£2000
£4300
£995
£2350
£2000
£750

£ 175

IMO Players
.• . -, íMJ 0027
£740
.• , ,III HT- 20
£3000
1./o imita .194
£300
Meridian Audio 598 CD/DVD,OVDA
£ 1650
Pioneer DVD656A
£ 150
Townshend Audio Pioneer DV 747A
£995
RI R Other
Aand RCambridge 121 Tuner
075
bang and olufsen Beosystem 5000
£850
Bose Duet Comfort II Noise Cancelling Headphones £ 125
Denon TU 260L
£ 45
Haul', FT- 5500 TUNER
£ 100
Meridian Audio 504 Tuner
£395
Musical Fidelity 13 Tuner
£250
Rotel R1925 timer
£75
ltea7flan d
i
rirei
r es

We accept all major credit cards.

£450

Cables
Argento Serenity Master Reference £ 3320
Audio Note an so silver cable
£ 400
Black Rhodium Requiem
£695
Cardas Audio Golden Reference Balanced £ 450
Cardas Audio Golden Reference power Chord
£250
Cardas Audio Golden Reference Speaker Cable £ 900
Ecosse Reference MS 115
£ 150
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
£ 160
JPS Labs SC2
£285
Kimber Orchid
£325
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre por
£ 395
Merlin Dragon
£ 750
MIT 750 shotgun
£ 595
MIT Magnum MI speaker cable
1050
£
MIT Magnum MI nri Interconnects £600
MIT/Spectral MA- 770 ultrahnear Ref2
£890
Nairn Audio Grey 5pin 180 Snare
£ 30
Nordost Reference TIR lntercon. £ 549
Siltech Cables balanced
£ 200
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
2250 £
Transparent Audio Digilink0125
Transparent Audio Music Wave
£ 150
Transparent Audio Music Wave 10ft Bi Wire £ 395
Transparent Audio MusicLink Super £395
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable £ 12990
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect £900
van den hul CS 122
£25
Virtual Dynamics Master
£850
Wireworld Starlight 5Mk 2DVI-HDMI
£ 150
Wireworld Ultraviolet 5Mk2 HDMI-HDMI
£ 100

Arcam Alpha 6Plus
Audo Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Valve Assistant 205 Integrated
Chord Electronics cpm3300
Krell KAV 300i

£75
£120
f2995
£995
£3475
£995

Krell KAS 400in
board Wizard PMC
Pioneer A400
Roksan rocksan kandy kal
Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy AEI Mk 3
Non Phalanx/Poseidon
Apogee Caliper
Apogee Stage
kcern One
ATC SCH 506
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha
Audio Note AN ESP SPEAKER
Audio Physic Bolan
Audio Physic Medea II
Audio Physic Spark ( latest)
Audio Physic Tempo ( latest)
Audio Physic gara Floor
Audrovedor M3signature active
Aurousal Al
BOW 803s
BOW HMT1
Beauhom 822 Revelation
Bose ACOUSTIMASS® 3
Castle Howard S2
Dali Euphono MS4
Definitive Technology BP3000
Duntech Viscount noo
Dynaudo S1 4
Eggleston Works Fontaine
Elec Jet CL310 Jet
Gershman Avant Garde
Goldmund EPILOGUE I. 2
Hales concept 5
IMF MKIII Ref Pro Monitor
IMF TLS50 ir
Jamo Concert 8
Jamo D830
JAS Orna
JBL TLX103.121,111
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
JMLab Electra 1037 be
JMLab Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia Be
JMLab Micro Utopia BE nStands
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands
JMLab Nova Utopia be
JR Jordan JR 150 nStands
KEF 0362
KEF 050:ref 90,3013.705
KEF 095e
KEF Reference 103/4
KEF Reference 4
Leema Acoustics SPLX12 sub- woofer
Linn Kabers 6asswel
Linn Kololh
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley lampross 200
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
Magneplanar MG 20x
Magneplanar MG3
Marlin Logan Ascent
Meridian Audio Osp33 digital centre
Meridian Audio m33 analogue speakers
Mirage FRX 9
Mission M33,
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 20 IGR20)
Naim Audio SBL Walnut
Piega FOAL Mk2
PMC Loudspeakers
PMC Loudspeakers ABS
Quad ELS 57
Quad esl 57
Quad ESL 988
Quad ESL 988
Revel Ultima Studio
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
Roark Ruark Talisman 02
Sonus Faber Extrema 8Stands
SoundLab Al
Spender S5e
System Audio SA2K
Talon Firebed Diamond
Tannoy Mercury MXC centre
TDL RTL 3
Townshend Audio Supertweeters
VeloOne FSR 10
Vlbe Alpha 2sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
Wilson Audio System 51
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Audio Witt
Yamaha ns1000m
Multi Channel Mews
Lexicon Cob
McIntosh MC 7104
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound 051
Rene, VSA-F07

£2250
£800
£150
£450
£930
£10000
£800
£1200
£300
£2750
£0
£0
£0
£1700
£1495
£13000
£1150
01695
£795
£2100
£495
£1500
£1500
£1800
£150
£750
£3495
£2500
£500
£1095
£2850
£550
£3650
£26120
£2200
£795
0300
£575
£650
£995
£180
£5900
£3400
£4600
£595
£1995
£3600
02750
£10500
£450
£200
£600
£75
£320
£1250
0650
£795
£325
£1650
£1650
£1300
£8500
£3600
£2495
£850
£700
£600
£135
0850
£800
£1295
£3250
£6995
£995
£400
£2295
£2295
£5749
£300
£395
£3995
£8990
0750
£1595
£17500
£40
£300
£550
£495
£250
0475
£4500
£28990
£5900
£8495
£3750
£3295
£1400
£2590
£1495
£1595
£2895
£575
£350
£3900

WM Channel Speaker Systems
creative ,',>/u
£ 150
Definitive Technology BP 3000 + LCR
£ 3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £ 195
JMLab SO&Co
£600
McIntosh HT1, HT2. HT3
£2195
Panasonic scht990
£225
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson £2650

Acoustic Arts Power I
Adcom GFA555
Aloha ST 1101
Alm ST 15.01
Audra Flight Flight One100
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Research 070
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Aucholab 8000 P/C
Audiolab 8000a mklIl
GA TVk 600se
BAT. 00200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder 500 AE Monos
CAT JL2 Signature
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Classe Audio CA 201
Classe Audio DAB power Amp
Cyrus
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60
Dual mono block- 200w 215
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
Goldmund 18 4
GRAAF 55/50 Por
Halcro DM 38
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks

£3495
02150
£350
£995
£1095
£4795
£12995
£1295
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
f5995
£1395
£1900
£1250
02300
£1950
£4650
£11500
£1200
£1800
£750
£275
£1250
£2200
£790
£475
£7365
01095
£9995
£395
£4995

Jeff Rowland model 8
Krell FPB 750 mcx monoblocks
Krell FPS 750mcx Monoblocks
Krell FPB200
Krell FPB-700CX
Krell OSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Lewnson ML433
Mark Lewnson ML434 Monobloclo
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Levinson ML9
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC 3000i
McIntosh MC352
Musical Fidelity KW550
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Nan Audio 180
Passlabs 0600
Roksan Caspian M Series IMono {darn
Rotel rb1090
Rotel RB981
Ruby Chameleon
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Senors Monobl.
VAC 30/70 Monoblocks
Vincent SP 998
XTC power one
VGA Passion Monoblocks

£4199
£15500
£11550
£3000
£7995
£1295
£1750
£4750
£4995
07975
£895
£1150
£2295
£3250
f3999
£2495
0595
05995
£1500
£1000
£600
£295
£695
£1295
£3750
£2500
£7995
£1750
£1300
£6995

Power Cables
Cardas Audio Golden Reference power Chord
Venal Dynamics Master

0250
£ 850

Power Conditioners
Isotek SIl 62) Mini Sub
Pre Amplifiers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
Adcom GFP 555
Aloe PST 11011
Alma PST 11.01i
Arcam Delta 110
ATC OCAS
Aucha Flight Flight 1Pre
Audio Note M3 Uttonate
Audio Note M3. Phono
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS9
GAT 0030
GAT.
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
CAT SL1 Signature MK Ill
CAT Ultimate Reference
Cello Palette Pre
Conrad Johnson Motif MC10
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
DAN 3d twin
DPW senes 2/3
GRAAF 35 Pre
Gryphon Linestage Preamp
Marsh P2000
McCormak RLD 1
Melody Pure black 101
Michell Argo FIR Hera
Asgo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Nom Audio 102
Nan Audio Nac 62
Nan Audio MAC 92 preamp
Rotel RC 06
Tact RCS 20
Tact RCS 2ODD
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans the Vrbe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8Power Supply
VAC Renaissance Signature MKII Pre
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
Prefectors
Stands
Attacama Equinox
Black Diamond Racing Shelf 8Cones
Vertex Krnabula
SubWooterà
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
REL G200E
REL Strata
veiene ULD 15

£400
£1495
£200
01450
£995
£350
£1395
£2995
£2795
£3750
£395
f895
£1495
£1500
06495
£9995
£2995
£5995
£3000
£650
£595
£3750
0325
£1095
£900
£375
01150
£2299
£500
£550
£295
£595
£250
£200
£190
£850
£1995
£595
£2450
£1000
010995
£795
£3495
£19990
£175
£400
£220
01995
£575
£295
£1200

Tape decks & Reel to Reel
Akai GX 210D
£300
Nakamoto 10001XL
£ 1595
Nakamichi ff8OZX
£400
Nakamichi 682zx
£390
Nakamichi DR2
£225
Sony TC-WE475
£80
Turntables/Arms/Cartridges & Phonostages
alphason sonata
£650
Clear Audio Accurate
£2395
EAR mc 3transfomer
£500
£390
EAR The Head
Garrard 301 Mod Slate Audio Plinth
£695
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£ 200
Graham Glee Era Gold V
£ 395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£ 200
JVC ADO 5CD- 4Disc demodulator £60
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat
03250
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon £ 2495
Linn Sondek LP12
£ 150
Michell Gyro SE 198
£850
Michell Orbe
£ 1550
klaim Audio Phono boards
£0
Origin Live Encounter 895
£ 750
Ortofon 510 MM
£35
Ortofon Jubilee
£ 1000
OrtofOn KOntrabUnk1 El
£650
Oxford Crystal Reference if Graham 2
£ 2900
Roksan Xerxes 10/D01.5/Artemiz/Jublee £ 3500
SME Model 10A
03120
SME Model 20/20
£ 4995
SME Model 30/28
010999
SME Series VArm
£1450
VP1TNT 4 + Rokport Arm
£6500
1V/Ptesmai LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3 227
NEC 50 XMA/XR$
Panasonic 42 PWD9
Panasonic 42 PWD9HD
Pioneer 502 mxe Plasma

£995
£1995
£1495
£0
£800

CLASSIFIEDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • Mj Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 1311.
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 1AB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDF1ELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HA5 4HR
020 8420 1925.
DARLINGTON'
17 Coniscliffe Roadl
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5 30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811

MUSIC
MATTERS

BAiA

lighting. Home trials are available

CEDia

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London, SW20 OTW
T 020 8946 1528,0331 E shofflobrienhificorn

Free parking • Five minutes from 63 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5.30

Sonus Faber - Domus

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creel. • Drearnvision • Dynavector .. Epos • Gutwire • Lyra

ce-

Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Moon • Na i
ns • Opera
Orikyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Ra ton • Sonneteer
Simms Faber • Stands Unique • Sugderi • Theta •

Totem

Transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Ploase contact us for a list of ex-dem & display product

Chord - Cables
We arerurrently
denwmtrating thew
stunning new products
Please contact us to
arrangr ademonstration

Sugden - A21SE Amp & CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The IPL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to f.4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
SPEAKER UNITS
CAB SIZE mm
PLUS KIT
P&P
M3thn
530
S3dm
S3(1mRib
S411
S50

5"IPL Nletal, I
"
Seas treble
65" Keviar, 1" Seas treble
651FL meal, 1 "Seas tiebk
6.51PL metal Ribbon treb
8"Kevlar,I "Seas treble

810 x191x 261
903 x230 x350
903 x230 x350
903 x x350
930x276x400

£215.00
£
950
£220.00
£10.00
£234.44 £10.00
£33728
£10.00
£258£0 £1100

10'1PL,3"Dome mid,1"treb 1080 x320 x400 £419.00 £ 12.00

Send cheque (or postal order I
made payable to Mr lPLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Torn Park . 1Ifracombe, Devon, EX34 8AY, tel 01271 867439. Altemativly visit
our website at nvin.ipiscousics.co.uk or ¡end a50p SAE. lie catalogue detailing
%remission Line,. HiFi and AV kits, including Active Subwoofers, drive mils,
Silver PTFE tables, and Quality Accessories.

HORSHAM HI-FI & HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem and Used equipment for sale

Original Price

AlneeHamblin SP400 Passive Preamplifier
ATC SCM-1 ILoudspeakers
Denon 113-260L II FM Tuner
DVDO iSCAN VP50 Video Processor

£500
Less
L150

£ 395
C695
£ 95

£1.995
£4.500
£6,000

£1,495
£ 2,995
C2,995

(3,500
£2,000
LI,000
£1,500
£1,000

£ 2,500
£ 1,295
£ 695
£ 595
£ 695

£3,500
£2,750

£ 2,495
£ 1,995

Krell Showcase Prearnp/Processor
Revel Vol« e Centre Speaker
Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Amp
Lexicon RT- I0 DVD/CD/SACD Player
ATC SCM- I2 Loudspeakers
Dynaudio Audience 8 Loudspeakers
Primare DVD26 DVD/CD Player
Projection Design Action Model 2 Projector ( New)
Revel B- 1S 1000w Subwoofer
Revel F50 Loudspeakers
Revel CSC Centre Speaker
Revel S30 Dipole Speakers

£6,000
£ 2,995
£2,500
£ 1,495
£1,1300
£ 1,295
£1,995
£1,295
£4.000
£ 995
£6,000
£ 1.295
£3,500
£ I,995
£500
£ 250
£500
£ 250

Revolver AudioVue 25 5.1 Speaker Package
SIM2 Domino 20 DLP Projector
SIM2 Domino 30 DLP Projector
S1M2 Domino 30H DLP Projector
Sony 337 ESC/ CO Player
TEAC VRDS-7 CO player

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 272931 or 07890 390310
email: projectorsareus@btinternet.com

website: www.projectorsareus.com

Can Hi Fi Sound Real ( Part 5)?

Front End Problems

In emusic signal the propagation of awave packet, or composite of waves of several frequencies, is not always constant and varies with the acoustic media. Amusic wave pocket is made up
of numerous frequencies and many fundamental frequency components hove their own components
which oilier from the fundamental, i.e. develop beats which travel with adifferent velocity from
-he normal velocity of 340m/sec. Hence Dynovector's development of SuperStereo. Simply add
on aDynavector SuperStereo processor and 2small sub-speakers to transform your system.

"The Cartridge Man ,"

For further info Please see: http://web.onetel.com/-dynavector
Dynavector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873. E-mail: dynavectordonetel.com

Price Now

then contact

It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best - HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 10001
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re-tipping service

M

'.

Web Site: www.cartridgeman.com %UM
,
Email: thecartridgemant“ lainternetxam

:020 8688 6565

.

Record Addict
Your one stop shop for all records cd,s, cartridges
and accessories And much much more .....
too many to list. We offer free shipping on all our
products shipped within the UK

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by

headphones, cartridges, cables and accessories.

Turntables A Phono Stages

Was

Opus Continuo/Cantus/Music Maker 3

Audio Note DAC 1.1x Signature DAC. Used.

24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
44.95
44.95
44.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
44.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
24.95

595
3,300

2 250

600

380

1,250

42.95
27.95
22.95
22.95
22.95
39.95

MOBILE FIDELITY CDS
JOHN LENNON IMAGINE GOLD CD
PATRICIA BARBER CAFÉ BLUE SACD
THE BYRDS MR TAMBORINE MAN (HYBRID SACD)

19.95
19.95
19.95

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEAKERS
B&W 801 Original speakers average condition for year . £ 695

Audio Note DAC 11x in Black Used

495

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands .... £ 395

325

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

Marantz SA8400 CDISACD. Ex dern

700

495

NAD C542 in titani...m Ex demonstration

33C

275

Rega Jupiter CD poyer

1.000

695

Su. den CD 21 Ex demonstration

1,049

795

Tuners
120

Pure DRX-701ES DAB in Silver. Ex de m
Am . lifiers

400

Burmester 846 pre amplifier. Used
60f3

Exposure 2010 n:pealed in Silver Ex dem.

415

Exposure XXI line ievel preamp Used

600

Rega Cursa 3 line level pre in Silver Used

375
375

Rega Mala 3 Powar amplifier in Silver Used
Stoetkit IV line lesel integrated. Ex dem

1,495

1,250

Talk Electronics Storm 2 integrawo Used
Talk Electronics C clone 21

£ 2895

Kef Concord Speakers
Quad 2905 speakers

£ 150

IBRAtersEW,FACTORYSEPLEC,

New

1000

£ 125

New Acoustic Zen Adajio speakers

£ 3995
£ 2695

Tannoy Mini Autographs (ex demo full guarantee).. £ 695
REAMPS
Audionote M8 Pre-amp with phono (£ 19,500)

£ 9995

Audionote Zero Remote controlled Pre-amp New.... £ 695

275

Mark Levinson ML 26S Reference balanced pre- amp £2495

595

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 995

Speakers
2.850

ATC SCM50A act re speakers marked

AMPLIFIERS

10500

8.800

J61 Labs Chorus 705S in black Ex dem

230

160

Audio Note Kegan mono Amps (£ 28,000)

Monitor Audio SS in Black Ex deal

4501

195

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps (£ 10,000)

Avantgarde Duo Silver horns Ex dew

720

575

PMC FB1. in NatJral Oak Ex den..

1695

1.195

Revolver RW16 . 1 Cherry Ex dens

400

295

Harman Kardon PA2200 power amp

Revolver R33 in Orey/Maple effect. Ex dem

500

335

Revolver RW33 I-, Cherry Ex dew.

600

475

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

System Audio 1110 in Cherry/Black. Used

125

TDL 0.5 in Black Used

125

Classe CA201 power amp

£ 11,995
£5,495
£ 1595
£ 195
£ 3500

Lumley ST-70 power amp with passive pre

£ 1595

Mark Levinson ML436 mono blocks ( mint/boxed)

£ 5495

Mark Levinson 11 & 12 pre/power amplifier

£ 1295

Musical Fidelity Al integrated amp

£ 120.

NakamichlArrp cre v.ilh Casselle dEdc Mo ard CD pleyerhEe ... £795
Pathos "
Twin Towers" int' amplifier ( superb)

£ 1695

CO PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Esoteric X-01 Limited CD/SACD player(minUboxed) £ 5995
Marantz CD873 CD player

£ 65

Sonic Fronteirs SFD1, Dac

£ 795

Sony CD pm41 CD player

¡SCELLA NEOUS

The PhoNote is a purist valve phono stage

GEO Disc 39.95 C/Elevators 4=
75.00
Mofi sleeves 50 17.95
Mobile Fidelity's ShineOla is aCD/ DVD/ SACD cleaner19.95
Vibrapods all models 4pk
20.50
MOBLE FIDELITY RECORD affletc BRUSH.
11 95
12.95
11.95
11.95

9*

HEADPHONES
GRADO SR60
GRADO SR80
GRADO SR225
GRADO RS - 1

59.00
74.00
149.00
475.00

hand crafted entirely in the JK with every
aspect of the design care% ly selected To
produce the Enest performance possible
tuses an all triode valve audio circuit with

5 tier equipment stand superb condition

£ 650

Moth Mains conditioner

£ 150

Nakamichi 682 cassette deck
Sony ST- 5E570 Tuner

ho global feedback, which is fed from a very

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

in an Aluminium case with internal divisions
shielding the power supply from the audio

199.00
525.00
1750.00
1995.00
35.00
50.00

This is just afraction of what we have to offer
Our online store is featured on ebay to see out full complete list
Plus up to date arrivals and daily specials please visit our
store at the address below

http://stores.ebay.co.uk/record-addict

£3495

Isotek substation ( mint/boxed)

short signal oaths, low output impedance and
high quality cower supply All of this is housed

£275

Accuphase PS- 1200V mains regenerator

£395
fee
£ 75

Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/lw

£ 65

Transparent "The Wave" 5.5 mir. Speaker cable . £195
Transparent Music Link Plus lmtr. Interconnect. £ 125

circuitry

Winds 01 stylist gauge

World 5 globe review:

"Near faultless phonostage with glorious
soundstagmg, tremendous textural acuity
and wonderfu! musicality."

New 495

TURNTABLES, LARTRIINEES A !BAIKAL«
Audio Innovations 1000 MC step up transformer. £ 150
Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arm... £ P0A
Dynavector 507 Mk2 arm

CARTRIDGES
Dynavector 10x5
Dynavector 17D3
MAGIC DIAMOND
Limited- Edition MOF1 Cartridge ( 1ONLY)
GRADO PRESTIGE BLACK
GREEN

£ 60

Wadia 850 CD player superb cond' boxed/book. £ 2995

a

MOBILE FIDELITY/MFSL SUPER RECORD WASH
MOBILE FIDELITY/MFSL LP-9STYLUS CLEANER
MOBILE FIDELIIY/MFSL SUPER DEEP CLEANER

£4995

Mordaunt Shod 902 speakers with stands

New Alamarro M3 speakers
1095

ATC SCA2 line level pre amplifier. Used

NOTE PRODUCTS PHO NOTE

MOBILE FIDELITY
ALISON KRAUSS/LIVE (3LP)
COLEMAN HAWKINS/THE HAWK FLIES HIGH 180g
JOHN LENNONAMAGINE
JOHN LENNON/PLAST1C ONO BAND
MADELEINE PEYROUX/CARELESS LOVE (180g LP)
PATRICIA BARBER/NIGHTCLUB 45RPM (2-DISC BOX )

LI}L

825

eaudio limited

202, Fintion Road, Wortlying, BN 14 00

Audio Note CDT- Zero transport U.:ed

ProAc Tablette Reference Eight Ex dem.

•

Now

Manticore Mantra/Musician factory modified
Talk Electronics Breeze/PSU • hono New
CD Pla ers

Classic records
Norah Jones Not Too Late 200G
Alan Parsons Turn of A Friendly Card
Diana KraII From This Moment On 200G
Sonny Rollins Volume Two MONO
John Coltrane Blue Train STEREO 200G
Genesis Foxtrot 200G
Muddy Waters Folk Singer
Royal Ballet The Royal Ballet Gala 2LP
Harry Belafonte
Belafonte at Carnegie Hall WOG 2LP
Witches' Brew RCA Living Stereo LSC 2225
Spain RCA Living Stereo LSC 2230-200G
Rimsky Korsakov, Schererazade 200G
Bob Dylan Live 1964 3LP Box Set 140G
Jethro Tull Aqualung 200G
Bruce Springsteen Born To Run 200G
Peter Gabriel So 200G
Carole Kin Ta st 200G

e Heatherdale

Below is a small selection of some of Dur ex demonstration
arid part exchanged special offers FOR more information and
photos of most items please see our website.

We have a full product line of MFSL, LP,S AND CD,S
Classic records. We also stock a full range of

enthusiasts

‘A.Ie think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop.
why not pop in, visit our web- site or call us and see if
you agree.
Special offers

I

The PhoNote is available as either a MM
version fo , £ 1,500 or MC for £ 1,750 and Is
available exclusively from Noteworthy Audio

£ 1995

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
www.noteproducts.com

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel: 01903 872288 or
Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

VISA

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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CLASSIFIEDS

www.AUDIOCLASSICS.com

you bring the
music,

Buy - Sells - Trades - Repairs
McIntosh & other Hi-End & Vintage Gea
3501

Old Vestal Road, Vestal,

Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,

NY, USA

Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,

607-766-3501

Isotek, Naim, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison
Research, and Wadia

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp

and Acoustic Energy, Kudos, Martin

Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE TO
SMA RT

Revolver, Triangle and Usher

SOUND

"Boy does that
HiFi News
single valve serve "Provided auniverse of almost
up slam"
perfect listening pleasure,

(
ilare
r

.eitovet,94

OVERALL RATING

sweet detailed and above all,
supremely musical"

Hi-FiNews

Hi Fi+
"Near perfect blend of price
and performance"

19/20

• . • • •

ft •
• All valve circuitry
• RIM eguilization
• Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
• Rumble filter
Manned 24hr order line:

M ADISOUND

Audio we'll supply
the smile
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.

What Hi Fi
"Smooth, warm sound.. Makes
vocal based music apleasure"

Tel: 01325 241888 Email:
news@thifisound.co.uk

Call for full reviews

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

0870 8500129

BUILDERS WITH

Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,

www.smartsounddirect.com

5

nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

PROVIDES SPEAKER
THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.
•.....•••CIHN

=

C
rM11
.
.1

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex

BIEFEM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

_

morel'

A.t_12 A

etritss
vrfa c
1\16R DOST

LrG

fiElON
L/ scanspeaK
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC. 8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U S.A.
TEL 608-831.3433 FAX 60&831-3771
e•mall inIo@madiOound.com
Page: http:/www madisound com

138

AUDAX
> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG > MAX FIDELITY

-11

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

14

> ATC

seas

NAUT•PAt/1...•ilf

www.hifinews.co.uk INOVEMBER 2007

OKING

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

> SCAN- SPEAK

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS,

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes

HARDWARE

COMPONENTS
IACCESSORIES
IPM T
U
B
E
S

HOW TO BOOKS
Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

(all, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax 1215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com

THE
CAME
COMPAMP
125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

> SEAS

e

feet
SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St -Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450 443.4949
Email:
Web:

solenesolen.ca
www.solen.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

IAN HARRISON HIFI

It is not net essay to have

Absolute Analogue®

great hi-fi equipment in
order to listen to mimic...
...hut it helps.

Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_AnalogueniemaiLmsn.com
Websitc: wwss . ahsolu tea nalogue.co.uk

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DLIO3R
DENON DL 103
DENON DL160
DENON DL II0
DENON DL304
GRADO RS1
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARA1 "A"
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOvE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU1
SW( HEADPHONES

Get it rig,ht!

STARS "...marvet/revel in the additional clarits. crispness and transparenev the
IsoNodes delis er......the Brightsta rs are ahugels cost-etTecti% eupgrade.—.Dmit
consider an electronic; upgrade until sou se tried these first - they reallv do the.
buviness" Bind Ili- tiSound Ind Ii‘lan Çeptenther '110'
"..vou'll hear more detail. darns and crispness. The cheapest
music upgrade % twit ncr make." The Guardian, lutua 2067

°0

"...the difference can he quite profound, %shriller it's a£250
Ccmbridge Audio 640t- silver disc spinner or a£ 2,5010 ME Audio _
mush epreamplifier. Bass is stronger, fuller and far more
musical, midliand cleaner, smoother and niore dimensional,
end treble s‘seeter and smoother......Thoroughlv recommenier
It,- ti Herid, % larch 21/07

castle
creek
epos

SPECIALIST

harbeth
lexicon

Spares and Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE

I

rntchell
nain' audio

Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner

neat acoustics

Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.

nottingham

Contact us for our free catalogue.

primare
sine

QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. + 49(0)2654 987977 fax. +49(0)2654 987976

spendor
runco

email.QUAD-GmbH©t-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.corn

I
pswic

www.quadatelierde

Oranges & Lemons

fax (01473)

signals
hi-fi for grown-ups
(01473)
55172

1

655171

1:eng@signals.uk.com
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VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

HiFi,
Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialists

Spares and repairs
See the TAMUY Cones
Hotline at

www.lockwooclauclio.co.uk

020 7924 2040
ww.uandl hifaco.0 k
61 Wetths Road, Battersea. tiVs II612X
orunges.leiniens s

Call For appointment to visit us at l
-lanwell on
4-44(0. 20 8579 7755
or Fax 4-44.0)
-- R.
20
UUUUU
8579 7156
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LIVE MUSIC AT HOME

Usher in Devon

amplifier sound is the key

Nu Force
Marant z
Goldring
Grado

DNM offers unique amplifiers
designed purely for ultimate
sound and long term reliability
for more
information
01480-457989

Devon

TQ6 9HN

01803 833366 www.SoundHiFi.com

Way too Loud

Too Loud

It's a common proolem. - he usable range on the volume control is all down at the bottom end and fine control at low listening
levels is either difficult or impossible. The noise floor niay be audible too. Tnee is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line

tutenuators.

They can fie used with pie/power or integ-ated amps to cure the

problems of excess gain and

bring sonic benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £39 per pair delivered. To order. call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Cnoice,

World,

Hi-Fi PIUS and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

>Free Advice in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere
>0% Finance Available
>2 Demonstration Rooms
New online
>Out of Hours Appointments
shop open.
>Home Demonstrations
please come in
>Open Mon - Sat : 9am - 5pm
and browse.

Call 01884 243 584
Mike & Caroline look forward to seeing you soon!
Suite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX166BL
website: www.audiodestination.co.uk
email: info@audiodestination.co.uk

1

niuelit y
indecently good hi-fi
hi-fii

Mreel. Hampton %Lick, Kingston upon [ homes.
tsurres kIl411L tel: 11111 59431530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

eSave 30°A today

VII 13 issues of hi-fi news

Does This Seem Familiar?

Loud

Stockists of ALR Jordan. Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Prix Audio, Heed, lsotek, Leema Acoustics.
McIntosh, M JAcoustics, Monitor Audio. Moon.
Nordost, Primare, Project, Stax, Tannoy Prestige. TEAC
Esoteric, Totem Acoustics, Unison Research, Van Den
Hul and many more.

•ROW). NII 't
IIINI AN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

Sound Hi Fi
Dartmouth

twochannel / home-cinema specialists
for those who want the very best...

Stockists of: ARCAM eDENSEN • EPOS* LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO. NEAT ,
iREGA • ROTEL

Come round for a coffee and
listen to the Usher 520 ek Dancers

www.dnm.co.uk

o

price on application.

arcam

QUAD
LE 1

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6G0
'EL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

atc

THE

ESL 57"

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
LIVHEST AUDIO, CREEK, E.A.R., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, C.A.T., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIRELVORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGAAJISAT1ON,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ER- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.

411%

'I
.mould strongls recommend the Isn'siode anti-sibration feet"
T\ T- Indio Ilia:trine

EPOA
EPOA
£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£625
£1300
£370
EPOA
£640
£1500
£2200
£1600
£800
£599
£885
EPOA

a; SUBSCRIBE to Hi -Fi News and get the

latest news, analysis and opinions on
new technologies, products and formats
IHMIm from hi-fi to home entertainment
gillum delivered direct to your door.
em.

et= code:31T
or subscribe online
at www.hifinews.co.ukiihfan
CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote

NOVEMBER 2007

f

www.hifinews.co.uk I 139

Specialist items at great prices with

4et

Spectral

Pro-ject

HIFI STAND
HE- 684

The Spectral High End HE- 684 hit stand is the ultimate experience h
design and engneenng. With striking sturdy ground aluminium
columns and low vibration, extra thick safety glass panels, this hilt
stand really is the ultimate audiophile support.

CHECK ONLINE
HI- Fl TURNTABLE

Reference

Debut USB

300DABMK3 System
REF300DABMK3

INFORMATION

The fantastic New Debut USB Hi Fi Turntable features afitted
Onofon OM 5E carndge, Pro-Ject Toneann, Nominal speeds
33/45 RPM. Perspex Dust cover, Complete with USB and
RCA phono cables

This unique Reference system cornbees the A-H300MK3 Remote
AmpIrfier. the T-H3OODAB KIK3 3C0 DAB Digital Tuner and the
PD- H300 MK3 32-Track MUSIC Memory CD Player to create a
sensational arrangement.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

FREE

CHECK ONLINE
BUY
NOW- PAY

DELIVERY

2008

PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

7.1- CHANNEL HOME THEATER RECEIVE

The PRE30 employs aGass A coupled, discrete

AN remover built to embrace high-definition media

fully balanced circuit topology utilised for the best

featuring DTS-HD Master Audio, Dolby TrueHD Dec

possible signal-to-noise rate and audio fidelity.

Hdint (v. 1.3e), HDMI and Component Video

This combined with the A30.2 Dual Mono Power

Upconverson and 131-Arroung Capsbdity for Enha

Amplifier produces music and move sound as

Musicality and Power.

vibrantly as at the marnent it was recorded.
PRE30/A30.2

TX-SR605

Primare

Onkyo

Receiver and Speaker Package

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

AV Package 61

ACTIVE SUB BASS SYSTEM

Ikon AV Speaker Package

ELS1 5.1

PRO 50 MK2

£CALL FOR PRICE

YAMAHA

EpCPM

MJ Acoustics

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

. .
ale theater package produces
uxt.ept,, ,,t1,--,,tind quality, superior reliability and
easy to use features. In addition to this it offers
flexible configurations, automatic system calibration
and advanced video capabilities

This five star what hrfi award winning speaker
package comprises of 2 Ikon 6 floor standing
speakers, 1Ikon Vokal 2centre. 2on web rear
speakers and the Del Ikon suowoofer. Al of
which are also available individually with free
OED speaker cable

This speaker package integrates two pairs of ELS3
speakers, one [LS 30 centre channel and the
powerful new ELS subwoofer in order to create this
fantastic new system. These full range of high end,
high quafity Epos speakers are available either
individually or as part of this 5.1 package.

ILF
1%cepileer

CHECK ONIINE FOR PRICE

Creek)
JMITED

MONITOR AUDIO

L'ff'''
kaudio

.Ipidhir .... Witt..

Itie PRO

.

awesome addrlion k

complement 5w most discerning cinema arid musie,
system featunng twin crossovers. 120watts of power,
new designed 10" driver and Speaker and Line Level
inputs with Gain Control Range 80 and 601E.

111] ;
11[11:i 1:i ;III

;Kt
1 audio pr.

terms and Comma's
, IDOCt to ayalekty and Learge.
, Al gi..tocit remain the property of Hit', Bit: until pad re Lk is Iwo with tI.....r..‘.stance
,
selling regulations 2000 you may came, your order within seven working ,
his must he dore in the form of aletter. fax or email; atelephone call does not constitute caw:Mason. At goods accepted tor return under this regulation must be in tleir original box and packaging and returned ihmtinh your own couner We
cr,
with al acces, , , pristine corn:Man. Goods that we not kept ni this manner ea be s'Sect to ahandling fee of 25% 01 the purclese price. We deiim in the mainland UK orgy.

It,

free delivery

HiFiBitZ

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

11111111021graani
E CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

NTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

the Destiny integrated amplifier produces world beating

The 8000P is aclassic two channel power amplifier.

Integrated Amplifier with 75 watts per channel into

Features High quality Gold Plated RCA input/output

audio performance vinth its use of discrete analogue

delnering over 100W per channel and featuring a

8ohms. 200VA custom-made toroidal power

sockets, 10k ohms or input impedance. auto standby

\40S-FET. its new mains transformer which produces

frequency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

transformer, power supply capacitors and separate

and signal detection, high quality poner supply and

ore-amp output with class A buffer stage.

signal capacitors and 120 watts into 8ohms

ip to 100 Watts into 8Ohm operation and its 3Hz -

output oozier.

30KHz Frequency Response.

Destiny Series

8000P

2010s

3 Channel Power Amplifier

Dreek

Audiolab

Exposure

Roksan Kandy

Sennheiser

MJ Acoustics
XENO

INFORMATION
The PXC-450 is acircumaural high- end travel
headphone set with NoiseGardl..2.0
technology, patented Duofol diaphragms and
TalkThrough function for the best possible
attenuation of ambient noise (as featured in
the Bristol Show 2007).

GMECK

ONLINE
HIGH- END TRAVEL
HEADPHONE SET
PXC-450

Sonos

NON.
MULTI AWARD
WINNING SPEA
PACKAGE
amazing new XENO system features High
ecrossover, ability to be fed with afull range
signal, Bass drivel technology, Tweeter employing

Make your favorite audio devices part of a
wireless, multi- room digital music system with
the Sonos'. ZP8Os or ZP100. Together with the
Sonosr. Controller, this popular set up will give
you music n any room you choose directly from
your PC.

CALL
FOR PRICE

5.1 SPEAKER SYSTEM

MAKE YOUR
MUSIC WIRELESS

FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK
soft dome technology and Boundary effect rear
ports to enhance the refraction effects from the
lower frequencies.

ZP80 INTRODUCTORY PACK

YAMAHA

CD player with DAB digital radio receiver, plus two
speakers, in one stylish and compact unit, finished
in aluxurious high gloss finish. The M170 system
has a 11cm cone woofer and 2.5cm dome
tweeter, and can handle 110W of power

ONLINE
CD PLAYER/DAB RADIO
RECEIVER WITH SPEAKERS
M170

InFocus•
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Finance options available
through V12 Finance

aso The terms of sale do not effect your statutory nets. Finance optons are available on all ilesa priced over £390 e.g. Buy Now Pay May 2008

tweakmy flai m . com
cartridges
dynavectcr \N

orth

lyra

sumilo growing up
ortofcn

>cables
chord company

nordost
headphones

for

grado
stax

the full Nairn

hardware
atc

500 series

arcam

now on

epcs

demonstratien;•'

focal jai labs
kudos

at:

lexicon

'

naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingharn
origin live
roksan
something solid

signals

tnchord

hi-fi for grown-ups

sme

ipswich ( 01473)
fax ( 01473) 655172
signals
bocklesham

655171

email:enqesignals.uk.com
Ipswich
suffolk
IP1O 001'

www.sinals

uje.com

Elegant Storage
Solutions for
5fi-5i, Books,
LTs, CDs,
DVDs
Any

veneer

supplied

IAIN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Tel:
.01423 500442 Fax.01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
'The 0fd Chapel
282 Skipton Itoad

N Yorks
51G1 3HE

Harrogate,

Est.
1970
New Brochure
now available

Newfrom ;_e_o-pf_ Audio2 4,0wir Becmcs-lelocir,s

,
NIB 90

Powerful, Versatile, Beautiful & Affordable!
Anaiogue Seduction arc dedicated towards two
channel Hi Fi, specialising in vinyl replay.
well as our on-line shop we have dedicated demonsVation
retail facilities based in Peterborough, Cambridgshire and we
can offer our customers home demonstrations.
We stock the finest in amplification, analogue, digita' replay and speakers.
We also specialise in acable termination and cable burn in service.
Please visit our website www.analogueseduction.net to browse
or purchase products that are not easily available elsewhere.
New vinyl records now stocked

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1733 344768

www.manger-audio.co.uk
At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

precision
in sound
• Manger Speakers
• ASR amplifiers
• HMS cables

Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

World's
Best
Amplifier?

Smooth, detailed -easy

to listen to" sound. Without any harshness. Massive headroom means you can
listen to anything from Vivaldi to Led Zeppelin with precision and power. Hand
crafted mono blocks exceed the performance of many other brands Check
our specification: Incredible 100 watts (28.3v @ 80). New all valve design
by David Shaw. Low & high sensitivity means Can be passive or pre-amp
driven. Triode driver stage using excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Silver audio
cable. Switchable 50w Triode output. Choke PSU. Hand wired "Point to
Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel and Plexiglas cover
included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility.

From £
1,699pr Inc Russian valves (Various upgrades available)
-YIPS Meacliilicme Jinn,
Designed and developed in Leicester
All triode valves inc Mullard 12AT7 &
EH Super 2x 6H3Opi Military valve
Will match all headphones from 8-600 0
Plus 2+2 watts speaker outputs
Custom wound multi-tap transformer
Each hand finished in Leicester
All Class "A" Single ended design

Only £359.95 complete
15Le12 "11Grusical lEraJic "
"Zero gain" "Buffer" pre-amp with 2x 6SN7
Guaranteed to improve the sound of any
Transistor amplifier. Very low impedance
Output. Will drive very long cables. All Valve.
Very small, only 100x260mrn Mono Version available

Only £299.95 complete
1421 e1

Line pre-ame

"_ftigkautimiye0111101180$01111É-11111101gYelYalllad_01$10111011311 all
time I
OW of 00005%...excellenlMiaàilily HI FI News July 2006

Valve rectification 2x EZ81
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design 3x 6SN7
Remote control included
Four inputs plus tape loop
High & low level outputs
Will match any power amp

BEM

£699.95 complete

New Passive Preamp. (
As Featured in Hi FWorld)
4inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot, silver Teflon cable
Gold plated terminals Only £249.95

ASFrs Revolutionary
Emitter II Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that I
call it revolutionary,' and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at pest evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process l' ve
had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.
Ha ,ry Pearson - The Absolute Sound

infoemanger-audio.co.uk

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619

Common Features: Designs by David Shaw. Hand built Point to Point wiring. No printed drcuit board.
ALPS Volume control. Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. Silver Teflon audio cable. Steel 8alloy
plate construction Soft start. Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.

Fini!outmore: webs/fe at inneconardio.com
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment

See sNear Ils oldie &Mtn,Mil Dow
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.com
•

LCflJL

4,411..dhl—

'Conditions apply

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

Essential Components for High End!
Audiophiles tend to associate audible improvements with upgrading
hardware, until they replace their ordinary cables with MIT
Interfaces. Hear for yourself sonic improvements that the MIT
Interfaces make in your system. You will find it hard to believe that
MIT cables are so important to the overall performance of your
system.

Once you have experienced the benefits of MIT network

Music Interface Technologies

technologies, everything else is "just cable."

MIT Interconnects Give You:
•Better Bass
•Clearer Midrange
•Smoother Highs
•Presence, Detail Clarity

www.mitcables.com
Distributed by: Audiobilit. PO Box 988, Cheltenham,
GL50 9FJ, Tel 0870 777 2991. enquiries@audiobility.co.uk

iii0.0111.111e

•

ATC
Audio Physics
Bryston
Chord Cable
Dynavector
EAR/Yoshino
Helius
Isotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Naim Audio
Neat
Nottingham Analogue
Rego Research
Spendor
Tannoy
Tron
TW Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting
Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk www. radlettaudio.co.uk.

zw-COOL GALES
It's abreeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product listings.
Read how the extraordinary Clearaudio
Performance " plays exactly what's on the vinyl
and most other decks don't" (
HiFi Plus).

Give us afree call on 0800 043 6710 if you need more info
or prefer to order by phone. We'll tell you no one does
budget gear better than us: for instance, the amazing NAD
C555, astylish all- in-one package that makes for agreat
entry-level turntable.

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including
the astonishing Acoustic Solid Classic Wood, a
traditional design with modern, high-definition
sound. Why fuss with suspensions and P-clips?

A 30-day money-back guarantee
on most products ( details on our
website), including the the fabulous
Pro-Ject RPM9.1, with " more joie
de vivre in its rendition of music"
(HiFi News).

A huge selection of hi-fi components
with style, like the gorgeous Roksan
Radius 5, which leaves " most of its
competitors at this price level sounding
blurred in comparison" (
What HiFi?).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

www.coolgales.com
0800 043 6710
The Victoria School House --e. Henrietta Road ;--; Bath BA2 6LU

Central Audio
'44111
>'
11

05-

già

deb'''ithes

arm time tam

Amplifiers

Analogue

•
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: a.prutton@sky.com

Website:

Tel:

www.2ndhandhili.co.uk ... what are you up for?

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP

AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
10000
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 WITH PHONO
AUDION PREMIER PHONO STAGE 4MTHS OLD
AUDIO SILVER NIGHT MK2 INT 30013 4MTHS OLD
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
ATC SCM35
ATC SCM7
ATC C1
ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP75V WITH AID INPUT BOARD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE E212
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
BAT VXD5SE
BAT P5+6 PACK PHONO STAGE BRAND NEW IN BOX
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE BRAND NEW
BOULDER 850 MONOS BRAND NEW
BURMESTER REFERENCE 969/970
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
BURMESTER 956 MK2
CARDAS GOLDEN REFERENCE 2X7 FT SPADES SINGLE WIRE
COPL4ND CTA520 NEW IN BOX
DAR7ZEEL NUB 108
DCS VERDI LASCAL4
DYNAUDIO 1.8 MK2
EAR V20
EAR 864
EMM LABS °cams°
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS 1027 BE
FOCAL 1007 BE EX OEM INC STANDS
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
JEFF ROWL4ND MODEL 2+ BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
KRELL CD-DSP
KRELL KRC
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2 BRAND NEW
KRELL 280P BRAND NEW
LINN ISOBARIKS + STANDS
LINN KLIMAX TWIN NOT CHAKRA
LINN C5100
LINN C4200 1WEEK OLD
LINN 2100 1WEEK OLD
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT101A ETUDE 4MTHS OLD
MCINTOSH 252 POWER
MERIDIAN 588
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW CD/SACD
NAIM NV! DAB S/N236XXX
NAIM CDX2 S/N 210XXX
NAIM CDS2 S/N177XXX
NAIM 112X S/N 214XXX
NAIM 112 S/N173XXX
NAIM FLATCAP 2 S/N 168XXX
NAIM FLATCAP 2X S/N219XXX
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 2X 5MTR
NORDOST RED DAWN 2X2 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEN AUDIO REBEL? SPECIAL ROWAN FINISH
REGA FONO MM
REL STADIUM 3
SPECTRAL DMC 15
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 3501 MTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH RUBY MAINS BRAND NEW
SILTECH SO88 IMTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH LS88 2X3 MTR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
SILTECH S028 IMTR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SO 110 1MTR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SPX 30 2MTR NEW IN BOX SHUKO/lEC
SILTECH SPX 202 MTR SHUKO/IEC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TALK HURRICANE 3.1
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1
WILSON BENE SCH ACTOR
WILSON BENESCH DISCOVERY

.

N.

3250 .
2195
... 3995
2200
795
2500.... 1595
6500 . ... 3495
2500.
1695
750
445
2680 . ... 1595
3000 . ... 1395
2000
995
500
245
350
175
8000.
2995
4600 .
2695
8500 .
3495
6500.
2295
2200.
1295
4800 .
2495
4200.... 1995
3050.... 1995
8000 .... 2495
3500.... 1795
5500 .... 3995
7500 .... 5495
45000 . .. 19995
5000.... 1495
8000 . . . 3495
2000
795
1900.
1295
11500 .
7495
9000 .
3495
2000
795
3500 . .
1295
2100 . ... 1195
13000 . ... 5995
8500 . ... 4995
4000 .... 2695
3100.
1995
180
45
7500 .... 2995
3500
595
6000.
1595
12000 .
4995
4000 .
2495
3000.
1995
N/A
495
6000.
1995
2200 . .. 1295
3680 . ... 2295
1400
895
1200
795
4000 .... 2395
2000
895
2600 .. .. 1295
4000 .... 2495
3250 .... 2195
2995.
1795
4500.
1595
750
445
700
345
565
295
565
395
450
250
600
295
5000 . . 2795
5000 .... 2795
1200
595
165
95
1500
795
4750 .... 2495
4750 .
2495
1500
895
1375
795
800
450
1700
995
400
245
1430
995
550
395
315
195
595
295
1200
595
18000 . 4995
4000
1595

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Wanted quaility hifi

Allston 87)51) s, conebon
Anston 8053 Supenor Rega ann, stunning
&Won ROI IS, excellent order..
Ciearaudio SolubonSabsty Carbon dad died (11650)
Creek 081115 mmdc stage, as new
Creek OBE118 mm stage. as new ............
itadcodr 228E. excellent booed
Heybrook 772 otv Linn Basik LVX
ESE SlateSenes3dosan774 rare as..
LED MMO Phono Ape ..
Linn LP12, 01. DC 10
Linn 110E01. pc
Linn Oak 12/11, isce rare black
Linn Ittok I?. VERY VERY RARE ITEM. .
Linn Linto Annrversary
Linn brrto, excellent
Linn LP12. Valhalla Ado. ,
91. ...............

119
399
199
799
149
119
199
229
299
119
329
299

Amain 485. excellent
449
Mom AVR200. ex boxed
Audio Analogue Maestro Reference 151:hymens:or Integrated 1179
Audiotab 80008000X7 as new procesor/7 channel amity__ .799
179
Audiotab 80034. PC boxed
Audio Research 070 Power
879
AV1S2000Pte, superb Ode preamp ...249
Baum Mee Monoblocks, ex on silver 5ONClass A fabulous
Chord SPM14120013 boxed as new dblack
Consonance Signature 10 vlovely 243 vane integrated ...949
Consonance Relit& cny remote, uses 6550s to great ellect...1149
Conrad Johnson PVI5

799
799
649
4M

L}aus APA7 *nos
799
Ons PreVS. or mint boxed
449
Cyno 7, °abated..
Detion 440(14 rnonoblocks
399
Exposure 3910, as new boxed We £
200 mm phono stage........599
ITI. MABOMA100,MA100 PePower x2 love combo NOW .... 199
tgell KAV400». excellent boxed

399

Ucheil Orbe SE. NC power ex Gem.. 1599
Me/sell Focus One. Focus arm, ardent
299
Meltell Transcnpfors Reference Hydrae:fluid ann, 96W........579
Mission 774 anginal arm
Muscal Fdelrty XLPSY3 as new boxed
AIuscal Frdelrty XLPS oral

179
99

NAIMAro as new boxed
One, Lae Ultra de& with off board Ie S96 cti NOW...0Ifers
CI go Lae Saver, ex boxed
. 349
Proice Tubebox excellent
279
Raga Ihanar 2. 88250,
. 149
Rega Planar 3, k8300 PC
. 169

Linn LX100 excellent
MaranOPM172 excelled encl. ...
Muscal fidelity A1000. monster «plated wept .

.. 279
649

NAM 320 10 pre/power, cute chrome bumper pair ....................229
AL4IM MIT 5. ex boxed
499
N4IMN4C112, cunent style preamp
389
AL4IM NAP180, Otw bawd, excellent..
499
IVAIM N4P140 Ore. bated
NuForce Reference ME Monoblodes, dem in slier. . 1999
Pathos arsic One Me ex boxed.
749
Ouad 44 Preamp 405 and 405'2 Poeverarnps NCW horn .......... 94

SME 3012 excellent
.499
Systemdek d900, onboard cis a7ylic pâtter and R8250 ........379
Systendek II (biscuit en), ADC arm, pc..229
Technics SL 10 good leorlung order._ . 179

Quad 99 Powerarnp. as new boxed

Duds 11)1255ME3009
Thaws TO160aMayware

Sad Froders Anthem Pin IL & Power 1, Reduced to onty ..... 779
TACTityngdorl Ada SDA2175 great press as new
679
Tube Technology Prophet and melding p/s wgc baeel
Tube Technology Stgnature Integrated, ex bead ..........................599
Meson Reseed Sft, 845 madness areal ad .... 1749

299
. 199

Whest Audio PS.2CVMSU 20 phono stage, ex demo....................799
Zed Nmous heamvagN arm excelkYnt
.
499

Digital

349

Radford STA25 Rennarssance and SC25 Proem« ocellent 1199
Rolex Caspar, Integrated ex remote
329

Speakers

Arran OV89, bargain

.329

Auckotab 80000AX. pc
AV! MN Reference CD player .
AVI Lab Senes. mot boxed ex dem
Bow Technologies 398, beautiful, acre bond .
Chord BILVDAC 64 as new in black c./w choral rack
Consonance Owed ex dom began - W014,
cyne Ouattra, cAv tuner UNDER HALF PRICE ,

299
.929
1899
4499
1449
..449
.549

CYrus P103 024 excellent boxed

279

DCS Purcell Upsampler bargain upgrade
TEAL Fsoterr 070 vgc stunnog DAC
Esotenc LIX1 - the dentate player? NEW COMPLE7E &Maki/do
Esotenc UX1 - rte uldote ptayer?Ex boxed

. 999

4975
3939

.379
.
baiet uporadedCrock2andle •
.
399
•
Medan 200 Transport excellent boxed
Mendon 203 Dec. excellent boxed
. 159
Mcromega Stage I. excellent .. 179
AlustcalFidektyXDALY3. excellent boxed, ......... ....249
704/533 vaAYe output ,y40 Unsexing board, boxed..499
Transparent Statement ex dated
1449
Pranare C030.2 ex boxed cw remote ... 699

Audiaecbar M3 Sig active crossovers. new Ch.. amazing .... 1499
AVI
ADM in Walnut .
Call
Cade Richmond 3, edelkent boxed..
149
Dynaude 110 with matchog stands
399
Dynauda Audence 42. excellent
Dynaudio Contour 1.8 ne ex boxed
799
Epos M12. pc
.239
Epos ES14. age
Ket,bsasne,sbened .
199
Len Edon excellent boxed.
349
Linn Sara excellent taxed wrth Sara stands ...............
.. 279
LiWng Voice Aucktonum 2. ex boxed
. 1199
Martin Logai Aerie iboxed bargain!
Missal Freedom 5excellent .
649
Monrtor Axle SO ex boxed
299
Maxtor Aide. met boxed GS20 In Piano ddic, adorn ........ 1149
Monitor Audio. mint boxed RSW12 &tweak( .
429
KAM Credo in cheny. vgc boxed
499
Neal Acousbcs Petite 3SE ety Ultimatum bass drivers NOW ....449
Open Clued. superb Ode standmount
349
FINC 182 xi deny reduced pao
349
Rol Sbabx MM. as new'
199
Revel A120. saufty wrth stands..
499
JM Reynaud Olfrande. boxed superb oiv matching stands......1199
Revolver F133 ex dem. well reveled barge'?.
Rogers LS25a, need we say more
599
Royd MInstrel ex black

•

Roban Atessa die Dac and poker suppy
.
599
Sugden CD21SE. ex dem
. 999

Ruark Crueader 2excellent oblack
Ruark Sabre pc, nee mewed standmount
Soars Faber Cremona Ateetor enuring mini
Some Faber Concerto c'w SF Stands
Sono Faber Grand Pon° Home

599
1149

TFAC 59059. excellent remote

Tandberg Study, Moller Large'

279

VVado 302 e, demo as

. 479

599
179

boyed

Accessories/Systems

Radio and recorders
Harman Karda
Na 4020 vnceongoai
Pioneer POR509, age mote
F'ure 701ES, new
Quad 1343, edellent
Rega Radio
Sony (1705 OAB Tuner REDUCE"

axe Signeure 1m interconnect . . ....... 279
_149
.....119
49

. 129
99

HKanlonAVR535- was £
999
399
Lill? Ctrs* kwrtn onboard tuna as new bond ............579
lsobank Active M P, box
Muscat Ede/4y XPSU adellent ... 159
Tara Labs Ref 8Spirt cable
.Call
TEAC 500 sates 5.1 system Amp, END.
Sped all tor only
499

... tel 0845 6019390 Tuesday to Saturday 10 tll 5, or email newstUndhandhitl.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash...... Call us before you trade In..... Commission Sales too

READER EXCLUSIVE

IFl
II rig:IlitIC
AUDIO WORKSHOP!
This is your chance to be one of alimited number of special
guests invited to the first hi-fi news audio workshop
WHEN?
This exclusive one-day event gives
the readers of hi-fi news the chance
to attend aFREE workshop featuring
demonstrations of the finest hi-fi
equipment from leading high-end
manufacturers. Superb sounds,
three separate rooms, key industry
figures, followed by aQ&A sessions
at the end of each demonstration.
Between workshops free
refreshments will be provided,
giving you the chance to meet the
hi-fi news team!
•There are two available timeslots
12pm or 4pm for you to choose,
but as space is limited, book now.
•Entry is via ticket only.

Sunday 7th October 2007.
This invitation is exclusive to hi-fi
news readers. Space is extremely
limited so please book early for
your opportunity to attend.
Closing deadline for entries in
1st October 2007.

WHERE?
Selsdon Park Hotel, Addington
Road, Sanderstead, Surrey
This amazing hotel built over one
thousand years ago oozes with
history and provides the perfect
sett,ng to hear the world's finest hi-fi.
The hotel is situated less than 10
miles from the M25(16) and has
free parking or is 10 minutes (taxi)
from East Croydon train station.

WHO?
Leema Aco.. . iay be anew
name in the In nworld, but is one
that's known and trusted by many
in professional audio circles. With
lllTAA oursOmenc,z.
over thirty years design experience. Leema sets the standard for
neutrality and integrity by adhering rigidly to one simple
and perhaps rather old fashioned philosophy... 'WHAT
GOES IN, IS WHAT COMES OUT"... Leema will be showing
how they achieve this without resorting to
artificial embellishment or adding colouration.

IDAL-1

www.selsdonparkhotellondon.co.uk

Dali design, develop and produce
hi-fi loudspeakers with only one
goal. to fulfill their vision of how a
loudspeaker should sound, look and
feel. Dali will share with you their
never-ending quest to satisfy their
ideas on what agood audiophile
loudspeaker should really deliver.

Al. Conti. designer of all Basis Audio products, is amechanical engineer by education with adecade of design
work in the defense/aerospace industry. His first analog
design was the Debut turntable in 1985. Innovations of
the Debut include the first viscous damped sprung turntable suspension and the only oil-well vacuum bearing. The
Debut has won numerous awards
in audio including the selection as
one of the top 50 most influential
audio products of the last 50 year.
by Hi Fi News ( UK) and multiple
"Golden Ear" and " Editor's Choice
Awards" from The Absolute Sound
magazine ( US).

I
WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND THE HI-FI NEWS AUDIO WORKSHOP
Preferred Time ( Tick appropriate box )
No. of tickets required:

D

E 12Noon

Please mail this slip back to:
Elizabeth Spence at
hi-fi news,

Name .
Address
Postcode

El4pm

Tel .

Email .

BOOKING
DEADLINE
1ST OCT

Leon House,
233 High Street,
Croydon,
Surrey
CR9 1HZ
Or email:

Tickets and itinerary will be sent prior to event - workshop content sLbject to change

elizabeth_spence@ipcmedia.com

Been chasing your tail? Around the block' afew times?

up

blind alleys? Thought you'd reached adead end?
There is alight...
••••

:
1
4

tum

AURA Note Music Centre

KR AUDIO VA340

LECTOR CDP-7T CD Player

All- in- One CD player, FM tuner, amplifier
and PC connection by award winning British
designer Kenneth Grange. A21st century
Music Centre for the discerning £1,995

Only amature approach to music reproduction
will fully appreciate the effortlessly natural
abilities of this 20wpc, SET, remote controlled,
integrated amplifier. One you're likely to keep!

Eliminates any gap between digital and
analogue replay by revealing those emotional
characteristics in music so often obliterated by
the insensitive hand of technology £2150

AIR-TIGHT ATM 1

FURUTECH DeMag

MUSIC FIRST MF1 Pre- amp

Head to head against some highly praised
solid-state behemoths, the AirTight ATM- 1
has consistently proved to be more musically
'muscular' with greater room filling presence.

Demagnetise vinyl? Yes, you still haven't heard
your LP's at their best! After treatment they
sound even more open and transparent - even
vinyl guru Michael Fremer was impressed!

One review after another ranks this amazing
pre-amplifier amongst the very best in the
world. We keep both the copper and silver
wired versions on permanent demonstration.

SHANLING MC30 Music Centre

CONSONANCE Ref2.2 Linear

MELODY Pure Black 22

Classic Shanling styling in this super value
Music Center. CD player, valve amplifier,
tuner, iPod dock and ' pre- out' connectors for
any choice of power amp - all for just £500!

Filterless DAC (a technology embraced by
Landen and AudioNote) with 6H30 triode valve
output provides you with reference quality
CD replay for ¡ ust £ 1,395!

If 3.5 watts from a2A3 valve isn't enough
for you, Melody have taken aquartet of the
little buggers and produced the most dynamic
18wpc monoblocks you'll ever hear £2945

HORNING Aristoteles
Anew loudspeaker from Tommy Hoerning
that provides 96dB sensitivity and an easy
load for low power amplifiers. Enthusiasts
with smaller listening rooms can now
enjoy awesome 'room filling' naturalness,
astrength of the Horning Agathon, about
which e-zine '6moons.com' summarised
their extensive introductory review with the
commendation ;"learn just what has become
possible in music reproduction per se."
Aristoteles £,995 Agathon from £6,300
—
LIKE

NEW

NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!

GEMME

Vivace

Single drivers speakers have an integrity ancN rythmic cohesion that appeals strongly to
listeners who prioritise their emotional
connection with music rather than academic
analysis of the loudspeaker itself. These
beautifully constructed loudspeakers from
Canada offer useful sensitivity and an easy
load, suitable for both valve and solid state
amplifiers to deliver aspacious soundstage
with delicious fluidity. Available in asuperb
choke of venners and lacquer from £2995

See our website for part-exchanged & ex dem bargains
www.audiolincs.com à0/8

2192 5851

SERVICE 101476 591090

...because the flame is worth the candle

London HiFi Show
21-23 Sep 2007
Park Inn Hotel Room 18, Enter Free
Prize Draw for £800
of LAT and AUDUSA
Eupen cables

[AT INTERNATIONAL
IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC 100 MKII Analog, DI- 30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital and VI-6Video
Interconnects, AC- 2 MKII Power cord, SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII Loudspeaker cables, also available as a Biwire cables Tonearm interconnects TA300, TA200 and TA100. Solid Core Silverfused wire
technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielded,

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers

North Star
192 top loading Transport ( Pro 2 CD Mech)
and Extremo DAC

Best Loudspeaker - Wallpaper

Maga-

zine 2004.
Reviewed in
the UK by HiFi
News, Hifi
Plus and HifiChoice. Many
other great
overseas reviews. Ask
for brochure
and price
list. VC1 from

AUDUSA EUPEN

The world's only true
Ferrite technology
cables - a high quality
ferrite is extruded over
the conductor strands.
Power Cords - GNLM
5/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) and
GNLM 05/04. From £ 48
for a 1m cord terminated
with a standard IEC and
MK tough plug. Other
terminations include Fig
of 8, 16 amp IEC, and
mains plugs Scnuko,
USA, Danish, India,
Swiss etc Pictured are
the SEB versions of the
cable priced from £ 80
for a 1m cord

£3450, VC2
from £ 4750
and VC7 from
£6400.

Ask for product brochures and price list and
visit our web site and check : he list of ex-demo
bargains on offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

definitive audio

there is only one
turntableworld!

Definitive Audio offers you a frosir and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.

Sale

Sale of part exchanged and ex -dem items

New

Esoteric P03 / DO3 CO player - boxed - unused - owned 1week - whoopsl £ 14000 £ 20000
Audio Research Reference 3 line pre- amp - with Jorma 15A mains lead £ 6000 £ 9500
VPI/TNT Junior record player
£ 1500
£4500
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace with LV mat - 15 months old - perfect £ 1400
£2450
Lyra Helicon Mono - only very light use
£ 600
£1200
Sheu Premier Mk11 turntable with upgraded platter
£ 500
Schroeder DPS 9" tonearm - Bocote wood - hens teeth £ 2000 £ 3000
Jan Allaerts Finish - light use
£ 1500 £ 4000
VDH Various MC cartidges - Frogs. Grasshoppers, Colibris - 10 - 150 hrs use please
call
Jorma Prime Interconnect 1m XLR -XLR
£ 1000 £ 3200
Jorma Prime Interconnect 2m XLR -XLR
£ 1400 £ 4200
Jorma Prime Interconnect 1.5m phono - phono
£ 1200 £ 3600
Kuzma Airline tonearm - Kondo silver internal and external lead - ouch £ 3500 £ 7500
Kuzma Stogi '
S' unipivot tonearm - new - lovely sound - giveaway £ 350 £ 650
Rogue Audio Zeus stereo power amplifier - very big and very heavy £ 3000 £ 7500
Reim NAC 72 8( NAP 140
£ 650
Mactone MA30013 20 watts power amp - as new - 2 months old
£ 3000 £ 6500
Mactone XX330 line pre- amp - as new - 2months old - boxed
£ 2500 £ 8000
Avalon Arcus loudspeaker - Maple - very tidy
£ 2500 £ 7000
Unison Research Smart 300B class A monos - 12 months use - giveaway £ 1800 £ 4500
Lavardin PE Reference line per- amplifier - 1lady driver - perfect £ 1500 £ 2400
Lavardln AP power amplifier - spotless as above
£ 2100 £ 3400
Exposure 3010 CD player - as new - boxed - 100 hours use
£ 850 £ 1400
Audio Aero Capitole CD24 / 192 - factory serviced - vgc
£ 1700 £ 4000
Audionet Art V2 CD player - perfect, as new - 6 months old
£ 1500 £ 2500
Audionet Art V2 CD player - perfect, as new - 18 months old
£ 1300 £ 2500

Aesthetix, Avid, Clearaudio,
Decent Audio, Dynavector, Funk,
Goldring, Grado, Graham,
Hadcock, Koetsu, Lyra, Michell,
Moth, Nottingham Analogue,
Origin Live, Ortofon,
Project, Roksan, Rothwell,
Graham Slee, Shure, SME,
Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord,
Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

Audionet SAM integrated amplifier - perfect, as new - 6 months old

£ 1500 £ 2500

Cairn 4808 integrated amplifier with remote - 10 months old - boxed - mint £ 550
Esoteric X03 CO player - perfect - boxed - 200 hours max use
£ 3750
Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6 months old £ 700
Cardas Golden Reference speaker cable - 3m single set - very light use £ 1250
Border Patrol 300B SE - Western Electrics
£ 1900
Canary 601 line pre- amplifier - very smart - Living Voice upgrades - lovely £ 1500
Nottingham Analogue Mentor - SME 345 tonearm - old timer - much loved £ 1250
Canary 303 monos - 22 watts 300B power with Living Voice upgrades £ 3500
Canary 608 integrated amp - standard unit
£ 1000
Canary 300B monos - 10 watts excellent condit on - giveaway £ 800
Horning Agathon - Silver Oak - excellent conditicn - no packaging - giveaway £ 1000

probably the largest analogue
dem selection in the UK
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: wvvw.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£ 1200
£ 5000
£ 1600
£ 2250
£ 3000
£ 7500

£ 4000

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Tel:07860 511111

WE CONSIDER THE PERP.TECH P-1A/P-3A/PSB ( MODWRIGHT SIG- 2) TO BE THE BEST AFFORDABLE DAC/UPSAMPLING ENGINE AVAILABLE
AND AS SUCH USE NOTHING ELSE FOR DEM.PURPOSES. IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING A SOURCE CHANGE OR UPGRADE YOU SHOULD
AUDITION THESE. ONLY A FEW LEFT ( THEY WILL NOT COME AGAIN!) WE HAVE RECENTLY TAKEN ON AURUM CANTUS,
EXQUISITE FINISH AND STELLAR PERFORMANCE WITH VALUE TO MATCH.
ALSO MUSIC FIRST PRE AMPS ( THEY NEED NO INTRODUCTION FROM ME!)
SOLID STATE

DENON DOD 2800 ( GOLD) MINT

McCORMACK RLD-1/ONA-125 PRE/POWER MINT/BOXED £1995
BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2 EX DEM/BOXED
£2795

SONY TAE-1/TAN-1PRE/POWER MINT/BOXED
£6495
'THE ALCHEMIST' PRE AMP EXCLT
£3750
'THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP EXCLT
£2750
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE MINT/BOXED £4995
MUS. FIDELITY MA-65 MONO'S/PRE-8 VGC
£895
£ JOHNSON PFR.REMOTE PRE MINT/BOXED
£1495
PASS LABS ALEPHPPRE AMP EXCLT
£1195
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE BRAND NEW
£995
OPA 50S PRE AMP C/W PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED
£395
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP (£4700) EXCLT£2795
JEFF ROWLAND 501 MONOBLOCS EX OEM
£3495
MARANTZ MA-700 MONOBLOCS X4MINT/BOXED £1195
(HELL 300iL EXCLT BOXED
£1995
SONOS FABER MUSICA INTEGRATED MINT/BOXED
£1250
PIONEER A-400 MINT/BOXED
£195
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100 EXCLT/BOXED
£195
MARANTZ PM 55SE EXCLT/BOXED
£99
YAMAHA AX-620 AMP EXCLT
£249
QUAD 33/303/FM3 QUAD SERMCED EXCLT
£375

CD/SA D/DVD

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS- III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT NOS/BOXED £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD-II CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT VGC
£295
TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT EXCLT
£350
THETA CARMAN CO/OVO TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED
£1595
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT MINT
£3250
PERPTECH PI -A/P3-A/PSU SIG-2BRAND NEW
RING!
PINK TRIANGLE DA-CAPO 24 BIT HDCD EXCLT
£750
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK NOS/BOXED £350
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK NOS/BOXED £275
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE 8.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK NOS/BOXED £225
MSB UNK DAC-3 24/96Khz MINT/BOXED
£375
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSU VGC
£275
ALCHEMIST FORSETT1TRANSPORT/DAC MINT/BOXED
£1595
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£1450) MINT/BOXED £495
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000 TRANS./DAC EXCLT/BOXED £1795
MICROMEGA SOLO (NEW MECH) BOXED
£895
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE) MINT/BOXED
£ 1250
XENON 200 CD MULTI PLAYER EX DEM
£195

£ 395

DENON OVOA3300 (GOLD) EXCLT/BOXED
£395
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kliZ 3DACS/PRE (£6800 ) M1NT/BOXED £2850

VINYL

TF1ANSCRIPTORS & SKELETAL ARM LOVELY
£895
ROKSAN/ COGNOCENTVPSU (ROSEWOOD) MINT/BOXED
£495
QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE EXCLT
£1250
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL EXCLT/BOXED £7495
WALKER PROCENIUM $35000 EX OEM/BOXED
£12500
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800) EX.DEM
£395
HADCOCK GH42 TONE ARM AS NEW/BOXED
TBC
GRAHAM SLEE ELEVATOR EXP AS NEW/BOXED
TBC

VALVE AMPS

AUDIO RESEARCH LS-8PRE AMP (BLACK) MINT/BOXED £895
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED MINT/BOXED £1695
UN RESEARCH C-5 PRE/MM,MC (£ 1650) EXCLT
£595
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE MINT/BOXED £995
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM INT (£2800) EX OEM
£1895
AUDIO INN 1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S MINT/BOXED
£1250

LOUDSPEAKERS

JM LABS MEZZO UTOPIA MINT
£4795
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500) BRAND NEW
£5750
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2 EX OEM
£7995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA BRAND NEW
£5995
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2BRAND NEW
£3995
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 (£9500) EX.DEM
£4995
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM M-3 MINT
£2850
MIRAGE M1si EXCLT
£2750
KLIPSCH K-HORNS B.EYE MAPLE MI
£2995
SNELL TYPE All EXCLT/BOXED
RING
ALA JORDAN NOTE- 5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB) EX.DEM
£1250
SNELL CMKAI EXCLT
£ 1250
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD BRAND NEW
£ 1195
TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700) GC
£895
CURA CA-30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700) MINT/BOXED £ 1295
CURA CA-21 B.EYE MAPLE (£1800) MINT
£750
CASTLE AVON
£375
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH EXCLT
£650
REGA SEL ROSEWOOD (£1275) EXCLT
£475
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109 EXCLT
£275
AUDIONOTE ANE ROSEWOOD GC
£795

TANNOY BERKLEYS RECONEREPOLISH EXCLT
LOTH -XAMAZE & STANDS (CHERRY) MINT/BOXED

£ 1195
£395

LYNX THETA TUNER (VERY RARE) VGC
SONY 700ES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE MINT

£ 195
£250
£295

TUNERS /TAPE/CD RECORDERS

PIONEER FOR-05 (£1300 NEAR MINT/BOXED
STA N DS LAST FEW!!
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105 EX OEM
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105 NEW
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100 NEW
SOUNDSTYLE ST-105 NEW
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 103 NEW
CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL UST

£149
£199
£195
£275
£250

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

OPA BLACK SLINK 4METRE PAIR X2LOCKING WBTS
£795
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£375
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC £795
PS.AUDIO X-TREAM BI-WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£750
NIRVANA AUX SLSERES 2.3 METRE PAIR EX DEM. FACTORY TERéAINATED £475
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SILVEFI SPADES) £225
QED XT-350 4MM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
TBA
NORDOST FLATUNE GOLD BI-WIRE
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£40 METRE) PER METRE 120
BLACK RHODIUM S130 X2 BI WIRE BRAND NEW80 METRE) PER METRE £ 9

INTERCONNE

BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO RALANCED XLR 1ACRE (£997 FETAL) BRAND FEW £395
BAO( RiDOLM OFINORID BALAACED XLR 2METE f(1503+ FEN.) BR« WW £650
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE RCA BRAND NEW
£295
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE OR 1METRE
£75/95
BRAND NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE BRAND NEW
£65
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1.5 METRE RCA
595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLR £1195
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE XLR BALANCED AS NEW/BOXED £275
XLO 3METRE PAIR (
PHONO) U.DEM
£225
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 6.5 METRE PAIR £299
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 1METRE PAIR
£55
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE PAIR EX.DIS BOXED £ 199
CABLE TALK- 3DIGITAL COAX 1METRE NEW/BOXED £50
NORDOST VARIOUS INC.MOONGLOW
RING

WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 511111

0
Serious sound from serious retailers...

•

NAP 500 - Amplifier

CD555 - CD Player

...experience the

a

500 series for yoursell
THE RETAILERS

NAC 552 - Preamplifier

LONDON
Audio Venue Ltd
020 8567 8703
Billy Vee
Sound Systems
020 8318 5755
Grahams Hi Fi
020 7226 5500
Oranges and Lemons
020 7924 2040
SOUTH EAST
Pi Hi Fi
01483 304 756
Soundcraft Hi Fi
01233 624 441

world class sound...

EAST
Signals
01473 655 171
Tom Tom Audio
01727 893 928

The Sound
Organisation
01904 627 108

WEST
Audience
01225 333 310
Gulliford Hi Fi
01392 491 194
Mike Manning Audio
01935 479 361
Sevenoaks Hi- F1
01392 218 895
Ultimate Home
Entertainment
Solutions
0845 6780 787

NORTH WEST
Acuustica
01244 344 227
Adventures In Hi Fi
01244 345 576
Audio Counsel
0161 4916 090
Fortissimo
0161 8325 060

NORTH EAST
Audio Republic
0113 2177 294
Audio Room
01482 891 375

SCOTLAND
Loud & Clear Ltd
0141 2210 221
Robert Ritchie
01674 673 765

AUDIO EXCELLENCE GROUP
01179 264 975

AUDIO TGROUP
01372 748 888

SOUTH CENTRAL
Hifi Cinema
0118 982 0402
Overtuie
01295 272 158
MIDLANDS
Cymbiosis
0116 262 37S4
Honeydale Audio
01694 771 351

www.naim500.com

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Tube testing for a
dfre alves
introduc

all signal

tube tester afew months ago at the
Hi -Fi News Show at Heathrow. Designed
to facilitate the comparative testing of
the vast majority of double triode valves
IECC 81/82/83/88, 12AT/U/X, 6922 etc) the
Tube Imp enables the valve equipment
enthusiast, retailer and manufacturer of
valve equipment to quickly and easily test
and match small signal valves, optimise
valve selection and determine the condition
of stock valves, thereby improving audio
performance and potentially saving
considerable amounts of time and money!
Powered by an external 12VAC power
supply, available in all the world's voltages,
the Tube Imp measures, for each section
of the device being tested, the steady state
current, the gain, and the transconductance
characteristics of any B9A Double Triode
with the standard ECC83/88 footprint.
The tube testing market has been

Item

Prices

Tube Imp Small
Signal Tube Tester

£299.00

Quantity

A Selection from
our Sovtek/
Electro-Harmcnix
Valve Catalogue
EH300B (Matched
pairs/pair)

neglected for many years — that which
has been available being in the main
secondhand, very costly and requiring a
degree in astrophysics to operate!
The advent of this relatively simple, easy
to use low-cost unit will be aboon to all
users of thermo-electronic devices!
Now the good news! For the next couple
of months, all customers taking delivery

just £ 50 towards the cost of replacement

of aTube Imp Small Signal Valve Tester at

valves when they are next needed!

the regular price of £ 299 will also receive
avoucher to the value of £ 50 redeemable

•For details of our full range of product go

against the purchase of any Sovtek or

to www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com and visit

Electro-Harmonix valves from our current

our online store, call 01234 741152 or visit

catalogue. No catches, no time restrictions,

us in Bedford!

ACCESSORIES CLUB ORDER FORM
Name

Sovtek KT88

£35.00

Sovtek 6550 WE

£25.00

Sovtek KT66

£25.00

Sovtek 5881

£12.00

Sovtek EL34

£10.00

Sovtek EL84M

£16.50

Sovtek GZ34

£18.00

EH 12AT7/ECC81

£12.00

EH 12AU7/ECC82

£12.00

EH 12AX7/ECC83

£13.00

EH 6DJ8WA/ECC88

£15.00

Address

Telephone

Post Code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories Club' or please

charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of the
form) to: HFN Accessories Club 8. CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford
MK40 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed wrier form tc: 01234 742028

Card Number

OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.

E

corn OR Visit the secure order facility at tvww.hilidccessoriesclub.

Expiry ( date)

Signature

7EME171

corn UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include
postage and packing for all items, whatever their .. ize. anywhere in
CV Security Number

the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they wit be free of VAT ( Sales Tax1, but will be subject to
additional shipping at cost. Please contact us for auotation. Delivery
subject to availability. E&OE.

All products online at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

tWochestee tWI-P;67
30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD CABLES, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, DK DESIGN, EPOS, EUPENI, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT,
GRAVES AUDIO, GRAHAM SLEE, LAI INTERNATIONAL, METRONOME TECHNOLOGIES,
NORTHSTAR, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, PARTINGTON,
PROJECT, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, STIRLING LS35/a,
TANNOY, PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
HOW TO CONTACT US...

hi-fi news
Editorial Team

We Live At...

Editor • Paul Miller
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • Sheradon Dublin
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser

Our editorial, advertisement and
publishing offices are at:
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Consultant Editor • Steve Harris
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CR9 1HZ, England.
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HMV was famous for its
gramophone records, but it
made equipment too. John
Howes looks back...

F

., rom the 1920s onwards, the
HMV brand built up aworldwide
reputation for manufacturing

1••••10111

01•111

,,,,, •

u

ABOVE: Typical advertisements for HMV domestic products from the 1960s. The Model
555 Stereoscope' integrated amplifier also shown below) boasted amonitoring display
cabinet had its matching control unit on a
25ft umbilical lead. The amplifier was based

The model 519 loudspeaker utilised an
elliptical 13 x8in bass unit coupled to

on the famous Williamson circuit, having

two 3in tweeters.

high quality products —
acoustic gramophones, records, radios,

the output valves connected as triodes for
very low distortion. The specification of the

END OF THE LINE

radiograms, televisions and tape
recorders. The massive factories at Hayes

amplifier was 18W maximum power output,

In the April 1963 edition of Wireless

hum and noise —90dB, frequency range 20-

World. Stern's was advertising the 555

in Middlesex took in raw materials at one
end, and out came the finished items

40,000Hz ± ldB, and harmonic distortion
less than 1% for 12W output. This system

at aspecial price of £ 38. It had made

at the other. It made its own cabinets,

was aimed at those customers who could

at approximately cost price. Later that

record decks, loudspeakers, transformers,

afford the very best.

year, Messrs Clarke and Smith took over
marketing of the complete HMV range

chassis and components.

In 1960, arange of integrate°
stereo amplifiers was introduced. These

abulk purchase and could sell them

under the ' CSI Sound' brand name.

INTO THE HI -FI ERA
In the 1950s, it entered the growing
hi-fi market with arange of amplifiers,
tuners, speakers, transcription pick-up
arms and professional tape recorders
under the EMI brand name. In 1956 its

'The more ambitious model 555, at 10 watts
per channel, boasted acathode ray display'

3052 loudspeaker combination sold for

were physically small and very smart in

£186.18s.0d. compared to aTannoy
GRF at £ 116.10s.0d. This behemoth

appearance. The Model 544 retailed for 26
guineas and had a4W- per- channel outpLt.

measured 48 x36 x19in and weighed

The ambitious ' Stereoscope' Model 555, at

170 pounds! The cabinet housed three
12in drivers for bass, two 6in drivers
for mid and an electrostatic tweeter

10W per channel, boasted acathode ray
tube display. This allowed the amp's output
and channel balance to be monitored, and

mounted horizontally at the top. The

also enabled the system frequency response
to be checked using atest record. The 555

push-pull KT66 amplifier inside the

was 63 guineas, as compared to aLeak
Stereo 20, with matching Point One

e
me

1.
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Clarke and Smith carried on
distributing arange of amplifiers,
loudspeakers, tape recorders, along with
atuner and the [ PU 100 pickup arm.
This 9in unipivot was sold complete with
pickup for 19 guineas.
The last mention of CSI was in the
1966/67 edition of the HiFi Year Book.
The professional reel-to-reel tape recorder
market must have been more lucrative,

stereo preamp, at £ 51.9s.0d.
In 1961. amatching AM/FM tuner
was released, together with speakers and

because many models were introduced
by HMV's parent company EMI between
1956 and 1972. HMV is now better
known for its chain of record shops.

acabinet to house all the equipment.

where the ' Nipper' logo lives on. (b

HiFi News Year Book 2007

on sale
th
OCTOBER
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IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE:

—) Hardware: we review the finest equipment of 2007
Music: our critics reveal the best discs of 2007
We celebrate 25 years of the Compact Disc
-4 Hi-fi @ Home: aHiFi News reader invites Steve Harris to amusic 'n' movie matinee
Opinion: our columnists discuss the highs and lows of ayear in ht fi
IFA Show: full coverage of the latest audio, AV and display technologies
Plus letters, Q&As, John Howes' Retro Roundup and afabulous all- Quad Super System
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Ayre

MX- R

Stereophile, April 2007 — Wes Phillips
its sole purpose appears to be to praise music and to glorify it."

"...full-bodied, liquid, and three-dimensional..."
one of the most remarkable performers at any price."
Stereo Sound, Winter 2006 — Takahito Miura
"...a radiant, supple musical quality, with incredibly spacious sound."

"The life-sized soundstage was so vivid it gave me goosebumps."
"...a magical transparency that illuminates the individuality of each
performance from within."
Hi Fi+, June 2007 — Roy Gregory

"...these amps rewrite the rulebook on power."
"...when it comes to musical enjoyment, the effect is smack you
in the face obvious."
"...the Ayres establish abenchmark for all round excellence."

symmetry
t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www. symmetry-systems . co. uk

Sonus faber.
CREMONA SERIES. LOOK TO THE PAST TO HEAR THE FUTURE

"FAST, TRANSPARENT, DYNAMIC
OPEN, CLEAR, VIVID.
P

HI FI CLUBE / JOSÉ VICTOR HENRIQUES / CREMONA ELIPSA
Sonus Faber's introductions in the early " Noughties" of the floor- standing Cremona and the
smaller Cremona Auditor were hailed as milestones in the Industry's long standing quest to
achieve the highly- desired marriage of both aesthetics and sound quality. Such amarriage
would please both ends of the consumer spectrum, the audiophile as well as the cineaste.
Indeed, it seemed incredible that the legendary, exquisite craftsmanship of the original Cremona
and the Cremona Auditor could have been surpabsed.
However, the recent launch of two new models With M'
designations, along with aflagship speaker, the Cremgna
Etipsa, were inspired by that most astounding of •
transducers, the Stradivari. Thus, they are testaments te the
fact that Sonus Faber's designers are in aconstant prpeess
of perfecting the art of music reproduction, and of pushing
the boundaries in the creation and engineering of aweinspiring handcrafted works of art. These s,peakers are all
the more precious because of their rarity, in aworld
characterised by so much automation and mechanisation.
The Auditor M, the smallest of the new Crernonas and the
successor of the original Auditor, is aversatile two-way
system ideally suited for smaller environments craving a
large-scale musical picture. Its natural maple enclosure
follows the Sonus Faber signature form of alute in crosssection, while its components and final sound have been
ear- tuned by the legendary Franco Serblin.

-

For larger rooms, the original floor- standing Cremona
has evolved into the new superior Cremona M, which
displays amore elegant, stylish finish and benefits from
the introduction of new components.
Like their Homage siblings, both the Auditor M and
Cremona M reflect the findings of Serblin's
longstanding research, with attention paid to every
detail, from small components, to wiring, to the drive •
units themselves. Equally, the aesthetics and
external details have been refined to indicate anew
stage in the speakers' evolution. •
At the top of the new Cremona range lies the
brand-new Cremoná Elipsa, designed for the
connoisseur with both the means and the
environment to exploit alarger system.. The
Cremona Elipsa provides near- Stradivari
performance in amore compact, economical
package. Its sound is room- filling, open and
natural, white its form is as beautiful as the
speaker that inspired it. The Elipsa is,
without question, another Sonus Faber
-dasterpiece.

CREMONA Fl

Sonus Faber CREMONA ELIPSA

For your nearest dealer contact'

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durban, Road, London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F. + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
r

www.absolutesounds.com

mfakabsolutesounds.corn

Sonus fa ber.

